
The United States is preparing to
launch bombing raids around Baghdad
to protect Iraq’s fledgeling leadership
from Islamic militants, amid signs of a
growing co-ordinated global effort to
tackle the crisis.
The Pentagon has made clear that it

has authorisation from President Ob-
ama to conduct airstrikes around the
capital, which is 200 miles to the south
of theKurdish regionofArbil, the scene
of bombing raids in the past week.
Rear Admiral John Kirby, the

Pentagon press secretary, said that the
US Navy and US Air Force were
authorised to launch attacks wherever
Americans, military or civilian, were
under threat.
“The airstrikes that we have been

conducting and authorised to do are
predominantly toprotectUSpersonnel
and facilities in and around Arbil,
although the president was very clear
that we have the authority to conduct
airstrikes to protect US personnel and
facilities anywhere in Iraq, including
down in Baghdad,” he said.
Britain is concentrating its efforts in

helping 450,000 refugees in Dahuk,
near the Turkish border. A represen-
tative of the Department for Inter-
national Development is assessing the
area and two aircraft carrying British
aid are en route to Arbil, destined for
Dahuk. Britain called on the United

Nations Security Council last night to
pass a resolution calling for further
sanctions to disrupt terrorist finances.
A crisis session of EU foreign minis-

ters agreed yesterday that nations
should allow direct arms deliveries to
Kurdish fighters fighting the Sunni
insurgents. Several EUnations pledged
more humanitarian aid. Canada will
send two military cargo planes to Iraq
to help to deliver weapons to Kurds.
EricEdelman, a former seniorofficial

at the Pentagon, warned that airpower
alone would be incapable of defeating
Islamic State (Isis) militants. “The
broader question is can Isil [the US
name for Isis] be contained with air-
power alone or will more be needed to
defeat it? I think the answer to that is
clear. It will require more,” he said.
Separately, David Cameron ex-

pressed “grave concerns” at events on
the Ukrainian border in a telephone
call with the country’s president, Petro
Poroshenko.Theprimeminister voiced
his fears after reports thatRussianmili-
tary vehicles had crossed the border.
“They agreed that humanitarian aid

does need to reach those in theEast but
this should be delivered through the
International Committee of the Red
Cross,” a spokesman said. “Russia
should be co-operating fully with the
ICRC and must not use the aid convoy
as a pretext for further provocation.”
New leader studied in Britain, pages 6-7
Christians hide from killers, pages 32-33

Michael Evans, Sam Coates

Rocking up A fan arrives yesterday at the V Festival site in Chelmsford, Essex,
where performers this weekend include Justin Timberlake, The Killers and Blondie

US bombing
raids to save
Baghdad
from jihadis
Obama determined to shield new Iraq leadership
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True ebola death toll
may never be known
The toll from the ebola outbreak
may never be known, health
workers warned. Many patients
are dying long before they can be
reached, and the sick are hidden at
home because relatives fear the
ebola wards. The dead are buried
before medical workers realise the
disease has spread to their area.
Seventy-five new cases were
confirmed in a single district of
Liberia yesterday. Page 32

Priest stole babies
A Catholic priest in Chile stole
babies and gave them out for
adoption, telling their unmarried
mothers that their infants had
died. Father Gerardo Joannon
even held fake masses, according
to a church investigation. Page 36

INTHENEWS

Kahn convoy attacked
Imran Khan, the Pakistani
opposition politician and former
cricketer, said yesterday that shots
were fired at his car as a protest
convoy aimed at toppling Nawaz
Sharif, the prime minister, came
under attack. Page 62
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in the universe
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Gove’s successor seeks a clean
slate and truce with teachers
The new education secretary has
played down the importance of the free
schools programme and allied herself
with the “outstanding” teachingprofes-
sion, in her first public intervention,
designed to show a significantly differ-
ent approach from that of Michael
Gove.
Nicky Morgan also singled out state

schoolswhichhadneither converted to
academies nor been created as free
schools, in a clear signal that she will
not be obsessive about the flagship
reform programme to the detriment of
other state schools.
The first insight into Mrs Morgan’s

approach came in a two-page letter to
her Labour opposite number, Tristram
Hunt, in which she suggests they work
together. The tone is likely to dismay
fans of Mr Gove’s radical and often
combative approach, although seen as
necessary inNo 10 because of the dam-
age done to relationswith teachers. She

suggests that free schools, the pro-
gramme of new institutions created
underMrGove, are only a small part of
her job.
“The free school budget represents

less than a tenth of my department’s
total capital budget, far less than the 28

per cent that goes to local authorities to
create places in areas of basic need.”
She goes on: “Of course, academies are
just one part of the picture,
and their work is complemented by
thousands of excellent schools in
themaintained sector”—which is also
a change of emphasis from Mr Gove.
MrsMorgan suggests that the Tories

and Labour are more united on educa-

tion than is oftenpresented. “Toooften,
we focus on the the differences that di-
vide politicians, and it is worth ac-
knowledging the huge amount we and
ourparties doagreeon . . . I hope thaton
those areas of agreement, you will be
willing to work with me to ensure the
best outcomes for our young people.”
She also makes clear that her

approach would be what one aide
described as “pro-teacher”.
She writes: “Heads and teachers

across the country have risen to the
challenge of delivering our ambitious
reform agenda, and our schools are the
better for it. Thanks to their hard work
anddedication, children todayhave the
best chance of attending a good or out-
standing school.
“The quality and prestige of our

teaching profession is also better than
ever . . . it is because we trust the
professions that we have given acade-
mies the freedom to recruit the best
people for the job, regardless of their
background.”

Sam Coates Deputy Political Editor

More come forward after
Sir Cliff abuse allegation
Police investigating an allegation of
historical sexual abuse against Sir Cliff
Richard said yesterday that a number
of people had come forwardwith infor-
mation after a search of the pop singer’s
property.
The alleged victim,whowasunder 16

at the time, has claimed that he was
assaulted by Sir Cliff at a Billy Graham
rally at SheffieldUnited’s Bramall Lane
stadium in June 1985.
Sir Cliff, 73, one of the UK’s most

successful recording artists, has de-
scribed the allegation as “completely
false”. Sir Cliff, who is at his home in
Portugal, was not aware of the search
until detectives entered his luxury
penthouse near Ascot, Berkshire.
In a statement he expressed frustra-

tion that the police did not given any
notice “except, it would appear, to the
press”. The BBC, which broke the news
onThursday, had a crewwaiting to film
detectivesentering thebuildingandput
up a helicopter to cover the story.
SouthYorkshirePolice said ina state-

mentyesterday that itwasnot theorigi-
nal source but that it had worked with
the public broadcaster. It read: “Whena

media outlet contacted SYPwith infor-
mation about an investigation, we took
the decision to work with them to pro-
tect the integrity of that investigation.
“Since a search took place a number

of people have contacted the police to
provide information and we must
acknowledge that the media played a
part in that, for which we are grateful.”
Sir Cliff said he would co-operate if

the police wished to speak with him. It
is believed that a discussion about an
interview has taken place between his
lawyers and police.
JonathanMunro, head of news gath-

ering for the BBC, tweeted that he
would not say who the original source
of the story was but he “can confirm it
was not South Yorks Police”.
ThamesValley Police, which assisted

in the search of Sir Cliff’s property, said
it had no media contact beforehand.
Nigel Evans, the former deputy

speaker of the Commons who was
cleared of alleged sex offences earlier
this year, told ITV: “It appears the press
knew what was happening before he
did and theworld’smediawere camped
outside his doorstep. A press helicopter
wasupbefore thepolice evenarrived—
he is quite right to be angry about that.”

Fiona Hamilton Crime Correspondent

Football fans face clamp on goal videos

The Premier League has urged football
fans not to share unlicensed video clips
as its battle against copyright infringe-
ment moves to a new front.
As the new premier league season

kicks off today, fans are expected to
flood sites such as Twitter and Face-
bookwithposts about spectaculargoals
and controversial refereeing decisions.
The emergence of social networks as

a forum for fans to comment on games
was cemented during theWorld Cup in
the summer, when an estimated
672 million tweets were posted about
the tournament. However, it also pre-
sented a headache for the holders of
rights to screen video highlights.
Numerous unlicensed videos replay-

ing goals and other notable moments
were posted, in breach of exclusive

deals forcing the rights-owners to
scramble to have them taken down.
The Premier League, worried that

the trend will continue, issued a warn-
ing to fans that sharing the clips is a vio-
lation of copyright law and would un-
dermine investment in the sport.
“We would encourage fans to use le-

gitimate means to access this content,”
a spokesman for the league said. “We
are working with social media provid-
ers to take down pirated clips and hope
fans understand the need to maintain
the investment model that produces
the football they love.”
The league is oneof theBritish enter-

tainment industry’smost successful ex-
ports, reaching an estimated 645 mil-
lion homes around the world and gen-
erating £1.9billion annually. That
income isderived fromaseriesof exclu-
sive arrangements with media organi-

sations in various territories to display
live games or highlights packages.
In Britain, for example, BSkyB and

BT share live coverage of games; the
BBC broadcasts TV highlights on
Match of the Day; andNewsUK, owner
ofTheTimesandTheSun, has the rights
to show video clips on mobile devices.
The leaguehas foughtnumerousbat-

tles to protect its intellectual property,
cracking down on viewers using illegal
internet fees to watch games.
Vine is a service owned by Twitter

that allows users to share looping six-
second video clips. During the World
Cup, Twitter accounts such as @Foot-
ballVines gained thousands of follow-
ers. A spokesman for its owner told
Channel 4News yesterday: “The threat
of legal action . . .webelieve tobea scare
tactic, as the realityof policing this is in-
credibly difficult.”

Inside today

Hundreds use clearing
to enter top universities
Page 14

Crackdown on
criminals set
to be deported
Richard Ford Home Correspondent

Hundreds of foreign criminals facing
deportation from Britain will be barred
from open jails and release on tempo-
rary licence under new rules.
Twenty-one have been returned to

closed jails since the rules came into
force on Thursday after a risk assess-
ment suggested they might abscond.
The rules are part of an overhaul

after a rise in thenumberof prisoners in
open jails going missing and incidents
where inmates released on temporary
licence have committed crimes.
At the end of last year therewere 850

prisoners still in jail after serving their
sentence who were awaiting deporta-
tion, according to Home Office figures
given to MPs.
Under the new rules, any foreign

prisonerwhohas been issuedwith ade-
portation order will no longer be
allowed to move to an open jail or be
released on temporary licence.
Chris Grayling, the justice secretary,

said: “While they remain with us, we
must do all we can to make sure they
stay safely under lock and key.”

Alex Spence Media Editor
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It’s a bolt from the blue: lightning can easily strike indoors
“The troubleain’t that there is toomany
fools,” Mark Twain once said, “but that
the lightning ain’t distributed right.”
After a summer of thunderstorms,

during which several people have been
struck, it turns out that the odds of
being hit by a bolt are nothing like as
long as many presume, although the
numbers have been falling over the
years.
A study has revealed that 722 people

were hit in Britain between 1988 and
2012, an average of 29 each year. This is
almost certainly an underestimate as
many cases go unreported and each

year, on average, two people are killed.
The research also suggests that August
is usually the likeliest month to be
struck as this is the peak time for
thunderstorms.
Researchers at the Tornado and

Storm Research Organisation com-
piled lightning incidents from the me-
dia, NHS reports and incidents sent in
by thepublic.Their survey, published in
the Royal Meteorological Society’s
journalWeather, has also tackled wide-
ly held myths about lightning safety.
Perhaps the most surprising statistic

is how easily lightning can penetrate
homes. Being indoors with windows
and doors shut is usually considered

safe, but electrical currents from light-
ning can surge throughmetalwires and
pipes. Using landline phones is espe-
cially risky, according to the survey.
There was almost the same number

of people struck indoors as outside.
Menwerenearly three timesmore like-
ly to be struck outdoors than women,
probably because men often spend
more time outside in work or in recrea-
tions such as hill walking and climbing.
“Around one quarter of all indoor in-

cidents happened when the victim was
touching or holding a corded tele-
phone, whether in the home, office or
telephone exchange,” reported Derek
Elsom and Jonathan Webb, of Torro.

It is also a myth that metal objects,
such as necklaces and bracelets, attract
lightning, although they increase the
risk of burns. Mobile phones and ear-
phones do not draw lightning, but they
too can leave burns and may help to
pass electric current into the body and
cause more serious injuries.
Being sweaty can cause greater harm

as the moisture instantly vapourises,
while perspiring feet can make shoes
explode. The good news is that number
of victims has halved since the 1960s.
Fewer people work outdoors, health
and safety has improved, golf courses
carry warning systems, and there is
better medical attention.

Paul Simons

Wealthy Britons
turn their home
thoughts abroad
The strong pound is
encouraging many to
chase the dream of a
place overseas, writes
Francesca Steele

How to stay safe

6Avoid trees and using umbrellas,
golf clubs and fishing rods
6 Stay away from the sea, lakes,
rivers and swimming pools
6 If caught outdoors, make yourself
small by curling up into a ball
6 Get into a car and shut windows
and doors; the vehicle can conduct
the current outside, which then
jumps over the tyres to the ground
6Unplug electrical equipment,
especially TV sets, and steer clear of
metal pipes

There may be stormy times ahead for
residents of the eurozone, but for
Britons hoping to snap up a home
abroad the climate has rarely looked
sunnier.
Middle-class property buyers from

the UK are taking advantage of the
strong pound by going on a spending
spree overseas. The established coast-
lines of Spain and France top the list of
propertyhotspots,with transactionsup
by 84 per cent and 65 per cent in the
past year respectively.
Overall, foreign property purchases

have soaredbymore than50per cent in
the past year after plummeting during
the recession, according to Currencies
Direct, the foreign exchange specialist.
“The French Riviera is absolutely

flooded with Brit buyers at the mo-
ment, particularly in established places
like St Tropez and Antibes,” said Nic
Brennan, associate director in Savills’
south of France office.
In July, the pound reached a two-

year high against the euro, a rise of
more than 11 per cent from the low
point of 2013.
Between 2007 and April this year,

there was an 80 per cent fall in the
number of Britons buying property
abroad, a report by the currency opera-
torHiFX shows, but buyer numbers are
now decidedly on the up.
Everyone from businessmen to

sports stars is flocking to popular coast-
lines. An agent for the property firm
Knight Frank recently sold three high-
end French properties to senior bank-
ing executives from the UK, who took
out euro mortgages simply to take ad-
vantage of cheap debt, despite having
enough capital to buy the properties in
cash.
The British Olympian Carl Hester,

whohelped to lead thedressage teamto
a gold medal at London 2012, bought a
penthouse in Spain’s millionaire en-
clave Sotogrande, where several British
footballers also own properties, a few
months ago, said Francis Payne, a local
estate agent.
MikeWilliams, 46, a chartered finan-

cial planner fromManchester, bought a
two-bedroom beachfront apartment in
San Pedro, near Marbella, in May for
€210,00.
He said: “My wife and I had been

interested in buying in Spain for a
couple of years but decided towait until
the market conditions were right. The
health of the economy and exchange
rate made now seem like the right
time.” The couple found their property
through BarbaraWood, a buying agent
in Andalusia, who said this would be
her second-best year for sales since she
founded the business in 2003.
The money spent on such properties

overall has risen faster than the actual
number of purchases, by 59 per cent
compared with 56 per cent — which
suggests that buyers are seeking ever
more expensive places, in established
locations, rather than places they hope
to make a quick profit.
“Many buyers are wealthy Lon-

doners, although they’re not oligarchs,”
Mr Brennan said. “They will spend a
couple of months here in the summer
and rent the property out.”
The countries with the most drama-

tic increase in British buyers in the past
year wereAustralia andCanada, where
numbers rose by 213 per cent and 143
per cent respectively. Experts put this
down to the strong pound and in
Canada to “the Carney effect” — a

heightened interest in the country
because Mark Carney, a Canadian, is
now governor of the Bank of England.
“British interest in Canada was

alreadyon theup,” saidDonaldMarr, of
Terra Firma Development Corpora-
tion, which earlier this year launched
Forest Lakes Country Club in Nova
Scotia, a residential development that

has received about 600 inquiries from
the UK through its agent Savills since
June. “But the arrival of Mark Carney
as governor definitely helped. Buyers
seehimas themanwhohelped stabilise
the Canadian economy and his big
British media presence means that
Canada is more on people’s minds.”
Agents cautioned that buyers must

watch the economy carefully going for-
ward. Andrew Langton, chairman of
Aylesford International, said: “At
present, the pound is certainly stronger
against the weakened euro, but it will
require close monitoring over the next
few months. Should interest rates rise
induecourse, itwill be interesting tosee
the effect on the pound.”

The French Riviera, above and below left, is attracting British buyers. Canada, below right , has felt the “Carney effect”

A place in the sun

Most popular countries for Britons
buying abroad (percentage rise
in number of purchases in past year)
Spain 84 per cent
France 65 per cent
United States 62 per cent
Portugal 53 per cent
South Africa 77 per cent

Fastest rising nations
in terms of buyers
Australia 231 per cent
Canada 143 per cent
Spain 84 per cent
South Africa 77 per cent
France 65 per cent

Turnover (value of purchases)
New Zealand 127 per cent
Canada 96 per cent
Spain 96 per cent
South Africa 96 per cent
Australia 84 per cent

GETTY IMAGES
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Darling’s secret weapon in TV debate
was briefing from Sky News bruiser
He turned Nick Clegg into the TV star
of the 2010 general election campaign.
Now The Times can reveal how a
formernewspresenter transformed the
normally reservedAlistairDarling into
the edgy, combative debater who put
Alex Salmond on the defensive.
The secret weapon behind the first

TV debate on Scottish independence is
today unmasked as the bombastic
former Sky News presenter Scott
Chisholm, a no-nonsense bruiser
turned media trainer.
Mr Chisholm is fast emerging as the

assistant of choice for top politicians.
The veteran TV presenter, who also

presented the breakfast show on the
short-lived ITN News Channel, is
known for coming to training sessions
with war stories from his days inter-
viewing Colonel Gadaffi, and Yassir
Arafat, the late Palestinian leader.

According to a rare account of his work
from 2010, he declares that people
should speak to TV viewers “like they
are 10-year-olds”.
Mr Chisholm’s guiding hand is cred-

ited for Mr Darling’s unexpectedly
strong performance in his TV debate
againstMr Salmond. The former chan-
cellor, who leads Better Together, the
pro-union campaign, defied
expectations by appearing
the more passionate of the
twoas he repeatedly ham-
mered his opposite number
on which currency an
independent Scotland
would use.
As Magnus Lin-

klater wrote: “The
man once voted the
most boringman in
Britain was not just
angry, he was furi-
ous.” The coup had

echoes ofMr Clegg’s surprising victory
in the first TV debate of 2010, after a
performance which saw him making a
direct appeal to voters down the
camera.
Mr Chisholm, a New Zealander, is

well liked among politicians for his dis-
cretion. He refused to confirm yester-
day whether he worked with Mr Dar-
ling, and initially denied helping Mr
Clegg in 2010, according to reports.

He maintains a low profile, but
speakingat aPRWeek seminar in2010

he said he had one over-arching
key message for clients — stick
to simple language in order to
get your messages through:
According to the magazine,
he said: “Even the FT uses
language that could be

understood by a literate 12-year-old,
and the tabloids aim for a readingageof
about8or9.Thinkabout thatwhenyou
are talking to a print journalist.” In TV
terms, this was just as important, he
added: “Pitch it at a 10-year-old. If you
use words that viewers have to process
in order to understand, then they will
miss the next three to six words you
say.”
Mr Chisholm’s occasionally robust

methods have caused trouble in the
past. In 1992, he was suspended for two
weeks after a punch-up with Chris
Mann, his fellow Sky presenter. Mr
Chisholm claimed he that had hit Mr
Mann for being rude on the phone to
his wife, also a Sky presenter.
The fracas erupted again the next

year when Mr Chisholm criticised Mr
Mann inamid-showbreak in live trans-
mission that led to a physical alter-
cation afterwards. Both presenters left
the station soon after.

Sam Coates, Lindsay McIntosh

Journalist’s ‘nightmare’
A former Times journalist who
has spent two years on bail after
being arrested over the alleged
hacking of an anonymous
blogger’s email in 2009 has been
told that he will face no further
action. Patrick Foster, who was
arrested as part of Operation
Tuleta, the Metropolitan police
inquiry into a range of alleged
privacy breaches, said the past
24 months had been a nightmare
and accused Scotland Yard of an
unnecessarily heavy-handed
investigation. He said: “In order
to bring this regrettable episode
to an end, I have accepted the
offer of a police caution for
committing a technical breach of
the Computer Misuse Act 1990.”

Ulster rally driver dies
A driver has been killed while
competing in a motor race in
Northern Ireland. The accident
happened during the Ulster Rally
in western Co Fermanagh. The
day’s racing was cancelled after
the incident.
A spokesman for the organisers

said: “The Northern Ireland
Motor Club extends its sympathy
to the family and friends of the
competitor who was fatally
injured during a tragic accident in
today’s Ulster Rally.”

Ferrari sells for £23m
A classic Ferrari that was once in
a fatal accident has become the
most expensive car to be sold
publicly after changing hands for
£22.8 million. Henri Oreiller, an
Olympic skiing champion, was
killed in 1962 when he crashed
the 250 GTO at 100mph at
Montlhéry Autodrome, near
Paris. Only 36 of the cars were
built between 1962 and 1964. It
was sold to a telephone bidder at
Bonhams in Monterey, California.

Mother and son dead
A runaway single mother may
have killed her baby before
committing suicide, police
suspect. Angel Hudson, 26,
disappeared from her home in
Teignmouth, Devon, with her son
Arthur, six months ago. On
Wednesday, she was found dead
with her 22-month-old son at her
aunt’s home in Euxton, near
Chorley, in Lancashire. Police
said they were treating the case
as a murder inquiry and suicide.Scots independence a bad idea, says Australian PM

Scottish independence would be a vic-
tory for the enemies of freedom and
justice, the Australian prime minister
has said in the most pointed interven-
tion yet by a foreign leader in the inde-
pendence debate.
A win by the Yes campaign would be

cheered abroad by countries that op-
posed British values and influence,
while an independent Scotland would
make little positive impact on theworld
stage, Tony Abbott told The Times.
“It’s hard to see how the world would

be helped by an independent Scotland,”
Mr Abbott said in London after visiting
the Netherlands to meet families of
thosewhodiedontheMalaysiaAirlines
jet shot down over Ukraine last month.
“I think that the people who would

like to see the break-up of the United
Kingdom are not the friends of justice,
the friends of freedom, and the coun-
tries thatwould cheer at the prospect . . .
are not the countries whose company
one would like to keep.”
It is the first time that such a senior

British ally has been so outspoken on a
decision that rests ultimatelywithScot-

tishvoters, and the first timethat thede-
bate has been cast as one ofwestern lib-
eralism against its enemies. President
Obamahasbacked theNocampaignon
the ground that the two countries’ rela-
tionship serves both well. “If it ain’t
broke, don’t fix it,” he said last month.
Mr Abbott, an Anglophile former

Rhodes scholar, didnotnamethecoun-
tries he believes would line up to ap-
plaud the end of the Union. However,
his tripwas scheduled aroundhismeet-
ings in theNetherlandsand it coincided
with the publication of horrific images
of anAustralian-born child holding the

head of a decapitated fighter in Syria.
Aides to the prime minister said he

had no doubt that Russian-backed
rebels were behind the destruction of
the Malaysia Airlines jet, in which 38
Australians died. He has not yet joined
efforts to isolate Russia with sanctions
but he did not rule out barring Austra-
lian uranium exports to Russia or re-
scinding President Putin’s invitation to
a G20 summit in Brisbane in Novem-
ber. “If people do thewrong thing there
should be consequences,” he said.
Leading article, page 21
Interview, pages 30-31

Stay calm Stormy skies threaten to disrupt the tranquil waters off Falmouth, Cornwall. Brighter conditions are forecast for much of Britain today. Forecast, page 17

High-tech scarecrow

Natural England has approved
the use of a £676 laser gun to
deter gulls that are plaguing
coastal resorts across Britain. The
Agriliser, dubbed the scarecrow of
the 21st century, has a range of up
to 1.2 miles and fires a green beam
that frightens the gulls off but
causes them no harm. Shop and
café owners in Devon and
Cornwall had been using water
squirters to scare off greedy gulls,
while some councils hired falcons.

Stepfather in court win
A man can legally be called “dad”
by his stepchildren after a court
ruling. Judges at the Appeal
Court say the man, from the
Wrexham area, can adopt the
children, aged 12 and 14, after he
was denied by a county court
judgment. He and the mother
had been together for most of the
youngsters’ lives while the natural
fathers had shown little interest.
The children had expressed “a
clear wish” take his name.

Giles Whittell

MIKE THOMAS

Scott Chisholm advises
addressing viewers
as if they are 10
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Lecturer thought of family as he fought off gang
A law academic spoke for the first time
yesterday about a brutal attack by a
gang of men at his home in which the
first punch “took my eye out”.
Paul Kohler underwent a blood

transfusion overnight Thursday and
his eyes are still too swollen for doctors
to be able to operate, although they are
increasingly hopeful that they can save
his vision.
Mr Kohler, 55, who also runs a caba-

ret bar in central London, said that he
had fought off the men for eight min-
utes at his southWimbledon home. All
the time, he said, hewas thinking about
his wife and daughter, who were also
present.
The Cambridge-educated lecturer

suffered a broken eye socket and bruis-
ing to his body during the attack, which
occurred when he opened his front
door and was confronted by a group of
burglars at 10pm on Monday.
The group kept demanding cash as

three of the men beat Mr Kohler. The
fourth held down his wife, Samantha
MacArthur.
Eloise, one of four daughters, was

upstairs with her boyfriend at the time.
They locked themselves into a bed-
roomand called the police,who arrived
while one of the men was still beating
Mr Kohler, the head of law at the
School of Oriental and African Studies
at theUniversity of London.Detectives
yesterday released CCTV images of
one of the suspects running through
Wimbledon Theatre car park and re-
moving surgical gloves which were

worn during the attack. Mr Kohler,
speaking to the Evening Standard from
his hospital bed, said: “The first punch
in the hall took my eye out. I thought I
had lost the eye at that stage as it
stopped working.
“I just kept thinking of my wife and

daughter and her boyfriend upstairs.
The men got me on the floor, but I

managed to stand up and at one stage
traded blows with them. I got a few
blows in, but these were thumps like I
had never had in my life. They could
really punch.”
Police are investigating whether his

ownership of Cellar Door, an under-
ground cabaret venue in Covent
Garden, is linked to the attack. Mr

said. Mr Kohler attended the Univers-
ity of Cambridge with the Duke of
Wessex.
He and Prince Edward were fresh-

men in the same year at Jesus College,
Cambridge in 1984, where he studied
law and Edwardian history.
MrKohler has kept close tieswith Je-

sus College and it was there that he and
Samantha, 40, married in April, with
their four daughters as bridesmaids.He
has taught law at universities including
University College London and New
CollegeOxford, and is amember of the
Bar Standards Board.
He also opened Cellar Door, a con-

verted lavatory in the heart of theatre-
land, described on its website as a “cult
cabaret bar”.
Describing the bar to a website in

2011, Mr Kohler said: “A subterranean
hideawaywhere you can flirt and tease,
safe from prying eyes as you quaff
cocktails and snort snuff, with scandal-
ous cabaret, even more scandalous toi-
lets and, if the conversation falters, a
text jukebox to discover whether you
love or hate each other’s faves.”
Detective Inspector Dan O’Sullivan,

of the Metropolitan Police, yesterday
said that the bar was the strongest line
of inquiry.
He said hewas investigatingwhether

the group mistakenly believed that the
bar’s takings were brought there.
Two Polish men have appeared in

court and were remanded in custody
but police are seeking two other sus-
pects. Both are believed to be aged
between 20 and 30, and from eastern
Europe.

Fiona Hamilton Crime Correspondent

Kohler told the Standard that he be-
lieved it may have been a case of
mistaken identity.
“I was thinking that they had the

wronghouse. Englishwas not their first
language but they were using the defi-
nite article talking about ‘the money’,
like there was a particular stash, but
there was no money to give them,” he

Paul Kohler, who runs a cabaret bar in central London, suffered a broken eye socket and extensive bruising in the attack
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Philip Hammond had not
booked a summer holiday when
he went in to see the Prime
Minister at 8.45am on the
morning of the reshuffle, which
took place a month ago
yesterday (Sam Coates writes).
He had guessed there might

be new challenges ahead:
speculation about the future of
Iain Duncan Smith led his team
to expect a move to work and
pensions.
Instead he was told he would

succeed William Hague, who
was leaving the portfolio after

Thenew leader of Iraqwas “apolitical” and
avoided religious confrontation when he
was at university in Britain, his PhD
supervisor said yesterday.
Haider al-Abadi, who was appointed

primeminister of Iraq onMonday, lived in
Britain for almost 30 years after arriving to
study electrical engineering in 1976.
Dr Graham McLean, who was Mr

Abadi’s supervisor during his time at
Manchester University, said that his stu-
dent was not interested in politics in his
younger years.
“There was a time we had both Iranian

and Iraqi students and their tempers could
flare up mainly due to religious
differences, but Haider was never like

that,” he said. “Hewas apolitical. He never
mentioned Iraq where as some students
were vociferous.
“Haider, as far as I remember, got on

well with all the Middle Eastern students
despite obviousproblemsat the timewhen
there were extreme tensions between Ira-
nians and Iraqis.”
MrAbadi, a ShiaMuslimand thedeputy

speaker of the Iraqi parliament, will take
over fromNouri al-Maliki, whowas forced
to step down from the position after
mounting pressure from theWest. He has
the endorsementof Iran, SaudiArabia and
theUnitedStates, andwill need tomediate
between the Iranian and Saudi regimes,

Hammond’s first
month: MH17,
Gaza, Libya, Isis

The Manchester graduate
Haider al-Abadi, the new
prime minister of Iraq,
was ‘not interested’ in
politics when he came to
study in Britain, write
Danielle Sheridan and
Hugh Tomlinson

ancient enemieswhoblame each other for
fostering Isis. He will need to live up to his
reputation as a skillednegotiator to build a
coalition that can unite against the jihad-
ists and persuade all Iraqis to rise up
against Isis.
MrAbadimust convince his people that

he will not abandon huge swathes of the
country, as his predecessor did.
His 75-year-old professor, who guided

him through his MSC from 1976 to
completinghisPhDin 1980,has faith inhis
former student’s ability to lead.
“His temperament is wonderful and

looking back on it, I can see how he would
be able to deal with the constant political
problems there,” Dr McLean said. “In
engineering education and research, we
are trying to think of things in different
ways and come up with new ideas all the
time.’’
Dr McLean, who is now semi-retired,

said he felt thatMrAbadi, whohe believed
came from a wealthy family, was able to
communicate with people in a way that
someengineerswerenot always able todo.
“Hopefully Haider will use all these skills
and bring some resolution.”
He added: “He had the ability to talk to

people and had an attitude that he was a
human being above being an electrical
engineer.”
During his time at the university, which

was known as Victoria University of
Manchester before it merged with the
University of Manchester Institute of
Science and Technology in 2004, Mr
Abadi wrote his thesis, Disk and Linear
Forms of Electronically Controlled Perman-
ent Magnet Claw Machines.
Dr McLean said that when Mr Abadi

came over to Manchester “he must have
been in his early 20s. We picked out his
application and decided he would start.”
After completing his PhD in Manches-

ter, Mr Abadi moved to London, where he
ran his own design and technology busi-
ness aswell as a café thatwas popularwith
Iraqi exiles.
He also co-invented an environ-

mentally friendly rapid transport system,
for which he has a patent that was lodged
in 1999. The design was of a non-polluting
system for compact electric vehicles. The
innovation, called Synchro-Rail, was
created byMrAbadi andMichaelGodwin
as part of their UK company, Relevet.
The aim was to get “all non-polluting

urban and city centre rapid transit sys-
tems” to tackle “air pollution in modern
cities caused by emissions from vehicles
burning fossil fuels”.
It would be provided by modifying a

mass produced electric vehicle and engag-
ing it with a rail system using flanged
wheels attached to the vehicle. Permanent
magnets fitted beneath the vehicle would
then couplemagneticallywith the station-
ary portion of the electric generator locat-
ed alongside the rails.
The idea was that the vehicle would

accelerate to a substantially high speed
without absorbing any power from the
vehicles’ ownpower drive system, through
the use of sensors and an electronically
switched inverter.
However, his time in the UK was mired

by the conflict that he and his family came
into with the Saddam Hussein regime.
While in theUK,heopenlycriticised the

regime and in 1982 the Baath regime
executed two of his brothers and impris-
oned a third for ten years, along with can-
celling his Iraqi passport in 1983.
Since returning to Iraq in 2003, he

became a key adviser to Mr Maliki in
Iraq’s first post-invasion elected gov-
ernment. He went on to hold a series of
senior posts, including minister of
communications.
DrMcLean added: “His new job is going

to be a challenge, and I wish him every
successwith it.Manypeoplewill be relying
on him.”
Matthew Parris, page 17
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Europe’s ministers
yield to US pleas in
rush to arm Kurds
Sam Coates, Michael Evans

engineering peace in Iraq

European Union foreign ministers agreed
a united front to tackle Islamic militants
yesterday but only after pressure from the
United States to sharemore of the burden.
At a meeting in Brussels of representa-

tives from the 28 member nations, several
pledged more humanitarian aid while
opening the way to directly arming Kurd-
ish fighters battling the Sunni insurgents
sweeping the north of the country.
This means the US and Europe have

jointly agreed a strategic rush to arm the
Kurdish peshmerga forces to try to drive
militant fighters out of the cities and towns
they have seized in the north of Iraq.
France has pledged to ship weapons to

the Kurds, Britain is delivering ammuni-
tion and military supplies obtained from
eastern European nations and is consider-
ing sendingmoreweaponry.Germany, the
Netherlands and others said they would
also consider requests to arm the Kurds.
“These are crises . . . that are of concern

to our European neighbourhood, to our
security and stability,” said Federica
Mogherini, the Italian foreign minister.
It has marked a shift in the approach in

recent weeks in Europe, which had voiced
reluctance to get too heavily involved in a
conflict which many considered an
American problem.
This appeared to change earlier in the

week, when Washington telephoned all
the European capitals requesting help in
supplying arms.
Britain duly agreed on Thursday after

an emergency Cobra meeting involving
David Cameron and Nick Clegg.
A list ofdemands fromtheKurdshadyet

to be drawn up, “but anything the Kurds
need which we can’t supply from our
stocks, we’ll go to the private sector,” one
Ministry of Defence source said.
Before themeeting, somehadcautioned

that arming the Kurds could eventually
strengthen their bid for independence
from Iraq and see the weapons turned
against Baghdad’s soldiers.
However, in a joint statement, the EU

foreign ministers also endorsed the deci-
sion by some member states “to respond
positively to thecall by theKurdish region-
al authorities to provide, urgently,military
material” as long as it is done in concert
with Iraq’s central government.
The CIA, currently the only US agency

sending arms covertly to the peshmerga,

has openedup a supply line to a secure air-
field outside the northern city of Arbil.
This airbase, defended by peshmerga

troops, is also the receiving point for
plane-loads of AK47s, ammunition, rock-
et-propelled grenades, armouredHumvee
troop-carriers and anti-tank weapons
which are coming out of the huge stocks
left for the Iraqi forces following the with-
drawal of US forces in December 2011.
The Pentagon has yet to join the CIA in

supplying arms from its own stocks but is
providing transport to ferry weapons di-
rect to the Kurds. The Pentagonwould re-
quire legal authorisation to send weapons
because open US arms sales are normally
restricted to governments.
The CIA, which does not require such

authorisation, has stocks of Soviet-made
equipment, including AK47s and ammu-
nition which it has built up over the years
for potential crises involving former Rus-
sian satellite nations in eastern Europe.
The main request from the Kurds has

been for longer-range weapons and vehi-
cles that are sufficiently armoured towith-
stand rocket-propelled grenades and
other weapon systems which militants
have looted from Iraqi and Syrian stocks
during their advance across hundreds of
kilometres of territory. Islamic State mili-
tants have dozens ofHumvees seized from
the Iraqi army aswell as artillery and anti-
aircraft systems.
The Kurds have warned that their light

weapons cannot penetrate the militants’
armoured vehicles. Longer-range anti-
tank missiles capable of destroying
Humvees have already been delivered
fromIraqi andCzech stockpiles. Thepesh-
mergas have also asked for long-range
anti-armour mortars, Russian-made
heavy machineguns and shoulder-
launched rockets.

Inside today

Haider al-Abadi faces an
almost impossible task
Leading article, page 21

The Christian family in
hiding from Isis killers
World, page 32

Haider al-Abadi’s
engineering
studies at the
University of
Manchester,
below, led to a
patent for
electric transport,
above and right.
The innovation
was created by
Mr Abadi and
Michael Godwin
as part of their
company, Relevet

eight and a half years. Mr
Hammond moved into the
Foreign Secretary’s grand
corner office in Great Charles
Street that afternoon.
The ascent of the man once

destined to be the government’s
chief accountant surprised
many. However, despite
succeeding Liam Fox at the
Ministry of Defence in October
2011 with a mission to close the
black hole in the finances, the
role saw him progress deeper
and deeper into diplomatic
territory.
The crisis in Iraq is a case in

point, say aides. In June he
visited the governments of UAE,
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Qatar
to discuss Islamic State

militants on behalf of the
Foreign Secretary.
“There’s an argument his job

was already deputy foreign
secretary. He was doing a
similar kind of thing,” said one
friend.
Two days after his

appointment, flight MH17 was
brought down over Ukraine
while, on the same day, Israel
began its incursion into Gaza.
Since then he has also had to
order and follow in real time the
evacuation of the British
embassy in Libya, while
watching two ministers depart.
His role now needs all the

charm, charisma and people
skills he can muster, yet Mr
Hammond does not worry that

he is seen by colleagues as dry.
At a recent dinner held by
Reform, the centre-right think
tank, he said that he had been
“proud to make defence boring”.
Few listening to his speech
disagreed with this assessment.
One ally of his predecessor said
this was the challenge for the
new man. “William Hague took
on the sexual violence cause
because he genuinely believed
in it but also because it meant
he was talking to so many
different people. When
problems later emerged, he was
better placed to call in favours. I
don’t think Philip Hammond
realises the importance of this.”
Allies say Mr Hammond can

do passion, pointing to his

speech to fellow foreign
ministers in Brussels after MH17
came down. He has yet to be
judged in the Commons,
however.
Some believe that Mr

Hammond’s relative
unfamiliarity with the brief
allows other figures, notably
George Osborne, to
exercise more influence.
The Chancellor wants to
lead Britain’s
renegotiation with
Europe if the Tories win
the election, although
allies dismiss talk that
he wants the job of
Foreign Secretary
himself.
Allies of Mr Hammond say

the talk is overdone, though
they do not deny Mr Osborne’s
interest in foreign affairs.
Many in his party believe

Downing Street got the upper
hand in deciding the
government’s approach to Gaza.

It dismayed some Tories and
as well as those diplomats
who had come to like and
respect Mr Hague. Some
still worry Mr Hammond
may cede yet more
influence to No 10. No
one doubts his work
ethic and precision, but
he still has several tough
audiences he needs to
impress.

Philip Hammond: “dry”
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Illness and extraordinary
acts of kindness: the last
days of a suffering star

O
ften it was a sympathetic
ear; on other occasions it
involved appearing in a
friend’s struggling TV
show, or a little cash to tide

over a broke comedian.
Once, he secretly bought an air

conditioning system for a baking-hot
school gym. And in the small town
wherehe lived,hewouldquietlyoffer to
pay for rehab for strugglingaddictswho
had justwalked intohis recovery group.
Robin Williams will be remembered

for many things, but friends had long
wondered at his extraordinary kind-
ness. Favours were never denied; noth-
ing was ever expected in return, they
say. Now, though, those acts are tinged
with a poignancy — a deep regret
among those who knew him that he
resisted asking for help for himself.
“Robin gave us everything he had,”

said Mark Johnson, the producer be-
hind Good Morning, Vietnam, the film
that made Williams an A-list star in
1987. “I can’t help but think that we did
not give enough back.”
During his final days, Williams, who

committed suicide onMonday aged 63,
had been seeking treatment for depres-
sion. The Oscar-winning actor had
been diagnosed with early Parkinson’s
disease, an illness that promised to
diminish his ability to perform.
He played the computer gameWorld

ofWarcraft for hours, but he also walk-
ed his French bulldog Leonard around
his neighbourhood. Some say that a
certain spark seemed to have dimmed.
But asking for help, say friends, just
wasn’t his style.
Bob Zmuda, a comedian who knew

him formore than 35 years, remembers
Williams as stoic — “to a fault”.
Zmuda believes he first turned to

humour to try to cheer up his mother.
Later, he clowned around to deflect

school bullies. He came to take the role
enormously seriously. “There was an
imperative tomake light of theworld. It
was sort of a burden,” said Zmuda.
Williams’s wisecracks wrong-footed

even close friends. He had endured
alcoholism and cocaine addiction, and
had undergone heart surgery in 2009.
In May, he had a TV series cancelled.
“Mix all that and you’re in trouble,

but a lot of us didn’t take the situation
seriously,” said Zmuda. “Because he’d
go onTVand talk about it, andmake us
laugh . . . and we’d tell ourselves that it
couldn’t be that bad.
“He was just very good at covering it

up. He was the clown; it was his job to
make people feel good — how brave,
and how tragic.”
Jamie Kilstein, a comic, wrote an

essay this week about how Williams
took him under his wing. “Here’s the
thing about depression. Peoplewho get
depressed or have addiction, we are
really good at taking care of other
people, but not always ourselves,” said
Kilstein.
“Robin would email and ask me how

I was. I would tell him, ‘I’m having a
really hard time,’ and he would write,
‘Can you talk?’ And that night I would
get a call from a blocked number. He
would say, ‘Tell me, man, tell me what’s

Comedy duo
both hit by
Parkinson’s

The beginnings of Parkinson’s
disease can make depression
worse, scientific evidence

suggests.
A previous study of 5,557

patients found that 61 per cent of
Parkinson’s patients surveyed also
suffered from depression.

Hannah Devlin

Comedian was loved in home town as man who gave everything, Rhys Blakely reports fromMill Valley
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Bipolar disorder packs
a very mean punchline
Hannah Devlin Science Editor

The tears of the clown may fit a well-
worn stereotype, but scientists say
there is now compelling evidence that
actors, artists and comedians are more
vulnerable to certain mental disorders.
In the case of bipolar disorder, which

may have affected Robin Williams,
some claim that the manic energy that
characterises the condition may even
fuel creativity.
Paul Keedwell a neuroscientist at

Cardiff University, said: “There is now
overwhelming evidence for a link
between bipolar disorder and creativi-
ty. In bipolar families, there is also
above-average creativity.”
In the most authoritative study to

date, Swedish scientists used a registry
ofnearly 1.2millionpsychiatric patients
and their relatives and looked at
whether certain conditions were found
disproportionately in some profes-
sions. The study showed that people
with bipolar disorder were 35 per cent
more likely towork in a creative profes-
sion. First-degree relatives of people
with bipolar disorder were also more
likely to find creative jobs, which
included artists, dancers, musicians,
writers and scientists.
“This suggests thatwhile someartists

and performers say they feed off their
manic energies to fuel creativity,
perhaps this isn’t necessary,” Dr Keed-
well said.
A separate study, published this year,

suggested that comedians’ talent for
humour may be linked to characteris-
tics normally found in people with
schizophrenia or bipolar disorder. The
study, involving more than 500 British,
American and Australian comedians,
found that they tended to score more
highly than a control group, on meas-
uresof impulsiveness, antisocial behav-
iour and “introvertive anhedonia” — a
reduced ability to feel social and physi-
cal pleasure.
“The creative elements needed to

produce humour are strikingly similar
to those characterising the cognitive
style of people with psychosis — both

schizophrenia and bipolar disorder,”
saidGordonClaridge, of theUniversity
of Oxford, at the time the work was
published. “Manic thinking—which is
common in people with bipolar dis-
order — may help people combine
ideas to form new, original and humor-
ous connections.”
While it is clear that there are a

disproportionate number of people
working in theatre, film and the arts
affected by bipolar disorder, the
reasons for the link are less clear.
In a recent study of electrical brain

activity, Dr Keedwell found that com-
pared with a control group, bipolar
patients had stronger gamma waves—
rapidly oscillating neuronal activity
that allows communication between
neurons in different brain areas. The
finding may explain the clinical obser-
vation that bipolar patients, in manic
periods, can have “flights of ideas”,
making continual connections
between tenuously related concepts.
“It’s like a chain reaction,” Dr Keed-

well said. “You can imagine how that
process might be useful for coming up
with a comedic routine or a piece of
prose that examines an idea and every-
thing related to it.”
However, he said that it was “highly

improbable” that being in the midst of
severe depression or a severe upswing
would help creativity or productivity.
Professor Tony Cleare, of King’s

College London, agrees that there is
convincing evidence for a link between
bipolar disorder and creativity. “This
suggests some basic temperamental
difference that both puts you at risk of
bipolar and [makes you] more likely to
be creative.”
However, he pointed out that the

same was not true for suicide. “What
has brought this focus onmental illness
is not something that is linked to crea-
tivity,” he said. “Doctors and farmers
are at greater riskof suicide thanpeople
in the creative industries and we
shouldn’t forget that some of the risk
factors for suicide are preventable.
Support for families andaccess to treat-
ment can make a difference.”

happening.’ I was having panic attacks.
I cancelled gigs. I told him I couldn’t do
this anymore.
“Here was this guy, who had been

through somuch, tellingme itwas okay
to feel these things. He was probably
telling me what he needed to hear, that
it’s okay to feel these things.”
Like others, Kilstein was deflected by

Williams’s vigour. “Hewas so confident
whenhewashelpingme that I assumed
he was fine,” he told People magazine.
Another person who worked with him
for years said: “Robin made us laugh
when he wanted to die.”

I
n Mill Valley, just north of San
Francisco where Williams had
lived since his late teens, he was a
familiar sight. He would pop in to
the art gallery to say hi, andwould

perform stand-up unannounced at the
tiny Throckmorton Theatre. At addic-
tion recovery meetings, he offered
other addicts help. “He’d tell them:
‘Don’t let money be an obstacle to get-
ting the help you need,’” said Dr Bridg-
ette Lank, a clinical psychologist spe-
cialising in addiction, who works there.
The “recovery community” in the

town had been shocked by his death,
she added. Just weeks ago, Williams
had received his “eight-year chip” from
Alcoholics Anonymous, to celebrate
eight sober years. Friends read that as a
sign that he was committed to living.
The night before he died, Williams

had laughed and joked at an art exhibi-
tion near his home, and offered to help
a school teacher develop a film script
about a homeless superhero.
Johnson recalled howWilliams wor-

ried while making Good Morning,
Vietnam because the mostly British
crew wasn’t laughing at his perform-
ance. He wanted to reshoot the scenes
—whichwereactually excellent—and
offered to pay the extra costs. “He felt a
compulsion to be funny.”
Sincehisdeath, themediahas scram-

bled to pinpoint a cause. “I understand
the desire to try to search for answers,
to understandwhy—but ultimately it’s
a futile exercise,” said Mara Buxbaum,
who had been Williams’s publicist. She
called instead for an effort “to better
understand severe depression”.
Others remained in awe at his

generosity of spirit. “His last moment
was his moment — and, yes, it was
selfish,” said Mr Zmuda. “But it was
the only time in his life that he didn’t
share.”

Parkinson’s, with which both
Robin Williams and his friend Billy
Connolly, pictured above in 2000,
had been diagnosed, is associated
with a shortage of dopamine, the
brain’s neurotransmitter that helps
to regulate movement and control
pleasure.
“Dopamine is a feel-good

chemical. If you are low in
dopamine, you are not going to feel
so good,” said Joyce Oberdorf,
president of the US National
Parkinson Foundation. “There are
[also] other neurotransmitters that
can be low.” Parkinson’s is an
incurable, progressive, neurological
disease that afflicts about 127,000
people in Britain. It affects the

motor system, leaving victims with
tremors, a stiff gait and repetitive,
involuntary muscle movements.
In its early stages, Parkinson’s is

manageable through medications
that increase the supply of
dopamine, keep it circulating in the
brain longer and make it work
better. Quality of life is often high
for the first five to seven years of
the disease, although it differs
among individual sufferers.
Later, as the disease progresses,

the ability to make dopamine and
neurological receptors for the
chemical declines, and symptoms
often worsen. People can live for
decades with Parkinson’s, and the
progress of the disease varies.

Above: messages that were posted on social media by Robin Williams about his beloved French bulldog, Leonard. The
comedian spent his last days playing the computer game World of Warcraft for hours and walking Leonard around his
neighbourhood near San Francisco, California. The dog is being cared for by Williams’s personal assistant, Rebecca Erwin

JEFF J MITCHELL/REUTERS
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Aids helped end homophobia, says Callow
Jack Malvern Arts Correspondent

The outbreak of Aids in Britain in the
1980s was a tragedy but one that would
become a catalyst for gay rights, Simon
Callow has said.
The actor, who was one of the first

people in entertainment to come out as
gay, said that the diseasewas disastrous
for the gay community and society at
large but ultimately led to a cultural
change that benefited gay people.
He said that homophobia had been

replaced by acceptance in the 30 years
since he announced his sexuality in his
book Being an Actor because every per-
sonwho came out added to the percep-
tion that being gay was normal.
“The most significant advance came

with Aids,” he said. “When people were
dying of Aids, none of the rest of it
seemed to matter. The gay community
said: ‘Look, our loves and friends are
dying.Whogivesa f*** if anyoneknows
if I’m gay under these circumstances?’
“It was a war situation, so lots of

people in all kinds of areas came out—
lawyers, people in business, bus con-
ductors . . . itwasagreat self-helpmove-
ment.”
The rapid spread of HIV among gay

men led to a stigma but this, in turn,
caused the community to fight back, he
said.More than 3,000 people in Britain
were diagnosed with HIV in 1985 and
annual Aids-related deaths peaked ten
years later at about 1,500.
He said: “The self-organisationof the

gay community already existed but it
really came to life then. Extraordinary
things were done then — not just for
the gay community but for society at

large.”Callow,who is about toappear as
aguest star inOutings, a showat theEd-
inburgh Festival Fringe that recounts
real stories of people coming out, said
that while actors in Britain had little to
fear, that was not true in Hollywood.
He said: “It is a fear of not working. I

suspect it’s a self-perpetuating fear.
America is a strange country. It may
well be that there are sufficient num-
bers of bigoted people who would not
want to go and see a film if it has a gay
actor in it but I think that this is a self-
perpetuating myth. The more people
who come out, the easier it will be.”
He said that the same was true of

football, whichhas no players at the top
who have publicly stated they are gay.
Callow said homosexuality would be

accepted by sports fans only after a sig-
nificant number of players came out.
“It’s as simple as that. If every gay per-
son in the British Isles came out then it
would have to be acknowledged.”
The actor, who hopes to marry his

partner Sebastian Fox next year, said
that gay marriage had also helped to
change the perception of gay people as
“dangerously unattached”.He said: “It’s
clearnowthatmanygaypeopledohave
that kind of attachment . . . a gay family
is now viewed as normal.”
He said Noel Gallagher’s criticism of

George Michael for not coming out in
the 1980s was ridiculous and he “may
have underestimated the amount of
courage that it would have taken . . . it
would have been heroic. You can’t
attack someone for not being a hero. It
is an idiotic thing to do. I suppose Noel
Gallagher would punch me in the face
for saying that.”Simon Callow in Edinburgh, where he is making a guest appearance in Outings

Can you help
find Sherlock’s
oldest mystery?
Alex Spence Media Editor

TheBritish Film Institutewants help in
solving themystery of thewhereabouts
of the first SherlockHolmes film,which
has been missing for almost a century.
A Study in Scarlet, a silent adaptation

of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s first mys-
tery novel, was made in 1914 and may
not have been viewed since the First
World War.
There isnoknowncopyandthereare

no records of anyone having seen it
much beyond the year in which it was

released. Experts believe that, as with
many films of that period, the prints
may have been sacrificed for themetals
they contained, to help the war effort.
The BFI wants one to include in an

exhibition about Sherlock Holmes at
the Museum of London in October.
Bryony Dixon, curator of silent film

at the BFI National Archive, said:
“Every archivist dreams of finding lost
films. But this is a film of great import-
ance. Itwouldbewonderfully appropri-
ate if a super-sleuth could help us cele-
brate the centenary of this film with a
chance to see it.”

James Bragington
as Holmes in A
Study in Scarlet

TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER JAMES GLOSSOP
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and Roses sounds like riesling.” His
firm has created boxes of wines that
come with Spotify playlists, allowing
pop music fans to be serenaded by
Lily Allen, Miley Cyrus and Kylie
Minogue while they drink sauvignon
blanc or cabernet sauvignon. Almost
70 per cent of rockers choose riesling

or merlot and they are invited to
glug along to Rolling Stones,
Nirvana and Kings of Leon.

Gewürztraminer, awhite
grape grown largely in Al-
sace, France, is the least
well known wine in the
box. It is an acquired
taste and is said to build
in flavour like a classical
crescendo. Mr Jones
said: “You could say Al-
sace is the thinking per-
son’s wine region
because it’snotoneof the
most well known but the
wines are absolutely fan-
tastic,” he said.
Mozart’s overture to

The Marriage of Figaro
and Bach’s Air on a G
String are included.
Apparently hip hop

fans are the least fussy
and will drink anything.

research, said: “Wine should not be
drunk in isolation; it is part of an all-
round experience and while the role
of food has been explored, the role of
music hasn’t.
“Sauvignon blanc is a very accessi-

ble wine; it’s light and zingy and you
could say pop music was similar.
When that kind of wine is combined
with popular music they go really
well together, the experience is better
and it’s the first choice of more than
half of popular music fans.
“Rock fans prefer riesling because

it has classic petrol flavours. One of
our sommeliers says that the opening
riff for Sweet Child o’ Mine by Guns

Rock
groupies
Riesling

Uncorked: why rockers have a taste for riesling
Music preferences
have an influence on
the type of wine you
like drinking, Lucy
Holden discovers

Fans of heavy rockmusic are turning
their backs on sex and drugs and
opting instead for a glass of riesling.
A study has found that the type of

music you listen to directly affects
your taste in wine, and drinkers sub-
consciously buy wines that comple-
ment their favourite songs.
While fans of Katy Perry and

Rihanna drink sauvignon blanc,
thosewhopreferArcticMonkeysand
Mötorhead like riesling. As for classi-
cal music, a glass of gewürztraminer
is more to the taste of Beethoven and
Bach aficionados.
Charles Spence, an experi-

mental psychologist at the
University of Oxford, said
that wine and music paired
well together because music
changed the taste. “Heavy
wines demand dark, heavy
music and sauvignon blanc
matches lighter music,” he
said. “You could say that the
kindofmusicpeopleprefer lis-
tening to makes them pick wine
with similar properties.
“When you’re choosing a per-

fume you’re often asked what
your favourite colour is because
the colour wheel helps work out
what scent you might like and in
the same way music and wine
match. It’s even been proven
that the type of music playing
in thewine shopwill biasyour
choice and that people will
buy significantly more ex-
pensive wine if classical
music is playing than if the
Top 40 is on because they
start looking for quality.”
James Jones, of D&D

Wine,whichconducted the

Councils cope with FoIs
on dragons and crazy pets

Most of us contact our councils to
find which days to put the bins out or
how to pay council tax. Others, how-
ever, have more interesting queries.
A list of bizarre Freedom of Infor-

mation requests sent to local councils
include one asking officers in Wigan
about what defences they had put in
place to deal with a dragon attack.
It was one of the requests, includ-

ing questions about how many
exorcisms had been funded, which
the town hall says cost about
£100,000 to process and answer.
The list is issued today by the Local

Government Association to high-
light both the unusual inquiries and
the cost to local councils.
Officers in theWest Sussex seaside

town of Worthing were surprised to
be asked if there were plans to cope
with an asteroid crash, while Rossen-
dale council was asked if it had paid
for exorcisms on possessed pets.
Cambridge city council was asked

to list the animals it had frozen in the
last two years, and officials in Rich-
mond, southwest London, received a
request to disclose how many bodies
inmortuaries had been unclaimed in
the last decade. The inquisitive appli-
cants also wanted to know how long

unclaimed bodies had been in the
mortuaries, how old the person had
been when they died, and the identi-
ties of the dead people.
Councils are often asked for

information that is already available
on their website, such as staff tele-
phone numbers, while commercial
organisations seek details of council
supplies so they can bid for business
and contracts.
Peter Fleming, chairman of the

Local Government Association’s
Improvement Board, said: “A rising
number of FOI requests are sent to
local authorities across the country
every day and councils put a lot of
time and effort into ensuring that
legitimate requests for information
are met with full and comprehensive
responses.
“While the majority of requests to

councils are for details of council
policy and expenditure, some of the
FOI requests received do not relate
very closely to the services that they
are focused onproviding every day of
the year.”
In 2010, research by the Constitu-

tion Unit at University College
London found that councils received
more than 197,000 Freedomof Infor-
mation requests and that the cost of
responding to themwas £31.7million.

Amillionaire businessmanwas killed
by a sit-on lawnmower as he cut the
grass at his son’s luxury home.
Russell Cadwallader, 82, was

trapped underneath the heavymow-
er when it flipped over. An inquest
was told that the haulage company
entrepreneur was discovered by his
wife, Gwyneth, after he did not come
home for dinner.
Mrs Cadwallader, 72, said: “When

he failed to arrive home I drove out to
my son’s house and found him. I
thought he had been knocked out.”
Shrewsbury coroner’s court was

told that the lawnmower was upside
down and close to an embankment.
Mr Cadwallader’s son, David, raced
to thepropertyandmanaged tomove
the mower, helped by his brother,
John, before paramedics arrived.
Mr Cadwallader, of Oswestry,

Shropshire, was pronounced dead at
the scene. A post-mortem examina-
tion revealed he had died of asphyxi-
ation. John Ellery, the North Shrop-
shire coroner, recorded a verdict of
accidental death.
The transportpioneer left schoolat

14 and, with his brother George, built
G and R Cadwallader into the UK’s
largest private haulage firm.

Millionaire
died trapped
under mower

Richard Ford Home Correspondent

Opera buffs
Gewürztraminer

Pop fans
Sauvignon blanc

An Alsace grape goes with Madam
Butterly, riesling with Mötorhead
and sauvignon blanc for Katie Perry
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Police ‘refuse to act’ on illegal traveller sites

Illegal traveller sites are not being dealt
with by police because senior officers
fear it would breach families’ human
rights, a Tory MP claimed yesterday.
Robert Halfon said travellers are

causing “misery” to law-abiding fami-
lies in his Harlow constituency but
Essex police were refusing to use their
legal powers to move them on.
“Their reasoning is so-called human

rights legislation and guidance from
seniorpoliceheadquarters,” hewrote in
his local newspaper. “My response is
simple—what about the human rights
of residents to live in peace?”
Brandon Lewis, the planning minis-

ter, visited the town this week and met
police to discuss the use of their powers
amid growing public anger.
Mr Halfon wrote: “There are thou-

sands of people on the waiting list for
housing but they are not allowed to

break the law. If there is one rule for
people inHarlow, the same rule should
be applied to everyone.”
Essex has been at the forefront in the

battle against illegal traveller sites. In
2011, a 10-year legal battle over one of
Britain’s largest traveller sites led to the
forced clearance of caravans at Dale
Farm in Crays Hill. A government sur-
vey in January recorded 19,500 travel-
ler caravans in England, with 14 per
cent parked on unauthorised land.

Old-fashioned names
given new lease of life

Parents are reclaiming for their new-
born the names that once belonged to
their grandparents, such as Elsie, Ivy
and Albert.
The popularity of contemporary

names such as Taylor, Bailey, Paige and
Madison peaked in the mid-Noughties
and has waned, to be replaced by more
old-fashioned names, figures from the
Office for National Statistics show.
ThenameHarrywas knockedoff top

spot for boys last year, replaced by
Oliver, while Amelia was the most
popular girls’ name for the third con-
secutive year.
George entered the top 10 last year,

possibly inspired by the birth of Prince
George in July. Darcy and Beatrice re-
turned to the top 100.
The names Teddy, Ronnie, Felix,

Austin and Albert all entered the top
100 for boys. Elsie and Theodore saw
the two biggest increases in the top 100
for girls and boys. Names that fell
sharply in popularity included Riley,
Tyler and Cameron for boys and Keira,
Hollie and Heidi for girls.
Characters from hit films and TV

dramas have also led to a spike in
certain names. The name Walter has
become almost twice as popular since
the US series Breaking Bad, featuring
Bryan Cranston as Walter White, first
aired in 2008.
TheONS evenrecorded threebabies

called Bellatrix in 2013, named after

Helena BonhamCarter’s evil character
Bellatrix Lestrange in the Harry Potter
series.
Somehave claimed thatMuhammad

is the most popular name for boys.
Alternative spellings are listed sepa-
rately by theONS, which listsMuham-
mad in 15th place and Mohammed in
23rd. When up to 11 alternate spellings
are combined, there are more than
8,300 compared with 6,949 for Oliver.
Although names such as Thomas

and Jack remain near the top of the
chart, John failed to return to the top
100, falling from 104th to 107th.

Kaya Burgess Roll call

Winners and losers among boys’
names since 2012:
Oscar (up 10 places to 7th)
Theodore (up 19 to 78th)
Teddy (up 55 to 86th)
Ibrahim (up 18 to 89th)
Riley (down 13 to 21st)
Tyler (down 16 to 37th)
Liam (down 17 to 67th)

...and girls’ names since 2012:
Elsie (up 23 to 47th)
Ivy (up 22 to 66th)
Violet (up 22 to 78th)
Victoria (up 18 to 88th)
Beatrice (up 19 to 95th)
Paige (down 18 to 98th)
Heidi (down 16 to 99th)

Dragon on guard Lee Odishow with his memorial to fallen Welsh soldiers in the First World War. It will be erected in Flanders

David Brown
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Don’t bring US food standards here, warns Oliver
Kaya Burgess

Jamie Oliver has already fought for
healthy school meals and the promo-
tion of cooking skills.
Now the campaigning chef is plan-

ning a new crusade to prevent the
Americans fromputtinghormones and
pesticides in our food.
The European Union is currently

negotiating an agreement with the US
that aims to “remove trade barriers” in
a range of sectors.
Oliver has warned that the agree-

ment, called the Transatlantic Trade
and Investment Partnership (TTIP),
could downgrade Europe’s food safety
standards to the same level as those in
America, which are “nowhere near” as
strict.
“It probably sounds really boring, but

it’s possibly one of the most dangerous
agreements,” he said. “[It] has the capa-
city to be very negative to British public
health and British companies and Brit-
ish farmers.
“Europe has the high standards of

farming and banning of certain chemi-
cals in sprays and this, that and the
other. America does sell its wares to us,
but to our standards, [but] this arrange-
ment would be free rein.
“We don’t have hormones in our

meat, that’s banned. But not over there.
We don’t have hundreds of poisons and
pesticides that have been proven to be
carcinogenic. Theydo. Their laws, their
set-up, their safety regulations are no-
where near ours.”
Oliver said that this was the issue he

was “most concerned about” at the
moment and he plans to lobby the gov-

ernment and the EU to amend the
agreement.
“I haven’t really talked about it with

anyone yet because I’m still kind of
gettingmy ducks in a row and trying to
find out where the truth is, who are the
experts in this country and who is
managing the conversation on behalf
of Britain for Europe,” he said.
Herevealed thathehad tried to lobby

Hillary Clinton on the issue during her
visit to London last month, but that a

Jamie’s genius

Jamie Oliver had Caitlin Moran
drooling over the “best cheese toastie
ever”. Here is her account of how he
made it: Jamie buttered two slices of
bread, chucked some grated
cheese on top of one and
squidged them together.
He fried them: “You
want to get it crispy
in about three
minutes on both
sides.”

Then for the
Jamie Genius bit
(part one): he fried
some grated cheese,
whacked the toastie back in
the pan on top of the cooked
cheese, then grated more on top.
Jamie Genius (part two): he lifted the
toastie out of the pan and let the
cheese hang down and set hard. Hey
presto — the world’s best cheese
toastie. Ever.
Magazine, pages 12-30

Jamie Oliver left Caitlin
Moran drooling over the
“best cheese toastie ever”.
But he admitted to less
success with Hillary Clinton

video message he recorded for The
Guardian was not shown to her.
Beef hormones were banned in the

EU in 1985 but are still permitted in the
US. The EU banned ractopamine, a
growth-promoting feed additive, in
1996 andBST, amilk hormone, in 2000
but both are still used in the US.
In a report earlier this year, the
Centre for Food Safety, an American

non-profit organisation, said:
“Many analysts believe that a
central aimof the negotiations is
to dismantle many food safety

regulations that corpo-
rationsviewasan im-
pediment to trade
and profit-making.”
Oliver admitted that

his campaign might
struggle to capture the

public imagination. “It’s not
as dramatic as a few caps
being popped in someone’s
ass or Brazil getting thrashed

7-1 byGermany, so how do you
even compete?” he told today’s

Times Magazine. “It’s one of
the things I’m spending a lot
of time thinking about,
how to talk about it, how
to present it to people.”

Exclusive to members

Watch Jamie Oliver
cook for Caitlin Moran

Tablet and at thetimes.co.uk/magazine

his

bein

7-1
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Average student has 9-mile
commute to get to lectures

The average student living off campus
has to contend with an 18-mile round
trip to lectures, research suggests.
Students spend on average £485 a

year travelling to and from university,
or an estimated £667 million in total,
according to the study by Santander.
Only a fifth of students live on their

university campus and the rest travel
an average 9.1 miles each way to attend
lectures and tutorials.
Ten per cent travel more than 40

miles a day to their campus, the study
found.
On average, students live more than

100 miles away from their family and
have a 258-mile round trip to visit their
home town. This incurs a travel bill of
about £72 each time.
Nearly two fifths of students travel

home only once a term or less and one
in 8 does not travel back at all apart

from on special occasions such as
Christmas or birthdays.
The study found that 22 per cent of

university students still live at home
with their parents. Two thirds of those
admitted that saving money was the
main reason they had not moved out,
while a third said they had decided not
tomove away because therewas a good
university close by.
Edinburgh was the university where

students had the longest distance, on
average, from their family home, at
174.5 miles, followed by Plymouth,
Glasgow and Cardiff.
Birmingham, Sheffield and Notting-

ham had the lowest average distances,
between 105 and 110 miles.
At all of the 14 universities surveyed,

the average student lived more than
100 miles from their family home,
suggesting that many of them are still
keen to create some distance from
their parents.

Nicola Woolcock

Hundreds use clearing to
grab top university places
Hundreds of teenagers have secured
places though clearing at Russell
Group universities as some lowered
their entry requirements in a scramble
to fill course vacancies.
Places were offered with A-level

entry grades of three Bs or even two Bs

andaC inhumanities subjects at prom-
inent universities. Some disappeared
fast but others remained available last
night, while a wide range of vacancies
was open to applicants with As and Bs.
Some leading universities looked at

risk of being unable to fill their degree
courses, whereas universities with low-
er entry grades emerged as the main

beneficiaries of the government’s ex-
pansion of student numbers.
For the past two years, universities

have been free to recruit as many
undergraduates as they wished at
A-level grades of ABB or higher. This
summer the Treasury relaxed controls
on the numbers of remaining students
that universities can admit, with fund-

ing forupto30,000moreplaces.But the
dip in A-level grades, fewer teenagers
and a drift from A levels to vocational
courses, means that fewer applicants
were awarded As and Bs at A level.
Selective universities that require

straight As or A and B grades were left
chasing a smaller groupof high-achiev-
ing candidates.
The University of Birmingham said

that it recruited 200 students with A
and B grades within two hours, then
withdrew from clearing. Roderick
Smith, director of admissions, said: “We
picked up a few students who hadABB,
someatAABandsomeatAAA.Wehad
about 200 places. From the offers
made, we expect to fill them.”
Courses offered in clearing at the

University of Southampton with BBB
entry tariffs were filled within a day as
it reached its student number cap, but
many degrees with higher admission
requirements remain available.
Tariffs were dropped to grades of

BBC for dozens of humanities courses
at theUniversity ofManchester includ-
ing languages, history and American
studies, ancient history, classics, ar-
chaeology, theology and history of art.
TheUniversityofSheffield,whichof-

fered 225 through clearing yesterday,
was also accepting some applicants
with BBB or similar.
The University of Bristol angered

some students who narrowly missed
their target grades by forcing them to
wait for a day or even two days before
confirming their places. AngelaMillen,
director of admissions, said: “Any de-
lays weremotivated by a wish to do our
best by our applicants. We didn’t want
to turn anyone away before we had a
clear picture of the places available.”
Meanwhile, a new international

ranking shows Cambridge and Oxford
upholding the reputationofBritishuni-
versities ina tableotherwisedominated
by American institutions.
Cambridge is fifth and Oxford joint

ninth in the Academic Ranking of
World Universities, compiled by re-
searchers in Shanghai. Eight of the top
ten are American, with Harvard, Stan-
ford and Massachusetts Institute of
Technology the top three. Harvard has
held first position for the last 12 years.
Janice Turner, page 20

Greg Hurst, Nicola Woolcock

Cambridge is again ranked among the

A class above

1 Harvard University (US)
2 Stanford University (US)
3 Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (US)
4 University of California, Berkeley
(US)
5 University of Cambridge
6 Princeton University (US)
7 California Institute of Technology
(US)
8 Columbia University (US)
9 University of Chicago (US)
10 University of Oxford
20University College London
22 Imperial College London
38University of Manchester
45University of Edinburgh
59King’s College London

Source: Academic Ranking of World Universities
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We don’t need no
education, say pupils
with business brain
Record numbers of bright pupils are
shunning university and opting for
enticing apprenticeships that offer
salariesofup to£30,000oncompletion.
Soaring university fees, student debt

and the uncertainty of finding a job
when they graduate are pushing many
A-level students away fromhigher edu-
cation and into training programmes
with big companies including PwC and
National Grid.
With 40 per cent of students who

graduated last year saying they “regret-
ted” going to university, dissatisfaction
with the experience is rife.
Simon Leedham, 26, decided to read

chemistry at theUniversity of Notting-
ham after getting AAB in his A levels
but could only find a job in a café when
he graduated with a 2:1. “I was applying
for ten jobs a week that would use my
degree but so many people were going
for the jobs and they all hadmore expe-
rience than me. I just had a qualifica-
tion,” he said.
He eventually got on to the National

Grid’s engineer training programme,
which is described by the company as
“an alternative to university” and has a
starting salary of £23,500 and benefits
including a laptop, phone and car.
“I don’t regret getting the degree but

I do regret going to university,” he said.

“The actual experience university gives
you for going into a working environ-
ment is next to none and it’s so difficult
to get a job at the end of it. If I could go
back I’d try to get straight onto the pro-
gramme I’m on now.”
Almost 60 per cent of graduates said

lack of job prospects was the reason
they regretted going to university last
year, followed by the level of debt (52
per cent), according to research con-
ducted by www.notgoingtouni.co.uk.
Applying for a business scheme like

the National Grid’s is like applying for
university: candidates pick a pro-
gramme, receive a conditional offer,
start in theautumnandstudy for exam-
inations during the two years of train-
ing. Most companies require 280 Ucas
tariff points, which equates to at least
two Bs and a C at A level.
The main difference between uni-

versity and apprenticeships is debt.
Amie Manchester, 18, got her A-level
results yesterday, 2 A*s and a C in psy-
chology, biology and business studies.
She won a place at the University of
Manchester but rejected the offer in fa-
vour of PwC’s tax apprenticeship pro-
gramme. “I wasn’t sure whether I
wanted to go. The fees are £9,000 and
then you’ve got the living costs, so I’d
have come out with about £50,000 of
debt, which is ridiculous. It just didn’t
seem worth it.”

Lucy Holden

top ten universities in the world, along with Oxford, in a table that is otherwise dominated by American institutions

GEOFFREY ROBINSON / REX FEATURES
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My Week* Alex Salmond
Monday
I’m in the car, off for an evening’s
campaigning. On the stereo, we are
not listening to David Bowie. And
now we’ve broken down.
“I should have checked,” says my

driver, “but I thought you said we had
loads of petrol.”
Yup, I say. Vast amounts. Enough to

give Scotland a bright and glorious
independent future.
“Right,” says the driver. “Only, the

gauge is showing empty. Isn’t it?”
It’s political, I tell him. Only a fool

could believe that a dial on a car
made in a factory in the Midlands,
subsidised by the Tory Westminster
elite and their Labour fellow
travellers, could possibly be impartial.
“Be that as it may,” says the driver,

“there isn’t actually any petrol.”
I chuckle, call him a silly little man,

and tell him I don’t believe that for a
moment.
“But we’re stuck here,” he persists.

“In the hard shoulder. Aren’t we?”
“We’ll see,” I say, confidently. And

night begins to fall.

Tuesday
The driver had a long walk to the
petrol station in the end. In an
independent Scotland, petrol stations
would definitely be closer when you
broke down. I’m not sure why this
should be the case. But I fervently
believe that it is.
There’s a lot of fuss in the SNP

right now, because of my last televised
debate with the secretly English-born

Alistair Darling. Obviously an
independent Scotland would be an
inclusive place, judging people on
what they brought to this country,
rather than where they came from.
But he was born in England. Just so
you know.
“Anyway,” I say, “I’m not sure what

the problem is. We’re miles ahead.”
“That’s not what the polls say,” says

another one of those prominent
Scottish Nationalist politicians, whose
name temporarily escapes me.
I explain that they’re just polling

the wrong people. I mean, 61 per
cent of the people in the last poll
were No supporters. So what do
you expect them to say?
“I’m not sure you’ve thought

this through,” says
the other guy.
They need to limit

it to Yes supporters, I
say, confidently. Then
they’ll see.

Wednesday
I’m meeting with my deputy. You
know. Thingy. Name like a fish. Well.
Another fish.
“It’s the pound thing,” she says. “It’s

killing us. We need a plan B.”
Never, I tell her. It’s Scotland’s

pound, too. If the 5.2 million people
here decide they want to keep it, then
the other 58 million people in the rest

of the UK will have to do what
they’re told. That’s democracy.
“Is it too late to start suggesting we

should have a new currency?” she
says.
Yes, I say.
“Shame,” she says. “We could have

printed new notes. You could even
have been on one.”
Or maybe no, I say, quite quickly.

Thursday
Doing a walkabout. It’s raining and
cold. Exactly like it won’t be once an
independent Scotland is free from the
Westminster elite.
Some people I meet, it’s true, don’t

seem convinced that we’re going to
win. This doesn’t bother me at all.
Because, once we have an
independent Scotland, it seems
pretty obvious to me that they’ll
soon realise we did.

Friday
I’m in the car with the fish woman.
I’m driving this time. We’re not
listening to David Bowie again.
“How come we’re slowing down?”

she says. “Are we out of petrol?”
Our reserves will last for hundreds

of years, I say. But yes. Damn. And in
an independent Scotland, this won’t
ever happen again. Because in an
independent Scotland, I’ll always
remember to fill the damn tank.
“But Alex,” she says. “It’s totally in

your power to do that already.”
I know, I say. But don’t tell anyone.

*according to Hugo Rifkind

Is it raining? It won’t be once
an independent Scotland is
free from the Westminster elite In
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Doctor’s orders
Abrasive, difficult,
but your best friend:
the Time Lord for
a new generation
Weekend, pages 38, 39
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The crisis is easing. The cries for action aren’t
Wemustn’t let the interventionists piggyback their misguided miltary desires on the back of a humanitarian disaster

B
eware those who piggyback
the argument for war on to
the case for rescue. Distrust
the urge to solve the world’s
problems by trying to round

up the bad guys and zap them. The
Kurdish region of northern Iraq does
not yet face an existential crisis.
Nothing decisive is about to happen.
There is time to think.
Paddy Ashdown never spoke truer

than when he said yesterday that
“this is not . . . about what happens on
a mountaintop in Iraq”.
He meant that we must disentangle

the immediate humanitarian crisis,
for which we may give immediate
humanitarian help, from deeper and
slower truths about the buckling of a
great swathe of our planet under the
pressure of religious forces and
unresolved tensions that began
before we were born and will not be
resolved in our lifetimes.
Beware the language of atrocity in

the mouths of warriors.
TV pictures of desperate people on

a mountainside would have been the
very worst reason for the western
powers, fists flying, to pile into a
situation we hardly understand.
“Pretext” isn’t quite the right word.

I don’t accuse the up-and-at-’em
brigade in London and Washington
of hypocrisy. They haven’t invented
the humanitarian crisis in northern
Iraq and I’m sure that their tears
are genuine. I’m sure that at the
time they cited this emergency as

the trigger and justification for an
immediate attack on the Islamic
State, they meant it.
I’m sure they did believe reports

that “up to 150,000” Yazidi people
were trapped on the mountain. It’s
just that, now we know there aren’t,
why doesn’t that seem to give the
interventionists any reason to pause?
The humanitarian reasons for

starting wars seem curiously
dispensable. Once they’ve done their
job, or if they lose their credibility,
they seem to drop so quickly from
the militarists’ attention.
Iraq, Libya, Syria . . . there seems to

be a pattern here, the ten-point
life-cycle of yet another potential
liberal-interventionist cock-up. It
goes like this:
1 Loss of/threat to human life;
2 disturbing pictures on television;
3 public and media outrage;
4 determined attempt to impose a
good-guys/bad-guys picture;
5 urgent calls by disaffected former
defence secretaries, retired generals,
leader writers and the usual Fleet
Street suspects for a military solution;

6 growing opinion that we “cannot
stand idly by”;
7 western politicians sniff the wind
and authorise military action;
8 one side or another gets zapped,
usually from high altitude;
9 crisis mutates into a different one
— usually worse;
10 everyone forgets original
humanitarian trigger.
For as long as they honestly

believed Saddam Hussein threatened
the world with weapons of mass

destruction, neoconservatives
persuaded themselves this was the
reason for invading Iraq. For as long
as the Gaddafi regime’s threat to
slaughter the citizens of Benghazi
looked credible, the interventionists
said this was why the world could
not stay out of it. For as long as they
thought Assad might command the
use of chemical weaponry against his
people, this was the “red line” that
justified an attack on his regime by
Britain and the United States.
But very, very few interventionists

repented of the occupation of Iraq
when no weapons of mass
destruction were found. When an
effective plan for destroying Syrian
stockpiles of chemical weaponry was
adopted, those who had called on
Britain and America to join the war
on Assad did not withdraw, but still
believe we should have attacked (in
indirect support, incidentally, of
some of the elements who have now
morphed into the Islamic State).
Once Benghazi and its citizens

were safe, interventionists redefined
their objective, on the ground that
nobody was safe while Gaddafi was
in power.
It wasn’t really about Benghazi,

then, was it? And it isn’t really about
Mount Sinjar. Now that it seems an
all-out attack on the forces of the
Islamic State is longer needed to save
the lives of the Yazidis stranded on
Mount Sinjar, interventionists have
simply moved the goalposts. They
still want President Obama and
David Cameron to make war on the
Islamic State.
I’m suspicious. Suspicious not of

the human sympathy of liberal
interventionists, but of their
unconscious itch to try to swat
something. I’m suspicious of their
mental habit of confusing
international relations with the

eradication of disease. Military and
foreign policy is not a branch of
hygiene. The Middle East cannot be
disinfected. Islamic State fighters are
not flies, vermin or germs, but in part
a consequence of the West’s first
intervention in Iraq where we
stumbled unknowingly into a vast,
regional schism within Islam.
You wouldn’t know it from some of

the online comments in support of my
fellow columnist David Aaronovitch’s
article on Thursday. David urged a
western attack on the Islamic State.
He thinks the horrors of northern
Iraq arose because “the cops” (he
means us) “have left town”. He wants
the cops back. Many agree. They
slither into their own kind of jihadism,
one speaking of an imperative to “cut
off the snake’s head. . .”
“. . . if you don’t intervene then

some pretty horrible vermin will
crawl out from under the rocks”;
“they are vermin, and we all know
what needs to be done to stop
vermin from spreading!”; “obliterate
them”; “nothing, and I mean nothing
short of annihilating them from the
face of the earth will stop them”;
“mission objective: find and kill as
many jihadis as possible by whatever
means possible”.
In short, zap the beasties. I’d be

interested in a dissertation on the
psychological links between
neoconservatism and boys’ computer
games.
We who think differently must

avoid a trap. We must not let the
militarists define us as wanting to
look away. The Good Samaritan did
not make it his mission to stamp out
banditry in Samaria, but he did cross
the road to help an injured man.
There is no shame in binding wounds
while keeping out of the fight.
I would have supported an airlift

from Mount Sinjar, with military
cover, if necessary. If our help would
be critical we should consider
helping the legitimate government of
the Kurdish region of Iraq protect
itself from invasion. The alternative
to doing everything need not be
doing nothing.
“Ah”, my critics might retort,

“you’d help defend against the snake;
but you wouldn’t go for its head?”
No, I wouldn’t, because I doubt we

really understand the snake. In the
acknowledgment of our ignorance
might be found the beginning of
wisdom.

The plight of the Yazidis doesn’t seem
the real cause of of the interventionists

And this is for those who
weren’t jumping for joy
Janice Turner
Page 20

Islamic State fighters
are not flies. Foreign
policy is not hygiene

Very few repented of
invading Iraq when no
WMDs were found

comment pages of the year

Matthew
Parris

@matthewparris3

Today Another showery day over central Europe, but staying dry and hot farther south. Max 39C (102F), min -1C (30F)
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Alicante 28 Shower
Amsterdam 18 Cloudy
Athens 34 Sunny
Barcelona 24 Rain
Belgrade 25 Sunny
Berlin 20 Rain
Brussels 20 Rain
Bucharest 33 Sunny
Budapest 22 Sunny
Corfu 27 Sunny
Faro 26 Sunny
Florence 26 Shower
Frankfurt 19 Shower
Geneva 18 Shower
Gibraltar 27 Sunny

Helsinki 21 Rain
Innsbruck 12 Rain
Istanbul 29 Sunny
Lanzarote 22 Sunny
Las Palmas 23 Sunny
Lisbon 22 Sunny
Madeira 23 Shower
Madrid 26 Sunny
Majorca 24 Shower
Malaga 32 Sunny
Malta 26 Thunder
Milan 23 Sunny
Moscow 25 Sunny
Munich 16 Shower
Naples 25 Shower

Nice 25 Sunny
Nicosia 33 Sunny
Oslo 18 Rain
Paris 21 Shower
Prague 16 Shower
Reykjavik 11 Sunny
Rhodes 26 Sunny
Rome 27 Sunny
Salzburg 16 Shower
St Petersburg 20 Cloudy
Stockholm 21 Sunny
Tenerife 21 Sunny
Venice 25 Sunny
Vienna 19 Sunny
Warsaw 21 Shower

Today’s temperatures forecast for noon

Forecast for noon today. Wind speed in mph.
Temperatures maximum for day, degrees C
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Noon today

LOW

Germany, Czech Republic, Poland, the Baltic
states, Norway, southern Sweden, Denmark
A day of sunshine and showers, with some of the
showers turning heavy and thundery.
Maximum 23C (73F), minimum 0C (32F).

Northern Sweden, Finland, western Russia
The risk of a few showers, but many places will
have a dry day with some sunshine.
Maximum 27C (81F), minimum 0C (32F).

The Low Countries, France, northern Spain,
northern Italy, the Alps
Mainly dry, with sunny periods, but patchy cloud
may bring an isolated shower. Maximum
30C (86F), minimum -1C (30F).

Southern Spain, southern Italy, the Adriatic,
Malta, Greece, Cyprus, Turkey
Staying dry with little if anything in the way of

cloud, and long sunny periods. A little breezy
around the coasts in the afternoon.
Maximum 39C (102F), minimum 13C (55F).

Bulgaria, Romania, Ukraine, Belarus,
Slovakia, Hungary
The risk of an isolated light shower, but most
places will have a fine and sunny day.
Maximum 37C (99F), minimum 8C (46F).

British Isles
Scotland and Ireland will be rather cloudy with
some rain at times. England and Wales will be
brighter with only isolated light showers.
Maximum 22C (72F), minimum 7C (45F).

Outlook
Becoming drier through central Europe with some
sunshine, but staying cool and becoming breezy
over Scandinavia and northern Europe.
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The world desperately needs an Axis of Good. And just imagine if Russia had a leader fit to take his place on it

If only the Kremlin did power without pomp

R
emember the Axis of Evil?
Well, it’s time for an axis of
good. As an antidote to
evildoers it’s time for a
zigzag line of optimism

linking as many continents as
possible, and here are three names to
put on it: Merkel, Abbott and Solís.
Each runs a stable democracy bent

on improving itself and each has a
becoming personal modesty. Luis
Guillermo Solís is the former history
professor who banned portraits of
himself in government offices soon
after becoming president of Costa
Rica in April. He was rewarded with
a quarter-final place in the World
Cup. Tony Abbott came to London
this week as leader of Australia’s
$1.5 trillion economy and his entire
entourage more or less fitted into a
corner booth in a hotel bar for his
interview with The Times. Angela
Merkel runs Germany and leads the
West’s efforts to tame Vladimir Putin
from a small writing table of her own
choosing because, we learnt this
week, she finds the giant black desk
left behind in her office by Gerhard
Schröder “a bit strange”.
How cool is that? The image of

Mutti Merkel pulling Putin’s chain
from an Ikea snap-together is PR
gold. It’s not quite accurate, because

the phone to Moscow is, apparently,
still on Schröder’s desk, but at least
she understands that less is more.
It was Desmond Morris, in

Manwatching, who popularised the
idea that power and pomp often
don’t go hand in hand. Pride of place
on his pomp-without-power list went
to the Queen at the state opening of
parliament, all ermine and taffeta
and other people’s words. We can
safely add Kim Kardashian and the
Sultan of Brunei to this list and, less
safely, Mobutu, Ceausescu and most
living tinpots, on the ground that
they have the power to terrify their
subjects but this is offset by having
no power to influence anyone else
because they’re such appalling role
models. And they love pomp.
Merkel, Abbott and Solís are

power-without-pompers. By literally
taking himself out of the picture,

Solís made effortless fawning
international headlines. When he
steps down, the world’s his oyster. He
could even run Fifa.
By quietly suggesting that he could

suspend uranium exports to Russia,
Abbott acquired more leverage in the
Ukraine crisis than any European
leader . . . except Merkel. By pulling
the EU’s 28 members together
behind anti-Russian sanctions from
behind that little writing table she
confounded Putin, who thinks he
speaks her language, and drove

Russia’s biggest oil firm swiftly in
search of a $45 billion bailout.
Putin himself is the exception to

the Morris rule. He does power with
pomp. He glories in the Kremlin’s
gilded halls, into which the White
House could fit many times over. He
has a 36-plane presidential flight at
his disposal. He has presidential
boats, dachas and Black Sea villas
and famously travels to work in a
90mph motorcade arranged as an
arrowhead that takes up all ten lanes
of Kutuzovsky Prospekt, always with
the nuclear football close at hand.
Is there a link between Putin’s

actual power and his accoutrements
of power? It’s impossible to know
because he would never forswear
them. The best we can do is to

imagine a Russian president who
would. I give you, therefore, the anti-
Putin, a leader unimpressed by bling,
the embodiment of Russian warmth
and Russian wit, who has surprised
no one so much as himself during an
extraordinary political career that
has delivered his Motherland from
helpless, violent kleptocracy to
peace, prosperity and comfortable
self-knowledge. Let’s call him Igor.
President Igor Stolynin would be

Moscow’s surprise star on the axis of
good. He’s the great president that
Russia could — and should — have
had by now. There’s an element of
serendipity about his rise, but also of
fate: even his surname conflates
those of Piotr Stolypin and Nikolai
Bukharin, two brave reformers of the
revolutionary era.
He was plucked by an ailing Boris

Yeltsin not from the secret police but
from the director’s office at the
Hermitage. He cut his teeth not as a
spy but as a dynamic young art
history professor at Moscow State
University. He is proud of his
country — proud of Pushkin and
Tchaikovsky, Kasparov and Gagarin,
the Volga and the Lena; of Stalin, not
so much. He knows that without
natural borders Russia needs strong
government and good relations with
its neighbours, but prefers to butter
them up at the Bolshoi than to scare
the bejasus out of them with tank
columns and rocket launchers.
He’s tall, rangy, worldly and a fine

raconteur. He smokes a bit, plays the
guitar badly, plays chess well. He
knows how to talk to generals —
national service in a missile regiment
saw to that — and they trust him

even as he gradually mothballs their
most dangerous toys. He
disempowers the oligarchs, too. Those
who used hitmen and extortion to
loot Russia are extradited back from
London (he signed that treaty
quickly) and then tried, convicted and
sentenced by real, independent
courts. Those who didn’t aren’t.
Igor cares little for chandeliers, so

he opens up the Kremlin to Russians
and the world as a fabulous museum,
moving out to a bland office above
his favourite blini shop. Oil prices rise
throughout his first term, enabling
him to raise pensions and public
sector wages and get them paid on
time. He is re-elected by a landslide.
On his travels, Igor decides that

Russia’s vital national interests are
best served by broadening its
economy for when the oil runs out.
So he scraps most visas and
evangelises about Russian tourism
and timber, amber and avionics,
software and space technology. After
two terms he steps down in
accordance with the constitution.
How powerful did all this make

him? That depends on what you
mean by power. He’s now a private
person again, lecturing on
Kandinsky at his beloved alma mater
and occasionally receiving visits from
former US presidents. But on his
watch he sided with the sensible
majority, at the UN and elsewhere,
against Mugabe, Assad and the idea
of an Iranian bomb. Wars didn’t
happen. Hundreds of thousands
didn’t die. Flight MH17 flew serenely
over an independent Ukraine, day in,
day out. It doesn’t bear thinking
about. Or perhaps it does.

Could be the Kremlin become a world
museum, not a symbol of oppression?

Mutti Merkel pulls
Putin’s chain from
an Ikea snap-together

Rob Yorke Nature Notebook

When nature
feeds you
must know
when to look

A
lways look slowly over the
edge of a bridge. I’ve done
it all my life — perhaps all
anglers do.
As I peer at the water a

big fat brown trout is still under the
bridge. Neither sunlight nor I are his
friends and he knows just when to
move. He is always gone by ten in
the morning, replaced by naive
youngsters, inches from a grey
wagtail snapping up late summer
insects from the surface.
To watch wildlife properly you

have to work when it’s the best time
to observe it, getting close enough to
seeing how different creatures run
their daily lives.
This is the time of year when

nature knows it’s feeding time, before
cold brown winter waters sweep
down from the Black Mountains,
washing away any vestige of food
until next year.
“Zeep zeep.” That’s a fly-by from

the local dipper, hurtling upstream,
dodging red-rooted alders to
rendezvous with its mate on a
slippery midstream stone. (As a kid,
on the banks of a Scottish stream, I
remember making a rough hide of
rocks to marvel at these dumpy yet
slick aquatic songbirds diving under
water to catch larvae and tiny fish.)
Overhead, a grunting goosander

makes his way purposely towards the
deeper pools up the valley, where he
will use his long red bill to
grapple with fish. In the stream
the young trout also have
their place in the food chain.
There’s a whiff of wind,
and a tiny beetle falls
from the bridge as the
white-lined mouth of
the lead fish takes his
prize. The “plop’” in the
pool is ignored. But not
by the grey squirrel in
the hazel tree, which has
one eye out for cob nuts,
the other on a buzzard
wheeling near by.
All of wildlife is

filling its belly as I
pass over the bridge.

See the wood

I
’m lucky
enough to
own a sliver
of woodland

in the Welsh

hills. It’s a pleasure, although it did
cause me some angst when I created
it two years ago. For generations,
farmers had beaten back the bracken
to cultivate a grass field for grazing
sheep and here I was fencing half of
it off to plant trees. But within days,
red ants were at work building soft
hillocks in the undisturbed grass as I
got down to planting my trees, not in

rows but in random clumps —
much to the annoyance of my
father, a former forester.
We Britons love our trees, as

our rebellion against the
proposed forestry sell-off in
England showed. Yet compared
with the rest of Europe we
have a sparse covering of trees,

and the Independent Forestry
Panel, which was set up to advise
the government on how best to
manage our woodlands, seems to
have been sidelined by other
priorities.
I have decided to set my own
priorities and I have big plans for
my wood — it must provide a
habitat for wildlife, timber for
my stoves, cover for game birds
and landscape for my children
to play in.
It’s a long-term commitment

and it may be that the future of
the climate finally decides which

trees will do well. Even native species
will survive only if they suit the soil,
so I’ve gone my own way, slipping in

a few alien conifers among the oaks
and mountain ash.

Living side by side

How can we do best for wildlife
but remain realistic about the
fact that humans also have

needs in the natural world? I was
standing on the edge of a field in
Bedfordshire discussing this with a
farmer — it was high-brow stuff
before lunch. We have to find room
for food and wildlife in the same
countryside, so we must look at new,
dare I even use the word, “intensive”
ways to make space for the wildlife.
Some farmers have embraced

agri-environment schemes that pay
them to do work that helps
biodiversity. But, my farmer said, we
still need modern farming practices to

help the species we are encouraging
to thrive. And others argue that these
schemes are too prescriptive, telling
you what to do rather than simply
asking for an outcome, such as a flock
of yellowhammers or a gin-clear
watercourse.
What is the point of taking land

out of production simply for it to be
colonised by rank grasses that will
smother the wild flowers that would
provide a habitat for wild bees?
When Natural England planted a
large wild cornflower field in
Hertfordshire, right next to the M25,
it was made possible only by the
judicious use of selective herbicides
at the right time of year.
Some even suggest that allowing

the use of insecticides such as
neonicotinoids, which target specific
pests, will allow insect refuges full of
pollen-rich grasses and flowers to
grow around, or even in, crop fields
where insects that are not targeted by
the chemicals — such as bees and
hoverflies — can thrive.
Agri-chemical companies and

conservationists should work together
on this, rather than fearing the use of
chemicals and spurning the advances
of corporations eager to help.

Rob Yorke is a chartered surveyor and
rural commentator

A goosander with its fish-grappiing bill

Giles
Whittell

@gileswhittell

@blackgull
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As antisemitism rises, leaders of the great faiths must unite against the ruthless pursuit of power masquerading as religion

Hunting foxes is
better than snaring
or poisoning them
Ross Clark

The hate that starts with Jews never ends there

T
he novelist Rebecca West
once said that Jews, having
suffered so much, had an
“unsurprisable soul”, In
2000 our daughter, then a

university student, attended an anti-
globalisation rally in London that
turned into a tirade against America,
then Israel and finally Jews. “Dad,
they hate us,” she said through her
tears. Hearing those words in Britain
in the 21st century showed me that I
had a surprisable soul.
Jews in Europe have been shaken

these past few weeks by the virulence
of the demonstrations about the war
in Gaza that also turned into
something older and darker. More
than a century after the Dreyfus trial
the cry of “death to the Jews” has
been heard again in the streets of
Paris. Seventy years after the
Holocaust, “gas the Jews” has been
heard again in Germany. In Britain
last month antisemitic incidents were
at almost their highest level in 30
years. These are danger signals not
just for Jews but for Europe.
After our daughter’s experience I

saw events move rapidly. In August
2001 at the UN international
conference against racism in Durban,
Israel was accused by NGOs of the
five cardinal sins against human
rights: racism, apartheid, ethnic
cleansing, attempted genocide and
crimes against humanity. A new
blood libel was born. Days later came
9/11, and almost immediately an
opinion poll found that 40 per cent
of Pakistanis believed it was carried
out by Mossad, Israel’s secret service.
The new antisemitism is different

from the old. In the past Jews were
hated for their religion, then for their
race. Today they are hated for their
nation state. But it was not long
before I saw how seamlessly the old
and new hatreds meshed.
In April 2002 our family was in

Italy celebrating Passover, which
usually falls close to Easter. In Israel
a group of Palestinian terrorists had
taken refuge in the Church of the
Nativity in Bethlehem. The Israeli
army, not wishing to enter a house of
worship, stationed soldiers outside to
wait until the terrorists emerged. It
took several weeks. One day we
opened the Italian newspaper La
Stampa and saw a cartoon of the
infant Jesus in a crib with an Israeli
tank pointing at the child. The
caption read: “Surely they don’t want
to kill me again?!”
Weeks later the Catholic Herald in

Britain published an apology about its
reporting of the event. Initially it had
criticised the Israelis. However, once
the terrorists had left, Christians
returned to the church to discover
they had torn up bibles, stolen all
religious artefacts of value and hidden
40 bombs, some booby-trapped, to
kill or injure those who had given
them refuge. The paper admitted

that it had misjudged the situation.
It has been this rush to judgment,

the assumption that if people are
killed it is Israel’s fault, that convinces
many of us that something other
than the normal passions of politics
is at work. In the 12 years since, the
situation has become steadily worse.
Criticism of Israel is not

antisemitism, but demonisation is.
This matters because antisemitism

is not really about Jews. It is about
how societies treat the Other, the
one-not-like-us. For more than 1,000
years Jews were the most conspicuous
non-Christian presence in Europe.
Today they are the most prominent
non-Muslim presence in the Middle
East. Jews were hated because they

were different. But it is our difference
that constitutes our humanity.
Because none of us is the same as
another, each of us is irreplaceable. A
nation that has no room for
difference has no room for humanity.
The hate that begins with Jews

never ends with Jews. It was not Jews
alone who suffered under Hitler and
Stalin, nor is it Jews alone suffering
from the ruthless pursuit of power
that today masquerades as religion.
Christians are under assault in more
than a hundred countries: put to
flight in Syria, driven out of Mosul,
removed from Afghanistan,
butchered, beheaded and terrorised
elsewhere. Hundreds of Muslims are
dying daily, 90 per cent at the hands
of fellow Muslims. Bahais, Buddhists,
Hindus and Sikhs have all suffered
their own tragedies. Yazidis are on the
brink of the abyss. The world is awash
with hate across religious divides.
The West misread the 21st century.

This is not an age of secular

ideologies. It is an era of
desecularisation. Our greatest
challenge is not political or economic
or military. It is in the deepest sense
spiritual. No one expected this and
we have not been equal to it. What
rescued Europe from its last age of
religious wars, in the 17th century,
was not weapons but ideas: those of
Milton, Hobbes, Spinoza and Locke
that laid the foundations for religious
liberty and the free society. Thus far
the 21st century has been marked by
an unprecedented series of new
technologies, but no new ideas.
That is the challenge of our time

and it will take a generation. First, we
must stand together in defence of
religious liberty and the scandalously
neglected Article 18 of the UN
universal declaration of human rights.
People have the right to practise their
faith, or lack of it, without fear. But
without determined action on the
part of the West it will not happen.
Second, we need a commitment by

leaders of all the great faiths to work
to ensure the rights of religious
minorities in every part of the world
where they have an influence. None
of us will win if we work alone: not
Jews, not Christians, not Muslims.
The victim cannot cure the crime.
There is serious spiritual work to

be done. The 17th century curbed
religious conflict by depriving faith of
power. That does not work in an age
where religious extremists are seizing
power. Here we need theological
courage. The historic danger in
monotheism has been the willingness
of believers to divide humanity into
the redeemed against the infidel.
To guard against this, Genesis 1,

common to Judaism, Christianity and
Islam, says that every human being,
regardless of colour, class or creed, is
in the image of God. Our shared
humanity takes precedence over our
religious differences. Until we are
prepared to take this seriously, people
will continue to kill in the name of
the God of life and practise cruelty in
the name of the God of compassion.
And God himself will weep.

Lord Sacks was the chief rabbi of the
United Hebrew Congregations of the
Commonwealth from 1991 to 2013

Jews used to be the most conspicuous non-Christians in Europe. Now they’re the most obvious non-Muslims in the Middle East

Our greatest challenge
is not political or
economic, it’s spiritual

Jonathan
Sacks

I
f I were David Cameron I would
feel pretty peeved to be attacked
by anyone with a name like Sir
Barney White-Spunner. The
executive chairman of the

Countryside Alliance threatens that
rural Tories will refuse to get out the
party’s vote at the next election
unless the prime minister pledges to
repeal the hunting ban.

Look here, Sir Barney, I would
want to say, when did we last have a
prime minister who stood up so
firmly for the landed interest? I
haven’t just exempted you from my
spending cuts; I’ve emptied the
public purse on your Robert Adam
doorsteps. Look at
Samantha’s dad, scooping
£350,000 a year in
subsidies for a few wind
turbines on his
Lincolnshire estate.
Not once in my war

with Brussels have I
objected to the most
outrageous EU policy
of them all: the single
farm payment that
furnishes you lot with
handouts merely for
keeping your acres in
“agricultural condition”
— which can
mean grazing your
children’s ponies.

I have quietly forgotten Labour’s
Marine and Coastal Access Act,
which was supposed to be opening
up coastal land to the oiks. I’ve even
frozen the cost of a shotgun licence,
so that you — unlike nursery

workers on £7 an hour —
don’t have to pay the cost of

police checks.
But none of this is

going to cut any ice
with the likes of Sir
Barney. For them,
hunting is the real
touchstone issue, the
subject on which a
fellow’s soundness is
to be judged. And on
this, Mr Cameron is
looking weak.

Several times before
the last election he
promised a free vote on
the hunting ban.
As late as last autumn

he reassured Welsh hill

farmers that the ban would be
relaxed to allow foxes to be flushed
out with 40 dogs rather than two. In
March, however, the promise was
withdrawn, apparently because
Liberal Democrats would not stand
for it. But that is a feeble excuse. A
free vote would oblige no Liberal

Democrat — or any other MP — to
vote for hunting.
As you may have gathered from

the above I am not a huge fan of the
landed interest, whose sense of
entitlement to public money exceeds
that of the most feckless benefit
claimant with 13 children. But the
issue of hunting is different. There
never has been convincing evidence
that foxes suffer abnormally from

being hunted, at least no more than
do the animals they themselves hunt.
The ban did nothing to alleviate the
real forms of cruelty towards foxes:
the snaring, the poisoning and the
trapping. What it did do is show up
its own absurdity: does it really make
the slightest difference to a fox
whether he is pursued by two dogs
or three?
In contrast to the ways in which

Mr Cameron has favoured wealthy
rural Tories, hunting has a wide
following from all social classes.
Repealing the ban would not cost the
taxpayer; it would just be a small
libertarian gesture in keeping with
the principle that everything should
be legal unless there is a good case
why it should not be.
Of course, a free vote on repealing

the hunting ban wouldn’t necessarily
be won. But it is a piece of red meat
that, if I were prime minister, I would
think it well worth throwing to a
once-loyal band of supporters.

Cameron is looking
weak. He has promised
a free vote before

KAHANA MENAHEM/AFP GETTY
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No A* for parents who expect perfect results
Our obsession with exam success is fuelling anxiety and fear. Are poor A-level grades really the end of the world?

T
his is for those skulking in
bedrooms staring at
computer printouts bearing
Ds and Es where hope was
for As; for the reluctant

retakers girding themselves for a
groundhog year but without the life-
long mates who are burbling in the
pub, so excited about a new term, a
new life, while they are stymied,
frozen, left behind. This is for those
not on newspaper front pages
jumping for joy.
What a cruel business A levels

have become, our annual sheep and
goat show, not just a private
humiliation but a public one; an
academic Hunger Games. I don’t
recall much media hullabaloo in the
year I received my results. Even
Prince Edward achieving a C and
two Ds but nonetheless heading for
Jesus College, Cambridge, elicited
little snark. You passed, you failed;
you went to uni, you dusted yourself
down and got a job.
But now results are a national

mania. It began with the league
tables, the cold ranking of schools
that links results to their prestige.
And the fine intent of accountability
has morphed at “top” private schools
to a ruthless weeding: children are
routinely kicked out after GCSEs for
scoring only Bs and dragging down
the brand.
Once a mixed bag of O levels was

permissible: a couple of As in your
best subjects, a scraped C in others.
A child’s intelligence, it was
understood, might be unevenly
spread. A natural at French might be
crap at maths and the odd F was for
Forgivable as well as Fail. I couldn’t
force principles of physics and
chemistry into my head if I tried for

a thousand years. Today that might
stop me studying English.
Then came grade inflation,

followed by the hasty creation of a
new zenith, the A*. And the obsession
has grown for attaining a perfect
sweep with not a dropped grade, not
a speckle on any of these shining
apples. Friends at an open day for a
London girls’ day school report the
headmistress’s speech: “Your daughter

should not apply”, she said, “if she is
not good at everything.” No wonder
wiser, kinder heads, such as Judith
Carlisle, of Oxford High School,
observing the growth of eating
disorders and self-harm, vow to kill
the myth of Little Miss Perfect.
The expansion of higher education

from 10 per cent of children back
when I applied to almost half now
has lifted a whole tranche of well-
paid jobs once won on ragged
A levels, some nous and a bit of on-
the-job training, into graduate-only
entry. With unorthodox routes closed
off, the way ahead was singular and
clearly marked: an adolescence
pocked with four consecutive years
(until modular GCSEs were
abolished) of external exams. So
many hoops, no tripping allowed.
Little wonder that parental anxiety

increased: if he doesn’t get the
A levels, he won’t get a degree, won’t
get a job, won’t ever pay off those
monstrous fees, won’t ever find a
foothold in this quicksand global
economy. Western parents are chilled
by fear that, with squeezed wages
and soaring rents, their children’s
lives will be worse than their own.
On top of genuine concern is a new

parental vanity. In a largely irreligious
age, our children have become our
household gods. The Economist
reports that we spend more time
parenting than earlier generations

when mothers stayed at home. We
are hands-on, helicopter hovering,
quality-timers. Kids fill our mental
space, our conversations and leisure;
we obsess about developmental
matters that our forefathers would
find hilarious. Does breast feeding
maximise brain development? Does
learning piano make a child better at
maths? And for all that investment,
we expect our return.
In his wise book Far from the Tree,

Andrew Solomon remarks that
having a child is not “reproduction”:
we are not remaking ourselves, but
creating a wholly different —
perhaps maddening, baffling or alien
— new being. “We must love them
for themselves”, he says, “and not for
the best of ourselves in them, and
that is a great deal harder to do.”
I recall a fellow mother at my sons’

school, a lawyer married to a
surgeon, emerging red-faced from a
meeting with a teacher about her
eight-year-old’s progress. “They say
he’s average,” she said. “But how can
he be average? We’re not average.”
An alpha parent who sailed through
life on his own raft of As may wonder

what went wrong in his parenting to
produce a flawed specimen who
didn’t even get into a Russell Group
university, let alone his old college.
To quote Robin Williams, an ever-

warm and engaged father, according
to his daughter: “Everyone has these
two visions when they hold their
child for the first time. The first is
your child as an adult saying: ‘I want
to thank the Nobel committee for
this award.’ The other is:‘You want
fries with that?’ ” And A levels can
seem to mark this definitive fork in
the road.
They matter. Boy, do they matter. I

have never worked so hard again or
wanted anything so much: they were
the only ticket I had out of my
stultifying town. (And I note with
dismay the paucity of top grades in
the north: while London schools,
even in deprived boroughs, are quick
to finesse their best students.)
Celebrities who boast how they got
where they are today with a brace of
Es are lucky and smug.
But failing A levels shouldn’t be

the end; a mind should be judged by
more than how it disgorges thoughts
on to an exam paper. In all our
crowing that Michael Gove’s legacy
is working, that robust grading and a
return to beefy subjects are all for
the national good, we shouldn’t
forget the 18-year-old in her
bedroom now terrified that all is lost.

In an irreligious age,
children have become
our household gods

Even Prince Edward
achieving a C and two
Ds elicited little snark
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Hottest Seat
Haider al-Abadi faces an almost impossible task as Iraq’s new prime minister.

But his appointment is reason for hope rather than despair
The departure of Nouri al-Maliki as Iraq’s prime
minister has left a 62-year-old Manchester-
trained engineer in perhaps the world’s toughest
job. In thenext threeweeks,Haider al-Abadimust
choose a cabinet around which Iraq can unite. He
must then restore the faith ofmillions of Sunnis in
a country dominated by Shias and sectarian vio-
lence. He must revive a broken and humiliated
army, defeat the forces of the Islamic State and
persuade Iraq’s Kurds not to secede even when
secession looks like common sense.
Theodds againstMrAbadi succeeding arehigh,

but fast-moving developments inBaghdad yester-
day gave grounds for hope. A statement issued on
behalf of Iraq’s Sunni tribal leaders, who had re-
fused to co-operatewithMrMaliki, said theywere
ready to work with his successor. Iraq is still in
danger of tearing itself apart, but a grand bargain
between its main sects is its best hope of survival.
For the first time in months, such a bargain is
conceivable.
President Obama’s national security adviser,

Susan Rice, greeted the news of Mr Maliki’s deci-
sion to step down as “another step forward [by
Iraqis] in uniting their country”. In reality it was a
small step back from the brink of collapse. For
three months Mr Maliki clung to power as mili-

tants overran the northwest of the country while
Mr Obama led an international chorus blaming
him formuchof its plight and imploringhim to go.
On paper Mr Maliki had a case as leader of Iraq’s
single largest party. In practice he could not form
a majority government. Washington was telling
him his timewas up but so were his own inner cir-
cle, Iraq’s most senior Shia cleric and the govern-
ment of Iran.
His successor’s most urgent tasks are military.

Mr Abadi is dependent on American air strikes to
hold the line against the Islamic State because
Iraq’s army is not fit for purpose, despite training
programmes that costUS taxpayers $25 billion. In
the long run the Iraqi army must be purged of
thousands of incompetent loyalists installed as
officers by Mr Maliki, who took personal charge
of the defence portfolio, with disastrous conse-
quences. First, though, Mr Abadi must find a way
to re-kindle the Sunni Awakening that proved
crucial to US success against the al-Qaeda insur-
gency of 2007.
The“surge” that turned the Iraqwar sevenyears

ago would likely not have succeeded without
100,000 Sunni fighters rallied by tribal elders but
paid and armed byUS forces.MrMaliki’s promise
to give 20 per cent of them roles in a new security

apparatus was swiftly forgotten. Thousands of
Sunnis were instead jailed for years without
charge, and Iraq’s Sunni heartland became an
easy target for the Islamic State. Yesterday’s state-
ment by elders inAnbar and elsewhere demanded
a new role for “wise men in these areas”— a clear
reference to those who have supported Baghdad
before and may now be willing to do so again.
The statement also demands a ceasefire by Shia

militias.Thiswill behard toenforcegiven thatmil-
itants control a third of Iraq andare poised to seize
yet more. But where Shia fighters are simply set-
tling old scores they must be reined in. Above all,
before his cabinet is even announced, Mr Abadi
must persuade the country at large that he is seri-
ous about tackling the corruption that made the
outgoing administration little more loved than
Saddam Hussein’s dictatorship.
Iraq is rich. It has the world’s fifth largest oil re-

serves and an educated workforce by regional
standards. At great cost it has acquired the
machinery if not the habits of democracy. Enough
Iraqis still dreamof peace, unity andprosperity for
Mr Abadi to have at least a fighting chance of
bringing them together in pursuit of these goals.
But he will need luck, statesmanship and unstint-
ing western support to pull it off.

Who Benefits?
Scottish independence would be a boon to the opponents of the West

“The countries thatwould cheer at the prospect of
thebreak-upwith theUnitedKingdomarenot the
countries whose company one would like to
keep,” said the prime minister of Australia. Tony
Abbott does not presume to tell the Scots how to
vote in next month’s referendum on independ-
ence, but he made his views pretty clear. Scottish
independence would be a blow toWestern liberal
democracy.
And he is right. It is “hard to see how the world

would be helped by an independent Scotland”, he
said. Although perceptions of the domestic eco-
nomic impact on Scottish residents will be the
most important determinant of the referendum
result, responsible voters will wish to weigh the
international impact of separation.
The first reasonwhy theenemiesofwestern for-

eign policy would cheer is simple. Separation
wouldmake it far more difficult for Britain—one
of themost importantWesternactors—tobehave
firmly andwith confidence in the short andmedi-
um term. Inevitably independencewould seeBrit-
ain for some time become self-absorbed as it
sought to reorganise its internalaffairs.Nocontin-

gency planning has been done, and the turmoil is
easy to underestimate. The relationship between
the United Kingdom and the rest of the world —
every treaty the country has signed, every inter-
national organisation it belongs to — would be-
come confused and controversial. The remainder
of the United Kingdom will assert, in the end
almost certainly successfully, its right to be seen as
the continuing entity, with Scotland as the break-
away. Yet an independent Scotland would contest
this, weakening the British position.
An allied reason why independence would

harm theWest is that it would produce uncertain-
ty over the future of Britain’s nuclear deterrent. It
would also make the United Kingdom financially
and militarily smaller. It is far from obvious what
themilitary stance or capability of Scotlandmight
be. Together these difficulties would diminish
Britain’s standing in the world. As the House of
Commons Foreign Affairs Committee concluded
last year: “Some degree of reputational damage is
inevitable.” This is a cost that will be paid by all
supporters of western democracy.
Alongside this practical damage, a vote forScot-

tish independence might also encourage other
breakaway movements in Europe. The former
secretary general of Nato, Lord Robertson, has
argued that “it is far from scaremongering to use
the term Balkanization to predict what might
happen if Scotland were to break from its 300-
year-old union”. Flemish nationalists, Catalans,
BasquesandIrishnationalists inNorthernIreland
are all watching Scotland carefully and hope for
their independence causes to be spurred on. For
this reason LordRobertson contends that“tearing
the United Kingdom apart” would give “the big-
gest pre-Christmas present of their lives” to “the
dictators, the persecutors, the oppressors, the an-
nexers, the aggressors and the adventurers across
the planet”.
Doubtless some will criticise Mr Abbott for in-

terfering. Yet he is correct to see the independence
referendumashaving international consequences
that reach all the way to Australia. Alex Salmond
regularly says that Scotland can govern itself and
no doubt it can. Independence wouldmean, how-
ever, that he was governing a nationmuch dimin-
ished in the world.

Animal Magic
Most of what we think we know about animals needs to be corrected

New research has shown thatmagpies are not the
thieving creatures of legend. They are not attract-
ed to shiny objects, which they do not secrete in
their nests.The Times has taken a peep in the aca-
demic journals and we can exclusively reveal
other beliefs about animals that are wrong.
Bats are not usually blind. Bulls don’t react to

red rags because they are, in fact, colour blind.
Evenwhen lemmings do jumpoff cliffs it’s an acci-
dent, not a cry for help.Whales rarely have people
living inside them and the lion, king of the jungle,
does not live in the jungle.
In addition to these cases (known in the techni-

cal jargon as “actual facts”) there is more animal
knowledge awaiting discovery. Foxes, it is becom-
ing clear, are not especially cunning, not all goats
are old, and dogs, far from beingman’s best friend,
prefer the company of other dogs.
Mules would like it known that most of their

number are perfectly reasonable. The ass is sick
and tired of being associated with bad law and the
weasel is amodel citizenwhodoesplentyofvolun-
tary work. The elephant might agree, only he for-
got. Skunksnowusedeodorantand the tableman-
ners of pigs are impeccable.
Sloths put in the hours at work these days while

theunemployment rateamongbees ishigher than
you think. Cats are neither cool nor scaredy and
JohnLennonwasnot thewalrus,whateverhesaid.
Monkeys are not cheeky either, as a rule.
Owls have exaggerated their wisdom. Penguins

hardly ever wear suits. Some doves are bellicose
and neither hens nor stags ever spend the week-
end in Blackpool, drinking. Crows sometimes fly
in a zig-zag line, just for a laugh, and when croco-
diles cry they are genuinely upset. Not many
moles are called Adrian and hardly any of them
are spies. And as for rabbits, well, though they
enjoy sex as much as the next person (ahem) . . .

Daily Universal Register

Today: The 2014/15 Premier League football
season begins, and the BBC’sMatch of the
Day returns for its 50th year; the V Festival
is staged at Hylands Park, Chelmsford, and
Weston Park, Staffs; the three-day air show
continues in Eastbourne, Sussex; a 300-mile
People’s March for the NHS begins in
Jarrow, Tyen and Wear, and will end in
London on September 6
Tomorrow: Palestinian delegates will hold
talks in Cairo to discuss the conflict in the
Gaza Strip; new evidence about the life of
Richard III is revealed in a Channel 4
documentary; Indonesia independence day;
the Cygnus spacecraft, which took supplies
to the International Space Station, is due to
burn up as it re-enters Earth’s atmosphere

Lord (Julian) Fellowes of
West Stafford, pictured,
screenwriter, Downton
Abbey, 65; Ian Blatchford,
director, Science
Museum, 49; Robin
Cousins, ice-skater,
Olympic gold medallist

(1980) head judge, Dancing on Ice, 57; Robert
De Niro, actor, The Godfather Part II (1974),
71; Sir Leonard Figg, ambassador to Ireland
(1980-83), 91; Sir Christopher Geidt, private
secretary to the Queen, 53; John Humphrys,
presenter, Today programme, Radio 4, 71;
Sir Ian McAllister, chairman, Carbon Trust,
(2001-11), 71; Dame Mary Marsh, director
and chief executive, NSPCC, 2000-08, 68;
Alan Minter, world middleweight boxing
champion, (1980) 63; Sir Vidiadhar
Naipaul, author, The Enigma of Arrival, The
Masque of Africa, 82; Hamish Orr-Ewing,
chairman, Rank Xerox (1980-86), 90; Sean
Penn, actor, The Secret Life of Walter Mitty
(2013), 54; Nelson Piquet, Formula One
world champion (1981, 1983, 1987), 62; Kevin
Rowland, singer, Dexys, One Day I’m Going
To Soar (2012), 61; Alfreda Thorogood,
artistic adviser, Royal Academy of Dancing
(1989-92), 72; Ed Warner, chairman, UK
Athletics, 51.

“Never stop because you are afraid — you are
never so likely to be wrong. Never keep a line
of retreat; it is a wretched invention. The
difficult is what takes a little time; the
impossible is what takes a little longer.”
Fridtjof Nansen, Norwegian polar explorer

Birthdays tomorrow

The last word

Katharine Hamnett,
pictured, fashion designer,
67; John Smith, chief
operating officer,
Burberry Group, 57;
Angela Bassett, actress,
How Stella Got Her
Groove Back (1998), 56;

Barrington Black, circuit judge, 82; Frankie
Boyle, comedian, 42; the Most Rev Sean
Brady, Archbishop of Armagh and Primate
of All Ireland, 75; James Cameron, film
director, Avatar (2009), 60; John Challis,
actor, Only Fools and Horses (1981-2003), 72;
Ann Chant, former deputy director, Prince
of Wales’s Charities, 69; Professor Hilary
Chapman, chief nurse and chief operating
officer, Sheffield Teaching Hospitals, 51;
John Craven, TV presenter, Countryfile, 74;
Sir Philip Dowson, president, Royal
Academy of Arts (1993-99), 90; Judith
Hanratty, chairman, Commonwealth
Education Trust, 71; Ulrika Jonsson,
presenter, Shooting Stars (1993-2011), 47; Sir
Trevor McDonald, presenter, ITV News at
Ten, (2001-05 and 2008), 75; Madonna,
singer, Like a Virgin (1984), 56; Tom
Maschler, publisher, Jonathan Cape
Children’s Books (1991-97), 81; Jennifer
Tiramani, theatre designer and dress
historian, 60; Professor Christopher West,
chief executive, Royal Zoological Society of
Scotland, 55.

Birthdays today
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Corrections and
clarifications

Requests for corrections or
clarifications should be sent by email
to feedback@thetimes.co.uk or by post
to Feedback, The Times, 1 London
Bridge Street, London SE1 9GF

1 London Bridge Street
London SE1 9GF
Email: letters@thetimes.co.uk

The TV licence
Sir, It is not the BBC that sends
100,000 letters each day demanding
payment of the licence fee, which is
in reality a tax. Collection is sub-
contracted to a range of private firms
that make a return for themselves,
and this method of collection costs
the BBC well over £100 million per
annum. I haven’t seen the details of
the contracts, but I suspect that they
involve a mark-up on costs, which will
include sending out as many
reminders as the companies
concerned can manage. So far as I
know there is no parliamentary
scrutiny of this process.
Irrespective of whether we should

have public sector broadcasting on
the scale we currently do, it is difficult
to see why the tax should be collected
in this bizarre way, reminiscent of the
exploitative behaviour of the tax-
farmers of pre-revolutionary France.
professor jr shackleton
University of Buckingham

Sir, The criticism of the BBC for
sending 100,000 reminder letters a
day is grossly unfair. Anyone who has
responsibility for enforcement knows
that prompt action is the key to
success and is recognised good
practice by local authorities, Revenue
and business.
Debt advisers all tell debtors to

make early contact in case of
difficulty with payment. Having been
responsible for enforcement of fines,
including TV licence fines, for over 20
years I can testify to the problems
which arise if control over debtors is
lost — problems multiply.
It may be that the BBC could

improve its practices, but we should
congratulate it on speedy
enforcement. The more is collected,
the less the prompt payers have to
subsidise defaulters.
donald c swift
Retired Justices’ Clerk
Widnes, Cheshire

Sir, Like Joanna Martin I too have
been harassed by the BBC with
threatening letters. In desperation I
have paid two sets of licence fees for
years. I see it as another housing tax.
sandra noakes
Handbridge, Chester

Writing a will
Sir, Jenni Russell’s Opinion (“Where
there’s no will, there’s a hellish
legacy”, Aug 13) suggesting we should
all be forced to write wills reminds me
of the unusual antics of the speaker at
a local Law Society annual dinner.
He stood up on the top table

brandishing a well-known wills
precedent book and informed us that
its editor has died intestate. This
memory has remained with me —
but, sadly, not the name of the book
or its editor.
richard fa strother
Southampton

Mental health services are overstretched
Sir, For the most part the comment
surrounding the death of Robin
Williams has helped to further the
cause of greater understanding of
those who suffer from mental illness.
The destigmatisation of the mentally
ill is vital.
This is not, as some appear to

think, part of a liberal touchy-feely
agenda which seeks to extend
acceptance of difference and to
advance the protection of human
rights (as illustrated by the Mental
Capacity Act 2005).
What is needed urgently is not

mere acceptance of the mentally ill
but concerted action to help them
deal with, in many cases, a very
serious physical illness which just
happens to affect the brain.
As the mother of a son who has

suffered from severe bipolar
disorder, I find the provision in the
NHS and social services to help
young people like him pitiful and
heartbreaking. Programmes to help
those whose condition makes it
impossible for them to take up the

programmes is not the answer.
Non-attendance at psychiatric
appointments should ring alarm
bells, not lead to a patient’s
treatment being discontinued. Worst
of all, discharging a patient from
intensive care into completely
unsupported homeless persons’ B&B
accommodation is akin to putting
someone who has just had their leg
amputated on the top floor of a lift-
less block of flats. Transferring
responsibility to the seriously
mentally ill for their own care as the
Mental Capacity Act would seem to
require shows a fundamental
misunderstanding of what mental
illness is. We, as a society, need to
care for our mentally ill just as we
care for the physically ill.
amanda milne
London WC2

Sir, Robin Williams’s death has
brought mental health back into the
spotlight. It is a fact that mental
health can affect anyone, regardless
of background, and for many, there

can be catastrophic consequences if
help isn’t provided early enough. In
the UK more than half of adults with
mental health problems are
diagnosed in childhood, half of
which become apparent before the
age of 14, and less than half are
treated appropriately at the time.
This, and the expenditure of just 6
per cent of the mental health budget
on children, has led to a startling £13
billion a year being spent on trying
to address the consequences of
untreated mental health conditions.
These include alcohol and drug
misuse, self-harm, neglect and in
extreme cases, suicide.
Lack of early intervention has fed

the current crisis we are witnessing
in mental health services — they are
overstretched and underfunded, and
as reported recently by the Royal
College of Psychiatrists, two thirds
of adults are not receiving the
treatment they so badly need.
dr hilary cass
President of the Royal College of
Paediatrics and Child Health

Cultural variety
Sir, My friend and colleague Alan
Riach (report, Aug 13) has a strong
case when he and Sandy Stoddart
complain about the lack of focus on
the cultural arguments for Scottish
independence. “Freedom to vary
corporation tax and/or airport traffic
duty (within the financial constraints
set by a possible currency union)” is
hardly a compelling slogan.
The question for me is: whose

culture (or cultures)? As with all long-

lasting states there are dark sides to
the UK’s history, and there remain
things that are wrong, some very
wrong — states are always a work in
progress. But something I think is
great about living in the modern UK
is that it is increasingly possible to be
comfortable with multiple ways of
being a UK citizen, and with the rich
complexities of the UK’s cultures.
The UK, despite the yearnings of

those wanting to return to an
imaginary monocultural 1950s or of
those who consider it beyond repair,
has a demonstrable capacity to
change. Plenty of places in the world
would like something like it. Is that
not worth hanging on to?
professor jeremy smith
Milngavie, Dunbartonshire

Robot minds
Sir, Of robot consciousness Matthew
Parris (Aug 13) says we cannot prove
that any other human is conscious
and adds that the last words on the
subject were written by Descartes and
Berkeley three centuries ago. Not
quite the last words; I suggest that Mr
Parris reads some of Wittgenstein’s
thoughts on the subject of “other
minds”. He might find that the idea of
“proof” here is rather confused, as is
the alternative position that all we
have otherwise is “supposition”.
hywel davies
Swansea

Flashes of genius
Sir, I always thought the National
Gallery’s photography ban short-
sighted (Aug 14). The Rijksmuseum
has long indulged its younger patrons’
innocent wish to record what is often
the highlight of a visit to Amsterdam.
Treasured images are proudly

pinged around the globe via social
media, providing the gallery and the
city with huge free publicity.
stewart moore
Portstewart, Coleraine

Vardon forgotten?
Sir, Your list of golf major winners
(Aug 12) omitted Harry Vardon, who
won seven majors, six Opens and one
US Open. His career was of another
time, but he was a magnificent player.
It would be a shame if his contribution
to the game was forgotten.
peter dixon
Bangor, Co Down

Hedgerow jelly
Sir, I sympathise with Rodney Aldis
(letter, Aug 14) who criticises the
pruning of hedges before the berries
have ripened. Last August, just as I
was about to gather rosehips, haws,
elderberries, blackberries, etc for my
annual hedgerow jelly I found the
local authority had slashed the lot. I
went further afield and fortunately
managed to make a goodly supply to
put on my breakfast oatcakes.
I remonstrated with the council,

and it has promised to desist from
environmental vandalism this year.
sid davies
Bramhall, Cheshire

Extracts from the diary of a young
English girl, Miss Lydia Evans, who
has just returned from a convent
school at Fouron, near Visé.
August 2. The first troop of

Prussians came into the village this
afternoon.
August 3. Two more troops

arrived. The Prussians slept at our
convent, some in the park, others
in the recreation room. The
reverend mother put everything at

their disposal. They asked nicely,
but gave the impression that if
refused they would take more. We
all went to bed at 10 o’clock, then
got an alarm to dress half an hour
later. We came down and found the
place full of Germans, who were
exceedingly polite. They are
magnificent. The meanest soldier is
perfectly equipped, everything
perfectly new, and splendid horses.
They are like theatre soldiers, they
are so perfect. They were awfully
nice, and talked a lot.
August 5. The Germans were

here all day. They always bow and
salute. We hear a terrific noise at
Visé of bombardment, and a great
fusillade in the village. A wounded
man was brought to the convent.
August 6. A curate near here has

been shot. The Germans are very
nice if you give them what they
want, but if they are refused the
pistol comes out. Old Mother
Thérèse was at the door when a
soldier asked her for a kettle. She
refused, and he nearly shot her.
August 7. A most fearful noise

was heard about 2 o’clock. They say

that it was a fort blown up. The
soldiers are camping in the woods.
There are seven wounded here.
August 10. There was a terrific

crash at the door. Four German
officers, who had come in a motor,
pointed their revolvers and asked
for wine. They looked as if they had
been drinking. We had a fearful
fright after dinner when an officer
came to ask us where the curé was,
and threatened to shoot us because
we could not tell him. Miss
MacMahon had to lead him to the
rector’s house, with a revolver
pointed at her back all the way. The
houses on either side are burning.
The nuns asked the Germans if
they would spare the convent. They
laughed and said they would make
it a cemetery for their dead. As
soon as they had gone the nuns
woke us up, and we started out,
following all the back roads.

on this day august 16, 1914

GERMAN
TROOPS IN A
CONVENT

Those GP blues
Sir, Doctors shun general practice
because its main attraction,
autonomy, has all but disappeared
(Aug 14). The profession, like others,
has fallen prey to the law of well-
meaning actions having unintended
consequences. On the pretext of
accountability and patient safety, it
has become over-scrutinised, over-
regulated and removed from its

vocational purpose. GPs have to
bureaucratically justify every aspect
of their days and comply with an
increasing burden of irrelevant
regulation that only removes them
from caring for their patients. In
trying to make an already effective,
efficient and safe service safer, we
have done the opposite — driving out
excellent doctors, increasing patient
list sizes, closing down surgeries and
reducing access to clinical care.
dr james sherifi
Colchester, Essex

sign up for a weekly email
with extracts from
the times history of the war
ww1.thetimes.co.uk

Village life
Sir, Alan Millard (letter, Aug 14) says
that he has “decided that Whitchurch
Canonicorum takes the biscuit”. I
would have thought that Hopton
Wafers (Shropshire) has the better
claim.
roy payne
Temeside, Shropshire

Sir, Letters on village names (Aug 11,
13 and 15) remind me of the (probably
apocryphal) story of the Lincolnshire
signpost “To Mavis Enderby and Old
Bolingbroke” to which somebody had
added “the gift of a son”.
stephen briggs
Litlington, Herts

Canoes and anglers
Sir, Not all anglers agree with the
Angling Trust’s claim that canoes ruin
their sport ( Aug 14). I have fly-fished
on smaller rivers for 40 years, and
once caught a trout soon after ten
canoes shot past me as I was wading
in mid-river. A famous Victorian
angler used to send his dog several
times across salmon pools before
fishing to “wake ‘em up”. Vibrations
on the bank from footfall or casting a
shadow on the water are far more
damaging to one’s chances than the
minimal disturbance caused by canoes.
fletcher robinson
Lovington, Somerset

Grumphrys
Sir, Enraged by being told to “have a
listen”, I then find it “a big ask” not to
throw something at the radio.
muriel mackean
Titchfield, Hants

Sir, My pet hate are broadcasters who
happily tell us that something is
“three times less” or “four times less”,
when they mean a third or a quarter.
david wragg
Edinburgh

Sir, BBC correspondents relating
Norfolk-based stories often refer to a
mysterious coastal town unknown to
us local residents — where is Grey
Charmouth?
peter harvey
Aylsham, Norfolk

Sir, It can only be a matter of time
before “grumphrys” is added to the
Oxford English Dictionary’s website
(report, Aug 14). It’s amazeballs
adorbs.
tony phillips
Chalfont St Giles, Bucks
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ties, onminus20.Whilehe inspireddis-
gust among 29 per cent of voters, 19 per
cent also said they were “intrigued”
when they thought of him.
The researchers’ report states: “Re-

sults confirm the apathy and anonym-
ity political leaders engender in the
public — the largest proportions said
they felt ‘nothing’ or ‘frustrated’, even
‘disgusted’.
“Nigel Farage is different because

peoplehaveconflictingemotionsabout
him . . . he is five times more intriguing
than Cameron and Clegg and twice as
intriguing as Miliband.
“The big question is whether people

will vote for a politician they find
intriguing. Farage stands out from the
pack, who appear to be receding into
neutrality, which is worrying in a
democracy admired around theworld.”
Yesterday, the Ukip leader finally

confirmed that he will attempt to stand
as an MP at next year’s election. The
decision ends months of speculation.
Thereareunderstood tobeeightcan-

didates for the party’s nomination to
fight for South Thanet in Kent. The
final decisionwill bemade at a hustings
meeting on August 27.
MrFarage,Kent born, has represent-

ed SouthEast England in theEuropean
Parliament for the past 15 years.
SouthThanet is held by theConserv-

ative MP Laura Sandys but her deci-
sion to stand down has thrown the
party’s 7,617majority into jeopardy and
polling last month suggested that Ukip
was on course to win the seat.

par

Take cover: voters let feelings spill out
Britain’s political leaders may be trying
to convince the public that they are fit
to run thecountrybuta surveysuggests
they are better at inspiring frustration,
confusion and even disgust.
David Cameron caused the most

frustration of any of the main party
leaders when voters were presented
with an image of each of them.
Nick Clegg, the Lib Dem leader who

has suffered from disastrous approval
ratings since the coalition was formed,
inspired the most disgust of the three.
Ed Miliband, the Labour leader, left
voters the most confused.
A panel of 1,000 voters was shown a

picture of each party leader and asked
how they instantly felt. The primemin-
ister made 29 per cent of voters feel
“frustrated”, followedbyMrCleggon24
percentandMrMilibandon21percent.
Around a fifth (21 per cent)were “dis-

gusted” by Mr Clegg, just ahead of Mr
Cameron on 20 per cent. Mr Miliband
made 10 per cent feel so. The Labour
leader left 11 per cent “confused”,
according to the consumer research
consultancy The Buzzz.
All three leaders inspired negative

feelings overall. Mr Miliband fared
best, with a “net emotional resonance”
score of minus 32. Mr Cameron scored
minus 42. Mr Clegg suffered the worst
score of minus 51.
There was better news for Nigel Far-

age, the Ukip leader, who might enter
Parliament next year. His score was far
better than the leaders of themain par-

Michael Savage, Matt Dathan

Nick Clegg
Disgusting

David
Cameron
Frustrated

Ed Milliband
Confused
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Experiment takes the shine
off ‘thieving magpie’ myth
Hannah Devlin Science Editor

Engagement rings, cufflinks and silver
spoons—over the years, magpies have
shouldered the blame for many a lost
trinket. Now scientists say that the
bird’s reputation as a hoarder of other
people’s bling is unwarranted.
A study suggests that magpies are, if

anything, wary of sparkly objects and
that their nests arenot linedwith stolen
baubles, as folklore would have it.
Toni Shephard, an ecologist at the

University of Exeter who led the re-
search, said: “Wedidnot findevidenceof
an unconditional attraction to shiny ob-
jects in magpies. Instead, all objects
prompted responses indicatingneopho-
bia— fear of new things— in the birds.”
In the experiment, reported in the

journalAnimal Cognition, Dr Shephard
established eight feeding sites for mag-
pies on the university campus, where
she leftoutmonkeynuts.After thebirds
got used to the routine, she tested whe-
ther adding a variety of shiny objects
nearby, such as tin foil, attracted the
birds’ interest. At other times, she left
the same objects painted matt blue.
Magpies made contact with a shiny

object only twice in 64 tests— on both
occasions a silver ring was picked up
and immediately discarded. The birds
either ignored or avoided both shiny
andblueobjects and fed less in thepres-
ence of the items, the study found.
Dr Shephard also examined a dozen

nests on the Exeter campus and found
none of them contained shiny objects.
“If we’re going to persecute animals, we
need good evidence,” she said.
Previously, ecologists have speculat-

ed that magpies might hoard shiny ob-
jects as a way of warding other birds off
their nests, as part of the sexual selec-
tionprocessor as awayofmarking food
that had been stored for a later date.
Magpies feature widely in popular

culture, from Rossini’s opera La gazza
ladra (The thievingmagpie), in which a
servant girl is wrongly executed for a
series of silver thefts, to theTintin com-
ic The Castafiore Emerald, in which a
magpie again pilfers a prized jewel.
Collins English Dictionary lists one

definition of magpie as “a person who
hoards small objects”.
GrahameMadge,a spokesmanfor the

RoyalSociety for theProtectionofBirds,
said that the magpie’s reputation for
looting had contributed to negative
public sentimentaround them. “They’re
also predatory birds and people get up-
set if they clear the nests of songbirds or
blackbirds that they’ve been feeding.
Some people are trapping magpies in

gardens with Larsen traps, which I
think is questionable. But they’re
doing well as a species, despite some

peoplewanting to see thebackof them.”
According to RSPB figures, the mag-

pie population in the UK has trebled
since the 1970s.

Leading article, page 21

Wildlife myths debunked

Chickens are stupid Adult birds
have the numerical skills of
toddlers and newborn chicks can
keep track of numbers up to five

Dogs see in black and white Dogs
have two types of cone in their eyes
(compared with three for humans)
and are good at distinguishing blue
and yellow

Swans are monogamous A genetics
study revealed that one in six
cygnets is “illegitimate”. Swans are
also more surreptitious when
mating with a bird other than their
partner

Ostriches bury their heads in the
sand It’s an optical illusion — they
just have small heads

Fish have a three-second memory
Fish can actually remember where
food is hidden for at least 12 days, a
recent study
revealed
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Watch the birdie
The best entries
for the Edinburgh
International
Exhibition of
Photography this
year include Boy
Blue and Grumpy
Sparrowhawk

Online today

GalleryMore images
from the exhibition

In your tablet edition

Salmonella outbreak
‘from single source’
Kaya Burgess

England is in the grip of a national sal-
monella outbreak, health officials
warned, after finding a link between
more than 150 cases in recent months.
Public Health England is investi-

gating after the discovery that 156
people diagnosed with food poisoning
had been infected with “closely related
strains” of salmonella bacteria.
The strain group, Salmonella

enteritidis 14b, has shown up in 55 cases
in Hampshire, 25 in London, 33 in
Cheshire andMerseyside and 43 in the
West Midlands.
A PHE spokeswoman said: “Testing

using genetic typing methods has
revealed that all of the cases are
infected with closely related strains,
indicating that the causeof the illness is
from a single source.”
The strain is associated with poultry

and eggs and health officials have
found traces of the bacteria in samples
taken from catering outlets.
Paul Cleary, a consultant epidemio-

logist at PHE, said: “We are working
with our colleagues across PHE, at the
Food Standards Agency, in local
authorities and with other public
health organisations in Europe to in-
vestigate the cause of this outbreak.”
InHampshire, 32of the 55 caseswere

linked to the Real China restaurant in
Eastleigh, which closed voluntarily last
month for an investigation by environ-
mental health inspectors. It has since

been given permission to reopen. One
of the victims, George Williams, 20,
said that the salmonella infection had
been “hell” and told the Southern Daily
Echo that he had been hospitalised
whiledoctors investigated the sourceof
his illness.
InCheshire andMerseyside, 31 of the

33 cases were linked to a Chinese res-
taurant in Kirkby. The Woks Cooking
takeaway was shut down last month
after several diners came down with
food poisoning.
In the West Midlands, 34 of the 43

caseswere connectedwith an outbreak
at Birmingham Heartlands Hospital.
Eight wards had to be closed to visitors
during the outbreak in June, which
affected patients and staff.
Cases have also been found in

France, where 49 people have been
affected, and in Austria.
No increase in cases has been seen in

Scotland or Wales, which are not
thought to have been affected by the
outbreak, according to PHE.
A spokeswoman said: “In England,

the cases occurred as isolated clusters
over several months and have been
managed locally, but are now being
reassessed as potentially linkedunder a
national investigation.”
The strain causes gastrointestinal

illness and symptoms include diar-
rhoea, stomach cramps, fever and vom-
iting. It has been seen in Britain before.
In 2002, more than 150 people fell ill
with it and one man died.

CLARE ACFORD; GORDON RAE / COURTESY OF THE EDINBURGH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
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Briton fit for trial over
honeymoon murder

The British businessman accused of
masterminding thekillingofhiswifeon
their South African honeymoon four
years agowill stand trial for hermurder
inOctober after psychiatrists ruled that
he was not mentally unfit.
Shrien Dewani, who has been at a

notorious psychiatric hospital for four
months, heard the judgment, flanked
byhis family, at theWesternCapeHigh
Court in Cape Town yesterday.
Police found Anni, his 28-year-old

Swedish wife, slumped in a car with a

bullet wound to the throat in one of
Cape Town’s most dangerous town-
ships, Khayelitsha, in 2010.
Her sisterAmiDenborg, speaking on

behalf of her family, said yesterday that
the decision was “a relief for all of us”.
“We’vebeenwaitingquitea long time

for this. I know this autumn is going to
be tough for us butwe stillwant the trial
to start so that we can get the informa-
tion we need, we can get to know what
really happened,” she said.
The couple had been on their honey-

moon after a lavish £200,000 wedding

in Mumbai, and the murder appeared
to have been a hijacking gone wrong.
Mr Dewani, seen as a grieving hus-

band, was allowed to return to the UK.
Soon afterwards, the couple’s Cape
Town driver, Zola Tongo, claimed that
Mr Dewani had orchestrated the
murder, paying him and two others to
kill the bride.
Mr Dewani was extradited to South

Africaonaprivate jet fundedby the jus-
tice department. When he first arrived
at Valkenberg Hospital, he was being
treated for post-traumatic stress disor-
der and depression, but since June the
panel of psychiatrists has been
observing him for the court.
“The accused is not mentally ill. The

accused is not certifiable in terms of the
Mental Health Act,” Rodney de Kock,
the director of public prosecutions, told
Judge John Hlope.
“We are in agreement. There is no

objection,” Francois Van Zyl, Mr
Dewani’s lawyer, said. Mr Dewani's
team have also decided against taking
MrTongo’s lawyer to court to try to ob-
tain his phone records from the weeks
immediately after the murder.
Mr Dewani remains at Valkenberg,

and will stay there under the extradi-
tion agreement that South Africa has
with the UK, according to Mr de Kock.
Mr Dewani is charged with murder,

kidnap, robbery, conspiracy, and ob-
structing the administration of justice.
After a pre-trial hearing on September
9, his trial will begin on October 6.

Ruth Maclean Johanesburg

COURTESY OF THE BLADES

Sea view A pilot from The Blades aerobatic team takes a selfie photo with an
on-board camera during Eastbourne Airshow, which continues until Sunday

New Forest
to reject Boris
bike scheme
Ben Webster Environment Editor

The New Forest has become the first
place in the country to declare that it
does not want any more cyclists.
A report by the New Forest National

Park Authority says there is “major
anti-cycling sentiment” in the area and
recommends returning a £2 million
government grant for a hire scheme.
Members of the authority “ques-

tioned whether the time was right to
introducemore cyclists on to New For-
est roads”, the report concludes.
The recommendation to reject the

“Boris bike’’ style scheme comes after
confrontations between local residents
and cyclists taking part inmass rides. In
April, saboteurs spread drawing pins in
the road during one of the rides, result-
ing in 15 cyclists getting punctures.
Commoners, a few hundred families

who have the right to graze livestock in
the New Forest, claimed they were
forced to cancel a “drift”, or round-upof
their ponies, because it clashed with a
ride last October.
Chris Boardman, the Olympic gold

medal-winningcyclist, yesterdaycalled
on the authority to implement the hire
schemewhen it votes on it at ameeting
on Tuesday.
In a tweet urging people to sign a

petition in favour of the plan, Board-
man wrote: “More cycling in the New
Forest or more cars? Mmmmmm,
tough choice.” More than 1,200 people
had signed the petition by last night.

Shrien Dewani
with Anni: she was
shot in the throat
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The cup runneth over for curvy women

Until recently, if your breasts were
bigger than aDcup, youwere effective-
ly sent to bra purdah: beige boulder-
holders, 2in wide straps, unflattering
silhouettes and nasty materials. Silk
and lacewere for ourpertB cupcompa-
triots. No longer: now, the big-busted
amongus are finally getting the braswe
need to handle them, without the
industrial-looking design and fabric
that we’ve been used to.
M&S—which sells 23 million bras a

year — has just launched a range of
lacy, beautiful, sexy, non-wired bras
specifically for DD-G cup sizes, and
Triumph has an innovative bra for big-
ger busts that uses strands of silicone
for uplift, not wire. Bigger boobs are
even being celebrated by glossy fash-
ion magazines: the gloriously curvy
model Kate Upton has graced the
covers of both British andAmerican
Vogue.
“Over the last tenyears, theaver-

age bra sizewe sell atM&Shas in-
creased from a 34B to a 36D,”
said Julia Mercer, the store’s
bra fit expert, whose 8,000 in-
store bra fitters advise 150,000
women a week. “This is partly
because our lifestyles are less
active and our diets are changing, but
we also know from our focus groups
thatmore than80per cent ofwomen in

the UK are wearing the wrong
bra size.”
Paschal Little, head of lin-
gerie innovation at M&S,
has developed new “com-
pressed cup” technology —
a form of moulded, pad-
ded cup— to compensate
for the lack of wire.
“Designing a DD+ bra

withoutunderwire is chal-
lenging,” he said. “When
youremove thewire, you
lose the traditional
frame, which is what
delivers support and
structure. The chal-
lenge is to re-create
this.”
In the past ten years

alone, the average bra size in the UK
has risen a full cup, froma 34B to a 36C.
Wonderbra sells strapless bras up to aG
cup.
Amy Debenham-Evans, lingerie

merchandiser at Figleaves, says that
her DD+ business is worth 80 permore
than the core size AA-D business.
“These days, customers expect more: it
isn’t enough for a bra to fit, it has to feel
luxurious, too.”
One London store, Rigby & Peller—

corsetiere to theQueen—hasareputa-
tion for telling surprised customers that
their breasts are several cup sizes larger
than they thought. Given that breasts
are the one area of awoman’s body that
most would be happy to see increase in
size, this is excellent PR: go to Rigby &
Peller, leave with bigger boobs.
“I went in a 32B and came out a 34E,”

said one delighted friend of mine, who
had no idea she was so well endowed.
“Then I went to M&S and they said I
was definitely a D, not an E. Now I’m
confused: which is it?” I suspect the an-
swer is both. I have bras in twodifferent
back sizes and three different cup sizes,
and they all fit me perfectly.
The British company Harlow & Fox

was set up in 2011 specifically to provide
delicate, silk and lace lingerie forDD-G
cups, while the high street brands Elle
Macpherson Intimates, Mimi Holliday
by Damaris and Agent Provocateur all
do luxurious, beautiful bras in E, F and
sometimes G cups. As for Triumph’s
new bra with silicone instead of under-
wire, with its animal print fabric and
padded cups, it looks alarming, but it
gives something pretty close to the
shape and uplift of an underwire bra.

Aggression in
girls leads to
binge drinking
Binge drinking has grown among teen-
age girls because they are becoming
more aggressive, according to new
research.
A study of 4,000 girls aged between

13and18 foundthat thosewhodealwith
the problems of puberty by becoming
increasingly aggressive are more likely
to binge drink.
Beginning menstruation early and

parental divorce are also indicators for
alcohol abuse
Girls who become depressed and

anxious are less likely to turn to drink.
The latest findings, published in the

Journal of Adolescence, analysed the
association between psychosocial
problems and alcohol consumption
among 13 to 18 year olds.
Professor Eila Laukkanen, of the

University of Eastern Finland, said:
“The findings raise questions about a
possible change in the behaviour of
adolescent girls and their vulnerability
during adolescent social and emotional
development.
“The culture is such that they have to

look beautiful, do well at school and
think about gettingmarried and begin-
ning a family. This is a lot of things to
think about, all at the same time, and
alcohol is readily available to relieve the
pressure.”
A 2010UK study by the BritishAsso-

ciation of Anger Management warned
of a rise in the number of teenage girls
who are physically aggressive and lash
out at school and at home.

In fashion: Kate Upton, left, Kelly Brook
and an M&S advert for the new range

ss
but

Bras for bigger breasts
are finally offering
comfort and style,
writesHilary Rose
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Girl, 3, dies after being
pulled from hotel pool
A former lifeguard fought in vain to
save the life of a three-year-old girl
she had pulled out of a hotel
swimming pool. Carole Greenwood
dived in to rescue the girl and
managed to get her breathing but
doctors could not save her life. Police
were called shortly before 11am on
Thursday to the Dalmeny Hotel in St
Annes, Lancashire. Ms Greenwood,
from St Annes, is a member of the
leisure club at the hotel. She said: “I
was in the changing rooms and a lady
came in and said, ‘There’s an incident
in the pool, is there a life guard?’ ”
The girl was taken to hospital but
later died. A 40-year-old woman from
Galashiels was arrested on suspicion
of murder and child neglect.

Teenager lucky not to lose
sight after airgun attack
Police are hunting someone who shot
a schoolboy with an airgun as he
cycled down a hill. Tommy Bennett,
15, lost control and was thrown over
his handlebars.
He did not realise that he had been

hit until the next day when his face
had swollen and his mother took him
to hospital. An x-ray found a pellet
lodged inches from his right eye.
Medical staff said the teenager was

lucky not to have been blinded in the
attack in Lowestoft, Suffolk, on
Sunday. He is due to have an
operation to remove the pellet next
week. His mother, Georgina Bennett,
said: “It could be a child next time. I
just don’t want this to happen to
anyone else’s child. He wasn’t
targeted, it was a random attack.”

See the houses of the future with a roll of the dice
Is this the future of housing? If you
don’t like the look you might be
attracted by the price. At £200,000
apiece, these dice houses could be a
favourable alternative to the average
London dwelling which now comes in
at £492,000. Looking like something
out of Star Wars, they can be built
separately or joined together, a bit
like a traditional row of terrace
houses. The zero carbon homes are
the invention of Sybarite Architects,
which promises “flexible living” over
three floors and openings on all sides.

Legal clerk jailed for 19 years over £2m cocaine plot
A solicitor’s clerk who led a secret
double life as the guardian of a
£2million plot to supply cocaine has
been jailed for 19 years at Nottingham
crown court. Leon Angel-Robinson,
30, worked in the courts helping
lawyers and criminals appearing
before magistrates.
He also controlled a drugs

conspiracy between groups and led a
network of Nottingham-based

couriers who supplied 45kg of cocaine
to a trio of drug dealers up to March
2013.
Angel-Robinson’s gang made a

journey between Nottingham and
Grantham, Lincolnshire, 90 times,
transporting an average of half a
kilogram of cocaine. Angel-Robinson,
of Basford, Nottinghamshire, was one
of seven defendants found guilty of
conspiracy to supply Class A drugs.

‘Buyer’ runs off with collection of 17th-century coins
Coins worth about £160,000 have
been stolen from a collector.
The seven rare coins,

dating back to 1642, were
taken from a property in
Swanton Morley, Norfolk,
by a man who answered
an advert offering one of
the coins for sale.
While the supposed buyer

was at the property, the owner
left him alone to make a phone

call and the man ran out of the
house with the collection.

The coins stolen include a
1642 triple unite, two
Henry VIII sovereigns, an
Elizabeth I sovereign, a
1692 William and Mary
five guinea, a 1678 five
guinea, and a 1679 five

guinea.
The suspect is described as

white and in his early 30s.
Stitched up Craftwork enthusiasts have brightened up street furniture in the
high street of New Milton, Hampshire, with more than 200 woollen decorations

LAURADALE/BNPS
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The day the web got too big for its reboots
Surfing the web is a transcendental
experience. At the bedrock of themagi-
cal information flow is a hotchpotch of
computer hardware, plugged piece-by-
piece intoa rather inelegant, if brilliant-
ly effective, network.
This week, though, some of the older

bits of hardware known as routers were
suddenly overloaded, causingweb con-
nections to drop across the world. Brit-
ish users of eBay, the online market-
place, were among those affected.
The physical journey of a web con-

nection is often overlooked because,
moreoften thannot, the internetworks
with a dependable, intangible fluidity.
However, among the millions of indi-
vidual bits and pieces are some rustier
units that date back to the early days of
the commercial internet. In fact, some
of these older units are less powerful
than the latest iPhone that displaysThe
Times smartphone app today.
Routers are the pathfinders for the

millions of different paths that can be
navigated across the web. Each router
holds a map for these pathways. By

working in unison, routers help to di-
rect a signal along the best possible
route.However, asmore andmoreof us
use smartphones to connect to theweb,
and as an increasing number of people
come online in developing countries,
old routers are struggling to remember
these ever-expanding route maps.
A seniornetworkarchitect at amajor

British internet service provider lik-
ened the effect on internet connections
to “a three-lanemotorway being forced
down into two lanes”. Some old routers
would need to be refreshed, he said,
which would cause disruption but not
bring the internet to its knees.
Britain’s biggest ISPs maintain that

their core networks are not affected by
the issue. BT and Talk Talk have said
publicly that these older routers do not
feature within their networks. Talk
Talk said that the problem is with old
routers overseas. Nonetheless, the
global nature of thewebmeans that the
glitches can affect anyone, anywhere.
Many of the old routers were built by

Cisco, a bigAmericannetworking com-
pany, which warned in May that some
were reaching capacity. These routers
can map out up to 512,000 pathways,

remember new ones or gave up alto-
gether.
Verizon quickly withdrew the new

pathways. Nonetheless, engineers be-
lieve that the threshold of 512,000 will
soon be passed as the natural growth of
the internet continues.
Old routers are one of two brakes on

the growth of the web. Another is an
ageing but important piece of software
that identifies each individualweb con-
nection.
Themostpopular versionof this soft-

ware, known as the internet protocol,
can identify and tag up to 4.3 billion
web connections. However, this pool of
tags has already been exhausted. To get
around the problem, some of these tags
have been split up and shared between
multiple computers— but this reduces
the efficiency of the connections.
Internet providers around the world

are trying to update their systems with
a newer version of the internet proto-
col, which is capable of tagging up to
340 undecillion — or 340 trillion tril-
lion trillion — different connections.
However, because the upgrade can be
costly, many ISPs have been slow to
make the change.

James Dean
Technology Correspondent

Never mind shooting baddies, now gamers can play the giddy goat
Shooting baddies, traversing perilous
landscapes and picking up prizes for
one’s efforts have long been the back-
boneofmanyavideogame.GoatSimu-
lator has none of these features.
Instead, as the title suggests, the

game involves taking control of a
virtual goat. This goat, in turn, can be
used to wreak havoc in a virtual city, if
its owner sochooses.Thechaoticgame-
play, which involves exploring, licking
and headbutting, is about to enter the

mainstream. Goat Simulator will soon
be available to play on smartphones
and on the Xbox One console.
Originally a joke prototype from the

developers Coffee Stain Studio, the
game went viral after being posted on-
line. It has since achieved something of
a cult status in gaming circles.
In a YouTube trailer for the game, a

goat is thrown sideways through a
house after being blown up at a petrol
station. Cutaways show the goat de-
stroying a dinner table and being
dragged across a dirt track by a car. In

another scene, the goat uses its tongue
to drag a human on to a running
machine, flicking him into a nearby car,
which explodes. Coffee Stain Studio
announced the expansion of its Goat
Simulator franchise at this week’s Ga-
mescom, the video games industry’s
biggest conference, which was held in
Cologne, Germany.
Playstation, meanwhile, revealed

that Guillermo del Toro, the award-
winning director of films such as Hell
Boy, Pan’s Labyrinth and Sin City, will
work on the tenth of the Silent Hill se-

ries of psychological horror games. An
interactive trailer of the new game re-
vealed bloodied bathrooms and
scrawled messages on the walls of a
darkened, torch-lit house.
Also unveiled at Gamescom was an

early console version of the increasing-
ly popular Steam platform, which
allows PC users to download games
rather than buy a physical copy. The
new console, which is being developed
byAlienware, could prove to be a threat
to the Xbox One of Microsoft and the
Playstation 4 of Sony.

David Hutchinson

Carry me home Diana Vishneva, of Mariinsky Ballet, in rehearsals for Cinderella, which is being performed this weekend at the Royal Opera House, in London

The ever-growing net
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The goat in action: the game began as
a joke prototype but it then went viral

Hackers find
back door into
smartphones
James Dean

Hackers could use smartphones to
eavesdrop on private conversations
without needing to access their micro-
phones, scientists have found.
Instead, they could use a smart-

phone’s internalgyroscopes todecipher
audiowaves that hit the phone, accord-
ing to a study by Stanford University
andRafaelAdvancedDefenseSystems,
an Israeli defence technologycompany.
Smartphones, tablet computers and

mobile devices contain gyroscopes that
are used for gaming and other apps,
such as virtual spirit levels. The gyro-
scopes also enable these devices auto-
matically to rotate their screens from a
portrait to a landscape view.
The scientists found that the gyro-

scopes in smartphones could measure
acoustic signals near the phone. The in-
formation from gyroscopes was “low
frequency” they said, but after it had
been processed by computers, it could
be used to identify parts of conversa-
tions and the identities of speakers.
The software for smartphones does

not oblige newly installed apps to ask
users permission to access gyroscopes.
“The acoustic signalmeasured by the

gyroscope can reveal private informa-
tion about the phone’s environment,
such as who is speaking in the room
and, to some extent, what is being said,”
the researchers said in a paper.

compared with newer routers, which
can handle many millions.
On Monday, the world’s routers

needed to hold maps of about 500,000
pathways. However, on Tuesday, Veri-

zon, a big American internet provider,
decided to introduce 15,000 new path-
ways. This tipped some older routers
over their limit of 512,000,whichmeant
that they forgot old pathways, failed to

ELLIOTT FRANKS
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‘Thosewhowant the UK to split
are not the friends of freedom’
The Australian leader
sees a united Britain as
the best ally in the face
of a global threat, he
tells Tim Montgomerie

I
s there another leader anywhere
else in the world who loves and
admires Britain more than
Australia’s prime minister? I
doubt it. There are certainly

other leaders closer to David
Cameron. New Zealand’s John Key
springs to mind — he and Mr
Cameron share the same views on

climate change and gay marriage, for
example. Tony Abbott, in contrast, is
more of a traditional conservative.
The principal themes of his election

campaign last August were stopping
the boats full of illegal immigrants
that were heading towards Australia
and scrapping the Labor
government’s flagship environmental

policy, a carbon tax. He has already
succeeded in achieving both.
The last time I met him was during

that election campaign. We had
dinner together in a Melbourne hotel.
He explained to me that England’s
cricketers weren’t as good as they
thought they were. I listened politely
but wasn’t convinced. This was before
Australia thrashed England 5-0 in the
Ashes. And of course he was right.
My aim then had been to get some

insight into his plans for Australia but
I got very little. Instead, for two hours
he peppered me with questions about
Westminster politics, the Church of
England and British life.
At the start of our interview this

week he admitted to being “an
incorrigible anglophile”. “I do love
England,” he said, and described his
two years at the University of Oxford
as “in some ways the most magical
two years of my life”. He showered
praise on Scotland too, describing the
Scottish enlightenment as the
“intellectual foundation for so much
of what’s best in the modern world”.
And it was Scotland’s place in the
United Kingdom that was uppermost
in his mind.
“What the Scots do is a matter for

the Scots and not for a moment do I
presume to tell Scottish voters which
way they should vote.” You sensed a
“but” coming, and it was. “But as a
friend of Britain, as an observer from
afar, it’s hard to see how the world
would be helped by an independent
Scotland. I think that the people who
would like to see the break-up of the
United Kingdom are not the friends
of justice, not the friends of freedom,
and that the countries that would
cheer at the prospect of the break-up
with the United Kingdom are not the
countries whose company one would
like to keep.” Has any other world
leader spoken so strongly in favour of
the Union? Barack Obama didn’t
come close when he made his much
more subtle intervention two months
ago. Mr Abbott’s particular worry is
that the UK, Australia and other
members of the English-speaking
world need to stay strong and united
at a time when a great threat to
liberty is on the march.

A
t a time of cuts in other
budgets he has already
redirected overseas aid
spending towards
Australia’s military. This

devout Catholic bowed and shook his
head, almost prayerfully, as I
recounted some of the medieval
barbarism being perpetrated in Iraq
by Isis. “Islamic State,” he told me, “is
a new and potentially more
meaningful terrorist challenge than
anything we have yet seen. The
declaration of caliphate has
potentially seismic significance
because as I understand it, the caliph
seeks universal dominion, claims
universal allegiance from Muslims
and there has been a ripple of
exhilaration and excitement through
sections of the Muslim population
around the world at all of this. The
last time we had something like a
terrorist state was the Taliban in
Afghanistan and that gave us
September 11. I suspect if we see the
consolidation of a terrorist state in
eastern Syria and northern Iraq,
particularly with the revenues it may
well be able to lay claim to, there is all
sorts of dire potential.” I pressed him

on what action should be taken,
because he is not a trigger-happy
intervener. Twelve months ago he
was reluctant for the West to get
involved in Syria. He described it as a
civil war — not of “goodies versus
baddies” but of “baddies versus
baddies”. He was pilloried by Kevin
Rudd, the prime minister at the time,
for using the playground language of
“cowboys and Indians”. Now,
although he was non-committal
about specific action, Australia is very
likely to support Britain and America
if the US can be persuaded to go
beyond humanitarian operations in
Iraq and start to confront Isis directly.
During his 24-hour trip to London

he not only had the opportunity to
compare notes with Britain’s new
foreign secretary, Philip Hammond,
and the old one, William Hague, he
also had a meeting with Tony Blair.
Mr Abbott was a supporter of the Iraq
war. He accepts the so-called Pottery
Barn rule that those who broke Iraq
must now help to fix it.
His visit to London — and unlike

his British equivalent he hasn’t given
up the convenience of a prime
ministerial jet — was added on to the
main purpose of his trip, a visit to the
Netherlands. After the Dutch and the
Malaysians, the Australians lost more
people on Flight MH17 than any
other nation. Australia has committed

Tony Abbott says that it is “hard to
see how the world would be helped
by an independent Scotland”
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been “influential in Australia”.
“I know translating aspiration into

implementation when it comes to
welfare reforms is not easy” — those
watching the slow implementation of
the welfare secretary’s policy would
nod their heads at that — “but we
certainly are looking at the Iain
Duncan Smith welfare reforms with
great interest.”
In many respects Mr Abbott is

going further and faster than Mr
Duncan Smith. He recently proposed
that unemployed Australians should
apply for 40 jobs a month and
undertake up to 25 hours of
community work. I suggested to him
that this might be a bit onerous but
he wasn’t retreating.
“The something-for-nothing

mindset is a very dangerous and
corrosive one,” he said, “and while a

decent and compassionate society
does have to look after the vulnerable,
I think it is right and proper to expect
something in return.
“If you are unemployed, finding a

job should be your full-time job. If
you are long-term unemployed and
you are able-bodied, we think that
you should be working for the dole,
giving something back to the
community which is supporting you.”
Mr Abbott has also proposed

introducing a charge to visit a GP,
higher petrol duty and limits on
pension rights. His measures are in
some ways tougher than those
introduced by George Osborne,
despite the fact that Australia’s public
finances after 22 straight years of
economic growth are not in as bad a
state as our own.
His opinion poll ratings have fallen

as a result of the severity of his
budget proposals, although his
statesmanlike handling of the Flight
MH17 tragedy has seen him recover
much of his political standing.
I tried to encourage him to be as

robust about Britain’s relationship
with the EU as he had been about
Scotland. Friends suggest he is
supportive of Britain escaping
Brussels’ embrace. He would not be
tempted, however. “I may have made
incautious statements in times past
on Europe,” he conceded, but “I will
leave it to others to judge what kind
of relationship with Europe is best to
ensure a strong and confident
Britain.” That may be his public
position now, but if I bet he won’t be
as disciplined in future. He’ll be
urging independence for the Britain
he loves.

Anthony John Abbott

Curriculum Vitae

Born November 4, 1957, in London,
to an English father and Australian
mother. His family emigrated in
1960

Education Jesuit schools before
Sydney University and then a
Rhodes Scholarship at the
University of Oxford

Career Before being elected to
parliament in 1994 to represent
Warringah, in Sydney, he trained as
a Roman Catholic seminarian — the
source of his “Mad Monk” nickname
— and was a journalist and political
press officer. He served in the
cabinets of John Howard,
notably as health
minister, and was leader
of the opposition from
December 2009 until
he became
Australia’s 28th
prime minister
last year

Family He is
married to
Margaret and
has three
daughters, right:
Louise, Frances and
Bridget

MARK STEWART/REX FEATURES

itself to match the EU’s sanctions
regime but I asked if he would go
further. Would he stop the export of
uranium to Russia, or withdraw
Vladimir Putin’s invitation to the G20
summit in Brisbane? He wouldn’t
commit himself on either measure
but hinted that Mr Putin shouldn’t
expect to enjoy the delights of
Australia’s sunshine coast. “My
instinct,” he said, “is that if you have
an opinion poll [of Australians] there
would be considerable reluctance to
welcome the Russian president as an
honoured guest.”
If he and Mr Cameron are not

ideological soulmates, there is a closer
relationship between Mr Abbott and
Iain Duncan Smith. The US
Republican Paul Ryan has embraced
Mr Duncan Smith’s universal credit
policy and Mr Abbott said that the
work and pensions secretary had
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Prayers for Christian family
hiding from the Isis killers

For the Iraqi Christians of Qaraqosh,
there was never a choice between free-
dom and faith: God always comes first.
Sowhen Isis blazed into the country’s

largest Christian town on August 7,
most fled, terrified of the choice they
would have to make to renounce their
faith or be killed.
In spite of the almost biblical exodus,

however, some residents have re-
mained in the area, but they are living
in fear of discovery and death at the
hands of Isis.
Lara, her husband and their children

— a boy aged 6 and two girls, 12 and 13
— are one such family. When word
reached them that militants were on
the march, they decided they would
join the exodus. They were unable to
get out, however, before Isis, also
known as Islamic State, overran the
town. Lara, a devout Christian, made a
split-second decision to hide.
She, her husband and their children

locked the doors and raced to an inner
room where they could not be seen or
heard by passersby. They huddled
together, held their breath, and waited.
Eight days later, they are still there.
Speaking by mobile phone, Lara

described the ghostly existence she
chose, rather than abandon her faith.
She says she does not regret it.
Every night, she and her husband slip

out of the house to refill the family’s
water supplies. In thedistance, black Isis
flags fly over the hospital and govern-
ment buildings. The streets are silent.
They have enough food, but only

thanks to the kindness of Sunni Mus-
lims living nearby who have the same
faith as the fundamentalist invaders,
but who risk who their lives to help

those from another faith. One coura-
geous neighbour, a woman, makes
covert and enormously risky evening
visits to several houses where Chris-
tians hide.
She is Lara’s lifeline, and she has told

her that her generosity is not just a ges-
ture of defiance to the town’s new rul-
ers, but an attempt to separate her faith
from those who wield Islam with vio-
lence. “She is trying to show that all
Sunni Muslims are not like Daash
[Isis],” said Lara. “She is keeping us
alive.”
Most of the thousands of Christian

familieswho fledhave reached the rela-
tive safety of the Christian quarter in
Arbil, 45miles away. There, in the capi-
tal city of Iraqi Kurdistan, they have
been put up by other Christians, or in
churches. More than 1.2million people
have been displaced by the Iraqi con-
flict, hundreds of thousands of them
Christians fleeing for their lives, or to
avoid forced conversion.
Lara’s father, who lives in Arbil, stays

in touch with his daughter by mobile
phone. “If they find out who she is, she
might get into serious trouble,” he said.
That day may be approaching. Yes-

terday, militants started looting busi-
nesses inQaraqosh.Laraandher father
fear that they may start looting houses
too. If they do, they will find her family.
Until that happens, Lara clings to her

faith. InArbil, at theUmmNoor Syrian
Orthodox church, Father Matthew al-
Banna said he had not heard of any
Christians who had chosen to convert.
“Daash took everything — cars,

houses, money— but in my congrega-
tion, the hundreds of people who come
to this church, no one has heard of a
killing or a conversion,” he said.
Father al-Banna remains hopeful

that, despite the worst fears, the vio-
lence that Isis has meted out to Shias
and Yazidis will not be inflicted on the
Christians who remain.
Lara’s father waits by the phone and

prays that Father al-Banna is right.
Leading article, page 21
Matthew Parris, page 17

A Yazidi girl fleeing Isis takes refuge in a UN camp at Zakho in northern Iraq

Ebola out
The true death toll from the world’s
deadliest ebola outbreak may never be
known because patients are dying in
droves before medics reach them,
health workers warned yesterday.
The sick are hidden at home because

relatives fear the ebola wards and the
deadareoftenburiedbefore themedics
realise the disease has spread to their
communities. The warning came as 75
new cases were confirmed in a single
district of Liberia.
The extent of the emergencywas felt

as far away as China, where athletes
from west Africa were banned from
competing in certain sports at the
Youth Olympic Games.
The World Health Organisation ad-

mitted it’s own figures, which show
1,069 people dead and 1,975 infected,
vastly underestimated the magnitude

Jerome Starkey
Africa Correspondent

A desperately ill patient at an isolation

Al-Qaeda gives advice on drones
Iona Craig Sanaa

Al-Qaeda’s offshoot in Yemen has
sent advice to Islamic State militants
in Iraq on how to avoid drone strikes
and has called on their fighters to
target the United States.
Al-Qaeda in the Arabian

Peninsula declared its “solidarity
with our Muslim brothers in Iraq
against the American crusade”. It
stopped short of pledging allegiance
to Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, leader of
the Islamic State, also known as Isis.
It gave Isis practical warnings to

“take caution in dealing with mobile
and internet networks” and to be
wary “of spies lurking on the ground
because they are a key element in
setting targets” for drone attacks.
It also suggested “not to assemble

in large numbers or move in large
convoys” — a lesson learnt in April

after a video posted online of a large
open-air gathering of al-Qaeda
militants, including the Yemeni
group’s leader Nasser al-Wuhayshi,
prompted a three-day bombing
campaign by US drones of a large
training camp in Yemen’s southern
province of Abyan.
Up to 65 fighters were killed and

the militants were forced to flee.
The advice added recommendations
to dig trenches which were
“successful in reducing the results of
the bombings” and to hide “under
the trees” to avoid being targeted.
The number of attacks carried out

in Yemen surpassed those in
Pakistan for the first time in 2012.
American-born radical cleric Anwar
al-Awlaki survived the first attempt
on his life in May 2011 but was killed
by an American drone four months
later.

Lara chose not to flee.
Now she and her family
lie low in constant fear
of discovery, writes
Sara Elizabeth Williams

Hell awaits, say enemies in Twitter war
Iraq
Kaya Burgess

Vicious fighting between Isis militants
and opposing groups in Syria and Iraq
has spilled over into a macabre propa-
ganda duel on social media.
The 140-character format of Twitter

lends itself well to heated arguments
and the rapid-fire exchange of barbed
comments, but the groups fighting for
controlofSyriaand Iraqhave taken this
to a new level, trading violent images,
threats and insults on the site.
The Islamic State Media feed on

Twitter, under the username
@IS__Conquests, this week posted a
link to a graphic video which shows
several men, apparently Syrian army
soldiers, being beheaded by Isis, also
knownas IslamicState, in easternSyria.
The message read: “The Islamic State
executing regime soldiers inDeir Ezzor
province. Hell awaits.”

The 17-minute video shows a group
of militants pinning the men to the
ground and beheading them with
knives, ignoring their screams.Themil-
itants then hold the heads aloft and use
them to taunt other captives, before
killing them in the same brutal fashion.
The video has been watched more

than 140,000 times in two days.
Those battling against Isis have

launched their own attacks on social
media, in an attempt to even the score
on Twitter and show their opponents
that theyareundeterredby such savage
taunts.
The Kurd4Life feed, under the user-

name @kurdishbaby1967, posted two
images of an Isis militant. The first is
taken from another beheading video
andshowshimwithaknife to the throat
of a man who is screaming in pain. The
second appears to show the same mili-
tant dead, wrapped in a sheet.
The tweet alongside the images

reads: “This is the #isis Pig who be-
headed and killed somany people, look
at him now Pig is in hell. #helltoisis.”
Another image, right, which is circu-

lating on Twitter purports to showAbu
Bakr al-Baghdadi, the self-appointed
caliph and leader of Isis, as a young
man.He is seen relaxing inabar, next to
a woman who has an arm draped
around his neck.
These days,Al-Baghadi is commonly

seendressedonly inblackrobes, but the
image posted online appears to show
him wearing a T-shirt and smiling at
the camera. The caption accuses himof
being a foreign spy; a reference to an
unsubstantiated claim that he is a
Mossad agent called Simon Elliot who
is taskedwith sowing chaos throughout
the Middle East.
The imagehas been sent to a number

of Isis fighters, along with the message:
“You better research your so-called
leader.” The Isis fighter “who killed so many”
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of control in world’s deadliest outbreak
of the outbreak. Medécins Sans Fron-
tières said parts of west Africa now re-
sembled a war zone and warned the
outbreak was out of control and could
last another six months.
Tarnue Karbbar, who works for the

aid group Plan International in Liberia,
said its teamswere unable to document
all the cases. He said the 75 new cases
had emerged in the remote Voinjama
region close to the borders with Sierra
Leone andGuinea, where the outbreak
claimed its first victim in December.
“Our challenge now is to quarantine
the area to successfully break the trans-
mission,” Mr Karbbar said.
TheWHO called for measures “on a

massive scale” to curb the spread. Part
of the reason the outbreak has lasted so
long, it said, was because the virus had
taken hold in areas of extreme poverty,
dysfunctional health systems, a severe
shortage of doctors and rampant fear.
Guinea, Liberia, Sierra Leone and

Nigeria have declared states of emer-
gency and soldiers have quarantined
the worst affected communities.
Professor David Heymann, a expert

in infectious diseases at the London
School of Hygiene and Tropical Mede-
cine, said the scale of the outbreak was
down to the governments’ failures
when cases were first reported.
“There have been over 40 outbreaks

in the past and not one has been an
international event,” he said. “It usually
never gets into a hospital but when it
gets into hospitals, that’s when it starts
to spread.”
Ebola is contracted through bodily

fluids, making medics and relatives
who care for the sick particularly at
risk.
Doctors are among the dead in Libe-

ria andSierraLeone,while twoUSmis-
sionaries working at a hospital inMon-
rovia both contracted the disease but
have responded to treatment.

Ukrainians
hit Russian
armoured
column
Ukraine destroyed part of a column of
Russian armoured vehicles that drove
into its territory overnight, President
Poroshenko said yesterday.
The Ukrainian leader told David

Cameron in a telephone conversation
that artillery had wiped out a “signifi-
cant” part of the column. Ukrainian
defence officials said that it was the
latest in a long sequence of Russian
incursions.
Britain summoned the Russian am-

bassador for emergency talks after Mr
Cameron said that hewas “gravely con-
cerned” at reports of Russian military
vehicles crossing into Ukraine. Anders
Fogh Rasmussen, the Nato secretary-
general, said that it was further proof of
“continued Russian involvement in the
destabilisation of eastern Ukraine”.
European Union foreign ministers

meeting in Brussels said in a statement
that any unilateral military action by
Russia in Ukraine would be “a blatant
violation of international law”. The
Kremlin denied that there had been
any such encroachment, with Dmitry
Peskov, President Putin’s spokesman,
calling the claims a “canard”.
The Russian Foreign Ministry ac-

cused Kiev of increasing the fighting in
the east to prevent Russia from deliver-
ing aid. “TheUkrainianmilitary has in-
tensified hostilitieswith an evident pur-
pose to disrupt the convoy’s route from
the Russian-Ukrainian border to Lu-
hansk that was previously agreed with
Kiev,” the ministry said in a statement.
At Kamensk-Shakhtinsky on the

Russian side of the border yesterday
Ukrainian officials began inspecting a
convoy of 262 Russian lorries purport-
edly bringing humanitarian supplies to
rebel-held areas of east Ukraine. Re-
porters who inspected some of the aid
trucks found only foodstuffs and sleep-
ing bags inside, but also observed that
many vehicles were almost empty.
Numerous Russian armoured vehi-

cles roared past the parked convoy to-
wards a rebel-held sectionof theborder
as details emerged of a preliminary
agreement between Russia, Ukraine
and the Red Cross to distribute the aid.
While conditionsworsen formillions

of people caught up in intense fighting
around Donetsk and Luhansk, diplo-
macy andbureaucracy look set to delay
the aid for days, if not weeks. In Kiev,
Laurent Corbaz, the RedCross director
of operations inEurope, outlined aplan
whereby each truck would enter
Ukraine with one Russian driver and
one Red Cross worker on board and
without a military escort.
Western leaders have warned that

Russia could use the aid shipment as
cover for a military incursion to
support the ailing separatist rebellion.
The pro-Russian insurgency, which
Nato says is organised and supplied
from Russia, erupted four months ago.
Fightinghas intensified in recentweeks
as a combination of Ukrainian regular
troops and oligarch-funded private
militias have squeezed rebel fighters
into two large cities and a few of towns
and villages.
Giles Whittell, page 18

Russia
Ben Hoyle Donetsk
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Imran Khan: PM’s
followers tried to kill me
Page 62

We’re leaving, lament Paris
Jews as kosher shops hit
Page 36

centre in Liberia, where doctors are among the victims of ebola. Health workers say that the number of people who have died in the outbreak so far is unknown

Medics treat the room of a patient in Liberia where 75 new cases are reported
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Career women
seek to freeze
biological clock
The party was full of smart, single
womenwhowerehoping tomeetadoc-
tor — but not for romance. They
wanted someone who could remove
the eggs from their ovaries and place
them in cold storage until such time as
theyhad foundasuitablemanwilling to
fertilise them.
ThiswasNewYork’s first egg-freezing

party: a glittering soiree offering cham-
pagne cocktails and the intoxicating
promise that awoman’s biological clock
could be fitted with a snooze button.
“It was full of attractive career

women,” said Dana Kanze, 35, the
founder of a tech lab thatmakesmobile
phone apps. More than a hundred had
gathered inanupstairs loungeofahotel
onBroadway.Doctors fromleading fer-
tility clinics were there, as were phar-
maceutical company representatives.
Ms Kanze was considering having

her eggs frozen because she starting a
five-year PhD at Columbia Business
School. “It’s not that I don’t have a sig-
nificant other right now,” she said. “It’s
just not the right time for having a baby.
This is an opportunity for me to freeze
my eggs and have a child later in life.”
She has friends in a similar posi-

tion. “They want to have children,
but the economic downturn has
made it difficult.We’re just getting
back on our feet in New York.”
The floor clattered to the sound

of Louis Vuitton heels, and waiters
wheeled through the crowd
bearing smoked salmon cana-
pés. “We played Ice Ice Baby, by
Vanilla Ice,” saidLeahjaneLavin,
from the party sponsor, Egg-
Banxx, a fertility service that
negotiates deals and offers fi-
nancing. The procedure can
cost up to £9,000 for a single
cycle.

Egg freezing was once classed as
strictly “experimental”, but the Amer-
icanSociety forReproductiveMedicine
removed that label in 2012 following
evidence that frozen eggs were produc-
ing successful pregnancies at rates
“comparable to IVF cycles using fresh
eggs”.Manhattan fertility clinics began
holding after-work seminars to explain
the procedure to a growing number of
career women. Ms Lavin, 34, attended
several herself as she sought to find a
clinic to freeze her eggs. “There would
be 10 to 15 girls, a doctor with a clip-
board. They’d haveCostco sandwiches.
I’d look around and the girls were
bored. I wanted to do it kind of sexy—
have a party, lots of doctors, lots of
fashionable women.”
Some came with friends, a few

brought their mothers. The doctors
dressed up too: some were almost un-
recognisable without their lab coats.
“Oneofour ITguys said tome: ‘Didyou
see that girl there?’” Ms Lavin said. “I
said: ‘Frank, that isDr JaimeKnopman.
She’s an endocrinologist at Reproduc-
tive Medical Associates’.”
For her part, Dr Knopman said that

the party had been “very cool, almost
likehanging out with your girlfriends

and talking about female fertility”.
Towards the end of the night,
partygoers and doctors were
engaged in intimate conver-
sations about their future.
“Women are starting to
talk about this where
they didn’t before,” Dr
Knopman said.

MsLavin nowposts
pictures of her
frozen eggs on
Twitter. “I
never thought
in a thousand
years I would
be 34 and
single, but
now the pres-
sure is off,” she

said. “My eggs will al-
ways be 34.”

United States
Will Pavia New York

Police say black youth shot dead stole cigars
Wilson. The police chief, Thomas Jack-
son, did not say if Mr Brown was linked
to the robbery, in which cigars worth
$49.99 were stolen, but a police report
released as he delivered his remarks ap-
peared tonamehimas themainsuspect.

It also names his friend, Dorian John-
son, 22, who has said he was with Mr
Brown when he was shot.
The report alleges that Mr Brown

grabbed some cigars and left the store

without paying for them, pushing an
employee away. The authorities also
released CCTV footage purporting to
show a confrontation between Mr
Brownand a convenience storeworker.
The attempt to implicate the teen-

ager was criticised by some residents.
LauraKeys, 50, said: “I can’t believe this
is the tactic they are using . . . to make
the victim look like he was the person
who created this whole mess.”
Mr Wilson, who was injured in the

incident, has been on leave.
The shooting triggered clashes in

Ferguson and other parts of the US,
pitching riot police armedwith tear gas
and smoke bombs against crowds of
protesters. Calm returned onThursday
night after state troopers took over po-
licing of Ferguson from local officers.

The police officer who shot an
unarmed black teenager in Missouri
was named yesterday as the authorities
implicated the dead boy in a robbery in
which cigars were stolen.
The shooting triggered four nights of

riots in the town of Ferguson and
brought protests across the US.
MichaelBrown, 18,waskilledafter an

officer, Darren Wilson, was sent to re-
spond to a call reporting the robbery at
a convenience store, the Ferguson
police chief said.
Mr Wilson came across Mr Brown

shortly after noon on Saturday, the
police said. A second officer arrived
three minutes later, by which time the
teenager had been fatally shot by Mr

Devika Bhat Washington

Demetrus Washington joins a protest in Ferguson against the shooting of Michael Brown, which led to four nights of riots

A CCTV picture
said to show a
store worker and
Michael Brown

One of the single
women at the
New York party
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Drug mule’s irregular
breasts give her away
Madrid A 43-year-old Venezuelan
woman was caught at Barajas
airport with 1.7kg of cocaine
hidden inside her breast implants
(Martin Roberts writes).
“Officers observed certain

irregularities and malformations
in both of the woman’s breasts.
The passenger became nervous
and confessed,” police said in a
statement.
The woman had flown in from

Bogota, Colombia.
Police have seized half a tonne

of cocaine at Barajas airport this
year, with smugglers trying to
hide the drug inside wigs, fake
plaster casts and even nappies.

Raid to disarmmilitia
commander kills 10
Mogadishu At least ten people
were killed in a Somali
government raid on the house of
a militia commander whose
group provides protection to
visiting foreigners in the capital,
Mogadishu. The commander,
Ahmed Dai, is believed to have
gone on the run after the joint
mission by government and
African Union troops designed to
disarm him. (AFP)

Italy ‘saving lives’ as
migrants top 100,000
Rome Angelino Alfano, the
interior minister, said that Italy
was “proud to be saving lives”
after nearly 1,500 migrants were
rescued from rickety boats on
Thursday — bringing the total to
have reached the country this
year from north Africa to more
than 100,000. Mr Alfano said that
without Italy’s efforts the
Mediterranean would be a “lake
of death”. (Reuters)

HIV passengers sue
over airline flight ban
Beijing Two HIV-positive
passengers are suing a Chinese
airline for allegedly refusing to let
them board a flight after they
revealed their condition, in the
country’s first such lawsuit. Along
with a friend who does not have
HIV, also barred from the Spring
Airlines flight, they are seeking
damages worth around £5,000
and an apology. The company
denies discrimination. (AFP)

Briton on death row ‘was framed’
A British businessman who has spent
27 years in an American jail — ten of
them on death row— for two murders
he insists he did not commit has called
for the prosecution of corrupt police
andpublicofficials, amidmountingevi-
dence that he was framed.
The real killers, he said, were drug

traffickers, the sort of gangsters depict-
ed in the 2006 film Cocaine Cowboys,
which focusedon the crimewave, fuelled
by the burgeoning cocaine trade, that
hit Miami in the 1970s and 1980s.
The case of Krishna Maharaj, who

was convicted of shooting dead two as-
sociates in Florida in 1987, is one of at
least 18 homicide investigations in
which Miami detectives were paid by
South American drug cartels to cover
up their crimes, Clive Stafford Smith,
his British lawyer, said.He believes that
his client will be freed within months.
“This was a conspiracy of unspeaka-

ble magnitude,” Maharaj, 75, told The
Times, in his first newspaper interview
since a decision inMay by JudgeWilli-
am Thomas, of the 11th Judicial Circuit
Court, to consider new evidence at a

hearing later this year. Speaking at the
South Florida Correctional Centre, a
federal prison on the outskirts of Mi-
ami, Maharaj said: “The police force
was rotten all the way to the top. I want
the truth told, and the knowledge that
this will never happen to another
person. There is no amount of money
that can repay me for this 27 years of
hell. I was sentenced to be executed. I
was the victim of a conspiracy to
murder. My murder.”
Pro bono investigative work by

Stafford Smith, of the rights group
Reprieve, has, over the years, located
witnesses, including cartel members
and former police officers, who have
gone on record as saying that Maharaj
was innocent. Henchmen for the late
Colombian drug lord Pablo Escobar
were behind the murders of Derrick
andDuaneMooYoung, two Jamaicans
shot dead in a Miami hotel room in
1986, they said.
In apreviouslyunreleaseddocument

shown toThe Times, Mr Stafford Smith
revealed that one of those witnesses
outlined a number of other homicide
cases in which Miami police officers
were allegedly paid handsomely to act
as lookouts, enforcers, bodyguards,

“have close connections with high-
rankingdrugdealersandtheoperatives
for the large South American drug car-
tels. This close cooperation has existed
since the early 1980s and continues
now,” Mr Stafford Smith alleged.
Mr Stafford Smith passed the details

of the other cases to Eric Thomas, head
of the FBI’s Civil Rights Unit, in Wash-
ington, in May 2012. It is unclear what,
if anything, the FBI has done to pursue
the allegations. The agency did not re-
spond to a request for comment yester-
day and Miami Police Department de-
clined to comment, referring inquiries
back to the FBI.
The murders for which Maharaj was

convicted occurred at a time when the
Colombian cocaine operations were
rife in south Florida; an era epitomised
by bloody turf wars between rival drugs
gangs — with the corruption of police,
prosecutors, attorneys and the judici-
ary believed to be widespread.
“Kris Maharaj was framed for

murder at the height of the city’s
cocaine high,”Mr Stafford Smithwrote
in a court motion. “The information
that has now come to light makes it
nigh on impossible to say that KrisMa-
haraj is guilty.”

money launderers or even hit men for
drugs cartels. Cases files would be de-
stroyedorhomicide investigations con-
veniently abandoned; shipments of
narcotics were allowed safe passage in-
to Florida, sometimes with police offi-
cers acting as escorts. Some officers

Hidden depths Roberta Mancino, a skydiver, wingsuit jumper and model, enjoys a different kind of thrill swimming with a whale shark off Isla Mujeres in Mexico

Krishna Maharaj claims cartel hitmen
committed the killings he was jailed for

United States
Jacqui Goddard Miami

SHAWN HEINRICHS/BARCROFT MEDIA
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Jews flee Paris after
kosher shops and
synagogues attacked

On a sunny August day, Sarcelles feels
like any working-class suburb on the
outskirts of northern Paris. Immigrant
shoppers fill streets where the council
has done its best to bring greenery to
thedrab cityscape. Jetswhineoverhead
from the airport.
All seemsnormal, yet there is tension

in the air. On the Avenue Auguste Per-
ret, steel shutters remain drawn over
the burnt facade of Naouri, a kosher
supermarket that was put to the torch
in anti-Jewish demonstrations.
Known as “La Petite Jérusalem”

because of the Sephardic Jewish popu-
lation that grew there when France
withdrew from its north African colo-
nies, Sarcelles was one of the flash-
points of violent protests in which nine
French synagogues were attacked last
month.As a Jewish enclave in theheav-
ily Arab suburb, the town has become
emblematic of the new anti-Semitism
emerging in France and Europe.
Roger Cukierman, president of the

Representative Council of French Jew-
ish Institutions, said: “Sarcelles is a
symbol. Jews, Muslims and Christians
of the working classes live there to-
gether. When it was attacked, it was an
attack against the harmony created
between the different cultures.”
Standingopposite theSarcelles syna-

gogue, Ruben, a local resident in his
60s, agreed. “Thedemoswereadis-
aster. They were running
around waving bars
shouting ‘death to the
Jews’.”
The synagogue was

defended on July 20
by young vigilantes from the
French Jewish Defence
League, so the attackers
turnedon shops. “We feelwe’re
living in danger now,” Ruben,
who originally came Morocco,
said.
Nearby, Sarah, a student in her

20s, talked of the fear. “The other
day, a man got on a bus and
screamed: ‘All Jews get off now.’
That’s enough,” she said. “People
are leaving.”
Last month’s violence, which

included rampages in the heart
of the historic Jewish district
of Paris, was triggered by the
conflict in Gaza. It has
come as something of a

final straw, raising alarm over France’s
failure to halt the creeping return, in an
ugly new guise, of the ghost of its anti-
Semitic wartime past.
It draws on left-wing hostility to

Israel’s treatment of the Palestinians,
but stems mainly from toxic doctrines
fermenting among the disaffected off-
spring of north African immigrants.
As precautions in the current climate

of fear, Jewish congregations are being
told not to loiter after services and
some men no longer wear their kippah
in sensitive neighbourhoods. Emigra-
tion from France — Europe’s biggest
Jewish community—to Israel has dou-
bled over the past two years, with 5,000
expected to leave this year.
After last month’s demonstrations,

Manuel Valls, the prime minister,
whose wife is Jewish, said: “No one can
deny that a new form of anti-Semitism
exists and we have to face this reality
squarely. This is spread by the internet
and thrives in difficult neighbourhoods
where youths who have nomoral bear-
ings or knowledge of history hide their
hatred of Jews behind anti-Zionism.”
Joël Mergui, president of the Jewish

Central Consistory of France, a body
created by Napoleon Bonaparte to ad-
minister Jewishworship, believes jihad-
ist culture is the biggest threat facing
Europe. “In recent years, radical jihad-
ism has brought an anti-Semitism that
acts in theopen,”he said. “Peopleareno
longer frightened to operate without
masks, attacking synagogues, Jews on
the street. Western democracies are
not worried enough about this.
“The state has to control this jihad-

ist form of anti-Semitism. There is a
sort of indifference in society. We ha-
ven’t heard enough frompublic figures,
creative people, philosophers, sports-
men.”
DrMergui saidFrenchJewsmustnot

be forced to change their way of life.
“Wemust continue to live our Ju-
daism fully. If not, France will
no longer be France.”

FrenchMuslim leadersmust
also speak up more against
the anti-Jewish mentality,
he added. So far, their re-
sponse has beenmuted, al-
though Mohammed
Moussaoui, president of
the Union of Mosques in
France, condemned the
recent violence, saying:
“Nothing can justify any
action against our Jew-
ish compatriots, or their
community institutions
or places of prayer.”

France
Charles Bremner Paris

Priest faked infants’ deaths

A Catholic priest in Chile stole babies
and gave them out for adoption, telling
their unmarried mothers that their in-
fants had died.
Father Gerardo Joannon even held

fake masses, according to a Church in-
vestigation, which found he was in-
volved in the forced adoption of at least
two infants in the 1980s and had an in-
appropriate relationshipwith amother.
Chile’s child welfare service has

passed on information relating to eight
cases, however. Father Joannonhas de-
nied the charges and said he only
wanted to prevent illegal abortions and
save the mothers from the stigma

attached to unwed middle-class
mothers in a deeply conservative
society. “In those days, a girl who was a
single mother was looked on very bad-
ly,” he toldCiper, theChilean investiga-
tive journalism centre, adding he had
“helped in around four or five cases”.
Instead of punishing the priest, the

Church ordered him to apologise to his
victims and to travel to Spain for a
retreat.
However, this week a judge has

banned the 77-year-old senior cleric,
who is based in the capital, Santiago,
from leaving the country until a police
investigation has been completed.
Father Joannonhasnowbeen suspend-
ed from his duties pending the inquiry.

James Hider Sao Paulo

Bare necessities A river in British Columbia, Canada, is not only a source of fish for a grizzly bear cub but also a place to relax

A pro-Israeli protest
in Paris last month
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‘Abrasive, difficult, but
he’s your best friend
in the universe’

A
week today children of
all ages will at last be
permitted to unwrap
their Doctor New. Tele-
vision’s longest running
sci-fi series starts its lat-
est season with a new

actor in Doctor Who’s title role, a new
Tardis interior, a new logo, a rearranged
theme tune — and startlingly different
titles.These, takingus insideaclockmech-
anism, the whirligig of time made mani-
fest, are the first genuine digression by the
series from the cathode-ray blur invented
for the first episode’s opening in 1963. Im-
pressively, the sequence isbasedonan idea
by a mere fan, a graphic artist called Billy
Hanshaw, who volunteered his vision on
YouTube. Hanshaw is now very likely on
the brink of a whole new television career.
Hewould not be the first to owe his live-

lihood to the inspirationofDoctorWho. “It
is no exaggeration, nor a lie, nor a fairytale
to say thatmanypeoplehavebecomewrit-
ers because they wanted to write Doctor
Who,” says its showrunner StevenMoffat,
celebrating with red wine a successful BFI
screeningofhis seasondebut,DeepBreath.
“Here is themost hilarious thing: there are
scientists who got into science because
they love Doctor Who.”
And, of course, actors who got into act-

ing. An example would be the newDoctor
himself, Peter Capaldi, a major fan as a
child, whose first Doctor Who memory is
of a Dalek emerging from the Thames in
The Dalek Invasion of Earth. That, of
course, was a long time ago, 50 years to be
precise. When Capaldi watches himself
step out of the Tardis next Saturday— on
to, as it happens, the banks of the Thames
—hewill be, at 56, the oldest DoctorWho
yet, older even, by 14months, than the first,
William Hartnell, at his debut.
This, it is reckoned, will be a jolt for a

generation ofWhovians used to their hero
being young and, in the vernacular sense,
fit. Until now, when recasting has forced a
regeneration, a younger actorhas general-
ly landed the role. Since the series was

revived in 2005: Christopher Eccleston,
aged41whenhestarted, gaveway toDavid
Tennant. 34, who handed over to Matt
Smith, 27. The exceptions to this rule —
JonPertweeandColinBaker—arenowso
distant, they hardly matter.
“Logically, and I hesitate to apply logic

to Doctor Who, regenerating younger is
what Doctors should be doing,” admits
Moffat. He knows, however, that on Doc-
tor Who, the flywheels of time no more
progress exclusively in one direction than
does theTardis. Leave “journeys” to celeb-
rity travelogues. While Doctor Who
chronicles the adventures of an eternally
travelling alien, the series itself is like its
theme music, basically always the same
but forever being remixed.
So let us forget now that image ofwheels

and pendulums. Imagine instead a mixing
desk — perhaps not unlike the console of
the Tardis itself — with a wire-haired
Scotsman in his fifties bending obsessively
over it, his hands all over the faders. He is
not Capaldi, but Moffat. “Quote me care-
fully on this,” he warns, “but you come up

with a new idea and it works, and it’s great,
but you have to watch for the moment
where you’re just repeating that idea,when
inspiration degrades into reflex. It hap-
pened on every TV show I’ve ever worked
on and every TV show I’ve ever watched.
You just think, ‘Hang on. We’re not doing
that because it’s newanymore, or clever, or
right. We’re doing it because we know it
works’ — which, bizarrely, is sensible, but
not scary or interesting.”
So when Smith, the previous Doctor

decided to leave, andhe castCapaldi,Mof-

fat found his moment for a major remix?
Heagrees:with other recurring characters
established, such as the Doctor’s compan-
ion Clara, he felt he had licence to go push
the levers of change further.
“Although I think it’s possible to over-

state this,” he adds quickly. “Every charac-
ter trait demonstrated in that first episode
you could find inMatt Smith’s Doctor and
David Tennant’s Doctor and Peter Davis-
on’s Doctor. They’re all there. It’s where
you slide the fader. Underneath the abra-
sive and difficult Peter Capaldi is, of

Themen behind TV’s biggest family show tell Andrew Billen
what we can expect as Peter Capaldi takes over as the Doctor

‘There are
scientists
who got into
science
because they
love the series’
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course, a deeply lovely man who would be
your best and loyalest friend in the whole
universe, just as underneath the adorable
Matt Smith Doctor, there’s a cold old soul
who, if required, can do terrible things.”
Middle age, he says, will not define the

newDoctor.Hewill runand leap.OnDeep
Breath he displays such impressive upper
body strength thatMoffat believes we will
assume he could jump through a tree and
on to the back of a horse if so required. So
whatwill define him?Capaldi, at theQ&A
after the BFI screening, was asked to sum-
up his interpretation in five words and
came up with “funny, joyful, passionate,
emphatic and fearless” — a good list but
one that most of the 11 previous incum-
bents could have agreed on.
Never mind. This charismatic actor will

soon enough make the part his own and I
foresee greatness. The real power, how-
ever, lieswithMoffat at hismixing desk, as
hemanipulatesDoctorWho’s strangely ef-
fective blend of sci-fi, shiny-floor Saturday
night entertainment, horror, comedy and
love story. It is a show, I say, that can even
do social engineering: look at the gaymar-
riage between Jenny, the Victorian ser-
vant, and Vastra, the lizard alien.
“And do you knowwhat I really particu-

larly love about that same sex marriage
that we trumpeted during the Christmas
special we did a few years ago? Do you
knowhowmanypeoplewrote in and com-
plained? None. Absolutely nobody gave a
damn. So you say it’s social engineering. I
say society got there first.”
On the issue of coupling, however, I

wonder if itwasnot somethingof a relief to
be forced by propriety to take the sexual
tension out of the relationship between
the Doctor and his now much younger-
looking companion Clara. “No flirting” is
almost a catchphrase in Deep Breath.
Moffat responds that there has not been
a Doctor/companion love story since
Billie Piper left the show four years ago.
But does he get randy? “I remember

discussing that with Matt, and Matt
saying, ‘He does but he’s not really very
comfortable with it.’ ”
So, no sex please, we’re Gallifreyan.

What else has changed? Attentive view-
ers nextweekendwill note the show is less
frenetic, its scenes longer. JennaColeman,
who plays Clara, has called the new epi-
sodes “darker”.
“I don’t think I ever said it,” Moffat says.

“Doctor Who, first of all, does blow up
planets quite regularly, so it is quite dark. It
is also an early evening adventure serial so
it’s also only as dark as that. We’ve done
very dark before. The 50th [anniversary
episode last November] was very dark: he
was debating genocide with himself.
“TheDoctor is the sameamount dark as

he everwas, amanwhoabsolutely capable
of making terrible decisions.”
In evidence of a more crepuscular

vision, some cite the hiring of BenWheat-
ley to direct the first twoCapaldi episodes.
In British indie cinema,Wheatley is a fine
new talent.His film last year,AField in En-
gland, was certainly much obsessed by
death (though also funny).
A fewdaysaftermeetingMoffat, I talk to

Wheatley, who does not accept his epi-
sodes adopt a darker palette.
“If you look back, a lot of the Smith ones

were quite dark and so were a lot of the
Tennant ones. The Girl Who Waited [a
treatise, youmight say, on ageing and loss]
was particularly so. No, I think the change
is more to do with pacing.Moffat seems to
be stretching his legs a bit with the script.
“It is true thatCapaldi is a seriousperson

when you talk to him and that has come
through in the way he plays the character.
He isaheavyweight.Youknowhedoesnot
suffer fools gladly whereas other Doctors
might have indulged them.”
The idea thatMoffat choseWheatley to

push the fader towards black can in any
caseberefuted. ItwasWheatleywhomade
theapproach to theBBC,not theotherway
round. It would be neat, given Moffat’s
claims for the inspirational power of the
series, if Wheatley could now tell me that
Doctor Who was responsible for him be-
coming a film director. Well, he was cer-
tainly a fan, but the influenceonhis career,
which actually started in art school and
animation, was tangential. “It probably in-
formed my sense that there was another
world, a world of imagination,” he says.
So why did an art house film director so

want to direct Doctor Who? “Basically I
wanted to do something my ten-year-old
son could watch. I knew how excited he
would be because he is as totally a big a fan
of the showas Iwas growingup in theTom
Baker era. It is a magical show when you
are that age. You just suck it all up.”
And this is why, even when its newest

lead is 56, age shall not wither, nor custom
stale this programme’s infinite variety.
Any BBC Time Lord responsible for mix-
ing the elements that constitute Doctor
Who would be wise to honour its past.
What is essential is that he cares far more
about its future. Out there, children are
watching.
Doctor Who begins again on BBC One
on August 23

‘Do you know
howmany
complaints
we had about
the same-sex
marriage?
None’

come fly with me
Jenna Coleman joins
Peter Capaldi for a
strictly platonic
adventure in time and
space; left, the new series

Doctor Who’s scariest stories

The Tomb of the Cybermen
1967
“Perhaps the Cybermen aren’t quite as
dormant as you imagine!” says Patrick
Troughton, in a story that reminds us
the Cybermen were actually scary once.
The scene in which they awaken from
hibernation to crash through their cells
(try not to dwell on any superficial
resemblance Cyber-technology may
have to clingfilm) is one of the key
moments in the 1960s series.

Pyramids of Mars 1975
Reasons to be unnerved: 1) Huge man-
crushing mummies; 2) Sutekh, a villain
so nasty he can bring Tom Baker to his
knees by sheer willpower; 3) one of
the best episode endings ever, as
Sutekh’s masked sidekick glides
through a sarcophagus dressed
in black leather, then kills a man
just by touching him. “Die,” he
says, “I bring Sutekh’s gift of
death to all humanity.” Still
spooky today!

The Deadly Assassin
1976
Tom Baker’s first three years in the
Tardis were superb: the most gothic in
the show’s history. But the producer,
Philip Hinchcliffe, may have overplayed
his hand with the violent third episode,
which ended with a freeze-frame of the
Doctor’s face being held underwater.
Mary Whitehouse complained
particularly vociferously, and the BBC

moved Hinchcliffe to another show at
the end of the season.

The Caves of Androzani
1984
A plot that revolves around
drug smuggling and sexual
obsession; an incredibly
intense, Phantom of the
Opera-like baddie; a
corporate baddie with an
utterly terrifying ponytail;
every male character dies,
even the Doctor. Peter
Davison’s final story was
also his scariest and best.

The Empty Child/
The Doctor Dances

2005
Aka the Christopher Eccleston one with
the child in the gas mask wandering
around Second World War London
saying, “Are you my mummy?” Steven
Moffat’s first script for the show put the
willies up the nation.

Blink 2007
Pre-fame Carey Mulligan is menaced by
evil stone statues that can only move if
nobody is looking at them. One of the
tensest, most ingenious stories in the
show’s history (another Moffat script) –
even though David Tennant’s Doctor is
only a peripheral character.
Dominic Maxwell

RAY BURMISTON/BBC

fright nights (from top) Cybermen in
1967; The Empty Child, Steven Moffat’s
debut script in 2005; The Caves of
Androzani, Peter Davison’s last story in
1984; Blink starred killer statues in 2007
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The musicians
silenced in the
carnage of war

O
ne of the least exam-
inedaspectsof theFirst
World War is its effect
on music and compos-
ers. That is strange.We
know a lot about its
effect on writers,

because the writers themselves tell us.
Think of the bleak poetry of Owen,
Sassoon and Blunden, such classic novels
as Remarque’s All Quiet on the Western
Front and Hemingway’s A Farewell to
Arms, bitter autobiographical testaments
such as Robert Graves’s Goodbye to All
That, and evocative plays such as Sherriff’s
Journey’s End and O’Casey’s The Silver
Tassie.
Music cannot tell a story in the same

literal way. Yet the 1914-18 conflict had as
cataclysmic effect on the musical world.
As the Prom tomorrowwill show, it left an
indelible mark on composition — partly
because almost a whole generation of
composers was killed, and partly because
thosewho survivedwere changed for ever.
True, the war’s first impact on musical

life was ludicrous. Most music played in
the concert halls of Europe and America
was Germanic, and in 1914 — with jingo-
ism the predominant mood— there were
serious attempts in Britain and elsewhere

to have it banned, until such calming
voices as Sir Henry Wood, founder of the
Proms, pointed out that such figures as
Bach, Mozart and Beethoven should
be “world possessions andunassail-
able even by the prejudices of the
hour”.
Nevertheless, the musical

world was hit deeply in other
ways, both practical — orches-
tras losing their younger players
—andpsychological. For an old-
er English composer such as El-
gar (57 when the war started) the
break with Germany must have
been traumatic. His style was rooted
in German traditions, artfully adapted;
andmany of his supporters and friends—
such as the publisher, August Jaeger (to
whom Nimrod was dedicated), and con-
ductor Hans Richter — were German.
When someone noted that an
Elgar concert during the war was un-
usually empty, ThomasBeechamquipped:
“His friends have all been interned.” Al-
though during the war Elgar produced a
poignant setting of Lawrence Binyon’s po-
em, For the Fallen, his already fragile psy-
che was deeply scarred by the conflict. In
its aftermath he produced three elegiac
chamberworks and themelancholic Cello

Concerto — and then only unfinished
sketches and potboilers for the remaining

15 years of his life.
Other senior composers, on all
sides, were drawn into the war with
equally intense consequences. In
France,MauriceRavel soughtac-
tive service, preferably as an avi-
ator, but was deemed too old at
39 and too short at 5ft 3in. So he
became a lorry driver at Verdun.
Hewas devastated by the impact
of the war. His piano piece Le
tombeau de Couperin is ostensibly

a homage to an 18th-century
French composer, but each of its six

movements is dedicated to a friend
killed in the war.
On the other side, the case of Arnold

Schoenberg ismorenuanced. Initially, this
leader of the Austrian avant-garde wel-
comed the war for the crudest of reasons:
that it would result in the destruction of
French culture. “Now we will throw these
mediocre kitschmongers into slavery, and
teach them to venerate the German spirit
and toworship theGermanGod,”hewrote
in August 1914. Drafted into the Austrian
Army, he came to hate the war, primarily
because of the disruption to his work.
On the British side, senior composers

regarded the catastrophic loss of life with
abhorrence, but generally kept their feel-
ingsmuteduntil after 1918. VaughanWilli-
ams’ Pastoral Symphony (being played at
the Prom) was regarded as exactly that
until the composer’s biographer, Michael
Kennedy, perceptively pointed out that
the work, composed between 1916 and
1921, was effectively a “war requiem”, with
a dissonant Last Post sounding at its heart.
Vaughan Williams knew of what he

wrote. Too old to be conscripted, he volun-
teered to be a stretcher-bearer, then an ar-
tillery officer. Long exposure to cannon
fire permanently damaged his hearing.
It was the younger composers, however,

who experienced the war at closest quar-
ters, often with fatal results. George But-
terworth, whowrote wonderful settings of
AE Housman’s prophetic Shropshire Lad
poems (to be heard at the Prom tomor-
row), was shot while servingwith theDur-
ham Light Infantry at the Battle of the
Somme. Just 31, he was posthumously
awarded the Military Cross; but English
music lost one of its brightest hopes.
Ivor Gurney, another fine song compos-

er and poet, was already unstable when he
was sent to France, but many scholars
believe that his experiences at the Front—
wounded, gassed and shell-shocked —
contributed tohis deterioration. From1922
to his death in 1937 he was permanently in
mental hospitals. Arthur Bliss, later to be-
comeMaster of theQueen’sMusic, was in-

jured on the Somme in 1916, gassed in 1918,
and lost a brother andmany friends. (How
ironic that he took into the trenches with
him a score of Elgar’s Cockaigne overture,
onwhichElgarhad inscribed“Good luck”.)
Ten years later, Bliss later wrote, he was
still having a recurring nightmare — that
theArmistice had been signed but the gen-
erals had overlooked his troops and the
Germans opposite. “It was as though we
were both doomed to fight on till extinc-
tion.” His superb choral memorial to his
dead friends, Morning Heroes, deserves to
be performed more often.
Two other promising young composers,

theNewZealanderWillieMansonand the
EnglishmanGeorgeWilkinson, were both
killed on July 1, 1916—the ghastly first day
of the Battle of the Somme.
Then there are the two relatively un-

known figures whose music is being fea-
tured in Prom 42: the German, Rudi Ste-
phan, and the Australian, Frederick Septi-
musKelly. Though the formerwas only 28
when he was killed in 1915, he was already
regardedas the leadingGermancomposer
of his generation. His fine Music for Or-
chestra shows why, but tragically we will
never know the full extent of his powers
because, in a stroke of supreme irony,most
of the music he wrote was destroyed by
Allied bombers in the SecondWorld War.
As for Kelly, he was an astonishing

figure: from an immensely wealthy Aussie

family, he ambled through Eton and
Oxford (gaining fourth-class honours),
won a gold rowing medal in the 1908
Olympics, then flitted around the London
musical scene as a pianist, composer and
bon viveur. Joining the Royal Naval
Volunteer reserve in 1914, he became a
close friend of Rupert Brooke. Deeply af-
fectedby thepoet’s death,hewrotehisEle-
gy In Memoriam Rupert Brooke (to be
heard at the Proms) during the Gallipoli
campaign, inwhichhewaswounded twice
and decorated. He survived that, only to
die while leading an attack on a machine-
gun redoubt during the Battle of the
Somme.
Aswith somanyof thathorribly ill-fated

generation, you wonder what might have
been, had mankind not slaughtered so
many of its brightest and best.
Prom 42, featuring music by Stephan,
Kelly, Butterworth and Vaughan
Williams, is at the Albert Hall, London
SW7 (0845 4015040), tomorrow

TheGreatWar killedmany brilliant composers
and changed for ever those who survived. Now a
Prom remembers them, says RichardMorrison

Arthur Bliss was
injured on the
Somme, gassed,
and lost a brother

Rudi Stephan was
seen as the leading
German composer of
his generaton

lost generation Top,
Paul Nash depicts the
horrors of the Western
Front where George
Butterworth, above, died.
Below, Ralph Vaughan
Williams, and, below left,
Arthur Bliss with his
brother Kennard, left,
who was killed
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books
Thinker, translator, soldier, spy

war stories CK Scott
Moncrieff enjoyed
soldiering and translating
Marcel Proust, below

Hewas an enthusiastic
warrior, a hopeless
poet and an unabashed
gay. Roger Lewis on
the life of CK Scott
Moncrieff, the man
who rewrote Proust

T
hough Charles Kenneth Scott
Moncrieff could trace his ances-
try back to Paradis deMoncrif, a
courtier at the time of Louis XIV,
and to aSpaniardwhohad sailed

toScotland in theyear 1121 to sell “silks and
feathers” toKingAlexander the Fierce, on
the whole the distinguished translator of
Marcel Proust thought of himself as a
British officer and gentleman, even if he
was raised by a Belgian nanny who spoke
no English.
Jean Findlay, herself a distant relative,

who has inherited Moncrieff’s letters,
diaries and notebooks preserved by the
family, calls her subject “high-minded,
abstemious, hardworking and a little
lonely”. He was also a genius and a homo-
sexual, who from about the age of three
could read Latin and Greek. The works of
WaltWhitman and BaronCorvo soon fol-
lowed. He was a scholar at Winchester,
and in “the ancient wood-panelled rooms,
with the dust of time settling over him”,
wrote what used to be called Uranian
fables, which were, amazingly, printed in
the school magazine.
It is nowonder that after one such story,

involving being “on his knees in the bush-
es”with a prefect,Moncrieffwas frequent-
ly invited to tea by vicars. Oscar Wilde’s

friend Robert Ross sought him out— and
through him Moncrieff also got to know
Vyvyan Holland, Wilde’s son, who to
counteract his disgraced father’s proclivity
was himself “promiscuously heterosexu-
al”. Moncrieff was always to be drawn to
butch sorts.
Moncrieff’s father was the opposite of

Oscar Wilde — he was a judge, or sheriff,
in Inverness.Moncrieff enjoyedaprosper-
ous upbringing in large leafy villas with
stables and a private library. The family
took holidays on the Normandy coast, at
Trouville and Cabourg. Had they only
known it, Proust was in the vicinity. “This

was the only time his path crossed unwit-
tingly with that of his future translator.”
Findlay doesn’t quote this, but Proust

said somewhere that heaven for a homo-
sexual would be to have a soldier as a best
friend — and Moncrieff adored army life.
AfterWinchester he relished being part of
the Public School Brigade at Aldershot.
His short stories being too much for
Oxford, he was accepted with alac-
rity by Edinburgh University,
where he read law, andhe quick-
ly joined the King’s Own Scot-
tishBorderers, as he loved “the
spectacle of kilts swinging
high” with tackle on show.
Moncrieff commanded a

battery near Weymouth and
was thrilledwhenwaractually
broke out. “There is something
rather stimulating in being
under fire,” he told his parents in
1914. He knew no fear. On the bat-
tlefield he was, in his words, “utterly
happy and free from care”. Noticing “a
large shell of high explosive” coming over
and “men blown into several pieces”, he
cheereduphismenwith an apple-ducking
contest. Well, it was Hallowe’en.
Moncrieff spent weeks in the trenches,

unwashed and unshaven. He contracted

trench foot, the result of standing in
wet mud. His feet gave off “a decaying
odour in the early stages of necrosis”. He
then went jaundice yellow with a fever
from the lice.When dying soldiers weren’t
screaming and shells weren’t bursting,
Moncrieff listened to “the rats scratching
their whiskers”.

According to Findlay, Moncrieff’s
“chief protection from the horror”
was to read books. In his letters
home he ignored the squalor
and described “the flowers and
the beauty of the French
countryside . . . Beauty was his
rescue fromhorror, but it also
distancedhim.”Hehad akind
of mad romantic armour —
and his regiment worshipped
him. “His presence in the front
line imbued us with a strong
feeling of safety and security,” a

soldier recalled. Moncrieff won
the Military Cross — everyone said

it should have been the Victoria Cross.
His legwas shatteredbyabomb.Hewas

invalided back toLondon,wherehis entire
calf muscle was removed. While in hospi-
tal, Moncrieff met Wilfred Owen, for
whom he felt “a physical longing”, which
seems to have gone unreciprocated, poss-

In the King’s Own
Scottish Borderers he
loved ‘the spectacle of
kilts swinging high’
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ibly because since the age of 20,Moncrieff
had worn thick spectacles and had false
teeth.HealsowroteOwenghastly sonnets
in turquoise ink.
Owen was killed six days before the

Armistice. Moncrieff spent years in hospi-
tals — trench fever kept flaring up — but
upon becoming attached to the Military
Intelligencedepartment at theWarOffice,
he was sent to Italy where, “moving from
lodging to lodging with equanimity” and
wearing a tartan waistcoat that was the
talkofPisa,his taskwas toobservemilitary
manoeuvres, keep a watch on naval bases
and assemble files on British nationals
who had Fascist sympathies.
Moncrieff’s pretext for travellingaround

Italy, witnessing the rise of Mussolini, was
research. For he had by now begun trans-
lating the 1.2 million words of Proust’s
3,200-page novel. “Reading Proust, with
its slow dissection of meaning,” Findlay
says, “was the antithesis of the quickfire
mentality of the front line.” Chatto&Win-
dus were to pay Moncrieff the equivalent
in today’s money of £20,000 per volume.
The translation was shipped back by
diplomatic bag.
Moncrieff was a terrible poet, a hopeless

journalist and a boring correspondent —
but for some reason as a translator he
possessed, in Joseph Conrad’s estimation,
“a supreme faculty akin to genius”. He
produced not a literal translation of À la
Recherche du Temps Perdu but a rhapsodic
or impressionistic one. “He translated a
workmuchas anactor tookonacharacter,
jumping into someone else’s skin and
walking around in it.”
More than a technical task, with Mon-

crieff translation made “interpretive
leaps”.He“extendsour sympathies” for the
characters and their world — and when
Virginia Woolf or James Joyce talked
about Proust, it wasMoncrieff theymeant
and quoted and alluded to. Remembrance
of Things Past is Moncrieff’s title, for in-
stance, taken from Shakespeare’s Sonnet
XXX. Proust gave only qualified approval.
Moncrieff was uniquely attuned towhat

Montesquieu would have called Proust’s
“mixture of litanies and sperm”, ie, the sa-
credandprofane strands inhuman life, the
noble and the biological. As a non-
effeminate homosexual, he also under-
stood Proust’s cold temperament, which
could create the character of Baron de
Charlus. DH Lawrence, however, was
quick to spot what he thought of as an
endemic queerness. When he met
Moncrieff and thewriterNormanDouglas
in Italy, he said they were like “old queens
bickering around a teapot”.
Moncrieff would work nightly until

4am, “and I go out as little as possible”. He
died from cancer in Rome in February
1930, aged 40, but he didn’t think it had
been a short life. “For him, whose friends
haddied in their twenties in theWar, itwas
a long and exciting one.” GK Chesterton
visitedhimonhis deathbedand readVirgil
in Latin. EvelynWaugh materialised “and
gave me the first blissful evening I’ve had
for a month”. This is a first-rate, playful,
moving biography.
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The generals
who defied
Hitler’s orders
As the Third
Reich fell, its
commanders
had a choice:
destroy or
disobey, says
BenMacintyre

I
n September 1944, with the end of the
end in sight, Adolf Hitler ordered the
greatest single act of nihilism in
history. As German troops withdrew
from occupied territories, and then

from the frontiers of Germany itself, the
retreating troops were instructed to
destroy everything.
Every port should be wrecked, every

well poisoned, every bridge demolished,
every railway mined, every factory and
important building blown to pieces. Paris
itself must be immolated. If victory could
not bring total domination, then defeat
must bring utter destruction. The advanc-
ing Allies must conquer nothing but

men and material necessary to fulfill Hit-
ler’s wishes and raze Paris to the ground,
even if he wanted to.
But crucially, he did not want to, and he

did not really try. He had enough naval
torpedoes to destroy all the bridges of
Paris, but instead played for time. He was
enraged by the popular uprisings in Paris
against Nazi rule, but restrained in re-
sponse to them. He deployed just enough
force to convince Hitler he was still loyal,
while secretlynegotiating the surrender of
Paris. That the liberation of Paris was not
a bloodbath owes a lot to Choltitz, though
rather less than he would later claim.
As so often in war, the answer to the

Choltitz riddle is neither black nor white.

Hansen’s nuanced conclusion is spot-on:
“A complex, morally ambiguous and, in
the end, brave and pragmatic man who
used his position to ensure the near-
bloodless surrender of one of the world’s
most beautiful cities.”
Operating on an even deeper level of

ambiguitywasAlbert Speer,Hitler’s archi-
tect and armaments minister, who set out
to block the scorched earth policy by issu-
ing counter-orders to prevent the destruc-
tion and delaying the decision-making
process so effectively that the Allies were
often already in control of bridges, rail-
ways and factories before the order could
be given to destroy them.
Speer did this, it seems, not out of self-

preservation, but out of a lust for power:
Germany’s industrial complex was largely
his creation and certainly his pride; in his
towering arrogance, he believed he would
play the key role in rebuilding postwar
Germany. Here is a painful irony: the
Nazi who did more to preserve Germany
than any other was prompted by the
sort of megalomania that had led it
to destruction.
As the Allies advanced, successive Ger-

mancommanders faced similar choices, in
one city after another: whether to defend
and destroy, or submit and preserve. Most
German civilians, for obvious reasons,
were eager to capitulate, and many heroi-
cally tried to stop the carnage; theWaffen-
SS, fanatical to the end, was ready to kill
anyone who dared to advocate surrender.
In between were individual military

commanders, increasingly left to make
their own political, military and, above all,
moral choices, as the chain of command to
Berlindisintegrated, and theopportunities
for disobedience became more apparent.
The armywas divided into fanatics and re-
alists; as Hansen soberly writes, “most fell
into the former camp, but a significant
minoritywas tobe foundamong the latter”.
Hansen has done a fine job of rescuing

from obscurity these few,morally hazy in-
dividuals, making decisions at the messy
end of a cataclysmic war. Half of German
cities surrendered without a fight, saving
many lives, and ensuring Germany’s eco-
nomic recoverywould be easier and faster.
It is hard to imagine that postwar Franco-
German reconciliation would have been
possible if Choltitz had followed Hitler’s
apocalyptic orders and left Paris in ruins.
What did not happen is sometimes as his-
torically important as what did.

nazis at war Hitler and the disloyal Albert Speer, right; General von Choltitz, below, surrenders a still intact Paris in 1944
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scorched earth.
“NoGerman stalk ofwheat is to feed the

enemy,” insisted an editorial in the Völki-
scher Beobachter. “No German mouth to
give him information, noGerman hand to
offer him help. He is to find every foot-
bridge destroyed, every road blocked —
nothing but death, annihilation and
hatred will meet him.” This was Hitler’s
infrastructural suicide note; après moi,
the wasteland.
Many military officers and Nazi offi-

cials, obedient to the last, did exactly as
Hitler instructed, and fought to the end,
squandering countless lives and wreaking
devastation in a final explosion of vandal-
ism. But a number did not, choosing in-
stead to disobey Hitler’s decree.
These individuals are the focus of

DisobeyingHitler, awelcomecounterpoint
to theHollywood image ofGerman resist-
ance as portrayed by Tom Cruise in
Valkyrie. TheJulyplottersof 1944setout to
overthrow Hitler, make peace with the
West, and install a military regime to
combat the tide of Bolshevism. The resist-
ers who defied Hitler at the end sought
merely to preserve something from the
wreckage, and for reasons that were not
necessarily heroic.
Opposition to Hitler came at different

times, and for widely different reasons. As
the historian Gerhard Weinberg writes,
“different straws break the back of differ-
ent camels”. Some acted (or declined to
act) out of moral scruple; others, such as
Rommel, knew that the war was lost and
sought to limit the destruction as amatter
of military pragmatism. Yet others calcu-
lated that the bestway toprotect their own
skinswouldbe topreserve thecities, towns
and people under their control as the
Third Reich finally collapsed.
Randall Hansen, a historian at the Uni-

versity of Toronto, devotes three fascinat-
ingchapters toGeneralDietrichvonChol-
titz, the German commandant of Paris,
who was widely hailed after the war as the
saviour of the City of Light, a Prussian
militarist who had deliberately defied
Hitler at the risk of his own life and
preserved Paris from destruction. The
truthwas rathermore complex, andmuch
more interesting.
Choltitz was no anti-Nazi rebel in the

mould of Claus von Stauffenberg. He ap-
pears to have been as anti-semitic as the
nextNazi general,witha reputation forex-
tremebrutality.He simplydidnothave the
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I
t had been a police blotter story. Noth-
ing much more than that. One of the
most famous killings in American his-
tory had been covered in all the papers
—TheNewYork Times, theDaily News

and the rest — but with few details. A
couple of paragraphs on the inside pages.
And there itwouldhave restedhadnotAbe
Rosenthal had lunch with Bull Murphy.
On March 22, 1964, New York City

Police Commissioner Michael Murphy
took his seat at Emil’s restaurant, ordered
shrimp curry and rice, and began to talk
about murder. His lunch companion,
Abraham Rosenthal, the city editor of
The New York Times, had come with
some questions but they were ones Mur-
phy didn’t want to answer. So he changed
the subject.
“Brother, thatQueensstory isone for the

books,” sighed theCommissioner. “Thirty-
eightwitnesses . . . I’ve been in this business
a long time, but this beats everything.”
The “Queens story” was of the death,

ten days earlier, of a young woman called
Kitty Genovese, stabbed in the street and
then again in the entrance hall of her
apartment block in New York’s Kew Gar-
dens area. The cops had the killer, a
stranger to Genovese calledWinstonMo-
seley and he had confessed. But what was
on Murphy’s mind was not the character
and motives of Moseley. What was on his
mind were the number of people who had
apparently seen the murder while it was
happening and done nothing.
Rosenthal was a savvy journalist and a

Pulitzer prizewinner. His stock in trade
was agenda-setting news stories, which
acted as emblems for the city’s problems.
He knew what he had with the Genovese
story. He had a story which symbolised
the apathy of New Yorkers, the “I don’t
want to get involved” mentality, the ano-
nymous “leave me be” loneliness of
modern city life.
And so, a few days later, there it was on

pageoneofTheNewYorkTimes. The story
of how, as the first sentence read: “For
more than half an hour 38 respectable,
law-abiding citizens in Queens watched a
killer stalkandstabawoman in three sepa-
rateattacks inKewGardens.” Itwasa story
that changed politics, changed New York
and changed the nature of social studies.
It’s just a shame that it wasn’t accurate.
In his well-written and often gripping

book, the journalist Kevin Cook has at-
tempted to put right what Rosenthal and
his colleagues, and the many that have fol-
lowed them, got wrong about the murder.
Just for starters, take thatopeningsentence.
The headline said that 37 people saw the
murder, while the copy said it was 38 and
both were mistaken; the idea that all the

A great New York murder myth
Brilliant reporting of
Kitty Genovese’s death
altered history. Shame
it was wrong, says
Daniel Finkelstein

witnesseswatched thekiller stalkKittywas
untrue as was the notion that they all (or
indeed anyone) watched this going on for
half an hour; andMoseley stabbed Kitty in
two, not three, separate attacks.
The book is flawed. It is irritating that

Cook is never specific about exactly how
many witnesses there were,
despite being obsessed with
the fact that there were not
38. And the author digresses,
telling long stories about
things only tangentially
related to the murder. Yet he
does start and end in the right
place. He establishes Cather-
ine Genovese as a person,
rather than just a symbol. He
dedicates the book to her and
treats her as a charming, in-
telligent, lively individual,
rather than just as Moseley’s
victim. Quite apart from the
contribution this makes to
understanding the crime, this
section of the book is engag-
ing in itself.
Genovese was, as openly as

possible for thetime,a lesbian,
and Cook provides an inter-
esting sketch on what life was
like for gay people in New

York in this era. She also worked in late-
night bars (she was coming back from one
on the night of her death) andwas once ar-
rested for acting as a minor intermediary
for a gambling syndicate. The famous pic-
ture of Kitty, the one used on the book’s
front cover, is a mug shot.
Yet these details do not detract from all

that was conventional about Kitty. She
lived a middle-class life in a safe, nice area.
Shewas just unlucky that thepsychopathic
Moseley was driving through it on the
nighthewent looking forawhitewomanto
kill, to see if it felt different from the black
woman he had killed a few days earlier.
As Moseley stabbed her, her screams

alerted someneighbours.Most didn’t know
what it was or thought someone else had
called the police or looked out of the
window only when it was over. One neigh-
bour (assuming it a domestic dispute)
shoutedout toMoseleythatheshould leave
the girl alone. This made the killer run off.
When he returned a few minutes later

he found Kitty already in her apartment

block and killed her. One person who
knew that she had been stabbed went to
bed rather than help. Another panicked
and delayed, but did eventually get some-
one to call the police. The idea of 38 wit-
nesses, taken from the police ledger, has
become famous but is simply misleading.
As is the standard idea — apathy, the

anonymouscity, lackofneighbourly care–
of what Kitty’s death says about the by-
standers. This standard idea became im-
portant in reshaping New York politics.
LongafterKitty’s death, politicians suchas
Bill Clinton were citing it as they moved
away from liberalism towards a politics
that was tough on crime and tough on
what they sawasoneof thecausesof crime
— excessive individualism.
However, the study of the Genovese

murderhelped launchsocial psychology (it
is oneof themost studiedevents inmodern
American social history) and demonstrate
its value. The “common sense” standard
view of the murder was disproven by ex-
perimental work.
This work showed the bystander effect,

which Malcolm Gladwell did much to
make famous when writing of Kitty’s
murder in The Tipping Point. Common

sense suggests that the more
peoplewhowitness anevent, the
more likely they are to report it.
It’swhatmakes theconventional
accountof theGenovesemurder
so shocking. All those people
and no one
did anything.
Yet the bystander effect shows

that the more people who wit-
ness an event, the less likely they
are to do something. They fail to
act precisely because there are so
manyof them.Eachperson takes
their cue from the next, copying
the inaction from each other.
And even those inclined to act
think someone else will do it.
The irony is that this robust

piece of social science, proven in
repeated experiments, was in-
spired by an event that Cook’s
account suggests didn’t actually
involve that many bystanders at
all.

in cold bloodKitty
Genovese, above, and her
killer, below.Winston
Moseley, who is 79 and still
in prison, got a sociology
degree while inside

The police idea of
38 witnesses who did
nothing to help is
simply misleading
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The Tale of the Duelling
Neurosurgeons: The
History of the Human
Brain as Revealed by
True Stories of Trauma,
Madness and Recovery
by Sam Kean
Bantam 408pp

£20 ** £16.50; ebook £11.98
The pity was, Sam Kean points out,
that neurosurgeons had to wait for
people’s brains to malfunction or
suffer physical injury before they
could analyse the damage. Modern
neuroscience was developed through
the woes of people such as the
German woman who was almost
strangled to death in 1908 by her
own uncontrollable “alien” hand, or
poor Mary Rafferty whose brain, in
1874, was tasered by two electrodes
inserted by a doctor investigating
electrical activity of the brain.
Through “ripping yarns” like these,
Kean narrates the cerebral story of
the brain, from a simple map of its
anatomy to full-blown consideration
of consciousness. In the process, he
answers the question: “Where does
the brain stop and the mind start?”

Psy-Q: You Know
Your IQ — Now Test
Your Psychological
Intelligence
by Ben Ambridge
Profile, 344pp
£12.99 ** £11.69; ebook £8.99
Before you buy any more
self-help books, it might

be a good idea to find out how capable
or crazy you really are — though this
collection of psychological tests and
tricks could perplex you to the point
of psychopathy. Through an
interactive battery of mysterious
maths tests, social quizzes, artful
illusions and, frankly, cheap tricks,
all drawn from standard psych-
evaluation studies, Ben Ambridge
aims to prove that “psychology is
everything”. To do this, he gives you
the means to measure your
personality, intelligence, moral values,
logical reasoning, multitasking ability
and level of low cunning. He has a
trickster’s charm of “How did he do
that?” presentation and a stage
magician’s “Hey presto!” delight in
revelation. No tests here can harm
your health, but they can frustrate
your self-esteem.

MI5 in the Great War
by Nigel West
Biteback, 434pp
£25 ** £20; ebook £20
In 1921, for various
reasons, the then
director-general of MI5,
Colonel Vernon Kell,

authorised Dr Lucy E Farrer to
compile a record of MI5’s role in
detecting the German spy network in
Britain from 1905 onwards and
infiltrating its own agents throughout
neutral Europe and the US. Her ten
volumes have only now been
declassified. Despite Dr Farrer’s dry
tone, this edited account of MI5’s
bureaucratic structure and
investigatory strategies is as fascinating
as the stories she tells. The amorous
careers of the four Riley sisters of
Sheerness or the fishy activities of
Ludovico Hurwitz-y-Zender in
Glasgow, caught with a suspicious
collection of ties, a dozen new
handkerchiefs and a bottle of invisible
ink, are dramatic. Just add a soupçon
of Hercule Poirot or Richard Hannay
and it’s as thrilling as a spy novel.

Iain Finlayson
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The Tale of the Duelling
Neurosurgeons: The
History of the Human
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‘T
hebookworld is abigdigestive
system. The review pages are
the anus at the bottom of the
alimentary canal and the
critics are the haemorrhoids.”

So rants the drunken, unpublished writer
at the heart ofWarner’s seventh novel. It’s
a punchy statement to have your hero put
forth, but not the most daring thing about
this moody meander around London’s
pubs, council estates and bookshelves in
the 1980s.
Their Lips Talk of Mischief begins with a

glitteringly explosive scene in an A&E
department. A gorgeous, floppy-haired
youngmanwalks in, charms thenursesand
the narrator, Douglas, an aspiring novelist
who is hanging out in A&E for the night
because hehas suddenly beenmadehome-
less. The youngman then opens his coat to
reveal a vast, gaping wound down the
length of his torso.He is Llewellyn Smith, a
self-styled literary star in the making, and
once his beautiful body has been stitched
up, he takes Douglas off to the pub and
makesa strange sortofplatonic love tohim,
resulting in the twomen—plusLlewellyn’s
beautiful girlfriend Aoife and their baby—
moving in together to drink, write and dis-
cuss the books they love.
Dirt poor and hungry, they live in a

dilapidated tower block and spend their
time smoking while gazing ruefully out
over the streets of Acton. Douglas discov-
ers a talent for childcare and Llewellyn—
endlessly witty and charming even when
slumped on a carpetless floor or stealing
food fromhis gran— is skilled at placating

Languid lives of
sexy intellectuals
This moodymeander
is a perfect antidote to
overwrought thrillers,
says Melissa Katsoulis

the lovely, innocent but steamingly sexy
Aoife when he has spent the last of the
housekeeping on drink. Yet the actual writ-
ing of their masterworks proves harder.
The men’s hatred of the literary estab-

lishment recalls Warner’s own initial dis-
enfranchisement from the London pub-
lishing scene. In interviews he has de-

scribed how, as an aspiring writer in a
bookless household in a small Scottish
town, he would pick secondhand Penguin
classics at random, reading Genet one
week and Nietzsche the next.
Douglas, educating himself and acces-

sorising his tight 1980s denim with messy
hair and awell-worn paperback,must be a
version of the young Warner. He exudes

the confidenceof theballsyoutsider but—
unfortunately for the reader — describes
things in the painfully overblown way of
the autodidact, so his takeaway is “en-
wrapped”; his bed lain “upon”. Whether
this is alwaysDouglas’s shortcoming, cun-
ningly worked up by Warner, or some-
times the author’s, is unclear.
As the ménage of Llewellyn, Douglas

and Aoife becomes more intense, and
boundaries melt dangerously away, it is
clear thingsmust come to a head.Which is
not to say this book is in any way pacey or
intricately plotted. In fact, the carefully
wrought language steers a snail-like path
through days and months in which little
happens. It rains, people kiss, a baby cries.
Clearly, Warner cares little for such bour-
geois conventions as narrative tension. Yet
for readerswhoare tiredof the thrillersand
expansive inter-generational sagas that
populate bestseller and Booker lists, this
languid portrait of sexy intellectuals who
do nothing but drink, flirt and not write
novels could be the perfect summer read.

disenfranchised Author Alan Warner grew up in a bookless household

Warner cares little
for such bourgeois
conventions as
narrative tension

House of Ashes
by Monique Roffey
Simon & Schuster, 368pp
£14.99 ** £12.99
ebook £7.99

House of Ashe

Righteous rebellion

T
here aren’t many literary novels
that kick off at a pace likeHouse
ofAshes. Before twodozenpages
are through, a group of men on
the fictional Caribbean island of

Sans Amen has launched a coup against
the government, marched on its parlia-
ment tooled up with guns and explosives,
and set in train a bloody six-day siege. This
is the third book in a loose trilogy— con-
nectedby setting rather than characters or
story — following Archipelago and the
Orange prize-shortlisted The White
Woman on the Green Bicycle. But where
those books were praised for their vivid
descriptions of the Caribbean, here Roffey
adopts plain, stripped-down language; it
fits both the gripping plot and the setting,
as the reader is held hostage in a single
room for most of the book’s length.
Sans Amen is invented, but the story is

basedona real attemptedcoup inTrinidad
(Roffey’s birthplace) by the Muslim orga-
nisation Jamaat al Muslimeen in 1990,
which led to the rebels taking over the TV
and radio stations, looting in the capital
Port of Spain, and the deaths of 24 people.
For the first hundred pages, we see the

world through the eyes of Ashes, a rebel
in thrall to a charismatic leader and

inspired by his
brother’s death in
an earlier coup
— but who is out
of his depth.
(“Ashes had
never seen a gun
before. He held it
as he might hold a
teapot.”) He and his
comrades shoot their
way through to the debating
chamber, where they capture
members of the government, who they
accuse of corruption.
There are two women among the hosta-

ges. (“ThefemaleMPsshouldbe letgo,Ash-
es thought. They were having an effect on
the men.”) One of them, Aspasia Garland,
becomes our narrator for the second sec-
tion of the book, alternating with Ashes
thereafter. This moves the novel into a
more contemplative mode, as Aspasia
develops a form of Stockholm syndrome.
She feelsmaternal toward some of her cap-
tors, andknows that their leaderhas earned
their devotionbygiving themattention and
respect that they lack elsewhere in life.
This setup inevitably leads to explana-

tory dialogue between the ministers and

the rebels, some
uninspiring (we
learn that polit-
ical problems are
more complex
than they first
appear). But we
also see why poli-

tics can seem irrele-
vant to thosewith little

stake in society, and
there are interesting points

about the obedience that holds
together a community.
After the dramatic conclusion to the

coup, there is a coda set in 2013, which
seeks to impose closure on the story and
seems to violate the impressive messiness
of the earlier sections. But it doesn’t de-
tract from the force of House of Ashes, or
from its powerful account of the closeness
and connections between power and
rebellion. One character recalls how a
woman was shot in the street for being a
revolutionary, and her sister then became
a celebratedpolitician. “That is how things
work here in Sans Amen. You go in one
door, you leave by another.”

John Self

fear factor Terrified
civilians during a coup
attempt in Trinidad in 1990

Their Lips Talk of
Mischief
by Alan Warner
Faber & Faber, 370pp
£14.99 ** £12.99
ebook £9.99

Thei Li Talk
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Orfeo
by Richard Powers
Atlantic, 369pp, £8.99 * £8.54; ebook £3.99
Peter Els is an an avant-garde
composer who is now experimenting
with DNA composition; the story
begins with the death of his dog and a
911 call. The next day his home is
surrounded by Feds who suspect him
of bio-terrorism and Els is on the run.
A parallel time scheme delivers his
personal biography: his betrayal by his
first love, his choice of music over a
career in chemistry, the sacrifice of his
marriage to art. This tragic tale,
longlisted for the Man Booker, has an
intellectual base as fundamental as
DNA itself, but it is written, note for
note, with acerbic wit.
Andrew Billen

The Dogs of Littlefield
by Suzanne Berne
Penguin, 280pp, £8.99 * £8.54
ebook £8.50
Littlefield, Massachusetts, recently
voted one of the top ten places to live in
America: television fans will recognise
the suburban setting for this darkly
comic novel. We are back on Wisteria
Lane and the Housewives are still
Desperate. Dr Clarice Watkins, a
sociologist, has come to study what
makes Littlefield so contented but all
she finds is discontent. For the town is
divided and the faultline is dogs in the
local park — then some start being
poisoned. Fans of Anne Tyler and
Alison Lurie will enjoy this peek behind
the white picket fences. Paul Dunn

paperbacks
nonfiction
High Minds: The Victorians and the
Birth of Modern Britain
by Simon Heffer
Windmill Books, 876pp
£12.99 * £11.69; ebook £8.98
Intellectual wars raged all century.
There is the titanic battle between
John Stuart Mill and the secular
progressives against Carlyle and the
romantic reactionaries. There are
passionate disputes about democracy,
as it slowly grows in scope. There are
battles between churchmen. There
was Darwin turning millennia of
belief upside down. There are
revolutions in technology. All the
surging battles of Victoria’s long reign
are recounted with a war
correspondent’s immediacy in this
great, sweeping, confident book.
WilliamWaldegrave

Salinger
by David Shields and Shane Salerno
Simon & Schuster, 683pp
£9.99 * £9.49; ebook £6.99
JD Salinger went into seclusion in
1965 until his death 45 years later. But
courtesy of The Catcher in the Rye (65
million copies sold since its publication
in 1951), his work still speaks volumes to
the troubled adolescent in us all.
Literary biography proves interesting
only when the writer in question is a
morass of neuroses and paranoias; the
Salinger of this hefty tome ticked those
boxes — he fell out spectacularly with
with his wives, friends and only
daughter. The man was truly one of
the foremost cranks of his time.
Douglas Kennedy

fiction To order books at
discounted prices
call 0845 2712134 or
visit thetimes.co.uk/
bookshop
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crime

The Arsonist
by Sue Miller
Bloomsbury, 303pp
£16.99 ** £13.99
ebook £14.99
Frankie Rowley has come
home after 15 years in
Africa. Her parents have

retired to their summer house in the
small New Hampshire town of
Pomeroy. On her first night back, a
nearby house burns down — another
“summer” place. When two more
follow, the social divide in the town is
dangerously exposed. Meanwhile,
Frankie must find a direction for her
own life. She must accept the
increasing frailty of her parents; her
father, Alfie, is sliding into dementia —
his lapses are wonderfully and
disturbingly described. Frankie’s old
boyfriend, Adrian, is still in Pomeroy;
and she meets Bud, who owns the local
newspaper and is covering the
outbreak of arson. As we’ve come to
expect, Miller’s thoughtful, searching
prose fills in all the background details,
and her vivid characters are utterly
believable. Brilliant.

in short
The Matiushin Case
by Oleg Pavlov, trans by
Andrew Bromfield
And Other Stories, 256pp
£10 ** £9.50
Born in Moscow in 1970,
this celebrated Russian
writer lived through the

twilight of the Soviet Union. Pavlov’s
military service was spent as a prison
guard in Kazakhstan; he worked as
secretary to the great Solzhenitsyn,
and his writing is firmly in the grand
tradition of Tolstoy and Dostoevsky.
Matiushin is a nice young man with a
brutish father, Grigorii, and a thug of
an older brother. Grigorii wanted his
youngest boy to become an army
doctor, and is furious when Matiushin
is found to be physically unfit. The
“favourite” brother is a drunk and a
deserter, and when he is killed,
Matiushin is disturbed by how little he
cares: “Nothing stirred in his soul . . .
his soul was living its own life.” He later
joins the army himself, and the rest of
the novel is a brilliantly chilling
account of one conscript’s descent into
the hell of the Soviet army.

In the Approaches
by Nicola Barker
4th Estate, 497pp
£18.99 ** £15.99
ebook £12.79
This is one of those
novels where someone
saw something nasty in

the woodshed, but you don’t get to find
out what it was until your brains have
been scrambled by some tricksy
storytelling. We’re in the seaside
community of Pett Level in East
Sussex. Back in the early 1970s, a
strange family moved in — Bran
Cleary, controversial Irish artist, his
nutty wife Kalinda (who is half
Aboriginal) and their other-worldly
daughter, Orla. Years later a strange
individual, Franklin D Huff, turns up,
determined to get to the bottom of the
woodshed incident, which culminated
in Bran’s death. Is Huff too close to the
truth to see it? And why are the locals
so obstructive? You can only lie back
and allow yourself to be carried away
by Barker’s brilliant writing and her
extraordinary flights of imagination.

Kate Saunders
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D
onotexpect restraint fromLau-
ren Beukes. Broken Monsters is
a full-on attack on the reader,
requiring attention, fearless-
ness and unshockability. But

how brilliantly those attributes are re-
warded. This is a tremendous novel, full of
original characters, stunning dialogue and
a challenging use of cyber-language. A
body is found, cut in half, the missing
bottom bit replaced by half a deer. Detroit
DetectiveGabiVersado investigates.More
unpleasant killings follow. Versado’s diffi-
cult daughter andher friendplot to expose
an internet paedophile. A failed journalist
finds a repulsive path to fame. An
unsuccessful, obsessive artist discovers
new ways of creating art. I am, of course,
withholding details. And the sad, disinte-
grating city ofDetroit, a permanently dark
cloud sitting malignantly above the ap-
pallingbehaviour below, is asmucha char-
acteras thehumans in theplot.Everything
in the novel is exaggerated. But it works.
The killing fields of Cambodia provide

an unsettling evocative setting for KT
Medina’s impressive debut, White Croco-
dile. It’s a powerful, angrybook, affectedby
Medina’s personal experiences there, in a
previous job. Tess Hardy, feisty andmixed
up, hears of her ex-husband’s death, killed
by an unexploded bomb in suspicious cir-

Bad behaviour
in a broken city

cumstances. She joins his mine-clearing
charity, partly to work out her complicat-
ed emotions about him. There are more
explosions, conspiracies involving her
colleagues and the deaths of many young
Cambodian mothers. The mythical
white crocodile, a death-bringing beast, is
blamed. Tess seeks to prove otherwise.
The Weight of Blood, another excellent

debut, set in a small, remote town in the
Ozark mountains of Arkansas, could
hardly bemore different. Lucy, aged 17, has
lost thewomenmost important to her.Her
mother disappeared when she was a baby
and, more recently, her best friend is mur-
dered. In a sensitive yet naive narration,
Lucy tells of her life and of what she knows
about the two women. A second narrator,
her mother Lila, explains the circumstan-
cesofher leaving.Gradually the twostories
approach each other to reveal hidden se-
crets and clues.
The accusation against British critics is

that they’ve overlooked the talent ofGarry
Disher, a popular and prolific crime writer
who, his fellow Australians claim, ought to
be more highly regarded. On the evidence
of Bitter Wash Road, they have a strong

case. Paul Hirschhausen, labelled a whis-
tleblower, is demoted to be the only copper
in a tiny town. He is alone, disliked by the
people he has to serve and hated by the
corrupt police of neighbouring stations.
There arekillings andother criminal activ-
ities, which he tries to solve with almost
everyone against him. It’s all assembled
with great skill. Disher is a top-class writer.
For hisGlasgow trilogy,MalcolmMack-

ay accumulated praise and awards rarely
accorded to a new crime writer, all the
more astonishing for an author who has
rarely ventured into the city that he de-
scribeswith suchvigour.Canhekeep itup?
His fourth novel, The Night the Rich Men
Burned, says yes. Different characters and
more intricate storylines than the trilogy,
but recognisably the same terrain.Mackay
has created his own world of Glasgow
gangsterism, and within it two friends try
to set up an empire of debt collectors that
isnot to the likingof theexistingoperators.
There is much violence and many betray-
als. Mackay hasn’t reached new heights,
but the old heights are still very satisfying.

Marcel Berlins

plot lines Everything in
Lauren Beukes’s new
novel is exaggerated

Broken Monsters
by Lauren Beukes
HarperCollins, 517pp
£12.99 ** £11.69
ebbok £6.49

White Crocodile
by KT Medina
Faber, 376pp
£12.99 ** £11.69
ebook £6.99

The Weight of Blood
by Laura McHugh
Hutchinson, 302pp
£14.99 ** £12.99
ebook £7.48

Bitter Wash Road
by Garry Disher
Text Publishing, 325pp
£10.99 ** £10.49

The Night the Rich
Men Burned
by Malcolm Mackay
Mantle, 383pp
£16.99 ** £15.29
ebook £10.99

The Dog
by Joseph O’Neill
4th Estate, 241pp
£16.99 ** £13.99
ebook £11.39

Th Dog

Touring Dubai with Kafka
A

warning: if you have a holiday
booked to Dubai, or if you’ve
just agreed to a stint abroad in
the City of Gold, you might
want to give The Dog a miss. If

ever there wasn’t an advert for visiting
the UAE’s most populous city, it is this.
The Irish-born, American-based author’s
secondnovel to be longlisted for theBook-
er prize (the firstwasNetherland) is a satiri-
cal attack on our modern, soulless society
and he takes as his victim Dubai, circa
2007, and the expats living there.
At the heart of the novel is our thirty-

something anonymous narrator, a former
New York lawyer whose name is so
unutterably awful he goes by “X”. X is still
reeling from the break-up of his relation-
ship when he bumps into the son of the
wealthy Georges Batros, who offers our
narrator a seemingly easy job in Dubai as
the “Batros Family Officer, to keep an eye
on our holdings, trusts, investment port-
folios etc”. It’s a deal with the devil and,
naturally, he accepts. And so begins his de-
scent intoabizarreworld thatmoreclosely
resemblesMikhail Bulgakov’s Russia than

a corporate, cosmopolitan metropolis.
O’Neill has fun painting a mercilessly

absurd portrait of the city’s wealthy resi-
dents who live in this world of grey plazas
and grey pools, blue-grey-brown foot-
bridges, grey-brown breezeways and grey-
blue and silver-grey office buildings. The
financial crisis has hit — the luxury vehi-
cles of the ruined litter airport car parks
and signs point to places that have not and
will not be built— but there is little sign of
expat responsibility in Dubai.
Our narrator is like Woody Allen

trapped inside a Kafka novel. He is an ob-
sessive with a peculiar morality: he thinks
of the prostitutes he hires as “erotic con-
tractors” but tips themwell to compensate.
His stream-of-consciousness sentences
are amixof neurosis and legalisticmumbo
jumbowhere he sweats the small stuff and
misses the bigger picture. Take the way in
which he describes the experience of
trying for a baby with his ex-partner: they
“made the premeditated reproductive
effort” — it didn’t work out.
Meanwhile, his role as “Batros Family

Officer” becomes increasingly strange.

There is little contact with the Batroses
until, 90 pages in, X is summoned to meet
the head of the family on board a massive
yacht. In this surreal scene, Georges drops
his towel and sits naked while a “pharma-
cologistical young woman” (“Une lesbi-
enne”, Georges whispers) shampoos his
hair. “Gratuitous domestic nudity is preva-
lentamong the richand famousasakindof
veryauthoritative informality,”Xobserves.
The next minute, Georges has ordered
three youngmen to jumpoff the side of the
yacht, swim to shore, wrestle a goat, kill it
andbring it back.He thencutsup thegoat’s
liver and eats it raw with lemon juice. For
unknownreasons,Georges thendecides to
greenlighta$40millioncharitable founda-
tion in his family’s name, and hands over
the responsibility of it to our narrator.
This is no beach read: it is among the

more challenging of this year’s Booker
long-listers. O’Neill’s brilliant novel at first
bamboozles but, given the chance, it is one
of thewittiest critiquesofmodernmaterial-
istic life that you’ll read for a long while.

Fiona Wilson

soulless society The
expats of the City of Gold,
Dubai, are ripe for satire

MORNE VAN ZYL
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The plants that
hay fever sufferers
can enjoy

L
egions of gardeners suffer
from hay fever each year, and
there has been little respite for
them in the warm, dry wea-
ther this summer. The pollen
count has soared to record
highs — but there are some

thingswecando to shift theprospectof the
growing season from dread to delight.

Avoid conifers
Many trees — such as conifers — are
monoecious, meaning they have both
male and female parts on the same plant.
In spring, male cones on conifers release
huge amounts of pollen into the wind so
that this can be “caught” by sticky female
cones on the lower branches.

Stay away from trees with large blooms
Horse chestnuts, with their cones of flow-
ers, are also culprits when it comes to
spreading pollen. Steer clear of trees with
giant blooms. Trees with small blossoms,
such as Amelanchier, crab apple and other

fruit trees are often a safer bet. Crataegus
(hawthorn) is also worth considering.

Choose female dioecious plants
Some plants are dioecious: this means that
theywill producemale flowersononeplant
and female flowers on another. Holly or
skimmia, for example, are usually labelled
as “male” or “female” in garden centres.
Examples includeCotinus,Aucuba,Gledits-
ia, Salix (willow), and Taxus (yew). Rather
than avoid all dioecious plants, choose only
the femalevariety—thesewill notproduce
any pollen. Ilex aquifolium “Argentea
Marginata” and Ilex x altaclerensis “Golden
King” are both good choices.

Bin the grasses
Grass is a constant torment for hay fever
sufferers because it is wind pollinated. Go
for insect-pollinated plants instead. These
havemale and female reproductive organs
within the same flower, so the pollen is
not released into the air. Many insect-
pollinated perennials provide the same

movement and light texture as ornamen-
tal grasses. Try Gillenia trifoliata, Gaura
lindheimeri or Verbena bonariensis.

Avoid daisies
Despite being insect-pollinated, daisies
can be very irritating because their open
flowers expose the pollen to the outside
world. Avoid all daisy-shaped flowers,
especially asters. Plant geraniums instead
or even sedum.

Choose bell-shaped flowers
Spires or tubular flowers are an excellent
shape to look out for. Go for Penstemon,
Digitalis, Agastache, Baptisia or Heuchera ,
whose flowers all enclose the pollen
source. If bees and insectshave to crawl in-
to tiny spaces to reach the pollen, chances
are it will suit your garden. Lavender is an
excellent example, but should be avoided
if you are one of those rarer sufferers who
are sensitive to strong scents.

Look for doubles
If you do want to include somemore open
blooms in your garden, look for double
varieties.As plantswithdouble flowers are
missing most, or all, of their male anthers,
they will release very little pollen.

Include roses in your schemes
Roses produce heavy pollen which is less
likely to be spread by the wind. Choose
hybrids such as Rosa “Queen Elizabeth”
overwild rosesorRosa “BurgundyIce”and
Rose “Cécile Brunner” — rumoured to
produce no pollen at all.

Keep climbing plants off windows
Try to keep pollen outdoors by keeping
shrubs and climbing plants away from
windows. Try wearing a hat for gardening
and change out of your gardening scrubs
as soon as you come indoors.

Do chores when the pollen count is low
One of the best times to tend the garden is
on a cool, cloudy day, preferably after rain.
The pollen count tends to be highest in
the early evening, so get out into the
garden earlier in the day if you can.

Gardens can be torture in the summer
for people with hay fever — but they don’t
need to be. Alice Bowe shares her top tips
and her favourite low-allergen plants

The top 10 low-allergen plants

Skimmia japonica ‘Nymans’
Add well-rotted compost if planting
on dry soil. Shrub may benefit from a
light trim after flowering, to tidy it up,
but looks best when allowed to grow
in its natural shape to a spread of 2m.

Prunus ‘Shirofugen’
A small deciduous tree with white
flowers that fade to pink. Grow in
moderately fertile soil in full sun and
cut back dead, diseased or crossing
branches in summer.

Ilex aquifolium ‘Argentea Marginata’
Requires only the removal of dead and
diseased branches if growing to a
natural shape. Alternatively, can be
pruned back quite hard in summer to
form a hedge or more manicured shape.

Gillenia trifoliata
This perennial has fiery autumn
foliage and interesting winter seed
heads, so be patient and cut
back to the ground only when it
begins to look untidy.

Fuchsia ‘Riccartonii’
During the growing season, pinch
out the tips of the plant after six
sets of leaves to help to encourage
bushy growth. Cut the fuchsia right
back in early spring.

Penstemon ‘Raven’
Regularly dead-head the flowers to
promote new blooms during the
summer. Cut right back to the basal
foliage, however, once new shoots
appear in spring.

Tulipa ‘Angelique’
Plant in November in a sheltered spot
in fertile, well-drained soil. Protect
from excessive wet and try to screen
from strong winds. Double, pale-pink
flowers in late spring.

Rose ‘Cécile Brunner’
This rose is not self-clinging and will
need shoots tying into a trellis or
framework. Prune back by two thirds
in late autumn or winter, and remove
dead, diseased or crossing limbs.

Clematis ‘Jackmanii’
Jackmanii is a free-flowering,
deciduous climber. Cut back to a
strong set of buds, 20cm above the
ground in early spring, then mulch.
Flowers from early to late summer.

Geranium psilostemon
Remove old flowering stems and
leaves in later summer to tidy up
the plant. Geraniums also benefit
if congested colonies are divided
in spring.

TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER, CHRIS MCANDREW

Alice Bowe: “There are things we can do to change dread to delight”
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Travel

20 best places to stay in Umbria
From a 10th-century watchtower to a
Renaissance manor, Annabelle Thorpe
picks the region’s best hotels and villas

M
edieval hilltop towns,
vine-clad hills,
wine-fuelled lunches
in sleepy olive groves
. . . who doesn’t love
Tuscany? Probably
those who have

discovered Umbria, the neighbouring
province that easily matches its glitzier
sister for scenery, food and wine, but has
avoided the crowds and sky-high hotel
prices. Towns such as Assisi and Spoleto,
and picturesque Lake Trasimeno, may
pull in the visitors, but elsewhere is
unspoilt. There’s a whole swathe of
authentic Italy waiting to be discovered.

1 Locanda Palazzone,
Orvieto Terni
Just 15 minutes’ drive from Orvieto,
Palazzone is an imposing 14th-century

mansion that provides a crisply
minimalist counterpoint to the
lush hills and vineyards that
surround it. Heaven for
vinophiles, Palazzone produces
its own wine. and the
restaurant, while pricey, is
renowned for its fusion food
created by a Japanese chef. The
13 rooms are stylish and airy,
with fabulous views.
Details Doubles cost from £155,
room only (00 39 0763 393614,
locandapalazzone.it)

2 Borgo della Marmotta,
Spoleto
Italian village life of the 17th century is
reborn with lashings of 21st-century style
at Marmotta, where the stables,
granaries, mills and sheepfolds have
been converted into 20 luxurious rooms.

4 Relais Todini, Todi
Proof that Umbria can sometimes look
more Tuscan than Tuscany, this
beautiful relais has a commanding
hilltop position just outside Todi. The 12
rooms and suites are traditionally
furnished, there’s an elegant restaurant
where the food is complemented by
wines produced on the estate, and both
wine-tasting and cookery courses can be
arranged.
Details B&B doubles cost from £150
(00 39 075 887 521, relaistodini.it)

5 Palazzo Seneca, Norcia
From the outside, Seneca is a classic
Umbrian mansion, a stately stone
building in the pretty town of Norcia.
On the inside, things have a more
contemporary feel; the 24 rooms are
sleek and pared down, with neutral
decor, classic leather armchairs and
pristine exposed brickwork. There’s a
pleasing air of tasteful grandeur,
whether you’re sipping cocktails in the
sun-drenched lounge or dining at the
upscale Vespasia restaurant.
Details B&B doubles cost from £107 (00
800 200 00 02,relaischateaux.com) W

In the main house there’s a wonderfully
cosy lounge and lovely breakfast room
with beamed ceilings and intricate
stonework, while outside a vine-clad
pergola leads to the pool, and the
12,000 olive trees that surround
the property.

Details B&B doubles cost from £107
(00 39 0743 274137,
leterrediporeta.it)

3 Noci, Castello di
Reschio
Castello di Reschio is set
within a tucked away 2,700-acre
estate on the edge of Umbria
next to its border with Tuscany.
Noci is a converted 17th-century

farmhouse with three bedrooms
sleeping six: two bedrooms are in the

main house and another in a guest
annexe. There’s a pared-down style with
terracotta tiles, archways and
whitewashed walls. The pool is 18 metres
by 4 metres with great views across
rolling hills with olive grove and oak
woods. There is wifi and a maid service
in the mornings.
Details A week is £11,107 for six (0845
618 22 05, akvillas.com)

‘It’s as though I’ve joined the
Millionaire Travellers’ Club’
Tom Chesshyre takes a private jet to Istanbul
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Main picture: Noci,
Castello di Reschio (3).
Above: Relais Todini (4)
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6 Castello di
Montignano, near Todi
Elegance seeps out of the perfectly
restored stone walls at Montignano, a
spectacular 10th-century castle. In
spite of the size there are just 13 cool
white rooms, tastefully decked out with
restored vintage pieces and sharp bursts
of colour on rugs and fabrics. The Aqua
Degna spa is top-notch and evenings
kick off with local wine on the roof
terrace before sumptuous four-course
dinners.
Details B&B doubles are from £103
(i-escape.com)

7 Relais Casamassima,
Perugia
A real boutique retreat, Casamassima
has just three gorgeous suites, each
differently styled: if you’re looking for
romance choose Suite 2, with its fairylit
stone loggia. The food, as befits an
agriturismo, is wonderful: fruit,
vegetables, eggs, olive oil and wine are
all produced on the estate. Some of
Umbria’s most beautiful hilltop towns,
from Perugia to Orvieto, are an easy
drive away.
Details B&B doubles are from
£119 (00 39 075 589 9280,
casamassimarelais.com)

8 Casale di Preggio,
Preggio
A fantastic family house, Casale di
Preggio has a commanding hilltop
position with lovely views across the
Niccone valley. There’s the feel of a
much-loved home, with cheerful rugs
and fabrics set against beamed ceilings
and traditional tiled floors. Outside is a
long terrace and patio shaded by oak
trees — perfect for long lunches and
alfresco suppers — with a small orchard
and a pretty pool for lazing away the
days. The house sleeps eight in four
bedrooms.
Details A week for eight costs from
£1,095, excluding flights (01954 261431,
vintagetravel.co.uk)

9 Villa di Piazzano,
Cortona
Ideal for those wanting a side order of
Tuscany with their Umbrian stay,

Piazzano is right on the border, close to
the classically Tuscan town of Cortona.
A picture-perfect 15th-century hunting
manor, flanked by pristine gardens and
with its own cookery school and wine
cellar, it is elegantly cool with its chic
cream bedrooms and jazz and opera
evenings by the pool.
Details B&B doubles are from £151 (00
39 075 826 226, villadipiazzano.com)

10 Fattoria di Vibio,
Carbonesca
This beautifully renovated farm,
surrounded by olive trees and 170 acres

of farmland and woods, is a great option
for families. There are goats, sheep, pigs
and hens to befriend, a play area and a
sizeable pool. Dinners of wild boar and
home-made gnocchi contribute to the
Good Life feel and there are lovely walks
nearby.
Details B&B doubles cost from £76
(00 39 075 874 9607,
fattoriadivibioresortspa.com)

11 Ca’di Gatti,
Comunaglia
This is one of two villas offered by Real
Holidays in the picturesque hilltop

11
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hamlet of Comunaglia. Ca’di Gatti
sleeps four in two bedrooms and has
thick stone walls, tiled floors and
beamed ceilings. One of the bedrooms
has an en suite hot-tub and the other a
shower-room; both lead out on to a
terrace. The sister villa, named L’Olivo,
has three bedrooms and is in a similar
style. They each have their own eight
metre by three metre pool, and access to
a larger communal pool.
Details A week at Ca’di Gatti is from
£1,520 for four, and a week at L’Olivo is
from £2,320 for six (020 7359 3938,
realholidays.co.uk)

12 Le Silve, Assisi
It is a long and winding road to reach
Le Silve, but when you at last arrive at
the medieval farm, surrounded by the
lushly beautiful Monte Subasio Park
woods, it quickly becomes clear that the
drive has been worth it. The 19 rooms all
have exposed stone walls and rustic
comforts, while the restaurant plays to
the building’s medieval past through its
candlelit ambiance and hearty Umbrian
dishes.
Details B&B doubles are from £103
(00 39 075 801 9000, lesilve.it)

13 Relais Villa Monte
Solare, Montefalco
An affordable alternative to Tuscany’s
eyewateringly pricey health resorts,
Monte Solare is a former family estate
converted into a luxurious hotel and the
full-service Le Muse spa. Dip in for
pampering massages and the odd facial,
or arrange a week of treatments with the
on-site doctor. Rooms are traditional and
tasteful and the restaurant has a superb
wine list.
Details A week costs from £620pp
including flights (0843 7704815,
citalia.com)

14 Tenuta di Canonica,
near Todi
Right on the regional border between
Umbria and Tuscany, this is a medieval
watchtower that’s been converted into a
quirky, welcoming relais. The 13 rooms
have an upscale-rustic feel, there are 24
hectares of estate to ramble through,
and suppers on the shady terrace, with
views across the Tiber Valley, are a
highlight.
Details Doubles are from £142
(sawdays.co.uk)

15 Villa Metato,
Citta di Castello
A rather wonderful villa-B&B hybrid,
Metato is a spectacular renovation of a
simple stone building with its own small
pool. The owner, who lives next door, is
an ex-photographer for Vogue and it
shows: the interior design is bold and
confident without being overwhelming.
Breakfast is thrown in but there’s a
fully fitted kitchen and a barbeque.
Yoga classes, Pilates and massages can
be arranged and there are bikes to
borrow.
Details B&B doubles are from £194
(00 39 075 857 4373, villametato.com)

16 La Locanda del
Capitano, Montone
To really experience Umbrian life
there’s no better place to stay than in
one of the classic hilltop towns, and
Giancarlo — the aforementioned
Capitano — is the ideal host. The hotel
has just 12 rooms, spacious terraces and
a dining room where Giancarlo serves
food from the best local producers. He
also organises cookery classes, truffle
hunts and visits to local wineries.

Details B&B doubles are from £87
(00 39 075 93 06 521, ilcapitano.com)

17 Torre di Moravola,
Montone
The perfect choice if you’re craving
isolation, Moravola is the result of a
nine-year restoration project that has
brought sleek glass and travertine stone
to the innards of a 10th-century
watchtower. The seven bedrooms have a
slightly monastic feel, but the vibe is
warm, with yoga classes, “slow food”
suppers and a sunken seating area.
Details B&B doubles are from £194
(i-escape.com)

18 La Palazzetta del
Vescovo, Spineta
Vescovo feels like a home, and is run like
a house party that has the slick service
of an upscale hotel. All of this is down to
the effusive owners, Paola and Stefano.
Once an 18th-century retreat for the
bishops of Todi, the eight rooms are
country house-cosy rather than overly
grand, the infinity pool has spectacular
views and Paola’s four-course dinners are
things of Umbrian beauty.
Details B&B doubles are from £150
(00 39 075 874 5183,
lapalazzettadelvescovo.com)

19 Casale Orizzonte,
Lake Trasimeno
Orizzonte is a new-build, just six years
old with four bedrooms, but it has the
sturdy feel of a traditional Umbrian
house with the benefits of 21st-century
design — light, airy rooms and lots of
space. The garden surrounds a sizeable
pool, while the village of Piegaro is just
2km away.
Details From £1,800 per week for eight
(holidaylettings.co.uk, ref 113118)

20 Locanda del Gallo,
Gubbio
The stout brick buildings of Locanda del
Gallo have been watching over the
Umbrian hills for the past 800 years or
so, and the ten en-suite rooms keep the
historic feel with simple but comfortable
decor, and no TVs or 21st-century
technology. The gardens are idyllic and
the Moorish spa adds to the deliciously
sybaritic feel.
Details B&B doubles cost from £111
(0203 2866463, secretplaces.com)
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Luxury travel

Private jet to
Istanbul? It’s
cheaper than
you think
Holidays by private plane are now much
more affordable. Tom Chesshyre sets off
in style on a luxury city break to Turkey

R
yanair this is not. Over the
speaker system of our Air-
bus 319 private jet (parked
next to the hidden-away
Harrods Terminal at Stan-
sted, far from the bustle of
budget-airline passengers)

the captain begins his announcement. “I
trust you are sitting comfortably and have
a glass of something,” he says smoothly
before informing us of our flying time to
Istanbul and letting us know that lunch—
with three choices of main course — will
be served shortly.
Flight attendants are already distrib-

uting pre take-off smoked salmon and
caviar canapés as we recline in our
leather seats. There is plenty of leg
room: an Airbus 319 usually has about
140 seats, but our specially kitted out ver-
sion comes with just 48. We settle in and
toast our superior flying surroundings,
looking out across runways to a row of
easyJet and Monarch Airlines aircraft (a
little smugly, perhaps).
Welcometohowthesuper-rich travel—

my fellow passengers are a mix of entre-
preneurial millionaires, chief executives
and the generally very well-to-do. It’s a
WalterMitty-style experience on a private
jet chartered to fly on a 16-day luxury tour
of The Silk Road & Beyond. Only half of
the seats from Stansted to Istanbul are
taken by customers travelling for the full
tour. But a few of us are are just coming to

fill the empty berths and stay for a three-
day guided tour of Istanbul. Afterwards
we’ll be flying back in cattle class to
London, while the rest of the group will be
joined by others and continue onwards on
the Airbus 319 to China, Uzbekistan, Ar-

menia, Georgia andYalta. The 16-day tour
would come to £19,500, with all private jet
hops, five-star hotels, food and wine.
The upmarket tour operator Captain’s

Choice has begunoffering “taster tours” to
those who simply want to have a long but
luxurious weekend in Turkey’s biggest
city. It’s still not cheapbyanymeans, but at

less than £3,000, it’s a fraction of the total
price, and provides a highly unusual in-
sight into private jet travel and how the
other half lives.
And the answer to the latter is: it lives

very well indeed. After our jet, which re-
cently flewBruce Springsteen on tour, hits
cruising altitude, the cabin crew is swiftly
back in action.My caprese saladwithheir-
loom tomatoes, buffalo mozzarella and
pesto soon arrives, served on a tray with a
crisp white cloth, accompanied by artisan
bread, perfectly warmed. As a main, I opt
for the grilled sea bass with lemon,
roasted newpotatoes and steamed snow
peas. Delicious. I think back to my last
sandwich on an easyJet flight, elbows
tucked in amid a stag group on the way
to Prague. It feels like a long time ago.
A carefully selected New Zealand sau-

vignon blancmaterialises— as does Gary
Bartelings, our tour host. He is dapper in a
suit and tie, looking like a five-star hotel
manager. “This is just a taster tour; our
round-the-world trips are £35,000and last
21 days,” he says. “We take everyone from
pub landlords to hedge-fund managers to
captains of industry.” Then he goes to the
front of theplane to announce adraw to sit
in the cockpit as the plane lands. You don’t
get that on Monarch.
The three days in Istanbul pass in an

otherworldly manner, looked after by
Gary and a team of helpers as though we
are in a bubble away from the everyday

hassles of “regular” tourists. We visit the
Hagia Sofia one evening, and the ancient
church (now a museum) is specially
opened for us so we have the magnificent
Byzantine designs all to ourselves. We
receive the same exclusive treatment the
following night at the Basilica Cistern,
where we wander into the subterranean
Roman water-world all on our own —
somehow strings have been pulled to keep
everything open later than usual. In a cor-
ner of the cistern, canapés and fine wines
are laid on, accompanied by dancers and
traditional Turkish music.
It’s almost obscenely OTT, as though

we’re part of the entourage on a royal tour.
Other guests consist of millionaire

farmers from New Zealand, Channel Is-
land stockbrokers, the owners of a large
jazz clubchain, propertydevelopers . . . you
get the picture. One has brought a butler.
In between all the pampered sightseeing
there are plenty of chances tomingle. Best
tables at best restaurants are reserved. At
one, looking across the city’sminarets, I sit
next to David and Sandra, who run a Cali-
fornian bio-tech company and tellme that
this is their fourth private jet trip: “We’ve
also been to South Korea, the Antarctic,
China, Russia.” Nearby, Duncan and Jan,
involved in credit-rating in Melbourne,
are about to head off to Nambia on safari.
Champagne is usually close at hand.

Over a glass of bubbly at the Ritz-Carlton,
whereweare staying, an inventorof a film-

Above: Tom Chesshyre enjoys the high life. Right: the Blue Mosque. Below right: the
interior of the Hagia Sofia. Below: the luxury Airbus 319 operated by Captain’s Choice
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Tom Chesshyre was a guest of Captain’s
Choice (captainschoice.co.uk), which has
a four-day Highlights of Istanbul tour
with a private jet outbound, three nights
at the five-star Ciragan Palace
Kempinski, all excursions, meals, wine
and return flights on BA from £2,975pp
(guests can opt for easyJet flights). The
next trip departs on September 3.

Need to
know

Live like an A-lister without breaking the bank

Try the Queen Mary 2
A transatlantic cruise on Cunard’s iconic
ocean liner, where it’s still de rigueur to
change for dinner, is high on many
people’s travel wish list. It’s surprisingly
good value, too, from £949 for a
seven-night New York to Southampton
crossing from October 28-November 4
in a balcony room, including outward or
return transatlantic flight and all meals.
For a small slice of luxury, though —
and perhaps a first try at life on the
ocean wave — you can opt for a
two-night voyage from Southampton to
Hamburg, which costs from £299pp for
a balcony room from November 4-6,
including return airfare (0843 3742224,
cunard.co.uk).

Book a private jet . . . on the cheap
PrivateFly (01747 642777,
privatefly.com) is an online broker
that sells seats on private jets
run by more than 2,700
operators. Each week there
are “empty legs”, when jets
are flying to collect wealthy
clients but happen to have
no passengers during this
“transfer”. If you have a
group of six to a dozen or
so people and can fly at
the last minute — usually
empty legs are not known
until a week or even a
couple of days before flights
— you could go in a group of
eight between London and
Paris for as little as £1,100, or
£138pp. The usual rate for hiring
the plane would be £3,200. Prices
can work out as much as 75 per cent
off. See the “empty leg” section of the
PrivateFly website.

Day trip on the Belmond
British Pullman
A five-day journey from London on the
Belmond British Pullman, with its art
deco carriages dating from the Twenties
and Thirties (the brainchild of George
Mortimer Pullman), before crossing the
Channel to catch the Venice Simplon-
Orient Express to Venice, would set you
back from £2,595pp. But old train lovers
can sample travel from a bygone era by
taking a round day trip from London
Victoria, travelling into either Kent or

Surrey, departing at 11.45am and
returning at 4.40pm, for just £310pp.
This includes a five-course lunch with
champagne and a half bottle of wine per
person; the trips are available from
Planet Rail (01347 811810,
planetrail.co.uk).

On the Blue Train in South Africa
For another experience of old-fashioned
luxury train travel for a very good price,
there’s the chance to take the iconic
Blue Train across South Africa (01403
243619, ethosmarketing.co.uk). The
usual route is between Pretoria and
Cape Town at a price of £722pp, which

takes 27 hours. However, twice a year
the Blue Train, with its elegant lounges
and dining car, travels from Pretoria to
Durban. This is an overnight journey
lasting 19 hours, departing at 3pm and
arriving at 10am and costs just £353pp.
This includes all food and drink
(excluding French champagne and
caviar), and a suite with an en suite
shower room, with a private butler on
hand to take care of nightcap orders.
The next departure is on September 19.

processing technique is soon tellingme all
about how he booked a cruise to spend
NewYear’s Eve on theAntarctic peninsula
earlier in the year, and intends to visit
Everest next. It’s as though I’ve joined the
Millionaire Travellers’ Club.
Experts on ancient times are on hand

and give talks. PeterWard, a SilkRoad lec-
turer, tells us how difficult Marco Polo’s
crossing would have been, with tempera-
tures at minus 38C in winter. “A little dif-
ferent to our journey tomorrow,” he says:
the rest of the tour is heading off on the jet
to Kashgar in western China in the morn-
ing. It’s a distance of 3,943 kilometres, but
it’s peanuts to the private jet set.
We’re not off to Kashgar. We’re off to

Stansted, doing it low-cost airline style:
crisps andmaybe a can of lager. Theweek-
end breakers and I have tasted the “other
side” of travel and are flying back (easyJet
tickets £21.49). What a bargain — and
what a contrast, too.

Stay near the Taj Mahal
From May to the end of September it’s
the monsoon season in India, and the
price of hotels can drop by as much as
50 per cent. The rain, though, often
comes in bursts and it can be a
refreshing time to visit. The five-star
Oberoi Hotel group offers half-price
discounts at its stable of iconic
properties for stays of six nights or
more as part of its annual Oberoi Exotic
Summer Vacations sale (00800
12340101, oberoihotels.com). A double at
the Oberoi Amarvilas in Agra, pictured
below, with the best hotel views of the
Taj Mahal, is from £180 per room per
night B&B. Airport transfers are
included. British Airways (ba.com) has
returns to New Delhi in September from
about £650.

Try a Silversea taster cruise
All meals and drinks — including
cognacs in the Connoisseur’s Corner bar
— are included in a five-star, five-night
“taster” cruise offered by ultra-upmarket
Silvesea, from Limassol in Cyprus to
Rome, departing on October 21. This is
the halfway point of a longer cruise that
continues to Athens, but the price is
£950pp for five nights, compared with
£2,950pp for the full journey (0844
2510837, silversea.com). Silversea sells a
handful of such taster cruises each year
and has a growing following among
those who wish to live the high life on
the high seas without breaking the
bank. The Limassol-Rome trip is on the
Silver Wind and includes an interior
cabin with a personal butler who will
pack and unpack cases and stock your
mini bar with drinks of your choice
(all free). Gratuities are included in the
price. A cabin with a private veranda is
an extra £100pp. Flights are excluded
but come to about £100 on Skyscanner
(skyscanner.net). The reference is
Voyage 2433A.

Book a five-star hotel fit for
President Obama
From September 4-5 the first Nato
summit to be held in Britain
since 1990 will take place at
Celtic Manor near Newport in
Wales (01633 413000,
celtic-manor.com).World
leaders including President
Obama will descend on the
five-star hotel, which was
host to golf’s Ryder Cup in
2010 and regularly attracts
Welsh luminaries such as
Catherine Zeta-Jones and Tom

Jones. There are three golf
courses, a plush spa and six

restaurants. In the run-up to the
summit, though, double rooms

are available from £82 a night (usually
at least £150).

London’s Shard for £9
A ticket booked on the day you visit to
see London from the viewing platforms
at the top of the Shard will set adults
back £29.95 and children aged 4 to 15
£23.95. Instead, if you visit Gong, the
cocktail bar belonging to the swanky
Shangri-La hotel on level 52, you need
only pay the price of a glass of wine: £9.
This is only for visits from Monday to
Wednesday between 5pm, when the bar
opens, until it closes at 2am. A glass of
champagne is £16 (020 7234 8000,
shangri-la.com).
Tom Chesshyre

Silversea sells a handful of taster cruises each year: it has a growing following
among those who wish to travel in style on the high seas without breaking the bank
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Orient

It’s a long, hard
road to China’s
holy mountain
The journey to
Sichuan’s holy peak
proves a challenge
for Sean Thomas
— until he finally
checks into a
new luxury hotel

T
he guidebooks sounded so
promising. Come and see
the 71m high Leshan Giant
Buddha, they said, the tal-
lest pre-modern statue in
the world, carved in 713 AD
from the sandstone cliffs as

a giant magical talisman designed to calm
the surging Dadu river, which pours
through the mountains of China’s south-
west Sichuan province. Come to see the
very same statue belovedby the boozy and
bohemian poet Li Bai, the Shakespeare of
China,whoseTangDynastyversesare still
learnt by Chinese children.
What the guidebooks don’t mention,

though, is the smog. And the pollution.
And the enormous crowds. And the dead
cows floating downstream from the direc-
tion of the plastics factory. Moreover, as
we sip puer tea in the riverbank teahouses
of Leshan, I realise I can no longer
see the world’s biggest stone-
cut Buddha thanks to the
persistent drizzle. Our ir-
repressible Sichuanese
guide Betty says the
drizzle of Sichuan is
renowned for its “lin-
geringbeauty”, but I’m
not convinced.
In fact, I’m de-

pressed. But perhaps
things will improve when
we reach our ultimate des-
tination, Emei: China’s high-
est holy mountain, now opening
to tourists, with new luxury hotels and
soon a high-speed train, due to stop at
Emei later this year.
Hopping inthebus,webeginour journey.

En route, we’re scheduled to take in the
4,000-year-old city of Chengdu. I’m in-
trigued by this idea, partly because my
favourite alcoholic 8th-century versifier, Li
Bai, used to live in Chengdu himself (he
called it a “pleasure dome”), and partly
because, despite its incredible size (boom-
ingChengduhasapopulationof 14million)
it is said that it has preserved elements of
oldChina thathavedisappearedelsewhere.
At first glance, it’s disappointing.Cheng-

du’s outskirts are about as prepossessing

as, say, Manchester in 1840. I appear to
have come on holiday to the Industrial
Revolution. Slums, factories, drizzle, rust?
The locals even eat tripe.
As we get closer, though, the mood im-

proves: centralChengdu is odd, but exhila-
rating. It feels like a mix of, say, Miami in
the 1980s, surging Victorian London and
Tokyo in a stoner’s dream. Glassy sky-
scrapers rub shoulders above Zara and
Prada shops.
At the core of Chengdu is an ancient

park carved from land once owned by
Manchu warlords. Here, women shriek to
loud karaoke, elderly folk dance the cha-
cha-cha and specialist ear cleaners stroll
about the lawns and pavilions, banging
their enormous steel tongs todrumupcus-
tom. In one corner of the park jostling
parents put up placards, requesting mar-
riage partners for their children —
“Daughter has her own car; prospective
husband must not wear glasses.”
And everywhere there are lots of happy,

noisy, chattering familieseatingenormous
meals of dried tofu, beef patties, twice-
cooked pork, bean paste soup and any-
thing you could ever pickle (Sichuan cui-
sine is delicious, piquant, and occasionally
unnerving — be sure to try tea-smoked
duck, and the renowned peppery hotpot).
Next to the park is something equally

unexpected: streets of Ye Olde China that
are slightly fake, yet somehow effective.
They’re called the Wide and Narrow
Lanes — Kuan and Zhai Xiangzi — and
they are the last chunk of Chengdu’s
historic urban core. They were practically

renovated to death in 2011 (check
the Starbucks serving

frappuccino, in the sup-
posedly Ming Dynasty
teahouse) yet the
fervent, chattering
vivacity of the Sich-
uanese saves them
from terminal Dis-
neyishness.
From 9am to the

wee small hours effer-
vescent crowds amble

down the lanes, stepping
in and out of the winsome

wooden shopfronts, eating
snacks dished up from stalls and hatches,

such as dan dan mian (noodles with deli-
ciously spicymeat sauce) andcardiologist-
worrying doughnuts, dunked in brown
sugar, and known as san da pao.
Aswediscover, though,Chengdu is at its

best after dark, when the modern neon
shines and all the red lanterns light up.
Oneof themost vivaciousnightlife areas is
Wangjiang Street, the riverside Soho of
Chengdu, which we trawl for several
happy hours. As Li Bai himself said: “Bells
and drums and feasts and jade are all
esteemed in vain, just let me be forever
drunk and never be sober again.”
And, indeed, the drinking doesn’t stop.

As we make our mazy way to the sacred
mountain, it seems that everyone in Sich-
uan wants to buy us crates of beer, or car-
tons of cigarettes, or platters of chicken
feet: just for beingwestern—and for com-
ing to their part of Deep China.
First we stop by the main street of Emei

village for an anarchic outdoor dinner,
where grinning local toddlers guzzle lager
andaone-handedchef insistswe tryducks’
tongues (watch out for the cartilage). Then
we check into the new luxury Anantara
hotel, down at the foot of the mountain.
The hotel is so new that the spa is yet to
open, the showers can’t quite manage hot
water, andmypersonalhot tub isapparent-
ly inhabited by a lizard. Betty reassures us
that these are teething problems even as
she insists we go to the market.
“Why?”
“You’ll see. It’s quite . . . special.”
She’s right. Emei market is crowded,

pungent, noisy, wildly authentic and over-
flowing with life and food and liquor. As I
gaze at the gnarliermarket traders, I think
how China — and therefore the world —
is changing around me, right here,
right now. Some of these peasant traders,
chopping carp and defeathering hens,
must remember China’s Great Famine,
when 30 million died and it was said
that ChairmanMao was the only well-fed
person in the country. Now there are
five-star hotels down the road: symbols of
the new superpower’s ascent.

The next morning, we make a real
ascent — up the holy summit of Emei.
Quickly the landscape turns green, and
forested, and refreshing. The smog is long
gone. The air is scented. From the swaying
cable car I gaze out over pines and steep
rocky slopes, tinselled with silvery cata-
racts, that descend to vivid green paddy
fields. Here is the lovely, willow-pattern
world immortalised by the Tang poets.
Deposited by the cable car we pace

round rocky corners, past troops of thiev-
ing monkeys kept in check by catapult-
wielding guards. Then, at the very top, a
wide esplanade opens out — and the sun
glitters on a huge golden statue of
Buddhist deities. It’s an epic piece of land-
scaping. Bells toll in the painted wooden
monastery of Hongchunping; joss sticks
trail wisps of jasmined smoke from the ter-
races of theQingyin Pavilion.Monks float
by in magenta cloaks.
After all that dreariness, I start to fall for

Emei and Sichuan. OK, it’s not a tropical
paradise, but if you travel to see the intoxi-
cating and the new and the marvellously
different, then this is it, this place to which
communist Chinese families do 500-mile
pilgrimages to pray in 1,500-year-old tem-
ples high above 4,000-year-old cities
where capitalism has yanked half a billion
people from poverty. A place where the
rising Chinese and sceptical Westerners
gazeat eachother and then sharea crateof
beer. Li Bai would definitely approve.

Sean Thomas was a guest
of British Airways
(ba.com), which flies
direct to Chengdu from
£740pp, and of Anantara
Emei Resort & Spa
(anantara.com), which
has rooms from £141 a
night, B&B. He also
stayed at the Shangri-La
Hotel (shangri-la.com) in
Chengdu, from £151 a
night, room only.
Both group and

tailor-made holidays can
be arranged through
Wendy Wu Tours
(0844 2885396, wendy-
wutours.co.uk).

Need to
know

The Leshan
Giant Buddha in
Sichuan province

ARIEL STEINER

The Anantara
Emei hotel
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A weekend
in. . . Ljubljana, Slovenia

I
blame the stag parties. Some 15
years ago they moved in, scattering
the tourists ahead of them, forcing
them off on an almost-desperate
search for a legend — one called
“the new Prague”. Every European
city with a smattering of churches

and a clutch of fine architecture was
touted as the Czech capital’s replacement
— and Ljubljana was on the front line.
However, this was unfair. Because

Ljubljana is not “the new Prague”, it has
a charm that is all its own. In the heart
of Slovenia, mid-way between the Alps
and the Adriatic, it has long enticed
those in the know with its chocolate box
of architectural delights and
smorgasbord of European cuisines.
My introduction was a river cruise

with Barka Ljubljanica. We drifted up the
Ljubljanica river from the Old Town as
my guide pointed out baroque churches,
secessionist bridges and Habsburg
mansions. At Spica the river splits,
looping back around on itself to make
the Old Town an island, and here we
turned too, making our way back
through the city to Dragon Bridge.
This chunky art nouveau bridge dates

from 1901 and is presided over by copper
dragons — said to wag their tails when a
virgin crosses the river — but it is by no
means Ljubljana’s most impressive river
crossing.
That honour must surely go to

the Triple Bridge, a beautiful piece of
architecture designed principally by the
city’s own Jože Plecnik and featuring
Renaissance balustrades inspired by the
steep arched bridges of Venice and rows
of twinkling lamps that lend a magical
air at night.
Plecnik remodelled Ljubljana in the

1920s with people in mind, opening up
squares and promenades and adding
those extra two spans to the Triple
Bridge to keep cars from people and
make accessing the Old Town safer on
two feet. His ideal has been continued
and today the bridge sits at the centre of
a large pedestrianised zone. For this we
have the present mayor, Zoran Jankovic,
to thank — and I am profoundly grateful
as I wander unfettered by traffic,
pausing mid-street to take photographs
and sitting at pavement cafés to watch

their lines of soil pointing towards the
city and its castle. Rarely have I seen
such extensive horticulture so close to
a capital city.
This is the real joy of Ljubljana.

Within minutes you can be away from
the bustle and surrounded by greenery,
meandering through Tivoli Park (its
main promenade also laid out by
Plecnik) or hiking up the slopes of
Smarna Gora. At the summit of this
isolated 669m peak I look out over the
rolling, jade-green fields of the Ljubljana
basin towards the Julian Alps and find
the city almost lost in greenery — no

wonder it has just been named European
Green Capital for 2016.
Back in the city, I end my weekend as

it began — on the river. Thanks to
Plecnik, the Ljubljanica’s banks are
pleasantly strollable, its bridges like
floating public squares, and there are
numerous cafés and restaurants taking
full advantage of the leafy setting.
So have I found “the new Prague?”

Well, since Ljubljana-born Plecnik also
revamped Prague Castle, perhaps
Ljubljana is in fact the original. Just
don’t tell those stag parties.
Helen Ochyra

the world walk by over a bela kava
(white coffee).
My favourite spot is Cacao, where I sit

on the terrace opposite the soaring pink
and green spires of St Nicholas’s
Cathedral to gorge on chocolate ice
cream. In front of me is the willow-
fringed river, behind it the Old Town’s
tangled cobbled streets leading up
Castle Hill.
Ljubljana Castle is a 30-minute walk

uphill, or a three-minute funicular ride.
In the day’s heat (summer temperatures
frequently top 30C) there is no contest
and I buy my funicular ticket with some
relief. This steep inclined railway was
installed in 2006 but its genesis was
more than 100 years ago, when mayor
Ivan Hribar wrote: “The castle would
have many visitors, particularly on
summer evenings, since the view is
charmingly beautiful.”
He wasn’t wrong. I spent a happy hour

strolling around the castle’s outer walls,
watching the sky darken over the city
below me. It all felt pleasantly far away
and the numerous entwined couples
sitting gazing out at the Old Town were
surely romanced by its ornate pastel
façades, stately red-tiled roofs and
gilded spires, all fairy-lit and leading
outwards to the dark brooding mass of
the Alps beyond.
I could have stayed longer, but my

stomach had other plans — it had a date
with a horse. Horsemeat is a Slovenian
staple and widely available on Ljubljanan
menus. I try it at Spajza, a traditional
restaurant where the colt steak
(zrebickovzrezek) comes with shavings
of black truffle. I am thankful for the
truffle’s strong aroma, which disguises
the meat’s rich, almost sweet, flavour,
not to mention the superb Slovenian
wine, a barrel-aged merlot from
Goriska Brda that I could merrily quaff
a bottle of.
Wine and food are taken seriously

in Ljubljana and I begin the following
morning at the Central Market
colonnade (another eye-pleasing yet
functional Plecnik creation), browsing
the colourful stalls of berries and herbs.
Much of the produce on display here is
grown in Krakovo and on a walk out to
this suburb I find neat vegetable plots,

GETTY IMAGES

How to get there
Fly with Wizz Air
(wizzair.com) from Luton
or with easyJet
(easyjet.com) from
Stansted from £45 return.
Where to eat
The rooftop patio of the
Gostilna As restaurant.
Order home-made pasta
or fresh Adriatic fish,
cooked on the grill, and
wash it down with
Slovenian malvazija. Main
dishes are about €20.

Need to
know

The budget hotel The luxury hotel

For a quirky place to sleep, book a cell
at Celica, a former military prison that
has been revamped by local artists and
now offers rooms from en suites to
dorms. There is even a cell converted
into a prayer room with niches for the
five major world religions. Cells cost
from €50 with shared bathroom,
en-suite rooms from €63 for two
(00386 1 230 9700, hostelcelica.com).

Vander Urbani Resort is a sleek design
hotel in an unbeatable location, just
back from the river in Ljubljana’s Old
Town. Crafted from four old town
houses, the hotel has been intricately
redesigned with a contemporary feel.
Rooms are small but chic and there’s
a rooftop terrace with a plunge pool.
Doubles start at €150 (00386 1 200
9000, vanderhotel.com/eng).
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Games
Samurai Sudoku No 416 — Medium
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Yesterday’s solutions
Su Doku No 6745

Killer No 3861

The Listener solution
No 4304

Sudoku No 6750 - Fiendish Killler No 3862 - Deadly (56min)

Our five-grid Su Doku will test your powers of logic and
elimination — against the clock.
Fill the grid so that every column, every row and every 3x3 box

contains the digits 1 to 9. Where the puzzles overlap, the rows and
columns do not go beyond their usual length but the interlocking
boxes give you more clues — and more complexity!
Remember — don’t try to solve each Su Doku grid in turn, the

puzzle has to be tackled as a whole.

Stuck?
Call 0901 322 5005 to receive four
clues for any of today’s puzzles.
Calls cost 77p from BT landlines.

Time to solve

32 min

Stuck on Su Doku or Killer
Call 0901 322 5005 to receive four clues for any of today’s
puzzles. Calls cost 77p from BT landlines.

Su Doku/Killer ©Puzzler Media
Puzzle content © 2008 Gakken Co. Ltd.

Follow standard Su Doku rules,
but digits within the cells joined
by dotted lines should add up to
the printed top left-hand figure.
Within each dotted-line “shape”,
a digit CANNOT be repeated.

For solutions to SuDoku&Killer seeMonday’s newspaper

Solution to last week’s Samurai Sudoku

Warning! by Ozzie
Answers to clues with letters replaced by
gaps were initially entered with one or two
gaps. The replaced letters spelt out the
warning “mind the gap”, which then filled
the gaps in the grid (THE GAP being
located between CARRIAGE and
PLATFORM). Clearing the barred-off cells
6 and 42 formed new gaps. More details at
listenercrossword.com

The winners are PH Watkin of Beddgelert,
Gwynedd, Don & Jenny Cox of Heswall,
Wirral, and CH Price of Moddershall,
Staffordshire.





Grandmaster Michael Adams,
four-times British champion
and for many years Britain’s
leading player, turned in an
excellent performance in the
Tromsø Olympiad which con-
cluded two days ago. Repre-
senting England on board one
Adams faced opposition which
included Lev Aronian, Le
Quang Liem and Arkady Naid-
itsch. Naiditsch’s win against
world champion Magnus Carl-
sen will be published on Mon-
day. The game which follows
was Adams’ most typical and
most impressive performance
from the Olympiad. against an
opponent who at one time
reached the final of the World
Championship qualifier. White’s
arachnid strategy spins a subtle
web which accumulates small
advantages until the black de-
fences are finally overwhelmed.

White: Michael Adams
Black: Alexei Shirov
Tromsø Olympiad 2014
Sicilian Defence

1 e4 c5 2 Nf3 Nc6 3 Bb5
A perfectly valid alternative

to the standard 3 d4. Interest-
ingly, it was favoured by Nim-
zowitsch about whom several
books have recently been pub-
lished including Nimzowitsch:
Move by Move by Steve Gid-
dins (Everyman Chess). Nim-
zowitsch-Gilg, Kecskemet saw
3 ... Qc7 here. Another exam-
ple was Nimzowitsch-Stoltz,
Stockholm 1934 where 3 ... g6
4 c3 Bg7 5 0-0 Qb6 6 Na3 was
played.
3 ... e6 4 0-0 Nge7 5 c3 a6 6
Ba4 b5 7 Bc2 Bb7 8 Re1 c4

The point of this move is to
prevent White from creating a
powerful pawn centre with d4.
From now on the en passant
capture ... cxd3 will always
disturb White’s intentions of
controlling the middle ground.
9 a4 Ng6 10 d4 cxd3 11 Qxd3
b4 12 Nbd2 a5

An innovation. 12 ... Nge5
was seen in the game Matin-
ian-Guseinov, Moscow 2013.
13 Nc4 Ba6 14 Nd6+ Bxd6 15
Qxd6

The first small advantage is
achieved. White has gained the
bishop pair.
15 ... Qb8 16 Qc5 Nge5 17
Nxe5 Nxe5 18 cxb4 d6 19 Qc3
axb4 20 Qg3 0-0 21 Bh6 Ng6
________
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22 Bd2
The hallmark of this fine

strategic performance by Brit-
ain’s number one is the way
that he combines probing
threats on both flanks simulta-
neously. At one moment Ad-
ams is menacing Black’s weak
pawn on b4, the next he is

creating far distance designs
against Black's king on the
opposite wing.
22 ... Rc8 23 Rac1 Qb6 24
Qb3 Rab8 25 Bb1 Ne5 26
Rxc8+ Bxc8 27 Rc1 Bd7 28
Qd1 Qd4 29 b3 Rc8 30 Be3
Rxc1 31 Qxc1 Qa1 32 h3 Nc6
33 Kh2 e5 34 Qd1

Even stronger is 34 Qd2
Nd4 35 Qxb4 or 34 Qd2 Qxb1
35 Qxd6 Be8 36 Bc5.
34 ... Nd4 35 Bxd4 exd4 36 e5

This was the point behind
White’s decision to place his
queen on d1 rather than d2.
Suddenly White intends the
murderous disclosure Bxh7+.
36 ... Qc3 37 exd6 Qc5 38
Qd3 Qxd6+

Natural but more resilient is
38 ... g6.
39 Qg3 Qb6 40 a5

Consummating the theme
of play on both wings. White
now reaches an endgame
where his outside passed pawn
proves decisive.
40 ... Qa7 41 Qd6 g6 42 Qb6
Qxb6 43 axb6 Bc6 44 Bd3
Bb7 45 Kg3 Kf8 46 Kf4 f5 47
g3 Ke7 48 Ke5 Bf3 49 Ba6
Kd7 50 Bb5+ Kc8 51 Kxd4 g5
52 Bd3 Black resigns

Winning move
Black to play. This position is
from Le Quang Liem-Adams,
Tromsø Olympiad 2014. Can
you spot Black’s winning tactic?
________
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The first correct entry drawn
on Thursday will win a copy of
The Collins English Dictionary
& Thesaurus, also available
from The Times Bookshop on
0845 271 2134. The two run-
ners-up will receive a book
prize. Answers on a postcard
to: Winning Move, The Times,
1 London Bridge Street, Lon-
don, SE1 9GF, or email to:
winningmove@thetimes.co.uk.
The answer will be published
next Saturday.

Solution to last week’s puzzle:
1 Qxf6+! leads to a decisive
gain of material after 1 ... Kxf6
2 Bg4+.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

There’s been a flurry of
Scrabble coverage in the
media following news of an
update to the official Scrabble
wordlist. No doubt many of
you would have read the
various takes on this story.
What might have been
misunderstood by some is that
this update was just for the
North American OSPD (the
Official Scrabble Players
Dictionary). The rest of the
world plays to a global
authority published by Collins
(CSW: Collins Scrabble
Wordlist). CSW can claim to
be global because it also
embraces the whole of OSPD.
So while, for the moment, new
OSPD words such as QAJAQ,
QUINZHEE and COQUI will
soon be valid in North
America, they are also all due
to be included in the next
CSW update in 2015.

Of course, exciting-looking
Q words aren’t necessarily
very useful. QAJAQ needs a
blank, and if you had the right
letters you could well score
more wisely with the J and Q
separately. COQUI looks to
be the most useful of those
mentioned, being more likely
to occur in natural play, while
QUINZHEE can claim to be
the second highest-scoring
theoretical nine-timer bonus
(401 points) — can you think
of the eight that takes the top
spot, scoring 419?

The wordlist anomaly is not
helped by Scrabble having two
owners: Hasbro in North
America and Mattel covering
everywhere else. Nevertheless,
there is now a groundswell of
CSW players in North
America, especially those who
also play at international
events. Their national
championship now has a
separate CSW division
alongside the main event.

Indeed, there were several
overseas players in the CSW
division at this year’s nationals
in Buffalo, including UK’s
Nuala O’Rourke. Her game
against Australian Paul
Richards is shown at the
midway point below. CSW
words on the board that would
be disallowed in OSPD are:
AREADING, GREX, HIYA,
LUV, OI, PO, POUKING, TE.

In this game O’Rourke is
behind by 90 after Richards’
AREADING nine-timer, and
her opening of GREX has just
been blocked by his LUV.
Nevertheless, she has two
sevens on her rack, but what
would you play? See solutions
for O’Rourke’s choice.

AEEIRST
Definitions
COQUI tiny Puerto Rico frog
GREX related group of

hybrid plants
QAJAQ kayak (Inuit spelling)
QUINZHEE a snow shelter

Letter
values
1 point:

AEIOU

LNRST
2 points:

DG
3 points:

BCMP
4 points:

FHVWY

K = 5

JX = 8

QZ = 10

Collins Scrabble Words is the word authority used.
Word positions use the grid reference plus (a)cross or (d)own.

SCRABBLE® is a registered trademark of J. W. Spear & Sons Ltd ©Mattel 2014

3W2L 3L 2Wdouble letter
square (dl)

double word
square (dw)

triple letter
square (tl)

triple word
square (tw)
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Chess Raymond Keene Twitter: @times_chessScrabble ® Allan SimmonsWin a Collins English Dictionary
For your chance to win, call
0901 292 5274 (ROI 1516 500 509) and
leave your answer (the 3 numbers in the
pink cells) and details or text the 3
numbers to TIMES followed by a space
and then your answer and your contact
details to 83080 (ROI 57601) by midnight
tonight. You can leave your answer
numbers in any order.
6Winners will receive a Collins English
Dictionary & Thesaurus

Calls cost £1.02 from BT landlines (ROI € 1.50).
Other networks and mobiles will cost more.
Texts cost £1 (ROI € 1.50) plus your standard
network charge. Winners will be picked at
random from all correct answers received. One
draw per week. Lines close at midnight tonight.
If you call or text after this time you will not be
entered but will still be charged. Terms and
conditions thetimes.co.uk/sudoku-comp. SP:
Spoke, W1B 2AG. 0333 202 3390 / 01437 8815
(Mon-Fri 9am-5.30pm).

Fill the grid so that every
column, every row and every
3x2 box contains the digits 1 to 6.
Developed by Sudoku Syndication

Solution to Cryptic
Jumbo 1103
The winner is
Mrs Rose Rose of
Blyth Bridge,
West Linton

O V E R T H E O D D S S I S T E R S P I V

P X O M I T H I X V U I

T I E C L I P A B R E A S T P L I A B L E

I C E I S E C O E T L T

C O U N T E R A T T A C K N A R R A T I O N

A T I E M O T M C A

L O O S E C O M P L A C E N T D I R H A M

R M A A I A E C N O

D R I V A B L E I N F R A S T R U C T U R E

E A N F P E E H O S N

V O L C A N O U N D E R P A S S T E E T H

E T R B N S R A

L E A S E M A L F O R M E D E D I T I O N

O C U I W I S X V N C

P A R T I A L E C L I P S E K A M I K A Z E

I D A S N S E M A T

M A M M O N I P A G L I A C C I L O T U S

A O L S I S L N E A

C O N T A I N E R I N S P I R A T I O N A L

A I T E I N I P T N T I

D I O C E S E T R U M P E T I N C L I N E

A U R Z E S P I O U V N

M A S H M E D D L E I N C O N G R U E N T

Solution to Quick
Jumbo 1103
The winner is
Roger Sherman of
Richmond, Surrey

Solution to Friday’s Codeword
S T I F F N T O P I C
T R L A U G H A R
O I K U C U D U O
I E X P L O D E C
C U T S E N O O K

N Q A I M J K
L I Q U O R A R O M A S

T I C R Y Y P
T S A R E E P I C
H E V O L V E D R
U S E O O W S E A
M R I N A N E P Z
B R A N D D S H A M E

Word Watching:
Stevengraph (b) an image
woven in silk colours from
T Stevens, 19th century
weaver. Flageolet (b) a high-
pitched recorder, from Old
French. Hatchel (a) same as
hackle, from OE hacele.
Whatnot (a) from what + not
Polygon abort, barm, boar,
boart, boor, bora, bort, brat,
broo, broom, mart, moor,
mort, motor, motorboat,

Polygon Roger Phillips

Using the given letters no more than
once, make as many words as possible of
four or more letters, always including
the central letter. Capitalised words,
plurals, conjugated verbs (past tense
etc), adverbs ending in LY, comparatives
and superlatives are disallowed.
How you rate: 10 words average; 14,
good; 22, very good; 31, excellent.
Answers to Friday’s Polygon are to the
left. Today’s answers are printed in
Monday’s newspaper

The winner is Phil Newstead of
Letchworth, Herts

roam, robot, room, root, rota,
tabor, taro, tarot, tart, tort,
tram, trot. Two Brains
1 Lima (Peru) and Mali.
2 Bogota (Colombia) and
Tobago. Scrabble QUIZzIFY
(eg, at A1a) with a blank as
one of the Zs would score
(41x9)+50 = 419. Main board:
O’Rourke could have played
the bonus words AERIEST or
SERIATE in several spots (eg
M7a or down column 2), but
she spotted the brilliant
ELUVIATE (to shift debris in
soil by acrion of rainwater)
H15d (114) putting her into the
lead and enabling her also to
keep the S. Literary quiz
1 Little Women 2 The Little
Friend by Donna Tartt 3 The
Little Stranger by Sarah
Waters 4 Little by Little

A T F U L L B L A S T F I C K L E D R A B
P I A O L O R O E G A E
P U R I T A N L O B W O R M G L A D D E N
O S E E I E Z P U I I Z
I N T E R I O R A N G L E R O M A N N O S E
N F F N I E E S A N
T R O O P C O C O N U T S H Y G A U C H E

O U O E W A E D I T
D E T H R O N E D I A M O N D W E D D I N G
Y E S T A T E S I V I
N U R T U R E C O H O S T I N G S P E L L
A E N H B H Q B
M A J O R T H I R D R A I L T R U N D L E
I E I L R G E E A E R
C O L D S H O U L D E R E D D I P L O M A T

L Q N E A N S S O O
D R Y R U N E S C R I T O I R E R I G I D
I B A T T O D N R E
P L A I N T I V E H O R S E S H O E B A T S
I B D D N O A S O X P I
N A I V E L Y D I U R N A L W H I T H E R
T E R U O S G I E L I E
O U S T S P O N G E E X P E R I E N C E D

Puzzles
online
For more
of your
favourite
puzzles and
crosswords
go to
thetimes.co.uk/puzzles
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The Times Crossword is on the back page

Codeword No 2165

L

L

A

A

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

20 12 1 3 13 1

13 26 18 26 17 11 2 24 26 14 24 17

17 21 22 5 15 13

26 15 24 19 9 16 24 17 6 9 9 23

26 2 15 3 10

17 24 3 2 16 24 2 14 3 9 2

17 24 26 20

25 21 13 21 19 4 26 15 14 24 19

8 14 25 26 2

1 21 17 2 11 21 17 19 6 21 2 14

1 24 7 19 9 21

14 3 15 15 26 24 24 18 20 21 2 19

14 15 19 17 11 14

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Numbers are substituted for letters in the crossword grid. Below the grid is the
key with some letters solved. Completing the first word or phrase will give clues
to more letters. Enter them in the key and main grid and check the letters on
the alphabet list as you complete them. Yesterday’s solution on page 53
Stuck on Codeword? To receive 4 random clues call 0901 322 5000 or text
TIMESCODE to 85088. Calls cost 77p from BT landlines plus network extras. Texts
cost £1 plus your standard network charge. For the full solution call 0907 181 1055.
Calls cost 77ppm from BT landlines. Other networks and mobiles may vary. SP: Spoke,
W1B 2AG, 0333 202 3390 / 01437 8815 (Mon-Fri 9am-5.30pm).

Quick Crossword No 6481

Across
1 (Bear the) chief impact (5)
4 Sword fighter (6)
8 Crested parrot (8)
9 Unspeaking (4)
10 Distant (3)
11 Hunting dog (8)
14 Crease again (6)
16 High-protein pulse (6)
18 Fish; stagger clumsily (8)

20 Pull along (3)
21 Japanese mountain (4)
22 Diego —, Argentinian

footballer (8)
23 Wall painting (6)
24 Silly person (5)

Down
1 Rebound adversely (on the
originator) (8)

2 Inviting mishap (9)
3 Inclined to cry (7)
5 Of a period in history (7)
6 Wales in Welsh (5)
7 Assigned a value to (5)
12 Out (3,2,4)
13 Flaming paint remover (8)
15 Full of energy (7)
17 Amelia —, first woman to

fly the Atlantic (7)
18 Mistake; soft fibres (5)
19 Suspended; chilled (2,3)

Solution to Crossword 6480

1 2 3 4 5 76

8 9

10 11 12

13

14 15 16 17

18 19 20

21 22

23 24

S A I L O R P A R E
C H N L N V
E P I D E M I C P E R E
N F X V S R N
S E T T R E M U L O U S
U R R P I
S A P P E R S P A D I X

A M C L R
T E R M I N A T E V I A
O T S L M I T
P A I R L I B E R A C E
U T C N N D
P E A R F O E T I D

Need help with today’s puzzle? Call 0906 757 7188 to check the answers. For help with
possible words to fit a specific clue text TIMESCROSS followed by a space and the
letters that you know, replacing the unknown letters with full stops, to 85088 to receive
a list, eg, TIMESCROSS P.P..R to 85088. Calls cost 77ppm from BT landlines. Other
networks and mobiles may vary. Texts cost £1 plus your standard network charge. SP:
Spoke, W1B 2AG, 0333 202 3390 (Mon-Fri 9am-5.30pm).

The Listener Crossword No 4307 Spiral of Salami andWalnuts by Wan
Senders of the first three
correct entries drawn will
each receive a copy of
Brewer’s Dictionary of Phrase
and Fable. Write your name
and contact details in the
space provided and send to:
Listener Crossword No 4307,
63 Green Lane, St Albans,
Hertfordshire AL3 6HE, to
arrive byAugust 28.

Solution to Listener Crossword
No 4304 on page 52

listenercrossword.com

More information about
Chambers books can be found
at chambers.co.uk

BridgeAndrewRobson
Some elements of Bridge are
very different to Poker: it’s a
partnership game of coopera-
tion for a start. But other ele-
ments see close similarities:
leading your opponents down
a garden path, by pretending
you have more when you have
less; or pretending you have
less when you have more.
I loved this less-with-more

swindle by Norway’s Boye
Brogeland from the Australian
National Open Teams:

Not wishing to lead from an
ace, nor a singleton trump (for
fear of picking up partner’s
putative ♥Qxx), all Wests led a
diamond [whether a high-for-
hate ♦9, a second-top-of-
rubbish ♦6, or a third-and-
fifth ♦3]. Declarer won
dummy’s ace (East encourag-
ing), cashed a top trump from
dummy and faced the task of
avoiding the four top losers
(three spades and a club).
Table One’s declarer led the

normal-looking club to the
king. West won the ace and
(woodenly) continued with a
second diamond. Declarer
breathed a sigh of relief. He
ruffed, cashed the queen of
clubs discarding a spade and
merely conceded two spades.
10 tricks and game made.
Table Two’s declarer (and

others) was not so fortunate.
After he also led a club to the
king, his West assessed the sit-
uation correctly: that declarer
rising with the ace of dia-
monds was a sure indication
he held a singleton; and that
declarer’s early club to the
king meant he also held the
queen – for a spade discard.
West played for his only
chance: partner holding the
king of spades. He switched at
trick four to the two of spades
(note by switching to a low
one, he did not need East to
have the queen too). East won
the queen, returned the seven
and West won the jack and
cashed the ace. Down one.
At Table Three, Boye

Brogeland went a subtly differ-
ent route at trick three. He led
the seven of clubs and played
low from hand (key play). West
could not believe that declar-
er’s clubs would provide a dis-
card, so, after winning the nine,
“passively” returned a second
diamond. Declarer ruffed and
led the king of clubs for a ruff-
ing finesse. West covered with
the ace and declarer ruffed. He
ruffed a third diamond, then
cashed the promoted queen of
clubs for the precious spade
discard. 10 tricks and game
made – a swell swindle.
andrew.robson@thetimes.co.uk

♠ A J 2

♥ 5

♦ 9 6 3

♣ A J 10 9 4 3♠ 10 8 3

♥ A K 7 6 4 2

♦ 4

♣ K Q 5

♠ 6 5 4

♥ Q J 10 9 3

♦ A Q 7 5

♣ 7

♠ K Q 9 7

♥ 8

♦ K J 10 8 2

♣ 8 6 2

S
E

N
W

Dealer South Neither Vul

S W N E
1♥ 2♣ 4♣(1) Pass
4♥ end

(1) Splinter bid, showing club short-
age and a raise to 4+♥.
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Two Brains
Raymond Keene

WordWatching
Paul Dunn

Literary Quiz
Paul Dunn

Question 1
Which South American
capital city is an anagram of
an African nation?
Question 2
Which South American
capital city is an anagram of
a Caribbean Island?

Answers on page 57

Thanks to Jim Reid of North Yorkshire
for this week’s questions. Please send your
puzzles to keenebrain@aol.com. All
readers who have contributed to this
column receive a special mention.

Stevengraph
a. A medical monitor b. A
woven picture c. A chart
extrapolating tax revenue
Flageolet
a. Mild beating for enjoyment
b. A small flute c. A small flag
Hatchel
a. A flax comb b. A forest
gateway c. A small axe
Whatnot
a. A display stand b. A
shapeless garment c. A silk
sampler
Answers on page 57

Small mercies
1Who are Meg, Jo, Beth
and Amy?
2 Which novel concerns the
Mississippi girl Harriet Cleve
Dufresnes and the death by
hanging of her brother?
3 In which novel does a
Warwickshire doctor
encounter a poltergeist in a
crumbling mansion?
4 What is the subtitle of FW
Farrar’s Victorian novel Eric
Answers on page 57

Thematic clues contain a word in which non-thematic elements must be discarded before solving.
For the salami and walnuts (together representing a relevant discoverer), solvers must highlight the
39 thematic elements in a spiral that starts from the central cell. The Chambers Dictionary (2011) is
the primary reference.

Name .....................................................................................................................................................................................

Address ................................................................................................................................................................................

.................................... Postcode ....................................... Phone number..............................................................

Across
1 A syllabus on god deserving of praise? (7)
6 Quartet nervous in Edinburgh Festival, switching

places (6)
10 Dutch produce represented as being from the

East (4)
11 Spin around yard breaking most of lacquer tree (7)
13 An oral examination — not before greasy Scots

food (6)
14 Drug to do for failing to keep a bit of speed and

cocaine (5)
15 St Andrews Golf Club’s publicity note (4)
16 Violent hooligan’s to extend point of weapon once

returned (5)
19 Stayed in thirty two point seven acres in

Russia (8)
21 Yank grabs an amount of land, unsettling

African (6)
23 Shovels up last bit of drainpipe coming away

from wall (4)
26 Ed’s easily led by daughter — it’s fatal (7)
28 Old pay the penalty for, and answer, anything of

minor importance (4)
30 Moreover in Perth, Scots own reflecting

headband (6)
32 Denoting a type of therapy people of Kerala take

to get self-confidence back (8)
36 Dance and dance around square? No thanks! (5)
38 Chinese guild’s busy after home rule’s scrapped (4)
39 Hearings in court of old former magistrates

lacking authorised version (5)
40 Docked boat on abrupt command? A complete

failure (6)
41 Lovers embracing hate boats on river (7)
42 Method of dyeing’s naff, sounding backward? (4)
43 Legal reps losing money, burnt twofold

perhaps (6)
44 Estate with land lord once briefly held in a

valley (7)

Down
1 Starts to regret eating after meal (6)
2 Puma at foot of diva very animated and lifelike
(7, two words)

3 Marzipan and toffee’s first served up for weasel’s
cousin (5)

4 Small change debtor raised and judge collected by
request (8)

5 Glad Keynes’s sway held up (4)
6 Devotees in Italy put up a Muslim mystic in it (6)
7 Slip monk paper in portable loo after counterpart
has wasted all (4)

8 Took off a mass of soil (4)
9 Private computer users linked together to watch

over circling vessel (7)
12 Ulceration likely to be pierced by hospital in 2014

perhaps (6)
17 Cook normally and set on heat (7)
18 Pointed seed with double point (5)
20 Convenient dropping English to finish on time,

until now (5)
22 Speaking with mouth wide open recently

contributed to action by the French male (8)
24 Pressure removed from cataract on underside

after removing dead part of organ (7)
25 A bird impression done by a seal sounds just the

same (6)
27 Fish by bobbing the bait, not catching a fish (7)
29 Defect just after greeting a Trotskyite’s leader (6)
31 It used to be nevertheless a large grotesque

beast (6)
33 Dreads narrow, confined places (5)
34 Old dog left old maid upset (4)
35 Scots tolerate rubbish when Kirkpatrick leaves tip

in Edinburgh (4)
37 Will’s long spanglet (4)



For more crosswords and your favourite
puzzles go to thetimes.co.uk/puzzles
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Cryptic clues

Across
1 Seek to secure backing?
Try here (9)

6 Dental treatment you need to get
over to be successful (10)

12 One check bank accepts is more
aggravating (7)

13 See red hat, or women’s shifts,
and suit (5,1,3)

14 Sign to carry at head of march (5)
16 Maybe hang around four years

after to bring diversion on
board? (9,3)

17 Short Spartan girl capturing
Theban’s head in battle (10)

19 One’s ok with dog eating one’s
invitation acceptance (1,4,4,2,1,2)

22 Aid supply with faint
resistance (8)

24 Batter from pudding finished (4,2)
25 The Samurai moved about using

little craft, perhaps (10)
26 Tourist destination covered by

return of Air Pacific (5)
29 Behind with English at the end,

getting little done? (4)
30 Party for Her Highness around

noon, note (3,5)
32 Short flaps keeping in large

US crate (3,6)
34 Catch peacemaker with small

opening part (5,4)
35 Boy went up on haystack (8)
36 Element of the unknown, letters

added to American concerns? (4)
39 Star holding back in part of

female (5)
40 As plague returns repeatedly, that

could have hidden meaning (5,5)
42 Composition of a number’s

backed with cheers (6)
44 Wandering around Mull, bear

this? (8)
46 Blushing when grasping meaning,

before paling: it’s guaranteed to
get to you? (10,4)

48 Note made by House as minister
returned (10)

49 Impossible to meet girl come
across in legend (12)

53 Muslim holding very short period
of mourning (5)

54 Features cast after final act? (5,4)
55 Shell-like, artificial bean covers

insects (7)
56 Lack of agreement on platter

host’s carrying (10)
57 Conflict developed near work

area (6,3)

Down
1 Come round on being knocked out
by powerful blow (5)

2 Global or universal life story about
pack in America (10)

3 Wicked ref criticised in first half,
replaced (8)

4 Blooming touching, and rather
shocking (5)

5 Mass: something that indicates
healthy pulse (9)

6 Listened to bouncer giving
yell (4)

7 New complaint that football team’s
holding up arrival (6)

8 Receive huge stick or twig —
article pet keeps at home (3,2,2,3,4)

9 Rice it was, but unusually dry
fare (5,7)

10 A white van is 3 houses up (7)
11 Bank on blow with our ruler

rattling creature (10)
15 Note sharp double bends on a

square floor (9)
18 With small change from

commercial fair, she finally
departs (8)

20 Not fresh approaches, these, that
batsmen resort to? (3,6)

21 Making less sound and
unintelligent suggestion to
audience (10)

23 Privilege a competent midwife
should get? (10)

27 Plucking up courage, initially one
opens dish top briefly (9)

28 Classical myth from novel one had
learned first in Russian (4,3,7)

31 One got in frightful rage without
right earth? (8)

33 Drink presented by Primate:
Cardinal points to Scotch (6,6)

34 Boy upset stubborn folk in
debates (9)

37 The spirit of economy when it
comes to map purchasing? (10)

38 Flier discovered in house with
scrambled codeword (6,4)

41 Footsore when heading off on hike
— standard for us (5,4)

43 Maybe send volunteers to sleep, by
a river and shady gardens? (8)

45 Disney film raised popular issue (7)
47 Frozen food and pork pie brought

up in turn (6)
50 Ascetic is one following me with

alcoholic drink (5)
51 Contrary Irish pub holds that one

may smoke (5)
52 It’s not the solid reason for

conserving energy (4)

Across
1 Kind of stew (9)
6 Drugs dispenser (10)
12 Fluid carrying away heat (7)
13 Exactly alike (9)
14 Left when facing east (5)
16 Exceptional (12)
17 Native (10)
19 Process of putting into effect (14)
22 Act cruelly towards

(someone) (3-5)
24 Aim point (6)
25 Family of languages that includes

Manchu and Mongolian (4-6)
26 Of a former age (5)
29 With impaired hearing (4)
30 Variety of white grape (8)
32 Work together (9)
34 Preying on others (9)
35 Christian vestment (8)
36 Thick-bodied river fish (4)
39 Work for eight players (5)
40 Female entrusted with secrets (10)
42 Peter Pan author (6)

44 Untidy group (8)
46 (Of traffic) very close together

(6-2-6)
48 Painless method of killing (10)
49 Gossip (6-6)
53 Violently cut (5)
54 Create without preparation (9)
55 Friendly (7)
56 Moving downwards (10)
57 Breed of dog (3,6)

Down
1 Munch noisily (5)
2 Naively idealistic (6-4)
3 Enthusiastically praised (8)
4 State as one’s opinion (5)
5 Fundamental (9)
6 Savoury paste; head (4)
7 Understood by few (6)
8 Like some exam papers (8-6)
9 Sweet seller/maker (12)
10 Mean person (7)
11 Familiar (with) (10)
15 Slowness to speak (9)

18 Lying in the same flat surface (8)
20 Everlasting (9)
21 Causing great fear (10)
23 Sum-doer’s aid (10)
27 Very unsafe structure or

vehicle (5,4)
28 Restoration of friendly

relations (14)
31 Pleasingly rich (8)
33 Relating to the drawing of

maps (12)
34 Devotion, godliness (9)
37 Looking very tired (6-4)
38 Student of zoology or botany (10)
41 Signal increaser (9)
43 Treatment (of an issue) by the

media (8)
45 The struggle for success (3,4)
47 Small depression (6)
50 Fashion; general direction (5)
51 Such as a potato (5)
52 Harbour; alcoholic drink (4)

Quick clues

Prizes
The prize for each
of the first correct
solutions to the
Cryptic and times2
Jumbo clues to be opened will be a collection of
Times reference books — including The Times
Universal Atlas of the World, The Collins English
Dictionary & Thesaurus, and Bradford’s
Crossword Solver’s Dictionary published by
HarperCollins — worth £110. Entries should be
marked “Cryptic” or “times2” and sent to: Jumbo
1105, The Times, 1 London Bridge Street, London,
SE1 9GF, to arrive by August 28. The winners and
the solutions will be published on August 30.

Name.........................................................................................................

Address.....................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................

............................................................ Postcode.....................................

Phone number......................................................................................

Jumbo crossword No 1105
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World

Imran Khan claims PM’s
followers tried to kill him
Pakistan
Robin Pagnamenta, Aoun Sahi

Imran Khan has accused government
supporters of shooting at his car as he
took part in a protest aimed at toppling
the prime minister.
Violent clashes erupted after the

incident as the opposition politician
and former cricketer led a motorised
protest convoy of thousands of people
from Lahore to Islamabad, the capital
of Pakistan. He was unharmed.
“They threwstonesatuswhile stand-

ing at police vans,” Mr Khan told a TV
news channel yesterday. “They fired
bullets at us.”
Sheikh Rashid Ahmad, a close ally of

Mr Khan’s, told reporters that he had
seen someone firing a gun.
Mr Khan, who said that a mob of up

to 300 government loyalists had
attacked the convoy, is protesting
againstallegedvote rigging in lastyear’s
national elections and has pledged a
sit-in. He has demanded the resigna-
tion of Nawaz Sharif, the prime
minister, in what is the biggest
challenge yet to the government since

its appointment inMay last year. Police
and witnesses to the clashes, near Guj-
ranwala, 120miles southeast of Islama-
bad, disputed Mr Khan’s account, say-
ing that no gunshots had been fired.
They confirmed that supporters of

Mr Khan’s Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) party
and Mr Sharif's Pakistan Muslim
League-N had clashed and thrown
stones at each
other. “There
was no firing
incident,” a
police spokes-
man said.
At least three

ofMr Khan’s sup-
porters were
injured, according
to a party spokes-
man.
Earlier, Mr Khan

had addressed his
supporters from the
top of a lorry. “Listen,
Nawaz Sharif, I am

coming to Islamabad to seekyour resig-
nation,” he said.
The clashes occurred as political ten-

sions continue to rise in Pakistan, a
nation of 180 million people that expe-
rienced its first democratic transfer of
power last year as a result ofMrSharif’s
election victory.
Mr Khan, backed by Muhammad

Tahir-ul-Qadri, a firebrand Muslim
cleric, has called for new elections
under a neutral government, and is
leading mass demonstrations aimed at
toppling Mr Sharif.
Therehave beenallegations that senior
figures in Pakistan’s security apparatus,
including within the ISI intelligence
agency, are supporting the campaign to

destabilise Mr Sharif's govern-
ment, which is trying to revive
a troubled economy and end
Islamist violence.

Theprotest comesas thou-
sands of Pakistani troops are
engaged in an operation in

north Waziristan, on the
Afghan border, to root

out Taliban and
al-Qaeda militants. Show of hands Schoolgirls wear the national colours for India’s Independence Day

AJAY VERMA/REUTERS

Imran Khan greets
supporters yesterday

India ‘hangs its head
in shame’ over rapes
Narendra Modi said that a
spate of rapes should be a
source of national shame
and called for an end to
violence against women
during an address to the
nation on Independence
Day (Robin Pagnamenta
writes in Mumbai).
The prime minister said

that it was the duty of all
Indians to teach their sons
how to treat women with
dignity and respect.
“When we hear about

these rapes our heads hang
in shame,” he said, speak-
ing at theRedFort inDelhi
on the 68th anniversary of
independence.
He continued: “Rapists

are somebody’s sons too . . .
I askparentsof errantboys,

did you ever talk to your
sons before he took his
path? The law will take its
own course but as a society
every parent has a respon-
sibility to teach their sons
the difference between
right and wrong.”
The remarks, which

come after a series of gang
rapes, were welcomed by
many Indians troubled by
the treatment of women.
The fatherofawomanaged
23whowas raped andmur-
dered on a Delhi bus in
December 2012 said: “No
onesaysathingtoboyswho
commit atrocities against
women but they are quick
to say the mistake must be
the girl’s. Modi has sent out
a very good message.”
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Billionaire’s son ‘wanted 1,000 babies’
Thailand
Richard Lloyd Parry Asia Editor

Heroes of forgotten D-Day land again

Avignon

Toulon

Marseille

Aix-en-
Provence

Nice

St.Tropez

Draguignan

Operation Dragoon

F R A N C E US troops
French units
Airborne landing

It was the forgotten D-Day, over-
shadowed by the bigger, bloodier
Normandy landings but significant
enough for France to consider it cru-
cial in its liberation from the Nazis.
Yesterday, a former British para-

troop commander recalled the ex-
ploits of his men as the allies marked
70 years since their invasion of the
sun-drenched coast of Provence.
Dick Hargreaves was a company

commander in the 4th Parachute
Battalion when he led the first en-
gagement in the allies’ second front
against German forces in France just
after dawn on August 15, 1944. They
took the high road bridge at Le Muy,
north of Saint-Tropez
“It was not exactly a piece of cake

because we had casualties,” Major
Hargreaves, now 95, said. “But com-
paredwith the fighting in Italy, which
had been very severe with good Ger-
man troops opposite us, it was a
successful operation — one of the
reasons it was not so talked about.”
Seventy years later, Major Har-

greaves was among five surviving
British veterans present when Presi-
dent Hollande paid tribute to the
450,000 allied and French troops
who came ashore or dropped on to
the Mediterranean coast between
Cannes and Toulon. Operation Dra-
gooncameshortly after theNorman-
dy landings of June.
The British paratroopers were

honoured at a ceremony in LaMotte,
the village next to LeMuy, whichwas
the first to be liberated. The landme-
morials were followed by a fleet re-
view last night along the coast, with
four Royal Navy vessels representing
the 280 British ships in Dragoon.
At a ceremony in Toulon, Mr Hol-

lande called it the “day that changed
everything” because “it was here that
France liberated herself, with the
support of her Allies”. He was refer-
ring to the action of 250,000 French
and colonial African troops in the in-

vasion force, compared with barely
100 in the June 6 D-Day operation.
Their success was aided by resistance
fighters and the 9,000-strong British
and American paratroop assault in
the Provence hinterland that stopped
theGermans reinforcing the beaches.
MajorHargreavesrecalled the“stiff

fighting” required to reach his objec-
tive in the idyllic vine-covered hills of
Provence after 40 per cent of the air-
borne troops were dropped by their
USpilots on thewrong spot. “We took
off from Rome at 1am and rendez-
voused at the drop zone at 6.20,”

Major Hargreaves said. “We went up
to capture the high ground overlook-
ing LeMuy. The thing was to capture
the bridge, to stop theGermans going
down to muck up the landings on the
beaches. We succeeded because they
had very easy landings. Two Amer-
ican divisions and Two French divi-
sions just walked ashore.”
Major Hargreaves’s men stopped

the Germans blowing up the bridge,
which was vital for allied forces to
leave the coast in that area. The Nazi
troops withdrew after a first day’s
fighting in which about 1,000 allied
personnel died, far fewer than the
10,000 killed on the D-Day beaches.
“I felt sorry for the poor dears,”

Major Hargreaves said of the Ger-
mans they captured. “They had been
fighting in Russia and had been sent
to the south of France to recover.
They last thing theywanted todowas
get involved in any more fighting.”
Major Hargreaves, who won the

Military Cross in Italy, served after
the war as a director of the Savoy
group, deputy lord mayor of London
and chairman of a brewery.

gacy following the scandal of Baby
Gammy, whose Australian parents
took only his healthy twin sister,
leaving thedisabledboywithhisThai
surrogate mother.
A surrogacy body inAustralia con-

firmed yesterday that two same-sex
couples, as well as two couples from
the US, have been turned back at
Bangkok airport after trying to leave

the country with surrogate children.
Surrogacy agencies in Bangkok have
been closed.
Mr Shigeta reportedly fled Bang-

kok on August 6 following a raid on
hisBangkokapartment,wherepolice
found nine babies, aged between six
months and a year, several maids,
and one pregnant Thai woman.
Six more babies were found later

sharing the same father, according to
DNA tests. They had birth certifi-
cates identifying them as Mr Shige-
ta’s. The early suspicion was that he
was runninga “baby farm”producing
children for sale, but the facts are be-
ginning to suggest something
stranger and more obscure.
According to Japanese social

media sites and a Japanese tabloid,
he is the son of 47-year-old Yasumit-
su Shigeta, CEO of the telecoms
companyHikari Tsushin, whose for-
tune was estimated in 2012 at the
equivalent of $1bn.
Mr Shigeta junior is a partner in a

company developing amobile phone
app which would enable parents to
track their children’s whereabouts.

Allied troops preparing,
below, for Operation
Dragoon, left, which was

celebrated at a ceremony
in Toulon attended by
President Hollande

AP

British veterans recall
the parachute assault
that helped to liberate
Provence, writes
Charles Bremner

Thailand has barred foreign parents
from taking their surrogate babies
out of the country after further de-
tails emerged of a Japanesemanwho
planned to pay Thai women to have
as many as 1,000 of his children.
Mitsutoki Shigeta, a 24-year-old

identified by Japanese media as the
son of one of the country’s richest
men, is being sought by Thai police
who suspect him of fathering least 15
children with 11 surrogate mothers.
The head of a surrogacy company

says that she warned the authorities
about Mr Shigeta last year after
learning of his multiple surrogacies,
and after he told her staff that he
planned to have between 100 and
1,000 children. “The best thing I can
do for the world is to leave many
children,” Mr Shigeta is reported as
saying. He wanted to “have a big
family for voting . . . [so as to] win an
election in Japan”.
Thailand’s military junta has

cracked down on commercial surro-

Some of the Thai surrogate babies

Coming soon...
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The job
from hell?
Ryanair seeks an
assistant to boss
Page 67

With write
on their side
Amazon battles
authors on price
Page 65

BHP Billiton set to
undo £8bn merger
Robert Lea Industrial Editor, TimWebb

The globalmining giant BHPBilliton is
on the verge of announcing an £8 bil-
lion demerger that effectively unties
the great coming together of BHP and
Billiton 13 years ago.
The company confirmed overnight,

in late trading in Australia, that a con-
tinuing shakeup of the group that has
already resulted inmore than £3 billion
of disposals in the past couple of years
will climax in a demerger of unwanted
assets,mainly from the old Billiton part
of the business.
BHP Billiton, under the Scottish

geologist and former BP veteran An-
drew Mackenzie, its chief executive of
the past 15 months, has said that it
wants to focus on its global iron ore,
copper, coal and petroleum interests,
which make up 85 per cent of group
revenues, as well as diversify into
potash.
Ina statement to theAustralian stock

market that sent its shares up 24.5p to
£20.50 in London, the company said:
“BHP Billiton has been simplifying its
portfolio for over adecadeand is pursu-
ing options to make the company
simpler and more productive.
“We are actively studying the next

phase of simplification.We believe that
a portfolio focused on our major iron
ore, copper, coal and petroleum assets
would retain the benefits of diversifica-
tion, generate stronger growth in cash
flow and a superior return on invest-
ment. By increasing our focus on these
four pillars, with potash as a potential
fifth, we will be able to more quickly
improve the productivity and perform-
ance of our largest businesses. The
boardhas continued to study structural
alternatives. A demerger of a selection
of assets is our preferred option.”
The company, which has a market

value of £110 billion, said that further
statementswouldbemadeafter aboard
meeting next week.
The assets to be offloaded are likely

to include its interests innickel,manga-
nese and aluminium across Australia,
South Africa and Columbia, as well as
BHP’s giantCannington silver and lead
mine in Queensland. The unwanted
assets are reckoned to have operating
profits of about £550 million and could
create a separate business worth at
least £7 billion.
BHP merged with Billiton in 2001 in

a $58 billion deal. At the time, the
rationale of adding Billiton’s assets was
to create a fully diversified mining

group with roughly equal earnings
from aluminium, base metals, coal and
ironore.However,Billiton’sassetsbare-
ly contribute to the group’s profits
today, having been overshadowed by a
decade of soaring growth in its iron ore,
copper and coal businesses driven by
China’s rapid economic expansion.
Analysts speculated that the de-

merged company would have its head-
quarters in Perth, be primarily listed in
Australia but would be likely to seek a
listing in London, too.
Market rumours in Sydney suggest-

ed that Graham Kerr, BHP Billiton’s
finance director, could head the spin-
out. There has been speculation that
rivals such as Glencore Xstrata may
have their eyes on unwanted assets.
Analysts and investors expect BHP

to offer its UK shareholders the option
to take shares in the demerged com-
pany or an equivalent payment in some
form, potentially through a buy-back.
Some of BHP’s largest shareholders

welcomed the planned demerger.
Christopher Moore, fund manager of
Fidelity Global Industrials Fund, said:
“It’s good to see BHP taking the lead in
the sector on this. It makes me more
willing to have it as a significant bet
within my fund.”

Marriage made
deep in the earth

D
on’t you love celebrity
marriages? First the
fancy wedding, then the
fancier divorce. Surely
not again, though?

Think back to March 2001, when
Paul Anderson of BHP got hitched
to Brian Gilbertson from Billiton. A
“sensational fit”, was how Mr
Anderson put it, cooing over the
creation of their bouncing miner.
Well, not now — at least if you

take only a quick shufti at the latest
from BHP Billiton. “Simplification,
including structural options” is now
the order of the day — shorthand
for getting shot of the baubles
Billiton brought, such as those
fetching African manganese mines
and cute aluminium works. There’s
an £8billion split afoot. Is this more
evidence, then, that megadeals don’t
work, à la DaimlerChrysler or even
Time Warner/AOL?
Well, quite the opposite, in fact.

The miner’s simply grown up in a
changing world. And who cares if
the earnings contribution from
Billiton has fallen from 30 per cent
at the nuptials to only 10 per cent
today? Or that the assets the group
plans to focus on largely came with
BHP — iron ore, copper, coal and
petroleum — not counting a
possible move into a fifth, potash?
It’s hard to argue that the merger
has been anything but a success.
The group was valued at

$28billion when the deal was done.
Today it’s worth $185 billion. Sure,
the personnel have changed. Mr
Gilbertson abruptly quit in 2003,
only six months after taking the top
job, citing “irreconcilable
differences” and handing over to
Chip Goodyear. For example.
Yet the man who succeeded Mr

Goodyear, Marius Kloppers, wasn’t
wrong to see the group’s diversified
portfolio across nine commodity
types as a bulwark during the
financial crisis. And neither is his
successor — the renowned Scottish
“earth scientist” Andrew Mackenzie
— wrong to slim BHP Billiton down
to the four or five big sectors where
the group has most clout. Each is
now a vast business, exposed to a
huge market, whether steel, energy,
oil or potentially agriculture, via
potash. And, anyway, some big core
assets, such as the Antamina copper
mine in Peru, came with Billiton.
There’s another sign, too, of how

things have changed while BHP
Billiton’s become a teenager. Guess
what 2001’s merger presentation
said of China, the engine of today’s
commodity markets? Not a word.

Staff to bear

M ichael O’Leary has a nice
line on how to keep the
employees motivated and

happy: “Fear”. So, you’re bound to
be nervous about applying for the
new job of “assistant to Ryanair’s
CEO” (report, page 49). How does
he describe the staff again? Oh yes,

“your biggest cost. We all employ
some lazy bastards who need a kick
up the backside.”
Luckily, though, Ryanair has

highlighted five key issues the
CEO’s assistant will be managing,
which our resident employment
guru has deconstructed in a low-
fare way, using Mr O’Leary’s very
own management sayings. Use
them to get your interview off to a
flier.
Treasury & portfolio management.

Also known as nicking stationery.
“We at Ryanair have a policy of
stealing hotel pens . . . as part of our
obsession with low costs.”
Investment analysis. Broadly, the

evaluation of Ryanair’s profitability.
“We expect our profits to grow by
20 to 25 per cent. That’s not just
good, that’s practically obscene in
an industry in which few people
make money. This isn’t an airline,
it’s a drug baron’s business.”
Tax analysis & returns. An ability

to greet all financial returns with
the same enthusiasm as Mr
O’Leary’s former deputies. “I’m here
with Howard Millar and Michael
Cawley. But they’re making love in
the gentleman’s toilets, such is their
excitement at today’s results.”
Proactive management and

reporting of various operations.
Better known as handling customer
complaints. “You’re not getting a
refund so f*** off. We don’t want to
hear your sob stories.”
Special project work. Either

stripping off for the Ryanair charity
calendar (if female) or wearing silly
outfits without upstaging the boss.
“I don’t mind dressing up in
something stupid or pulling
gormless faces if it helps. Frankly, I
don’t give a rat’s arse about my
personal dignity.” Oh, good luck.

Ready for a dip?

Talk about excuses. It’s bad
enough bosses blaming the
weather for their screw-ups.

What do you make of this — a
company recently spun off from the
private equity firm Blackstone,
pointing the finger at killer whales?
SeaWorld’s the culprit. On

Wednesday the shares tanked by a
third after the owner of 11 parks
admitted that visitors had been put
off by Blackfish — not a particularly
homicidal orca, but a documentary
alleging the maltreatment of the
comic-looking hoop jumpers.
Well, the good news is that the

pools are doubling in size, at least at
three parks, while SeaWorld is also
donating an extra $10million for
research. Not that environmentalists
seem any happier, with one noting:
“A bigger prison is still a prison.”
The shares, floated at $27 in April

last year, have now sunk to just over
$18. One environmentally friendly
tip to increase visitor numbers: put
the Blackstone boys in the tank too.

alistair.osborne@thetimes.co.uk

business commentary Alistair Osborne

The allure of Mary
Berry’s cherry cake
on The Great British

Bake Off , above, sparked

a stampede for glacé
cherries and piping bags
at Waitrose, the upmarket
John Lewis Group
supermarket has revealed
(Andrew Clark writes).
Producing a cherry

cake was the challenge for
contestants on the first
episode of a new series of
the BBC cookery
programme, sparking
triumph and disaster in
equal measure as
candidates struggled for

the perfect bake. The
programme was aired on
Wednesday last week.
Over last weekend,
Waitrose said that
demand for glacé cherries
rose by 25per cent, and
piping bags sales were up
14 per cent. Cake tins were
jumping off the shelves,
with demand up by 22 per
cent and sales of sandwich
tins rose by 31per cent.
Producing a respectable

cherry cake proved to be a

challenge too far for
several of the contestants.
Jordan Cox made the fatal
error of putting all his
cherries in the baking
mix, leaving none to
decorate the top. Others
found that all of their
cherries sank to the
bottom, or their icing was
too runny.
Waitrose’s overall

supermarket till receipts,
excluding fuel, were up by
8.2 per cent over the week.

Berry’s TV
bakers add a
cherry on
the cake for
Waitrose

PLANET PHOTOS/BBC
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$74.5bn
Amazon revenue for 2013

€2bn
Hachette revenue for 2013

65%
Amazon’s share of print
and e-book online sales in
the US

49,000
Number of Hachette’s titles
online

1984
George Orwell’s satire of
totalitarian states, which
was cited by Amazon in
defence of its position

Thinking outside
of the box

Amazon loses plot in battle with authors
The online retailing
giant may have
miscalculated in its
latest pricing standoff,
writes Alexandra Frean

D
isputes between retailers
and their suppliers are
rarely conducted under
the public’s gaze and the
ugly, bitter and yet highly

compelling battle between Amazon
and certain media companies
illustrates exactly why.
The online giant, which describes

itself as “the Earth’s most customer-
centric company”, has taken a big
reputational hit by making it
impossible to pre-order many books
from Hachette, the publisher of
Donna Tartt, Stephen King and
Suzanne Collins, and imposing
artificial delivery delays.
The dispute, now in its fourth

month, centres on how prices for
ebooks should be set and how big a
discount Hachette will give Amazon,
although neither party will disclose
the details.
It raises the question of whether it

is fair for Amazon, already America’s
biggest bookseller, to underprice
books to capture even more market
share.
Similar issues are understood to be

at the heart of Amazon’s other high-
profile dispute, with Disney over the
pricing of DVDs. It has resulted in
Amazon stopping pre-orders of the
Disney moviesMaleficent and Captain
America: The Winter Soldier. Again,
neither party is discussing the details.
Had Amazon’s suppliers been olive-

oil producers, the dispute may have
been regarded as little different from
the battles that supermarket chains
such as Walmart and Tesco have
waged for years with producers and
suppliers.
However, in choosing to take on a

book publisher, Amazon has raised
the stakes.
Books are not regarded by their

consumers as just any other
commodity. They are things of beauty
to be cherished.
That’s why a passionate open letter

from more than 900 authors in The
New York Times this week, signed by
Tracy Chevalier, Antony Beevor and
Dennis Lehane among many others,
that Amazon should not “block the
sale of books” had such resonance
with the reading public and the
media.
Never mind that Hachette, part of

the multibillion-dollar global media
group Lagardère, has been as
intransigent as Amazon.
Amazon insists that by trying to get

Hachette to allow it to lower prices, it
is acting in the interests of readers,
writers and publishers.
“If we want a healthy reading

culture,” it argued last week in its
own open letter, “we have to work
hard to be sure books actually are
competitive against other media
types, and a big part of that is
working hard to make books less
expensive.”
However, by digging its heels in

over Hachette, Amazon is taking a
big gamble — that customers are so
in love with its convenience, fast
delivery and low prices that they will
put up with the inconvenience of not

being able to get hold of certain
items — even books.

Despite considerable public
sympathy for the authors who
oppose Amazon, the internet
retailer just might win —
eventually — according to Eric

Sheridan, an analyst
with UBS.

“Amazon has a
highly structured
and well-defined
view of the
world, driven by
convenience
and having the
lowest price
possible, and it
behaves
strictly
according to
this view. I
don’t think it is

trying to get
incremental
profitability from
book sales. It is
trying to get the
most favourable
prices. In this it

is no different from Walmart,” he said.
Even some in book publishing
acknowledge Amazon’s case. “As a
business partner it’s like dealing with
the mob, but as a consumer, it’s hard
not to love Amazon,” one New York
literary agent, who asked not to be
named, said.
Amazon’s hardball tactics may well

be a reflection of the chief executive
Jeff Bezos’s tunnel vision on pricing,
not to mention his bull-headedness,
but other factors are at play, too.
When Apple entered the ebook

market with the iPad, it struck a deal
with a number of publishing houses,
including HarperCollins, a sister
company to The Times, under which
publishers set the prices for ebooks
and Apple took a 30 per cent cut.
This is known as the “agency

model” and is different from the
“wholesale model” operated by
Amazon, where publishers sell ebooks
to retailers, which then set prices.
Instead of letting the market decide

which model worked best, the US
courts intervened, ruling that Apple
had colluded to raise ebook prices
and leaving Amazon’s pricing

practices — and its ability to strong-
arm publishers — in place.
Amazon’s dispute with the film

industry has also cast it in the role of
bully boy, after it was revealed this
week that it was restricting pre-orders
of certain Disney films, mirroring the
tough stance it took with Warner
Brothers in mid May.
However, Neil Doshi, an analyst at

CRT Capital group, says that this
dispute is different from the Hachette
battle, not least because this is not
regarded as a David and Goliath
contest pitching individual writers
against a greedy big corporation.
“Companies like Disney and Time
Warner are seen as big boys and girls
who can look after themselves,” he
said.
There are also hidden layers of

complexity in Amazon’s relationship
with the film companies, he added,
because it has an interest in using its
considerable leverage as a big retailer
of Disney products such as stuffed
toys, lunch boxes and DVDs to get
greater access to Disney video
content.
Amazon recently did a streaming

deal with HBO to offer instant video
content to subscribers of its Prime
shopping and streaming service. It is
also spending $100 million on original
programme content, showing its
determination to expand this area of
its business.
“If they can access more Disney

content and offer it on Prime, that
would be huge,” Mr Doshi said.
More video content might attract

more Prime subscribers, who as a
rule spend 30 to 40 per cent
more on Amazon than other
customers.
Can Amazon win its battles?

Although many analysts tend to
believe that it may triumph over
Hachette, they also think it will have
to give some ground.
As for the film studios, that’s a

different matter. With so many
players crowding into the video-
streaming market, offering so many
business models, the jury is out. “It’s a
very complex and dark world,” Mr
Doshi said.
Mr Bezos is also making another

gamble — that investors will continue
to allow him to redeploy his healthy
gross profits by reinvesting them in
the business, rather than letting them
flow to the bottom line.
Judging by the share price, down

nearly 20 per cent this year, that’s a
gamble he is in danger of losing.
“Investors have become disillusioned
with how long they are going without
producing the levels of profitability
that they would like to see,” Mr
Sheridan said.
Mr Doshi agreed: “A year ago I

would say that investors were still
open to seeing revenue growth over
operating margins, but I think the
tide is turning now. Investors are
losing patience.”

The open letter from 900 authors was
published in The New York Times

Books by Donna Tartt
and Stephen King, right,
cannot now be
pre-ordered from Amazon
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economics
Monetary Policy Committee:
Economists are forecasting
that the minutes from the
nine-strong MPC meeting
earlier this month could show
that two members voted for a
rate rise. It would be the first
time that Mr Carney has faced
any dissent on the vote to keep
interest rates at 0.5 per cent.
The last time anyone voted for
a rate rise was in 2011 when
Martin Weale, an external
member of the MPC, and
Spencer Dale, the Bank’s
former chief economist, both
called for a quarter-point
increase. Page 68
Sterling: The pound has fallen
for the longest in more than
four years after collapsing
against the dollar for a sixth
consecutive week. Sterling has
dropped 2.9 per cent since the
early July peak. It lost 0.5 per
cent this week after the Bank
of England signalled that an
interest rate rise was not
imminent. The pound has also
slipped 1.7 per cent against the
euro over the past month. The
decline will hit holidaymakers
over the summer but currency
experts claimed that it was
unlikely to be reversed soon
unless there was a sudden shift
in the wages data. Page 68
Britain: The economy has
grown by more than expected
in the past year, beating its G7
competitors and adding to the
Bank of England’s dilemma
over when to lift interest rates.
In its second reading of how
the economy fared between
April and June, the Office for
National Statistics raised its
forecast for growth compared
with the same quarter a year
earlier from 3.1 per cent to
3.2 per cent, the strongest in
more than six years. Page 68
US manufacturing: Output
rose in July and automobile
production recorded its largest
increase in five years, boosting
the economy at the start of the
third quarter. While other data
showed some cooling in
factory activity in New York
state this month, economists
said it did not change the view
of an economy with strong
momentum.

banking & finance
0.73%

London Stock Exchange:
Sharon Bowles, the former
MEP and the main British
negotiator in the European
Union on financial market
policies, has joined the board
of the LSEas a non-executive
director. Ms Bowles stood
down from the European
parliament in May and has
been linked to several senior
posts in the financial services
industry, most recently as an
adviser to Standard Chartered.
Lehman Brothers: Unsecured
creditors of the US bank’s
brokerage unit who have
waited nearly five years to
recoup their money, will begin
receiving an initial
$4.62 billion payout next
month, the trustee liquidating
the unit said. James Giddens,
the trustee, said distributions
would begin on September 10
and cover 17 per cent of the
unsecured claims.

construction &
property

0.14%

Balfour Beatty: The City is
calling the end of Carillion’s
“hostile merger” with the
construction company after
the latest robust rejection and
a forensic dissection of claims
that it could create £1.5 billion
of value if a deal were to take
place. Balfour’s latest rejection
comes after a three-week war
of words between the
companies since the failure of
their attempted £3 billion
construction marriage. Page 67
Keepmoat: Sun Capital
Partners and TDR Capital are
poised to undertake a
£400 million takeover of the
social housing developer,
according to Sky News. The
negotiations are understood to
be at a late stage and a deal
could be struck next week.
Doncaster-based Keepmoat
was set up 80 years ago and
employs more than 3,000 staff.
Lloyds sold its stake in
Keepmoat to Caird Capital, but
took another stake in the
company in 2012 as part of a
debt-for-equity swap.

consumer goods
0.34%

Diageo: The Guinness group
has revealed in its annual
report that Ivan Menezes, the
chief executive, received a total
remuneration package,
including long-term incentive
plans, of £7.7 million last year.
Deirdre Mahlan, the chief
financial officer, received a
total single package of
£3.78 billion. Most of the
earnings came from incentive
plans linked to the company’s
performance.
Coca-Cola: The drinks giant
has bought 16.7 per cent of
Monster Beverage for
$2.15 billion as it continues to
diversify so it is not entirely
reliant on fizzy drinks. The
company will transfer its
worldwide energy drinks
business to Monster, which will
transfer its non-energy
business, including Peace Tea
and Hansen’s Natural Sodas, to
Coca-Cola. The partnership
will allow Monster access to
the distribution system of
Coca-Cola, which in turn will
increase its market share of the
growing energy drinks
business.

health
0.12%

GlaxoSmithKline: TheBritish
private investigator embroiled
in a corruption scandal
surrounding the drugs group
has decided not to appeal
against his 2½-year prison
sentence handed down by a
Chinese court. Peter
Humphrey, 58, and his
American wife were convicted
for illegally acquiring the
personal information of
Chinese citizens after a
12-hour trial in Shanghai last
week. The couple ran
ChinaWhys, an investigation
agency that had been hired by
Glaxo to investigate bribery
within the company. Page 67

media
0.23%

Al Jazeera: Al Gore, the
former USvice-president, has
accused the Arab satellite
broadcaster of “wrongfully
withholding” funds related to
the $500 million acquisition of
Current TV, which it bought
last year, in court papers filed
inDelaware. The media
company, which rebranded
Current TVas Al Jazeera
America, said it would review
what it called a “commercial
dispute”. Mr Gore’s lawyer told
Bloomberg that the company
was “trying to give itself a
discount on the purchase price
that was agreed two years ago”.

natural resources
0.23%

BHP Billiton: The global
mining giant is on the verge of
announcing a £8 billion
demerger that effectively
unties the great coming
together of BHP and Billiton
13 years ago. The company
confirmed overnight, in late
trading in Australia, that an
ongoing shakeup of the group,
which has already undertaken
more than £3 billion of
disposals in the past couple of
years, will climax in a
demerger of unwanted assets,
mainly from the old Billiton
part of the business. Page 64
Silver: Traders finally yielded
to the digital age when the
benchmark value of the
precious metal was set
electronically for the first time
in its 117-year history. The
London Silver Fix held its final
conference call on Thursday;
the last time the price of the
metal will ever be set by
telephone, as the London
Bullion Market Association
kicked the trade in silver firmly
into the 21st century. Page 70

professional &
support services

2.88%

Estro Group: HIG Europe, a
global private equity group, has
bought most of the assets of
the Dutch childcare group that
has been relaunched as
Smallsteps and will operate
from 251 former Estro
locations employing 2,750
former Estro staff. John
Woodward, founder of Busy
Bees, is appointed chairman.

retailing
0.13%

N Brown: One of the most
powerful female bosses in the
clothing industry has claimed
that the lack of women in top
boardroom jobs is due to a
“lack of courage” among
businesswomen. Angela
Spindler, chief executive of the
catalogue retailer, bemoaned
that she is one of only eight
female heads of FTSE 250
companies, saying she wished
there was more diversity at the
top. However, she said
employers were not wholly to
blame, saying that women
were reticent about promoting
themselves. Page 67

Amazon: The online giant has
taken a big reputational hit by
making it impossible to pre-
order many books from
Hachette, the publisher of
Stephen King and Suzanne
Collins, and imposing artificial
delivery delays. The dispute,
now in its fourth month,
centres on how prices for e-
books should be set and how
big a discount Hachette will
give Amazon, although neither
will disclose the details. It
raises the question of whether
it is fair for Amazon, already
America’s biggest bookseller, to
underprice books to capture
market share. Page 65
Poundland: The discount
chain’s chief executive, Jim
McCarthy, could be paid as
much as £1.63 million in salary
and bonuses if he hits all
performance targets this year,
the company’s annual report
revealed. Mr McCarthy owns a
3.9 per cent stake in
Poundland, which recently
floated on the stock market.
His shares are worth more
than £30 million.
Waitrose: Glacé cherries are
flying off the shelves as
shoppers bake Mary Berry’s
cherry cake featured in the
first episode of a new series of
the Great British Bake Off. The
chain said sales of the fruit
jumped 25 per cent during the
week to August 9, while
demand for piping bags rose by
14 per cent. Overall sales at the
John Lewis Partnership rose 7
per cent. Page 64

technology
0.80%

Alibaba: A shadow has
emerged over what is expected
to be one of the biggest
flotations in history after, the
giant Chinese e-commerce
group discovered accounting
irregularities at its recently
acquired media company.
Alibaba Picture, previously
ChinaVision Media, said it had
delayed results and opened an
investigation after discovering
“possibly non-compliant”
accounting practices.
Samsung: The world’s largest
phone maker has paid an
estimated $200 million to
acquire SmartThings, which
has developed a platform for
controlling devices within a
‘smart home’. Analysts said
that it could provide a link
between Samsung’s
smartphone division and its
domestic appliances business.

transport
1.02%

Ryanair: The Irish airline is
advertising for an “assistant to
Ryanair’s CEO”, Michael
O’Leary, stipulating that the
successful candidate must be
an “ambitious qualified
accountant” able to work in a
“demanding, challenging and
interesting role”. Only the
brave need apply as Mr
O’Leary is renowned for his
sharp tongue. Filling the
vacancy will be crucial forMr
O’Leary, who has lostseveral
close lieutenants recently. Two
long-serving deputies, Howard
Millar and Michael Cawley, are
stepping down Page 67
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Quote of the week

Graph of the day
The growing financial might of the Premier League has resulted in
revenue blossoming by almost 50 per cent over the past decade as
more television money and higher ticket prices have boosted the
top line. However, the big beneficiaries, according to Deloitte's
annual report on football finances, are the players, with wages
rising as fast as revenue.
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Company Change

Kea Petroleum Anticipation of a drilling update 22.7%

3iGroup Part of a consortium landing a new contract 1.7%

WmMorrison Hopes of a fight back against the discounters 1.4%

BHP Billiton Plans to spin off non-core assets 1.2%

Sports Direct The Premier League football season starts 1.0%

TUITravel Profit taking -0.8%

Fresnillo Precious metal prices ease -2.1%

Smith &NephewMorgan Stanley downgrades -2.2%

SVGCapital Abig shareholder sells out -4.5%

Centamin Cheaper gold -4.9%

The day’s biggest movers

‘I didn’t have
to sleep
with him’
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Glaxo investigator accepts China jail term
ABritishprivate investigatorembroiled
in a corruption scandal surrounding
GlaxoSmithKline has decided not to
appeal against the two and a half year
prison sentence handed down by a
Chinese court.
Peter Humphrey, 58, and his Amer-

ican wife, Yu Yingzeng, 60, were con-
victed of illegally acquiring the person-
al information of Chinese citizens after
a 12-hour trial in Shanghai last week.
The couple ranChinaWhys, an investi-
gation agency, which had beenhired by
GSKto investigate claims of bribery
within the pharmaceuticals company.

Supporters of the couple were
shocked by the severity of the sentence.
However, Zhai Jian, a defence lawyer,
has revealed that they will not mount
any further legal challenge. “All of us
lawyers have met with the couple and
they said they don’t want to appeal.”
The pair have already served a year

in prison and friends say that their
health is poor. Mr Humphrey is unable
to write because of arthritis andMs Yu,
who was given a two-year sentence, is
suffering from a kidney illness.
Ruling out an appeal means that the

couple can be transferred fromadeten-
tion centre to Shanghai’s Qingpu
prison, where foreigners are often held

and where their 19-year-old son,
Harvey Humphrey, can visit them.
GSK was not mentioned during the

couple’s trial.However, the couple’s son
has been fiercely critical of the British
drugs company. He told The Times
recently that he held GSKresponsible
forhis parents’ plight. “Thecauseof this
is not the Chinese, it’s GSK,” he said.
Mr Humphrey and Ms Yu were

initially asked by GSK to find out who
was responsible for a sex tape of Mark
Reilly, the company’s former China
boss, that had been secretly filmed and
sent to topGSKexecutives in an appar-
ent smear campaign.
The investigators’ remit was subse-

quently widened to look into the
provenance of allegations that GSK’s
Chinese business was using a travel
budget as a slush fund, offering cash,
gifts and even sexual favours to doctors
who prescribed GSK’s medicines.
Theywere arrestedandchargedwith

traffickingmore than 256 pieces of per-
sonal information about Chinese resi-
dents.MsYuargued in court thatmuch
of this data amounted to little more
than household registrations — the
equivalent of Britain’s electoral roll.
GSKhas repeatedly declined to com-

ment on the case.However, SirAndrew
Witty, the chief executive, has admitted
that there were compliance failures in

China, blaming “a number of individu-
als that have worked outside our
systems”.
Several employees of GSKare await-

ing trial accused of bribery, including
the company’s former country head
and two local executives, Zhang
Guowei and Zhao Hongyany.
In Britain, the Serious Fraud Office

said in May that it was investigating
GSK.Whistleblowers have alleged that
GSK channelled improper incentives
to doctors in several countries includ-
ing Syria, Poland, Jordan and Lebanon.
The group’s shares are down 12.5per

cent this year but closed yesterday up
3p at £13.92.

Andrew Clark Deputy Business Editor

SPLASH NEWS/TOM STOCKILL

Wanted: accountant,
very thick-skinned

Rarely does an
accountancy job
qualify as a

hazardous posting in a
hostile environment
(Andrew Clark writes).
However, there is a
vacancy for a personal
aide to the notoriously
volatile boss of Ryanair.
The Irish airline is

advertising for an
“assistant to Ryanair’s
CEO”, Michael O’Leary,
stipulating an
“ambitious qualified

accountant” able to
work in a “demanding,
challenging and
interesting role”.
Mr O’Leary is

renowned for his sharp
tongue — during a
television documentary
about the airline last
year, one senior
executive recalled
colleagues frequently
being reduced to tears
by criticism during staff
meetings. The
outspoken airline chief

has described the
European Commission
as “morons” and
Britain’s airport
operators as
“overcharging rapists”.
He is intolerant of

employees who, in his
view, fail to shape up,
saying: “MBA students

come out with ‘My staff
is my most important
asset’. Bullshit. Staff is
usually your biggest
cost. We all employ
some lazy bastards who
need a kick up the
backside.”
Filling the vacancy

will be crucial forMr

O’Leary, 53, who has lost
a number of close
lieutenants recently.
Both of his long-serving
deputies, Howard Millar
and Michael Cawley, are
stepping down and
Ryanair has had to
undertake a rapid
overhaul of its image to

try to recover from a
profit warning last year.
David Morel,

managing director of
Tiger Recruitment, said
that some applicants
would relish the
prospect. “There are a
number of top executive
assistants who are used

to working for that type
of individual and who
are very thick skinned,”
he said. “They’ll
understand that these
guys have got to where
they are in business
because they’re difficult
and because they work
the way they do.”

It looks like the end for supermerger
The City is calling the end of Carillion’s
“hostile merger” with Balfour Beatty
after the latest robust rejection and a
detailed dissection of the construction
company’s claims that it could create
£1.5 billion of value if a dealwere to take
place.
“The forthright and comprehensive

nature of [Balfour’s] long statement
suggests that Carillion might as well
back off,” Stephen Rawlinson of
Whitman Howard, the leading analyst
in the sector, said. “The firmness of the
rebuttal of Carillion’s efforts to extend
the conversation suggests to us that
further efforts to engage will end in
failure.”
Despite aweek-long charmoffensive

byRichardHowson, thechief executive
of Carillion, involving going behind the

back of Balfour Beatty’s board to sow
insurrection among shareholders,
Liberum, the broker, said that the cam-
paign may have failed.
“It increasingly looks like Carillion

faces an uphill struggle dragging the
Balfour Beatty board and shareholders
over the line,” it said in a research note.
Balfour’s latest rejection follows a

three-week war of words between the
companies since the failure of their
attempted £3billion marriage.
In a ten-page statement to the stock

exchange, Balfour said that Carillion’s
calculations did not add up, it doubted
whether its management team could
handle such a large merger and, by
wanting to dismantlemuch of Balfour’s
UK construction business, was risking
missing out on a recovery in British
economic fortunes.
Balfour has repeatedly rejected

Carillion’s overtures to do a deal since
the pair fell out over what a merged
Balfour Beatty-Carillion might look
like and said that Carillion’s attempts to
drumupsupport in theCity for its plans
were “opportunistic”.
On Thursday, Carillion said it be-

lieved that in a £225million shakeup of
an enlarged company it could produce
annualised “synergies” of £175million a
year, which given the earningsmultiple
ratings of the companies, would have a
“capitalised value” of £1.5 billion.
Balfour responded that Carillion was

planning on reducing the size of Bal-
four’s constructionbusiness byasmuch
as two thirds. That, said Balfour, would
increase the restructuring costs and re-
duce the amount of synergies available.
Shares in Balfour Beatty rose 3½p to

240p while Carillion’s stock rose 13p to
333p.

Head of RBS bank in US
receives $9m pay package
Patrick Hosking Financial Editor

Robert Lea Industrial Editor

The head of Royal Bank of Scotland’s
US retail banking division is in line for
a package of up to $9.4million this year
andup to $11.2million in future years as
the American unit starts to loosen its
ties to the UK state-owned bank.
Details ofBruceVanSaun’s paypack-

agewere inaUS filingbyRBS’sCitizens
Financial Group division, which aims
to float as a separate entity this year.
Mr Van Saun, a former finance

director of RBS, which is 80 per cent
owned by UK taxpayers, will be paid
$1.48million in base pay and another
$2.67million in a role-based allowance,
a new kind of payment used by many
banks toget roundanEUcrackdownon

bonuses. He will also receive a pension
payment of $312,000, a one-off pension
top-up of $520,000, relocation pay-
ments and two years of free tax advice.
Initially his maximum bonuses total

will be limited to $4.7 million this year,
but this ceiling will be removed once
RBS reduces its Citizens shareholding
and it ceases to be subject to EU rules.
After that his annual bonus and long-
term incentive plan bonus could to-
gether be worth $8.14million, but the
role-based allowance would end.
In addition he will receive a “special

IPO award” of $2.35 million in Citizens
shares vesting in 2015 and 2016, which
is due to him, RBS said, because he did
not receive a long-term bonus award
this year in respect of his efforts in 2013.

Michael O’Leary, the abrasive boss of Ryanair, can reduce some staff to tears, but others might relish the challenge

‘People either see
me as Jesus,
Superman or an
odious little shit. I
think I’m Jesus.
A prophet in his
own time’

‘I don’t give a f***
if no one likes me. I
am not a cloud
bunny, I am not an
aerosexual. I never
wanted to be a
pilot like those
other platoons of
goons who populate
the airline industry’

‘Do we carry rich
people on our
flights? Yes, I flew
on one this
morning and I’m
very rich’

In his own words
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Dissenters expected
to emerge in Bank’s
vote on holding rate
Kathryn Hopkins
Economics Correspondent

Dissenters against Mark Carney’s
policy of keeping interest rates on hold
are widely expected to emerge for the
first time since the Canadian became
governor of the Bank of England more
than a year ago.
Economists say that the minutes

from the nine-strong Monetary Policy
Committee’s meeting this month, to be
published on Wednesday, could show
that asmany as twomembers voted for
a rate rise, with some nominating
Martin Weale and Ian McCafferty.

It would be the first time in his tenure
that Mr Carney has faced dissent over
keeping interest rates at 0.5 per cent.
The last time anyone voted for a rate
rise was in 2011 whenMrWeale, an ex-
ternal member of the MPC, and Spen-
cer Dale, the Bank’s former chief econ-
omist, wanted a quarter-point increase.
Mr Carney said this week that there

was a range of views among the com-
mittee over how much spare capacity
there was in the economy, leading
economists to speculate that those

whose forecasts were at the lower end
of the spectrum would soon move.
Threadneedle Street’s new central

view is that the amount of spare capa-
city ismost likely to be about 1 per cent,
down from the previous estimate of
between 1 per cent and 1.5 per cent. Mr
Wealehasput that figureat0.9per cent.
Victoria Clarke, an economist at In-

vestec, said: “Whilst we expect a unani-
mous vote on holding the quantitative
easing total steady we look for a single
dissention in the Bank rate vote.”
Although Ross Walker, UK econo-

mist at Royal Bank of Scotland, does
not expect the first rate riseuntil Febru-
ary next year, he is betting that there
will have been two dissenters, namely
Mr Weale and Mr McCafferty.
Strong growth alongside falling

unemployment are the main reasons
that there have been calls for the Bank
to raise rates from the record low of
0.5per cent, where they have been held
since 2009.
Official figures out yesterday show-

ing that Britain’s economy had grown
by more than expected in the past year
will no doubt have added to the Bank’s
headache. However, extremely weak
wage figureshave ledmanyeconomists
to speculate that Threadneedle Street
will not want to touch interest rates
until next year. Themarkets are pencil-
ling in a February increase.
Figures out on Tuesday, which are

expected to show that CPI fell from
1.9per cent to 1.8 per cent in July, will
also buoy doveish members as it would
allow theMPC tokeep rates onhold for
longeras there is currentlynodangerof
inflation spiralling out of control.

Strong economic growth puts Britain ahead of its G7 rivals
economy fared between April and
June, the Office for National Statistics
raised its forecast for growth compared
with the same quarter a year earlier
from 3.1 per cent to 3.2 per cent, the
strongest in more than six years.
TheUK’s performance is ahead of all

its other G7 competitors so far, with

only Canada left to report its second
quarter figures. It fits in with the Inter-
nationalMonetary Fund’s forecast that
UKgrowth in 2013would prove to have
been 3.2per cent, a percentage point
above Canada, the next best in the G7.
It is in stark contrast to the troubled

eurozone, where fears have grown that

it could suffer a triple-dip recession
after its failure to grow in the second
quarter compared with the previous
three months. On an annual basis it
managed growth of only 0.7 per cent.
The ONS’s estimate for growth for

theUKin the secondquarter compared
with the previous three months was

unchanged at 0.8 per cent. The figures
showed that output in the services sec-
tor, which makes up three quarters of
economic growth, rose by 1 per cent.
Production was revised downwards

to 0.3 per cent from 0.4 per cent and
construction was flat, down from the
first estimate for a drop of 0.5 per cent.

Kathryn Hopkins

Britain’s economy has grown by more
than expected in the past year, beating
its G7 competitors and adding to the
Bank of England’s dilemma over when
to raise interest rates.
In its second reading of how the

Vintage year Jane Awty, 68, tends to her vineyard, Oatley, in Somerset, which has been producing single-vineyard white
wines for 25 years. A bumper harvest is expected, with 7,000 bottles of wine produced from the one-hectare area of land

Sterling still
on the slide
against dollar

The pound has suffered its longest
losing streak in justover fouryears after
collapsing against the dollar for a sixth
consecutive week.
Sterling trod water yesterday, closing

at $1.6694, but has fallen 2.9 per cent
since the early July peak of $1.7192. It

lost 0.5 per cent this week after the
Bank of England signalled an interest
rate rise was not imminent.
The pound has also slipped against

the euro, falling 1.7 per cent over the
past month to €1.2465.
Sterling’s decline will hit holiday-

makers over the summer break but
currency experts claimed that it was
unlikely to be reversed any time soon
unless there was a sudden shift in the
wages data, which the Bank has indi-
cated it will be watching closely.
Simon Smith, the head of research at

the tradingplatformatFxPro, said: “For
sterling to move higher now is less
dependent on what the Bank says and
more on how the data progresses.”

Sterling had been the best performer
among major currencies in the year to
the start of July, drivenhigherbyexpec-
tations that theBank could start raising
interest rates to cool the economy as
early as November.
Mr Carney doused expectations this

week when the Bank set out its fore-
casts for growth and inflation by signal-
ling that no increase was likely before
February. The pound, which had risen
12per cent in the year to July, dropped
back after the release.
On Thursday, sterling briefly

touched a four-month low against the
dollar of $1.6658.
The strength of sterling had been

considered a potential drag on growth.

Philip Aldrick
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Whatever it takes? It’ll take a giant bazooka, Draghi

Philip Aldrick

In June, Mario Draghi, president
of the European Central Bank,
unveiled his mini-bazooka to

spare the eurozone the calamity of
deflation. An interest rate cut,
negative rates on bank deposits,
cheap funding for small businesses,
and the promise of quantitative
easing if necessary.
The package was meant to get the

single currency bloc through to the
end of the year at least. Since then,
the wheels may not have quite come
off the recovery, but the hubcaps
have certainly shaken loose.
Inflation has fallen further, to 0.4

per cent, the money supply data
continues to flash red, growth has
stalled, and Russian sanctions
threaten to jam the eurozone’s

economic engine — Germany. As
growth collapses, the threat of
deflation increases. It’s time for the
big bazooka. It’s time for QE.
Draghi has been masterful at

managing markets with words so
far. Until June, he had restored
Europe’s fortunes with three
carefully chosen words: “Whatever
it takes.” He has now run out of
rhetorical road.
Europe’s problems are becoming

chronic. The news is progressively
worse. Germany’s slide into
contraction in the second quarter,
while likely to be temporary, was a
terrible shock. Russian trade
sanctions have damaged prospects.
Confidence is evaporating.
Deflation has to be dealt with

pre-emptively and comprehensively.
Japan, which tiptoed round the
policy waters before plunging into
deflation, learnt that more than a
decade ago. If QE is to work, the
ECB needs to buy trillions of euros
of sovereign debt.
There is one other idea gaining

traction. A giant bazooka, as it were.
Massive QE combined with
large-scale debt write-offs. If the
ECB really wants to turn the tide,
forcing the banks to take a big hit
under this year’s stress tests and
combining that with QE would be it.
It may mean institutional investors
get burnt as banks need rescuing,
but it could be a circuit breaker.
October, when the stress tests are

due to complete, could be eventful.

There is a scene in
the classic
Al Capone crime
movie The
Untouchables when

Sean Connery’s policeman catches an
assassin in his home. Isn’t that just
like a fool, he says, sticking a shotgun
in the intruder’s face, “brings a knife
to a gunfight”. Connery’s cop is then
lured outside and mown down by an
accomplice.
The line kept coming back to me

this week after Europe’s dismal GDP
figures, in relation to France and Italy
in particular. France has now flatlined
for six months. Italy is back in
recession. It is six years since the
financial crisis struck and nearly
three since the eurozone’s double dip,
when the currency bloc nearly broke
apart. Yet progress in the region’s core
has been painfully slow and, in the
case of France and Italy, there was an
obdurate refusal to acknowledge the
inevitable.
In the West, markets rule. It’s

inescapable. Governments are funded
by private institutional debt;
businesses employ and expand using

capital raised from the same investor
groups. That’s the way the developed
world works. If there is a crisis, those
investors must be appeased —
whether you consider them
prohibition-era gangsters or not.
The only way to handle such power

is to play it at its own game. Britain
figured it out quickly. Both the
Conservatives and Labour went into
the 2010 election promising cuts and
reforms. France and Italy chose denial.
President Hollande was elected on

an anti-austerity ticket and Italy
buried its head in the sand. They
brought knives to the economic
gunfight. Is it any wonder they are
now sprawled on their backs?
Where the UK has excelled is in

political rhetoric. From day one,
George Osborne told markets that he
would do everything they wanted.
There is no alternative, he said.
Only there was. Not only did he

break one of his two golden rules on
the deficit, he pushed more austerity
into the future at every budget and
autumn statement.
He played the market at its own

game — like an unarmed man with a
finger pointing through his trouser
pocket, saying: “Be careful, I have a
gun.” It worked. The markets have
treated the UK like a prodigal son and
France like the black sheep.
To look at the numbers alone, the

distinction seems unfair. According to
the IMF’s most recent projections, the
UK’s budget deficit will be worse than
France’s until 2018. Net debt as a
share of GDP is roughly the same —
in France it was 87.6 per cent last year
compared with 83.1 per cent in the
UK— and is expected to start falling
in both countries in 2016. Yet France
has had its credit rating downgraded
twice to Britain’s once. Investors are
deserting France now, threatening to
tip it back into recession. Not the
sovereign debt, but the private sector.
Business confidence is “remarkably

low compared with euro peers,
preventing a needed investment
rebound”, Barclays says. The French
government knows it. In May

President Hollande’s closest advisers
toured London to drum up funds.
With little success.
Mr Hollande is belatedly pushing

through labour reforms, deregulation
and spending cuts, but the markets
are sceptical. The communications
strategy has been garbled, partly due
to divisions within his Socialist Party,
and partly because France has a long
history of failing to balance the books.
Italy’s public finances are in a far

more parlous state, with national debt
equivalent to 1.11 times GDP. There
has been one round of labour reforms
but more is needed, and changes to
the corporate tax system are vital.
Matteo Renzi’s government is making
the right noises about spending cuts,
but it’s all a bit late.
If proof were needed that going

hard, going early and playing the
game worked, this week’s second
quarter GDP data across Europe
provided it. Portugal, having pushed
through painful reforms as a
condition of its International
Monetary Fund bailout, grew 0.6 per
cent. As did Spain, which has also
made some hard choices. UK growth
was yesterday confirmed at 0.8 per
cent. Tick, tick, tick.
In the early years of President

Clinton’s administration, James
Carville, his adviser, said: “I used to
think if there was reincarnation, I
wanted to come back as the president
or the pope or a .400 baseball hitter.
But now I want to come back as the
bond market. You can intimidate
everybody.”
Carville was speaking 20 years ago.

Yet some countries still thought they
could beat the market only two years
ago. The truth is that the best anyone
can hope for is to trick it — like the
long-on-talk, short-on-cuts austerity
practised in the UK. All France and
Italy have done is delay their
recovery, inflicting more misery on
their people. In the
end, as Connery’s
character found out,
it’s always going to
be painful.

Busin
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’’

The only way for Europe to handle the
markets is to play them at their own game
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Computers have fixed prices in most
financial markets for more than a
decade, but yesterday silver finally
yielded to the digital age when the
benchmark value of the precious metal
was set electronically for the first time
in its 117-year history.
The London Silver Fix held its final

conference call on Thursday, the last
time the price of themetal will be set by
telephone, as the London Bullion
Market Association kicked the trade in
silver firmly into the 21st century.
Computerised auctions and elec-

tronic compiling of buy and sell orders
will from now on set the price of silver,
with the LBMA keen to show that it is
responding to concerns about the abil-
ity of banks to rig prices.
The hurried transition to the new

system meant that only three banks
tookpart in the first electronic fixing—
HSBC, Mitsui & Co and the Bank of
Nova Scotia — though the LBMA said
that it expected more to join soon.
The silver fix is used to give a daily

snapshot of the price of silver and was
previously set through a call involving
themainbanks trading in themetal.On
the call, the banks would say where
theywere seeing customers buying and
selling silver, and once agreement was
reached on a level that all participants
believed reflected the price in the
market, a fix would be established.
The LBMA’s dumping of the anti-

quated setting comes after calls for a
more transparent process and amid
increased scrutiny of financial bench-
marks after the revelations since the
financial crisis of Libor-rigging and

more recently the potential manipula-
tion of currency markets.
A lawsuit has been filed in theUnited

States alleging that banks involved in
the silver fix, including Deutsche Bank
and HSBC, have abused their role.
Deutsche Bank has withdrawn from
the silver and gold price-fixing process.
All thebanksnamed in the lawsuithave
denied the claims.
CMEGroup, the owner of one of the

world’s largest commodities exchange,
will provide the trading systems on
which silver auctions will take place,
while Thomson Reuters, the data pro-
vider, has been appointed the adminis-
trator of the new setting process.
Ruth Cromwell, the chief executive

of the LBMA, described the three-
month reform of the silver market as
“intense”. She said: “To have satisfied
all of the legal, compliance, regulatory
and IT requirements in such a short
window is testament to their dedication
and support for the London Bullion
Market.”

Source: silverprice.orgSo ce silverpric or
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Silver enters digital age
with computer price fix
Harry Wilson

Alibaba’s huge float
called into question
by accounting issues

Ping Dong, the co-producer of Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon, ran ChinaVision

SONY

A shadow has emerged over what is
expected to be one of the biggest
flotations in history after Alibaba, the
giant Chinese e-commerce group,
discovered accounting irregularities at
a recently acquired media company.
Alibaba Pictures Group, previously

known as ChinaVision Media Group,
said yesterday that it had delayed its
results and opened an investigation
after discovering “possibly non-com-
pliant” accounting practices. Shares in
Alibaba Pictures, which is listed in
Hong Kong, have been suspended
pending an investigation.
In March, Alibaba agreed an

$804million deal to buy a 60 per cent
stake in the film and TV production
company, which owns the broadcast
rights to English Premier League
games in China and runs the Beijing
Times newspaper.
It installed its own management

team this month and named Jet Li, the
actor and martial arts specialist, who
stars in The Expendables films, as a
non-executive director.
Deloitte, which has audited

ChinaVision’s accounts since 2011,
declined to comment. Goldman
Sachs advised Alibaba ahead of
its acquisition of ChinaVi-
sion.
Commenting on yester-

day’s disclosure, Alibaba
Group said: “The new man-
agement teamhas a firm com-
mitment to transparency, good
corporate governance, and

investor protection.” The emergence of
accounting irregularities may unsettle
potential investors over Alibaba’s due
diligence processes.
The e-commerce company has been

on a buying spree in the ru- up to a float
onNasdaq,which is set to raisebetween
$16billion and$20billion inwhat could
be the largest initial public offering in
history.
Alibaba has spent $4.6billion on

acquisitions in the past year at a rate of
almost two a month partly to diversify
its business into new areas.
“When you see the extent of the

deals, thereare somanyof themrecent-
ly announced, that raises the question
as to how much due diligence the
company has made on some of these
deals,” Tony Chu, a Hong Kong-based
portfolio manager at RS Investments,
told Reuters.
ChinaVision was previously run by
Ping Dong, a co-producer of the Os-

car-winning filmCrouching Tiger,
HiddenDragon and a former ac-
tor, who remains a major share-
holder in the company.
He stood down after Alibaba
bought its majority stake but
stayed on as an advisedr. Se-
quoia Capital, the Silicon
Valley investment fund,
was also an investor in
ChinaVision.
The float could surpass

Facebook’s listing in size
and has had a knock-on effect
forothercompanies looking to
list shares in theUnited States
as banks focus on getting the
Chinese company to market.

Nic Fildes

Jet Li, the actor and martial
arts specialist, was named as
a non-executive director

‘The new management
team is committed
to good governance’
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Boom for
big-ticket
retailers

prepared to pay a premium for the
security of buying a commodity in
the future. However, a contango of
that size has not been seen since the
start of the Libyan war in 2011.
Analysts believe that there is little

to stop prices sliding below the
psychologically important $100
mark. Saudi Arabia, the de facto
leader of Opec, is known as a swing
producer because it maintains prices
by adjusting production. However, if
prices keep falling it is less likely to
curb production because it does not
want to lose market share to Iraq, its
Opec rival.
So what would a new world of oil

prices below $100 mean for
investors?Obviously, oil companies
are the biggest losers. Aprolonged
slide could force them to halt many
of their most expensive projects,
such as oil sands in North America,
which need oil at $80 to break even.

The winners are more
unexpected. Markit, the
financial information
company, ranks
UScompanies with an “oil
price sensitivity score”.
Those with the highest
score do best when oil

prices rise and vice versa.
The same principle can be

applied to UKstocks.
The biggest winners when oil

prices fall are retailers selling big-
ticket items such as computers.
Energy bills and petrol prices fall
with oil prices. This leaves

households with more spare cash to
splash out on luxuries. In the UK,
one of the biggest beneficiaries
could be Dixons Carphone, the
electronics retailer.
Airlines benefit twice from lower

oil prices. First, because flights come
under this category of discretionary
spending, and also because one of
the airlines’ biggest costs is fuel.
Easyjet and Ryanair, which have
younger, more fuel-efficient fleets
than IAG, the owner of British
Airways, should be investors’ top
picks.
Other sectors that have high

energy costs include water
companies (Pennon and United
Utilities) as well as manufacturers,
such as Severfield, the steelmaker.
Simon Colvin, from Markit,

emphasises that trying to correlate
oil prices with companies’ share
prices is not an exact science. It can
take a long time for lower oil prices
to translate to lower energy costs
and boost companies’ — and
households’ — bottom line.
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Dead Cow shale attracts
billionaire risk-taker
Gary ParkinsonMarket report

T
he Man Who Broke the
Bank of England more than
doubled his bet on the
“Dead Cow”, in the process
offering encouragement to a

little-known AIM exploration
company.
The family office of George Soros

— businessman, investor and
philanthropist, and the man renowned
for making $1 billion in a day betting
against sterling on Black Wednesday
in 1992 — bought nearly 8.5 million
more shares in YPF, the Argentinian
state-controlled oil company.
He now owns 3.5 per cent and is

YPF’s fourth-biggest shareholder, two
years after Argentina seized control of
the company by repatriating Repsol’s
stake and barely two weeks since the
country’s latest default on its debts.
His is a bet on Argentina’s nascent

shale boom. Outside the US, the
South American country’s Vaca
Muerta, or Dead Cow, deposit boasts
the next grandest reserves and is the
only one where oil is being
produced from shale.
If YPF is the easy way for

American investors to play
Argentinian shale, then
Andes Energia is the only
way for investors in London
to play it. The £230 million
AIM minnow holds exploration
rights to five blocks on Vaca
Muerta, three in partnership with
YPF. It has made three discoveries
from as many wells drilled, fracked
and tested.
Andes shares, clobbered after the

Repsol repatriation, remain double
their 2013 nadir though have
struggled for support in the past six
months amid speculation, ultimately
proved accurate, about another
Argentinian default. Yesterday they
eased tuppence to 42½p.
The wider stock market spent most

of the day putting the finishing
touches to what would have been its
best week in six months. Poor
economic data from China and
America, the German economy’s
unexpected contraction, exerting
further pressure on the ECB to help
more, Japan already contracting and
dovish cooing from the Bank of
England had all been taken for signals
that four of the biggest economies
were unlikely to see higher interest
rates in the near future.
Nervousness about Gaza, Iraq and

Ukraine were set aside, for now.
Then, as traders were thinking about
heading home for the weekend,
reports broke of Ukraine attacking a
Russian military convoy. The
FTSE100, more than 86 points at
best, rattled off but managed to keep
its nose above water, just. London’s
leading index closed 3.8 points higher
at 6,689.1, still up nearly 122 on the
week.
Scratch the surface and Europe’s
lurch north looks shy of

conviction. Bank of America
Merrill Lynch found that
$3.5 billion was pulled from
European share funds this
week, the most since
August 2011.
BHPBilliton pushed 24½p

higher to £20.50 after the
Australian miner said it would

spin off its non-core assets and
concentrate on iron ore, copper, coal
and petroleum. However, gold miners
gave ground. Often, they are bought
as proxies for bullion, a classic haven
in more uncertain times. South
Africa’s Randgold Resources was off
55p at £50.65, while second-line gold
miners were hit harder still.
Centamin, already dogged by legal
problems in Egypt, fell a further 3½p
to 66½p.
Back in the Footsie, BGGroup rose

7p to £11.63½ after workers at a
liquefied natural gas project in
Australia ended their strike. BTGroup
rose 3½p to 371¼p after a big broker
said “buy”.
3i Group added 6¼p to 377p. The

private equity group’s infrastructure
fund was part of a consortium
awarded a motorway contract in
Holland.
SVGCapital lost 19½p to 410p after

Permira sold 12 million shares, its
entire 5.7 per cent stake, at 390p each
through JPMorgan. The quoted
investment vehicle was historically

the private equity house’s biggest
backer.
On AIM, Kea Petroleum was

chased 22.7 per cent higher to 3.4p in
anticipation of well results from New
Zealand, and Sunrise Resources
jumped 13.3 per cent to 0.425p after
encouraging samples from its
diatomite project in Nevada.
Diatomite is an industrial rock
formed by the accumulation in lakes
of vast quantities of skeletal material
from single-celled algae called
diatoms, used to filter beer, spirits,
wine, fats, fruit juices and solvents.
Eland Oil & Gas dipped 1¼p to

87½p after interim results revealed
widened losses, alongside its
acquisition of a 40 per cent interest in
the Ubima field in Nigeria.
Prices by Proquote

follow us
on twitter
for updates
@timesbusiness

Wall Street report
Stocks began the day buoyant but
were knocked back by reports that
Ukrainian forces had attacked
Russian military vehicles that had
crossed their border. The Dow Jones
industrial average was down 123.56
points at midday at 16,590.02.

U
ntil this week, all the
chatter in the oil market
was about prices going
up, not down. With Iraq
threatening to implode

and the Middle East looking more
combustible than ever, not to
mention the ongoing conflict in
Ukraine, the overriding concern was
that crude supplies could be
disrupted.
Almost in the space of a

week, that consensus has
broken down. Fears of a
price spike triggered by a
supply disruption have
been overtaken by
growing signs that the
world is awash with
unwanted oil.
The International Energy Agency

set the ball rolling on Tuesday when
it reported a glut in the Atlantic
Basin. The supply situation is strong
thanks to rising oil production in
the US, Saudi Arabia and Libya.
Despite all the violence in Iraq,
Opec’s second largest producer,
production has barely been affected
and other oil-producing hotspots
such as Yemen, Nigeria and Iran
remain unusually becalmed. This
benign supply situation is likely to
be temporary. Amrita San, from
Energy Aspects, the consultancy,
said: “Will this last?Probably not.”
Nevertheless, demand is

weakening too. The IEA cut its
forecast for growth in global
demand this year by 180,000 barrels
per day to one million barrels. On
Wednesday the USgovernment
reported that crude inventories had
unexpectedly risen. Then yesterday
economic data showed that growth
in France and Germany had
ground to a halt in the second
quarter, while oil demand in China
is falling.
Something unusual happened on

the oil markets on Wednesday, the
day before the September contract
for Brent crude expired. The
September contract was trading $1
below the price for the October
contract as traders desperately tried
to close their positions, underlining
the feeble physical demand for oil.
Such a “contango”— when the
futures price of a commodity is
higher than a spot price — is not
unusual because people are

follow me
on twitter
for updates
@tim_webb_

‘Analysts believe that
there is little to
stop oil prices
sliding below $100’

Flower power A giant flower carpet features in the celebrations of the 50th anniversary of the migration by Turkish
workers to Belgium at the Grand Place in Brussels. Nearly 750,000 begonias were used to decorate the 1,800 sq m square

ANDREAS RENTZ/GETTY IMAGES
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AB Foods 750
Aberdeen Asset 1,759
Admiral 958
Aggreko 605
AMEC 807
Anglo Amer 3,514
Antofagasta 1,669
ARM Hldgs 2,573
AstraZeneca 2,911
Aviva 5,304
BAE SYS 6,161
Babcock 1,805
Barclays 32,135
BG 6,430
BHP Billiton 9,605
BP 24,316
Brt Am Tob 2,008
Br Land 3,922
BSkyB 2,428
BT Group 15,280
Bunzl 445
Burberry Group 1,301
Capita Group 1,389
Carnival 575
Centrica 10,089
Coca Cola HBC 275
Compass 5,399
CRH 4,016
Croda 185
Diageo 3,841
EasyJet 2,586
Experian 1,451
G4S 10,844
Fresnillo 891
Friends Life Gp 2,616
GKN 5,111
GlaxoSmKline 6,169
Glencre Xstrata 19,491
Hammerson 2,331
Hargreaves Lans 595
HSBC 26,955
IMI 556
Imperial Tob 1,560
InterCont Htls 608
Intl Cons Air 6,842
Intertek 267
ITV 11,574
Johnson Math 586
Kingfisher 5,360
Land Secs 2,581

Legal & Gen 9,840
Lloyds Bkg Gp 82,341
London Stock Exch 257
Marks Spr 3,413
Meggitt 2,287
Melrose 2,493
Mondi PLC 825
Morrison (W) 8,081
Natl Grid 5,846
Next 236
Old Mutual 9,545
Pearson 1,980
Petrofac 1,159
Persimmon 1,136
Prudential 4,281
Randgold Res 318
Reckitt Benck 1,162
Reed Elsevier 3,568
REXAM 2,142
Rio Tinto 3,933
Rolls-Royce 2,103
Ryl Bk Scot 8,147
Ryl Dtch Sh A 4,401
Ryl Dtch Sh B 3,448
RSA Ins 2,406
SABMiller 2,177
Sage Gp 2,827
Sainsbury 7,196
Schroders 383
Svrn Trent 523
Shire 2,224
Smith & Neph 2,192
Smiths 1,130
Sports Direct 1,126
SSE 2,710
Std Chartd 4,478
Standard Life 3,666
Tate & Lyle 1,655
Tesco 20,796
Travis Perkins 815
TUI Travel 1,666
Tullow Oil 3,692
Unilever 2,722
Utd Utilities 1,388
Vedanta Res 250
Vodafone 39,631
Weir 486
William Hill 3,168
Whitbread 474
Wolseley 1,062
WPP 4,203

FTSE volumes

European money
deposits %

Gold/precious
metals

Dollar rates
Australia 1.0740-1.0742
Canada 1.0904-1.0908
Denmark 5.5689-5.5704
Euro 0.7470-0.7471
Hong Kong 7.7503-7.7505
Japan 102.24-102.26
Malaysia 3.1523-3.1533
Norway 6.1441-6.1477
Singapore 1.2454-1.2457
Sweden 6.8404-6.8433
Switzerland 0.9032-0.9035

Other Sterling
Argentina peso 13.814-13.825

Australia dollar 1.7921-1.7929

Bahrain dinar 0.6252-0.6327

Brazil real 3.7785-3.7952

Euro 1.2463-1.2469

Hong Kong dollar 12.934-12.936

India rupee 101.31-101.51

Indonesia rupiah 19449-19499

Kuwait dinar KD 0.4715-0.4740

Malaysia ringgit 5.1603-5.3597

New Zealand dollar 1.9652-1.9657

Singapore dollar 2.0785-2.0789

S Africa rand 17.669-17.681

U A E dirham 6.1250-6.1312

Eurotop 100

Money rates %
Base Rates Clearing Banks 0.5 Finance House 1.0 ECB Refi 0.15 US Fed Fund 0-0.25

Halifax Mortgage Rate 3.5

Treasury Bills (Dis) Buy: 1 mth 0.35; 3 mth 0.42. Sell: 1 mth 0.31; 3 mth 0.37

1 mth 2 mth 3 mth 6 mth 12 mth

Interbank Rates 0.4988 0.5209 0.5596 0.6906 1.0273

Clearer CDs 0.58-0.43 0.60-0.45 0.65-0.50 0.80-0.65 1.12-0.97

Depo CDs 0.58-0.43 0.60-0.45 0.65-0.50 0.80-0.65 1.12-0.97

Eurodollar Deps 0.15-0.25 0.21-0.31 0.27-0.37 0.39-0.49 0.62-0.72

Eurodollar CDs 0.14-0.07 0.18-0.10 0.22-0.14 0.36-0.21 0.52-0.36

Mkt Rates for Range Close 1 month 3 month
Copenhagen 9.2596-9.3124 9.2929-9.2951 45ds 134ds
Euro 1.2494-1.2450 1.2468-1.2464 3pr 10pr
Montreal 1.8128-1.8218 1.8197-1.8205 8pr 24pr
New York 1.6677-1.6700 1.6688-1.6689 4ds 13ds
Oslo 10.234-10.280 10.252-10.259 88pr 265pr
Stockholm 11.246-11.451 11.415-11.419 16ds 51ds
Tokyo 170.41-171.42 170.57-170.64 8ds 25ds
Zurich 1.5055-1.5136 1.5070-1.5078 7ds 23ds

Premium = pr Discount = ds

Sterling spot and forward rates

Major indices
New York
Dow Jones 16626.08 (-87.50)
Nasdaq Composite 4444.23 (-8.77)
S&P 500 1948.89 (-6.29)

Tokyo
Nikkei 225 15318.34 (+3.77)

Hong Kong
Hang Seng 24954.94 (+153.58)

Amsterdam
AEX Index 395.35 (-0.49)

Sydney
AO 5559.60 (+16.70)

Frankfurt
DAX 9092.60 (-132.50)

Singapore
Straits 3314.77 (+19.94)

Brussels
BEL20 3106.45 (-3.38)

Paris
CAC-40 4174.36 (-31.07)

Zurich
SMI Index 8366.73 (-63.37)
DJ EURO Stoxx 50 3033.52 (-24.64)

London
FTSE 100 6689.08 (+3.82)
FTSE 250 15667.81 (-7.75)
FTSE 350 3636.99 (+1.49)
FTSE Eurotop 100 2679.88 (-12.76)
FTSE All-Shares 3573.18 (+1.57)
FTSE Non Financials 4187.15 (+6.88)
techMARK 100 3273.50 (+4.88)
Bargains 948750
US$ 1.6688 (+0.0005)
Euro 1.2463 (-0.0020)
£:SDR 1.10 (+0.00)
Exchange Index 87.4 (unch)
Bank of England official close (4pm)
CPI 128.30 Jun (2005 = 100)
RPI 256.30 Jun (Jan 1987 = 100)
RPIX 255.80 Jun (Jan 1987 = 100)
Morningstar Long Commodity 904.86 (-6.99)
Morningstar Long/Short Commod 4502.53 (-33.06)

Commodities
ICIS pricing (London 6.00pm)

Crude Oils ($/barrel FOB)
Brent Physical 101.20 +0.80
Brent 25 day (Jan) 103.15 +0.65
Brent 25 day (Feb) 103.85 +0.65
W Texas Intermed (Jan) 95.00 +0.15
W Texas Intermed (Feb) 94.40 +0.10

Products ($/MT)

Spot CIF NW Europe (prompt delivery)
Premium Unld 943.00 943.00 +3.00
Gasoil EEC 868.75 870.75 -2.00
3.5 Fuel Oil 549.00 557.00 -3.00
Naphtha 856.00 860.00 +4.00

ICE Futures

Gas Oil
Aug unq Nov 877.25-877.00
Sep 869.25-869.00 Dec 879.50-879.25
Oct 873.75-873.50 Volume: 302063

Brent (6.00pm)
Sep unq Dec 104.36-104.33
Oct 103.38-103.37 Jan 104.62-104.51
Nov 103.99-103.96 Volume: 740195

LIFFE

Cocoa
Sep 2077-2072 Dec 1910 BID
Dec 2041-2040 Mar 1760 BID
Mar 2004-2001 May unq
May 1987-1980
Jul 1973 BID
Sep 1964 BID Volume: 11558

RobustaCoffee
Jul unq Mar 1989-1949
Sep 1952-1950 May 1997-1955
Nov 1967-1961
Jan 1970-1941 Volume: 10185

White Sugar (FOB)
Reuters May 477.90-475.40

Aug 484.80-484.00
Oct 431.20-430.30 Oct 517.00-490.70
Dec 447.80-446.30 Dec 522.00-485.00
Mar 467.70-465.50 Volume: 4458

London Grain Futures
LIFFE Wheat (close £/t)
Nov 123.10 Jan 124.60 Mar 127.60
May 130.10 Jul 132.75 Volume: 530

Wall Street
Aug 15
midday

Aug 14
close

21st Century Fox 35.76 35.76
3M 141.20 142.34
Abbott Labs 41.80 42.33
AbbVie 53.94 54.19
Accenture 78.75 79.27
ACE 102.73 103.28
Actavis 214.43 212.64
Adobe Sys 69.65 70.05
Aetna Inc 76.97 77.64
Aflac 59.52 60.11
Agilent Tech 57.57 55.62
Air Prods & Chm 131.86 132.55
Alcoa 16.04 16.23
Alexion Pharmas 168.45 168.90
Allergan 156.72 155.60
Alliance Data Sys 258.06 262.80
Allstate 60.49 60.78
Altria 42.01 42.26
Amazon 329.42 333.21
Amer Elec Pwr 51.30 51.14
Amer Express 86.35 87.27
Amer Tower 97.93 97.55
American Int 53.57 54.06
Ameriprise 119.37 120.38
AmerisrceBerg 76.30 76.62
Amgen 130.74 131.86
Amphenol 99.89 100.90
Anadarko Petrlm 107.20 105.89
Analog Devices 50.87 50.74
Aon Corp 84.42 85.24
Apache 98.34 97.94
Apple 97.12 97.50
Applied Mats 22.10 21.15
Archer Daniels 49.69 49.97
AT&T 34.53 34.91
Auto Data Proc 81.80 82.39
Autozone 527.40 530.67
AVAGO TECHNOLOGIES Ltd.73.53 73.84
AvalonBay 150.58 151.49
Baker Hughes 67.05 66.82
Bank NY Mellon 37.97 38.29
Bank of America 15.18 15.32
Baxter Intl 74.14 74.75
BB&T 36.08 36.34
Becton Dickinsn 116.66 118.06
Berkshire Hath 133.46 135.30
Biogen Idec 335.39 337.01
Blackrock 313.37 314.72
Boeing 122.50 124.11
BorgWarner Inc 61.82 62.42
Boston Props 120.59 120.93
Boston Sci 12.42 12.58
Bristol-Myrs Sq 49.35 49.82
Broadcom 37.68 37.71
Cameron Intl 72.32 72.32
Capital One Fin 78.84 79.79
Cardinal Health 71.41 72.13
Carnival 37.18 37.49
Caterpillar 105.34 105.66
CBS Corp 59.44 59.46
Celgene 88.96 88.46
CenturyTel 40.30 40.51
Cerner 55.05 55.80
Chesapeake Engy 25.67 25.65
Chevron 125.98 125.89
Chipotle Mex Grill 674.16 679.29
Chubb 89.32 89.87
Cigna Corp 91.78 92.97
Cisco Systems 24.31 24.54
Citigroup 48.49 49.13
CME 72.99 73.59
Coca-Cola 40.73 40.18
Cognizant Tech 44.66 44.82
Colgate-Palm 63.98 64.21
Comcast 54.24 54.37
ConocoPhillips 80.39 80.17
Consd Edison 56.74 56.58
Constellation Brands86.24 85.57
Corning 19.99 20.26
Costco Whole 118.25 119.26
Covidien 86.48 87.26
Crown Castle 78.45 78.10
CSX 30.00 30.16
Cummins 140.82 141.95
CVS Caremark 78.74 79.30
Danaher 74.81 74.88
Davita 71.95 73.10
Deere&Co 84.39 84.89
Delphi Auto 68.22 69.01
Delta Air Lines 37.96 38.40
Devon Energy 72.85 72.66
DirecTV Grp 84.17 84.44
Discover Financial 60.31 60.81
Dollar General 57.19 57.88
Dominion Res 68.69 68.29
Dover 86.99 87.76
Dow Chemical 51.79 52.13
Du Pont 64.82 65.20
Duke Energy 72.04 72.08
Eaton 67.83 68.57

Aug 15
midday

Aug 14
close

eBay 52.71 52.93
Ecolab 111.19 111.97
Edison Intl 57.00 57.06
Eli Lilly 60.61 61.19
EMC Corp 29.56 29.75
Emerson Elec 62.64 62.95
EOG Res 105.62 103.93
EQT 93.73 93.89
Equity Res 65.35 65.77
Estee Lauder 75.64 75.90
Exelon 31.72 31.83
Express Scripts 72.77 72.82
Exxon Mobil 98.40 99.09
Facebook 73.50 74.30
Fedex 148.08 149.64
Fifth Third 19.66 19.81
FIS 55.57 55.92
Fiserv Inc 62.29 62.37
FMC Tech 59.61 59.47
Ford Motor 17.20 17.43
FOREST LABORATORIES99.00 99.77
Franklin Res 54.55 54.85
Freeport-Mcm 35.91 36.05
Gap 41.71 42.14
Gen Dynamics 118.77 119.12
Gen Electric 25.56 25.88
Gen Growth Props 24.14 24.20
General Mills 52.47 52.78
General Mtrs 33.60 33.95
Gilead Sciences 97.39 96.36
Goldman Sachs 172.02 172.73
GOOGLE Inc 572.17 574.65
GOOGLE Inc CLASS A582.16 584.65
Grainger (WW) 236.07 238.45
Halliburton 67.92 67.34
Hartford Financial 34.90 35.26
HCP 42.00 42.00
Health Care REIT 65.51 65.69
Hershey 91.23 92.32
Hess 98.04 97.53
Hewlett Packard 34.98 35.59
Home Depot 82.99 83.86
Honeywell Intl 93.71 94.39
Host Hotels 22.19 22.16
Humana 119.45 120.13
ICE Group 187.44 189.31
Illinois Tool 86.62 86.73
Ingersoll-Rand 60.12 60.86
Intel 33.80 33.94
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES187.17 187.88
Intl Paper 47.23 47.83
Intuit 83.27 83.81
Intuitive Surg 457.76 460.39
Invesco 38.63 39.26
Johnsn & Johnsn 101.01 102.02
Johnson Cont 47.12 47.66
JP Morgan Chase 56.51 56.98
Kellogg 64.15 64.00
KEURIG GREEN MOUNTAIN Inc113.56 114.30
Kimberly-Clark 107.49 108.08
Kinder Morgan 41.03 39.88
Kraft Foods 56.75 56.91
Kroger 50.00 50.55
L Brands 61.72 62.75
Lockheed Martin 168.28 169.50
Loews 42.00 42.31
Lorillard 60.35 60.63
Lowes Cos 49.68 50.41
LyondellBasell 109.10 109.79
Macy's 57.10 57.84
Marathon Oil 38.93 39.00
MARATHON PETROLEUM CORPORATION88.56 88.91
Marriott Intl 67.30 67.26
Marsh & McLenn 51.40 51.77
MasterCard 75.18 76.05
McDonald's 93.52 93.66
MCGRAW HILL FINANCIAL Inc79.51 79.30
McKesson 190.14 192.14
Mead Johnson 93.86 94.50
Medtronic 62.91 63.73
Merck & Co 58.16 58.78
Metlife 52.07 52.93
Michael Kors Hdgs 77.75 78.38
Micron 31.24 31.04
Microsoft 44.49 44.27
Mondelez 35.65 35.70
Monsanto 117.82 117.06
Monster Beverage 90.63 71.65
Moodys 91.48 91.70
Morgan Stanley 32.05 32.17
Mosaic 46.10 45.96
Motorola Sols 60.72 61.52
M&T Bank Corp 119.27 120.10
Mylan 46.22 46.15
Natl Oilwell 81.64 80.77
Netflix 452.77 450.87
NextEra Energy 96.27 96.19
Nielsen Holdings 47.40 47.85
Nike 76.62 77.30
Noble Energy 69.79 69.50

Aug 15
midday

Aug 14
close

Norfolk Sthn 103.69 103.97
Northeast Utilities 43.96 44.03
Northern Trust 66.35 66.98
Northrop Grum 123.93 125.01
Nucor 52.06 52.19
Occidental Petr 99.55 99.97
Omnicom 71.07 71.92
Oracle 40.05 40.22
O'Reilly 151.90 153.92
Paccar 61.88 62.32
Parker-Hannifin 112.33 113.52
Paychex 41.38 41.71
PepsiCo 91.47 91.79
Perrigo Company 147.21 149.29
Pfizer 28.48 28.73
PG&E 45.02 44.52
Philip Morris Intl 84.18 84.93
Phillips66 83.69 83.69
Pioneer Ntrl Rscs 202.39 200.07
PNC Finl 81.58 82.25
PPG Inds 201.08 201.57
PPL 33.70 33.68
Praxair 129.49 129.69
Precision Cast 237.17 240.37
Price T Rowe 77.51 78.55
Priceline.com 1270.46 1284.81
Principal Fin 50.58 51.40
Procter & Gmbl 81.36 81.95
Progressive Cp 24.48 24.49
Prologis 40.85 40.83
Prudential Finl 87.05 88.46
Public Serv Ent 35.36 35.50
Public Storage 174.42 175.46
QUALCOMM 74.28 74.76
Raytheon 92.93 93.41
Regeneron Pharm 344.61 347.74
Reynolds Amer 56.99 57.70
Rockwell Auto 113.59 114.81
Roper Inds 146.20 148.12
Ross Stores 65.25 66.10
Salesforce.com 53.09 53.51
SanDisk 93.17 93.21
Schlumberger 105.85 105.91
Schwab (Charles) 27.08 27.63
Seagate Tech 58.28 58.39
Sempra Energy 102.89 102.37
Sherwin-Williams 211.09 211.81
Simon Prop 168.11 168.25
Southern Co 43.37 43.43
Spectra Engy 40.32 40.02
St Jude Medical 62.75 63.75
Stan Blk & Dkr 89.28 90.04
Starbucks 76.47 76.62
Starwood 82.38 82.11
State Street 69.37 70.17
Sthwest Airlines 29.44 29.75
Stryker 79.94 80.92
SunTrust Banks 36.63 36.97
Symantec 24.03 24.34
Sysco 37.35 37.65
Target 57.99 58.74
TE Connectivity 61.81 62.14
Texas Insts 47.09 47.26
Thermo Fisher 120.54 121.78
Time Warner 76.25 76.52
Time Warner Cab 147.33 148.02
TJX 53.11 53.96
Transocean 38.73 38.81
Travelers 91.60 92.22
Tyco Intl 43.54 43.97
Union Pacific 101.55 101.73
UPS 96.21 96.07
US Bancorp 41.17 41.60
Utd Health 80.94 81.82
Utd Tech 105.01 105.77
Valero Energy 52.32 52.78
Ventas 64.95 65.05
Verizon Comm 48.61 49.00
Vertex Pharma 89.88 90.37
VF Corp 61.20 61.94
Viacom 80.89 80.82
Visa 210.30 212.52
Vornado Realty 105.63 106.11
Walgreen 61.67 62.25
Wal-Mart 73.72 74.39
Walt Disney 89.02 88.61
Waste Mgt 45.56 45.85
WellPoint 111.03 112.48
Wells Fargo 50.00 50.38
Western Digital 99.76 100.36
Weyerhaeuser 32.95 33.06
Whole Foods Mkt 38.58 38.56
Williams Cos 57.39 56.78
Wynn Resorts 198.90 202.23
Xcel Energy 30.92 30.89
Xerox 13.31 13.45
Yahoo 36.21 36.36
Yum Brands 71.40 71.05
Zimmer Hldgs 96.85 97.83
Zoetis 33.49 33.07

London Financial Futures
Period Open High Low Sett Vol Open Int

Long Gilt Sep 14 112.55 113.65 112.53 113.29 170855 373543
Dec 14 111.90 111.90 111.89 112.65 4 5

3-Mth Sterling Sep 14 99.430 99.440 99.430 99.430 47043 321405
Dec 14 99.310 99.330 99.290 99.305 70678 457781
Mar 15 99.120 99.150 99.100 99.120 66771 390070
Jun 15 98.920 98.960 98.900 98.925 38620 271986
Sep 15 98.710 98.770 98.700 98.730 61233 262906

3-Mth Euribor Sep 14 99.815 99.815 99.810 99.810 12232 476325
Dec 14 99.820 99.825 99.815 99.820 35412 439635
Mar 15 99.830 99.840 99.825 99.830 22595 388508
Jun 15 99.835 99.840 99.830 99.830 18878 334946
Sep 15 99.820 99.830 99.815 99.820 22122 332173

3-Mth Euroswiss Sep 14 99.970 99.990 99.970 99.980 4763 52508
Dec 14 100.01 100.04 100.01 100.02 6325 46668
Mar 15 100.05 100.07 100.04 100.05 3205 43103
Jun 15 100.06 100.08 100.05 100.07 3414 38030

2 Year Swapnote Sep 14 111.35 111.36 111.35 111.36 28 26274
Dec 14 111.36

5 Year Swapnote Sep 14 126.64 126.80 126.64 126.74 783 9963
Dec 14 126.74

10 Year Swapnote Sep 14 145.25 145.50 145.25 145.16 2 3508
Dec 14 145.16

FTSE100 Sep 14 6683.0 6730.0 6650.0 6672.0 101650 567083
Dec 14 6671.5 6698.0 6647.5 6645.0 20 11790

FTSEurofirst 80 Sep 14 3995.0 350
Dec 14

Data as shown is
for information

purposes only. No offer is made by
Morningstar or this publication

Close +/- 12mthhigh 12mthlow Yield P/E

AP Moller-Maersk A Dn Kr 12810.00 +130.00 13800.00 12070.00 2.94 13.89
AP Moller-Maersk B Dn Kr 13300.00 +90.00 14520.00 12660.00 2.83 14.42
ABB Ltd S SF 20.32 -0.14 24.75 19.90 20.84
Air Liquide Fr ¤ 94.12 -0.77 106.85 92.84 2.70 19.73
Allianz G ¤ 126.15 -0.60 134.03 108.68 3.13 9.48
Anglo American UK p 1577.50 -6.50 1648.00 1226.50 3.14 346.09
Anheuser-Busch InBev B ¤ 81.83 +0.36 85.13 69.55 1.88 20.57
ASML Holding Nl ¤ 67.85 -0.19 14520.00 12660.00 0.76 23.01
Assicurazioni Generali SpA 15.18 -0.15 17.43 14.35 2.37 15.76
AstraZeneca UK p 4101.64 +5.64 4823.50 3113.00 4.10 43.59
Atlas Copco A Sw Kr 200.70 -1.20 211.50 188.20 2.74 20.46
Atlas Copco B Sw Kr 184.00 -0.50 211.50 188.20 2.99 18.75
AXA Fr ¤ 18.05 -0.18 20.50 16.49 4.48 8.71
Banco Santander Es ¤ 7.20 -0.08 7.88 5.35 4.96 17.09
BBVA Es ¤ 8.71 -0.09 9.93 7.22 1.81
Barclays UK p 217.60 -0.40 296.50 207.90 2.99 31.56
BASF G ¤ 74.68 -1.24 87.36 73.95 3.55 13.93
Bayer G ¤ 95.41 -2.28 106.60 94.73 2.15 22.72
BG Group UK p 1170.35 +13.85 1351.50 1008.50 1.46 25.85
BHP Billiton UK p 2079.45 +53.95 2096.00 1754.50 3.44 16.70
BMW G ¤ 86.24 -2.04 95.51 86.20 2.21 9.85
BNP Paribas Fr ¤ 48.33 -0.24 60.85 47.42 3.10
BP UK p 470.95 -1.05 523.90 432.30
British Am Tob UK p 3519.88 +18.38 3603.00 2881.00 4.05 18.37
BT Group UK p 371.30 +3.40 418.10 322.20 2.67 15.14
Centrica UK p 313.50 -1.10 402.20 304.50 5.42 24.17
Christian Dior Fr ¤ 132.40 -0.45 153.50 127.35 1.75 15.77
CS Group S SF 25.11 -0.03 30.29 24.17 1.82 122.33
Daimler G ¤ 59.71 -1.36 70.44 58.95 3.68 9.91
Danone Fr ¤ 52.91 -0.33 59.27 48.83 2.74 29.41
Deutsche Bank G ¤ 24.43 -0.25 39.95 24.43 2.23 26383.52
Deutsche Post AG 23.50 -0.20 27.93 23.25 14.04
Deutsche Telekom G ¤ 11.11 -0.13 13.12 11.09 3.33 21.11
Diageo UK p 1756.15 +27.15 2060.50 1709.50 2.82 18.77
EON G ¤ 13.65 -0.12 15.31 12.01 6.06 34.85
EDF Fr ¤ 24.61 +0.56 29.73 21.10 5.27 12.50
Enel It ¤ 3.90 4.46 2.48 3.18 10.80
ENI It ¤ 18.38 +0.14 20.40 16.25 4.78 13.06
Ericsson B Sw Kr 83.75 -0.25 3.58 19.47
EADS Fr ¤ 43.47 -0.14 55.91 0.00 1.42 19.71
GDF Suez Fr ¤ 18.94 -0.06 21.09 16.17 7.91
GlaxoSmKline UK p 1392.00 -3.00 1690.50 1377.00 5.68 14.35
Glencre Xstrata 358.80 -1.85 377.50 297.00 2.65
Heineken NV Nl ¤ 52.29 +0.01 55.83 44.96 1.55 21.29
Henkel KGaA G ¤ 70.05 -0.46 77.10 69.00 1.27 17.86
Henkel KGaA Pref G ¤ 79.07 -0.30 86.52 61.28 1.13 20.11
Hennes & Mauritz Sw Kr 289.80 +1.90 297.90 262.10 3.35 25.41
Hermes Intl SCA Fr ¤ 259.15 +0.30 271.60 226.90 1.00 33.15
HSBC UK p 650.00 -1.40 711.00 589.00 4.36 13.22
Iberdrola Es ¤ 5.41 -0.01 5.64 4.01 2.28 14.27
Imperial Tobacco UK p 2541.80 +38.80 2740.00 2120.00 4.62 35.25
Inditex Es ¤ 21.41 -0.08 121.00 20.89 1.52 27.78
ING Nl ¤ 9.99 10.93 8.22 200.22
Intesa Sanpaolo It ¤ 2.12 -0.03 2.61 1.45 1.95
Linde G ¤ 146.25 -2.10 157.30 144.60 1.51 21.60
Lloyds Bkg Gp UK p 73.59 +0.09 86.30 70.94
L'Oreal Fr ¤ 124.35 -1.25 129.60 115.20 1.92 24.64
LVMH Fr ¤ 127.20 -1.00 149.25 122.50 2.43 19.03
Munich Re G ¤ 148.80 -1.35 166.45 147.50 3.61 7.57
Natl Grid UK p 875.00 +4.50 896.00 730.50 4.67 13.25
Nestle S SF 69.35 -0.10 71.50 60.60 2.00 23.44
Nordea Sw Kr 89.90 +0.20 4.38 12.81
Novartis S SF 78.00 -1.00 81.50 66.60 2.00 24.07
Novo Nordisk B Dn Kr 246.60 -0.30 257.90 230.50 1.31 25.35
Orange 11.05 -0.07 12.81 7.57 7.23 18.88
Pernod Ricard NV Fr ¤ 85.32 +0.07 94.28 79.36 1.99 18.69
Philips Elect Nl ¤ 22.30 +0.07 28.10 22.11 19.60
Prudential UK p 1427.55 +10.05 1420.00 1078.00 2.36 17.04
Reckitt Benckiser UK p 5285.85 +30.85 5295.00 4269.00 2.59 20.43
Repsol SA 18.03 -0.13 20.88 17.11 2.11 19.08
Richemont S SF 86.35 -0.20 94.40 81.50 0.77 18.88
Rio Tinto UK p 3442.39 +66.39 3627.50 2913.00 3.33 17.50
Roche Hldgs S SF 255.50 -2.00 273.00 231.90 3.01 20.76
Rolls-Royce UK p 1058.07 +11.07 1289.00 961.50 2.10 8.67
Royal Bank Scot UK p 350.85 +1.65 384.90 295.50
Royal Dutch Shell A UK p 2384.00 +3.00 2441.00 1987.00 4.57 15.75
Royal Dutch Shell B UK p 2490.00 -1.50 2592.00 2077.50 4.25 16.45
SABMiller UK p 3258.66 -4.34 3460.00 2661.00 1.90 25.92
Sanofi-Aventis Fr ¤ 78.00 -0.53 80.30 69.40 3.58 25.20
SAP G ¤ 56.60 -0.97 61.12 54.41 1.28 21.73
Schneider Electric Fr ¤ 62.35 -0.20 71.37 57.89 2.32 18.81
Siemens G ¤ 90.66 -0.97 100.25 88.83 3.37 16.89
Societe Generale SA 35.79 -0.13 48.38 32.81 2.79 12.64
Standard Chartered UK p 1212.00 -7.00 1564.00 1184.50 4.06 11.92
StatoilHydro No Kr 172.60 -1.00 194.80 172.60 2.98 8.69
Swatch Gp BR S SF 487.20 -2.00 107.90 89.25 0.99 14.05
Swatch Gp Reg S SF 90.70 +0.55 600.50 479.40 1.66 2.59
Swiss Re AG S SF 72.75 -0.85 83.70 71.05 5.22 7.34
Syngenta S SF 320.00 -3.90 374.80 306.20 1.85 20.00
Telefonica Es ¤ 11.72 -0.04 13.11 10.28 5.05 12.16
Telenor No Kr 141.80 +1.90 148.90 138.40 4.83 27.63
TeliaSonera Sw Kr 50.35 +0.05 52.60 47.16 4.17 15.22
Tenaris SA It ¤ 16.12 +0.04 1.36 16.95
Tesco UK p 248.00 +2.80 378.30 243.35 5.95 10.46
Total Fr ¤ 47.33 -0.56 54.52 40.68 5.01 11.55
UBS AG S SF 15.79 -0.23 19.33 15.37 1.55 18.55
UniCredit It ¤ 5.59 -0.11 6.85 4.23 1.33
Unilever UK p 2599.00 +7.00 2726.00 2306.00 3.35 18.05
Unilever NV Nl ¤ 30.52 -0.04 32.59 27.16 3.31 17.01
Vinci Fr ¤ 46.87 -0.51 56.85 39.07 3.77 10.43
Vivendi Fr ¤ 19.19 -0.10 21.25 15.35 5.37
Vodafone Group UK p 197.55 +1.25 252.30 188.95 9.70 4.73
Volkswagen G ¤ 165.75 -2.10 194.95 164.40 1.78 7.98
Volkswagen Prf G ¤ 165.50 -2.40 197.55 165.50 1.78 7.98
Volvo B Sw Kr 84.80 -0.05 102.50 83.65 3.54 31.71
Zurich Fin S SF 269.70 -1.00 275.30 228.80 3.94 10.46

Exchange rates
Bank buys Bank sells

Australia $ 1.960 1.700
Canada $ 1.980 1.720
Denmark Kr 9.980 8.750
Egypt 13.160 10.470
Euro ¤ 1.360 1.190
Hong Kong $ 13.900 12.230
Hungary 427.520 351.730
Indonesia 22422.600 17885.500
Israel Shk 6.360 5.430
Japan Yen 184.840 160.080
New Zealand $ 2.200 1.860
Norway Kr 11.150 9.640
Poland 5.750 4.710
Russia 64.580 53.770
S Africa Rd 19.520 16.530
Sweden Kr 12.200 10.850
Switzerland Fr 1.660 1.430
Turkey Lira 3.880 0.000
USA $ 1.820 1.600

Rates for banknotes and traveller's cheques as
traded by Royal Bank of Scotland plc yesterday

AHDB meat services
Average fatstock prices at representative
markets
(p/kg lw) Pig Lamb Cattle
GB 102.79 164.78 186.27
(+/-) -12.08 -4.04 +0.96

Eng/Wales 102.79 165.38 183.59
(+/-) -12.08 -4.11 +1.14

Scotland unq 161.72 198.09
(+/-) -2.63 -0.21

London Metal Exchange
(Official)

Cash 3mth 15mth

Copper Gde A ($/tonne)
6852.0-6852.5 6843.0-6845.0 7310.0-7320.0

Lead ($/tonne)
2194.0-2194.5 2202.5-2203.0 1980.0-1985.0

Zinc Spec Hi Gde ($/tonne)
2259.0-2260.0 2264.0-2264.5 1943.0-1948.0

Tin ($/tonne)
22375.0-22400.0 22375.0-22425.0 22375.0-22425.0

Alum Hi Gde ($/tonne)
1979.0-1980.0 1988.5-1989.0 2280.0-2285.0

Nickel ($/tonne)
18500.0-18505.0 18550.0-18555.0 18770.0-18870.0

(000s)

Currency
1mth 3mth 6mth 12mth

Dollar
0.10 0.15 0.23 0.48

Sterling
0.50 0.56 0.69 1.03

Euro
0.00 0.05 0.16 0.35

Bullion: Open $1312.71
Close $1306.40-1306.70 High $1315.00
Low $1292.92
AM $1313.60 PM $1296.00
Krugerrand $1293.00-1372.00 (£774.75-822.09)
Platinum $1461.70 (£875.84)
Silver $19.69 (£11.80)
Palladium $897.00 (£537.47)
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Pickles ruling offers
a guide to the future

Smithfield General Market was saved after a public inquiry

Eric Pickles’s recent decision to
prohibit the development of
Smithfield General Market has
brought back sense and balance
to planning decisions in historic
areas.
Not since Geoffrey Rippon

spotlisted 200 buildings in Cov-
entGarden in 1972has agovern-
ment minister sent so clear a
message thathistoricareasmust
be protected. In 1972 Rippon
ended the Greater London
Council’s plans to create a six-
lane highway parallel to the
Strand.
In 1967 legislation forConser-

vation Areas recognised the
need to protect not just individ-
ual historic buildings but the
more modest buildings which
frame them. It helped to end the
“comprehensive redevelop-
ment”which ripped the guts out
of city centres and replaced
streets, squares and market
places with covered shopping
malls and inner ring roads.

Yet for the past 30 years con-
servation areas have beenunder
assault, such as when the Map-
pin and Webb building and its
neighbours opposite the Man-
sionHouse in theCitywere con-
demned by an inspector on the
basis that the replacement (No 1
Poultry) “might be a master-
piece”, which it certainly is not.
In 2012 theNational Planning

Policy Framework (NPPF)
looked set to fuel the bulldozer
asnever before.Thiswas thekey
issue at the second Smithfield
public inquiry this year.
Previously, a key component

was the “Heseltine” test — that
permission would not normally
be given to replace a historic
building unless it had been

offered for sale freehold on the
openmarket at a price reflecting
its condition. This prevented
developers from deliberately
neglecting historic buildings
and claiming that they were im-
possibly expensive to restore.
The NPPF introduced a test

of “substantial harm”. This
allowedapplicants toclaimtheir
proposalsmight cause harm but
it was actually “less than sub-
stantial harm” and therefore on
balance acceptable.
This is what happened with

the now-rejected proposals by
Henderson Global Investors for
Smithfield. At the inquiry in
2008, the developer Thornfield
proposed to flatten the General
Market and replace it with an
office block — universally con-
demned as amonstrosity. It lost.
At this year’s inquiry English

Heritage tacitly supported a
proposal to retain just three
frontages andgut thehandsome
market hall from end to end,
with a few token columns re-
erected in a small shoppingmall
beneath an office development.
These proposals were rejected
by both the inspector Colin Ball
and Pickles in an exceptionally
strongly worded decision letter.
The key points have a reso-

nance for all conservation areas.
First, the minister recognised
the market as “non-designated
heritage assets” which contrib-
ute to the character of the con-
servation area. In other words,
although English Heritage has
refused to list the buildings, they
are still of historic and architec-
tural interest.
Second, the deterioration of

the buildings was “at least in
part, the result of the history of
deliberate neglect” by the build-
ing’s owners.
Pickles said “the proposal

would not secure high-quality
design” and “would not con-
serve the buildings in a manner
appropriate to their individual
significance [and] to their huge
value as part of the Smithfield
Market group”. He emphasised
the substantial harm “to the sig-
nificance of the Conservation
Area and the setting of listed
buildings”.
Pickleshasmade itmorediffi-

cult for promoters of unsuitable
schemes to claim they must be
accepted because they cause
less than substantial harm.
Henderson’s Trojan horse

threatened to undo the work of
40 years. It has been compre-
hensively driven out.

Marcus Binney is executive
president of SAVE Britain’s Heritage

Births, Marriages and Deaths thetimes.co.uk/advertise Architecture

‘The key points have
a resonance for all
conservation areas’

Marcus Binney
Architecture Correspondent

Buckingham Palace
15th August, 2014
Today is the Anniversary of the
Birthday of The Princess Royal.

Court Circular
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Tony Clunn
British Army major whose detective work located the site of one of Ancient Rome’s bloodiest defeats

Clunn’s efforts led to a treasure trove of finds including a silver cavalry officer’s mask, below

The chronicler of Ancient Rome, Sue-
tonius, memorably depicts the Emper-
or Augustus beating his head repeated-
ly against a wall and crying out: “Varus,
give me back my legions!” For in AD9
Rome suffered a rare and catastrophic
defeat when three of its legions,
together with their auxiliaries and
camp followers, were annihilated by an
alliance of German tribes.
Perhaps as many as 25,000 men,

women and children perished together
with Publius Quinctilius Varus, the
governor of the recently annexed prov-
ince of Germania. The Romans ulti-
mately abandoned any further at-
tempts to colonise territory beyond the
Rhine, which thereafter delimited the
frontier in Europe between Latin and
German culture. In time, the Battle of
Teutoburg Woods, or Varusschlacht,
became for many Germans the
moment their nation was founded.
However, for almost 2,000 years its
exact site remained a mystery.
The fact that the location of the bat-

tle is nowwidely agreed to beKalkriese
in Lower Saxony, is attributed to the
remarkable persistence of a British
armyofficerandamateurarchaeologist
Tony Clunn. The soldier with an avid
interest in Roman military history was
posted to Osnabrück in 1987 to work in
thenearbymilitary hospital. Clunnhad
successfully used a metal detector to
hunt for Roman coins in Britain. The
provincial archaeologist, Wolfgang
Schlutter directed Clunn to the area
around the hill of Kalkriese, 12 miles
north of the city. Coins had turned up
there on occasion for the past few cen-
turies. The 19th-century historian
TheodorMommsenhadevenhypothe-

sised that itwas the siteofVarus’s defeat
(the location of the Teutoburg not
being clear from references in contem-
porary accounts).
No evidence had ever been

unearthed to support Mommsen’s
theoryand traditionalbelief—adopt-
ed by nationalists in Bismarck’s time
— fixed the battle as having taken
place 50miles away, near Bielefeld. As
a further caveat, Schlutter warned
Clunn that in the 13 years he had been
in the job not a single Roman artefact
had been found at Kalkriese.
Schlutter reckoned without Clunn’s

curiosity and military experience. The
major was not a trained archaeologist,
but hewould bring to the search for the
legions the eye of a fellow soldier.
Looking at the ground around the

wooded slopes of Kalkriese, Clunn was

struck by the relationship between the
hill and the marshland to the north. If
the Roman military road had run
between them, the place might have
been theperfect spot for anambush.He
then tracked down the farmer who had
discovered the last coin to have been
dug up, in 1963, and accordingly began
to look in the same field with his metal
detector — a device that he later
described as “loving” coins. For the
next three years he spent his spare time
studying old maps and documents,
walking the fields and speaking to the
area’s inhabitants.

The very first afternoon, he began to
find silver denarii, blackened by peat,
and within a couple of days had uncov-
ered more than 100. He said: “I could
hardly believe it. I stood transfixed, sa-
vouring a combination of disbelief, ex-
citement and the pure exhilaration of
finding such a wonderful 2,000-year-
oldartefact fromAncientRome.” None
dated from after the battle, a fact which
led him to speculate that they were
linked to it. He continued to search the
fields, often with his son and daughter
playing near by. Yet it was not until the
following year, when he turned up
three lead sling shot near a crossroads,
that he and Schlutter first had proof of
military activity near the hill. Excava-
tions began in 1989, later directed by
Susanne Wilbers-Rost, which event-

ually yielded a vast trove of Roman
remnants.
Some 5,500 objects were found in an

area of six square miles, including a
silver cavalry officer’s mask, weaponry,
cooking implements and jewellery, the
last indicative of the presence of
women. The finds, taken with Clunn’s
further detective work around
Kalkriese, suggested that the legions
had been attacked while strung out
thinly along many miles of the road.
A three-day running battle had

ensued, afterwhich some survivors had
broken out on to the plain, only to be
ambushed again at a choke point on
their line of escape. Traces of the earth-
en ramparts which the Germans had
erected to prevent the Romans from
charging them there were also discov-
ered.
The results of the dig were housed in

a museum built on the site in 2002.
Sevenyears later, the 2,000thannivers-
ary of the battle wasmarked by amajor
exhibition there opened by Germany’s
chancellor, Angela Merkel.
John Anthony Spencer Clunn was

born at Strood,Kent, in 1946.His father
was a shipyard painter and Tony spent
much of his childhood in ports abroad,
including Hong Kong and Singapore.
At 15, he joined the army as a cadet,

and two years later went into the ranks
of the 3rd Royal Tank Regiment. Aside
from an early spell in theGulf, he spent
much of the next two decades in West
Germany, first in Saracen armoured
cars and then inChieftain tanks. By the
start of the 1980s,hewas the regimental
sergeant-major with the demonstra-
tion squadron at the School of Infantry
at Warminster.

He left 3RTRinorder to takeacom-
mission with the administrative
section of the Royal Army Medical
Corps in 1986. Having turned down
theofferof golf clubs,hechoseashis
partinggift themetal detectorwhich
he would use to such effect at Kalk-
riese. He retired from the army in
1996 as a major, but stayed on at
Osnabrück as the station staff officer
until the last garrison returned to Brit-
ain in 2009.
He met his first wife, Erika, in Ger-

many, and they had a son, Sean, now a
teacher, and a daughter, Tanya, who
has young children. After their divorce,
hewasmarried in 1998 toAnna, herself
half-German. She survives him with
her daughter, Jana, a customer care
consultant, and their children Ian and
Josephine, who are both at school.
Clunn also acted as a consultant to

other German museums, and travelled
regularly to America — a third of
whose population is of Germanic
descent — to publicise the Varus-
schlacht site. He published an account
of his discovery The Quest for the Lost
RomanLegions (2005),whichwasbased
on his diaries and in 1996 was appoint-
ed MBE for his contribution to Anglo-
German relations. He had been ill for
some time after suffering a severe
stroke in 2010. His services to the his-
tory of Germany were recently
acknowledged with the award of the
German Federal Cross of Merit.

Tony Clunn, MBE, army major and
archaeologist, was born on May 10, 1946.
He died on August 3, 2014, aged 68

GERT WESTDÖRP, NEUE OZ

Lettice Curtis
Mike Dible writes: I
knew Lettice Curtis
(obituary, Aug
1)well, as we both
worked for Fairey,
on the Gannet, at
White Waltham. I
bought the Wicko
off her, (which inci-

dentally was recovered and restored
recently by my brother!)
On August 28, 1955 I flew theWicko,

with Lettice as passenger, to Great Yar-
mouth to spend the night onboard a
large motor cruiser belonging to a
friend of hers.
The next day we were to return to

Denham. Without a weather forecast,
we set off from the field and Lettice
snoozed while I flew the Wicko. As we
progressed the visibility deteriorated
and Iwoke Lettice sayingwe had better
turn back, flying very low at this point.
Her reply was, “Follow that hedge and
when we get to the road turn right and
follow this and that.” All of a suddenwe
were confronted with a fine runway, so
landed at an active RAF airfield.
Officers crowded round Lettice and

took her into the mess. I realised the
only solutionwas to ringmy brother, to
pick us up by car. But where were we? I
searched the notice boards but could
find no station name. Finally I
approached Lettice, surrounded by
admiring officers and said “What is the
name of this airfield?” The reply came,
“Really Michael!”
ATA pilots knew their country.

Admiral Sir Hugo White
Andrew Welch
writes: I was the on
watch anti-air war-
fare commander
during the engage-
ment in which Cap-
tain White’s (obitu-
ary, June 17)
ship, HMSAvenger,

“engaged an Exocet missile” and so
observed thewhole sequence of events.
At the time, we thought it unlikely

that Avenger had hit the Exocet and if
anyonehaddone so, itwas probably the
Type 42 destroyer, HMSExeter. Subse-
quently I taught “Falklands Lessons
Learnt” at theRN’sWarfareSchool and
was lucky enough to be one of the few
to be able to read the full report on
every single engagement during the
Falklands War.
It was very clear that the chance of

the GSA4 gunnery system fitted in the
Type 21 Frigates (Avenger’s class) hit-
ting an Exocet was 42 million to one
against; the conclusion was that
Avenger had engaged one of her own
chaff blooms. The report also conclud-
ed that the Exocet had probably
ditched, having run out of fuel, because
of the range at which the Super Etend-
ard firing it had to release themissile in
order to remain safe fromthe twoSead-
art ships (Exeter andCardiff) in the for-
ward anti-aircraft screen. I discussed
this with Admiral White in due course
and he agreed with me, but said “Why
spoil a good story”.

Lives remembered

If you would like to add a personal view or
recollection to a published obituary, you

can send your contribution by post to Times
Obituaries, 1 London Bridge Street, London SE1
9GF, or by email to tributes@thetimes.co.uk

@

‘I stood transfixed,
savouring the excitement
and pure exhilaration’
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Manny Roth

regular alongside Richie Havens, Ka-
ren Dalton, Peter, Paul and Mary and
Neil, who later wrote Everybody’s Tal-
kin’, popularised in the film Midnight
Cowboy.
Dylan soon moved on to bigger ve-

nues, but Roth continued to promote
new talent at Café Wha?, giving early
breaks to Jimi Hendrix and Bruce
Springsteen and hosting a range of as-
piring comedians, includingWoodyAl-
len, Lenny Bruce, Bill Cosby and Rich-
ard Pryor, whom he briefly managed.
Rothdescribed: “Iwas in thecentreof

the scene there—all you had to dowas
carry an empty guitar case and girls
would follow you.” He married twice:
Jai Italiaanderand thenMarlyseMedel.
He had a daughter Jodi and son Bran-
don, and his nephew isDavid LeeRoth,
the frontman with the band VanHalen
which recently played at Café Wha?.
Manuel LeeRothwas born in 1919, in

New Castle, Indiana, where his family
owned a grocery. His first interest was
theatre rather than music and after
studying drama at the University of
Miami and serving in Europe with the
US Army in the SecondWorldWar, he
moved to New York, where in the late
1950s, he opened the Cock and Bull in
Greenwich Village. The club failed
although the venue subsequently
thrived as The Bitter End folk club,
under different management.
Roth looked for new premises and in

1959, he opened the Café Wha? in a
former horse stable, carrying out the
conversion himself, spraying the walls
black and fitting it out with furniture
from junk stores. Dylan described the
venue in Chronicles as “a subterranean
cavern, ill lit, lowceiling, likeawidedin-
ing hall with chairs and tables.”
In 1966, a young guitar player named

Jimmy James auditioned for Roth and
got a three-month gig with his group
the Blue Flames. A fewmonths later he
reinventedhimself andexplodedonthe
rock scene as JimiHendrix. The follow-

ing year Roth gave an afternoon gig to
an unknown band named the Castiles,
whose singer subsequently went solo
and found fame as Bruce Springsteen.
Afterhelping to soundtrackadecade,

Roth sold the Café Wha? in 1968 and
moved to Woodstock, where he ran a
diner and where coincidentally Dylan
also moved in the late 1960s.

Manny Roth, nightclub owner and
entertainment entrepreneur, was born
on November, 25, 1919. He died on July
25, 2014, aged 94

Whenthe teenageBobDylanarrived in
New York on January 24, 1961, with a
burning ambition to make it as a folk
singer, he headed straight for the Café
Wha? on MacDougal Street in the
heart of Greenwich Village and asked
the club’s owner, Manny Roth, if he
could sing.
It was a “hootenanny” night which

meant the microphone was open to
floor singers and Dylan delivered a
couple of Woody Guthrie songs in a
nasal, rasping whine. Roth wasn’t over-
impressed but whenDylan told him he
had nowhere to sleep, he asked the
audience if anyone could put him up
and a couch was secured for the night.
Ayear later onhis debut albumDylan

recalled his first night at Roth’s place in
the song Talkin’ New York: “Grabbed
hold of a subway car / And after a rock-
ing, reeling, rolling ride /I landed up on
the downtown sideGreenwichVillage/I
walked down there and ended up / In
one of them coffee-houses / Got on the
stage to sing and play, / Man there said,
‘Come back some other day, you sound
like a hillbilly’.”
If Dylan’s raw voice did not initially

impress, Rothwasmore appreciative of
his harmonica playing and gave him a
job backing the club’s resident singer
Fred Neil, “blowin’ my lungs out for a
dollar a day”.
Roth’s club was a natural port of call

for an aspiring singer hitting New York
for the first time. An advertisement for
Café Wha? showed a beatnik in beret
and sunglasses and bore the slogan,
“Greenwich Village’s Swingingest
Coffee House.” Along with neighbour-
ing clubs such as the Gaslight (next
door at 116MacDougall Street),Gerde’s
Folk City, the Commons and Kettle of
Fish, Café Wha? sat at the epicentre of
the village folk scene which was so
evocatively depicted in the Coen
Brothers’ 2013 film Inside Llewyn Davis.
Roth opened at noon and closed at

four in the morning and during his
early weeks in New York, Dylan spent
most of his days and nights at Café
Wha?. Itwas, hewrote inhismemoir, “a
place to stay out of the cold”. Even
better, “you got fed there”, by a friendly
chef calledNorbertwith “a fleshy, hard-
bitten face, bulging cheeks, scars on his
face like the marks of claws” who gave
Dylan the free run of his kitchen,
where he feasted on hamburgers and
French fries.
During theafternoonsheplayed toan

audience of “lunch-hour secretaries,
sailors and tourists” as part of what he
described as “an extravagance of patch-
work”, featuring comedians and ventril-
oquists, circus acts and poets. “I worked
forMannyall afternoons, fromtwelve to
eight,” he recalled. “It was just a nonstop
flow of people, tourists who were look-
ing for beatniks in the Village.”
Themore serious folk music came in

the evening shows andDylan became a

Nightclub owner and
entertainment
entrepreneur whose
Café Wha? launched
the careers of Bob
Dylan and Jimi
Hendrix

FRED W. MCDARRAH/GETTY, JACK MANNING/NEW YORK TIMES CO/GETTY IMAGES, AP

Bob Dylan “blew
his lungs out for
a dollar a day”,
playing the
harmonica in the
Café Wha? in
early 1961 with

Karen Dalton and
Fred Neil. Dylan’s
rasping voice
failed initially to
impress its
owner Manny
Roth, below
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TV & Radio

Today’s television Tomorrow’s television

Today’s radio Tomorrow’s radio

BBC ONE
6.00am Breakfast 10.00 Saturday
Kitchen Live 11.30 Food & Drink
12.00 BBC News; Weather 12.10pm
Football Focus 12.50 Saturday
Sportsday 1.00 Bargain Hunt
2.00 Live Athletics: European
Championships. Coverage of day
five from Zurich 4.30 Final Score
5.20 BBC News; Regional News;
Weather 5.40 Pointless Celebrities
6.30 Tumble 8.00 The National
Lottery: Break the Safe 8.50
Casualty 9.40 Mrs Brown’s Boys
10.10 BBC News; Weather 10.30
Match of the Day 11.55 The Football
League Show 1.20am-6.00 News

BBC TWO
6.05am FILM: Blackbeard the
Pirate (1952) 7.45 Live Athletics:
European Championships. The
women’s marathon from Zurich
10.45 Great British Railway
Journeys 11.15 Animal Park 12.00
Sweets Made Simple 12.30pm Paul
Hollywood’s Pies & Puds 1.00 David
Niven: Talking Pictures 1.50 FILM:
The First of the Few (1942) 3.45
Flog It! 4.30 Live Athletics:
European Championships. Coverage
of day five from Zurich 5.15 Live
Equestrian. The Global Champions
Tour meeting from London 7.00
Proms Extra 2014 7.45 Dad’s Army
8.15 Great War Diaries 9.15 Andrew
Marrís Great Scots: The Writers
Who Shaped a Nation 10.15 QI XL
11.00 FILM: Oranges and Sunshine
(2010) Fact-based drama
12.40am-2.20 FILM: Wilbur (Wants
to Kill Himself) (2003) 5.45-6.45
Countryfile: Summer Special

ITV London
6.00am CITV 8.25 ITV News 8.30
Weekend 9.25 The Hungry Sailors
10.25 Murder, She Wrote 11.20
ITV News; Weather 11.25 FILM:
Columbo — Death Hits the Jackpot
(1991) 1.25pm The Unforgettable
Gordon Jackson 1.55 Peter Andre’s
60 Minute Makeover 2.55 FILM:
Smokey and the Bandit II (1980)
4.50 FILM: Mr Bean’s Holiday
(2007) 6.20 Regional News 6.30
ITV News; Weather 6.45 You’ve
Been Framed and Famous! 7.45
Tipping Point: Lucky Stars 8.45 All
Star Family Fortunes 9.45 FILM:
Star Wars: Episode V — The Empire
Strikes Back (1980) 10.40 ITV
News; Weather 10.55 FILM: Star
Wars: Episode V — The Empire
Strikes Back (1980) Sci-fi adventure
12.25am Jackpot247 3.00
The Jeremy Kyle Show USA
3.40-6.00 ITV Nightscreen

Channel 4
6.10am The Hoobs 6.35 Trans World
Sport 7.30 The Grid 7.55 The
Morning Line 8.55 Everybody
Loves Raymond 9.55 Frasier

10.55 The Big Bang Theory 11.20
The Simpsons 12.25pm Speed with
Guy Martin 1.25 Live Channel 4
Racing. Coverage from Newbury,
Newmarket and Ripon 4.10 Come
Dine with Me 6.40 Channel 4 News
7.05 Grand Designs 8.00 FILM: Iron
Man (2008) Superhero adventure
10.25 FILM: District 9 (2009)
12.35am The Last Leg 1.20 Utopia
2.20 Homeland 4.10-6.10 Hollyoaks

Sky1
6.00am All Aboard: East Coast
Trains 7.00 The F1 Show 8.00 Got
to Dance 10.00 Soccer AM 12.00
WWE Superstars 1.00pm Got to
Dance 3.00 Modern Family 5.30
The Simpsons 8.00 Got to Dance
9.00 FILM: The Day After
Tomorrow (2004) 11.20 Hawaii
Five-0 12.20am Street Crime UK
1.20 Road Wars 4.00 Brainiac:
Science Abuse 5.00-6.00
Braniac: Best of Science Abuse

BBC World
6.00am BBC World News 6.30 Our
World 7.00 BBC World News 7.30
Click 8.00 BBC World News 8.10
Reporters 8.30 HARDtalk 9.00 BBC
World News 9.10 Football Focus
9.30 The Old Plane And The Sea
10.00 BBC World News 10.10 The
Ottomans 11.00 BBC World News
11.10 Africa Business Report 11.30
Newsnight 12.00 BBC World News
12.30pm Our World 1.00 BBC
World News 1.10 UK Reporters 1.30
Inside Out 2.00 BBC World News
2.15 Sport Today 2.30 The Travel
Show 3.00 BBC World News 3.30
Dateline Scotland 4.00 BBC World
News 4.10 Scotland’s Smoking Gun
5.00 BBC World News 5.30 Final
Score 6.00 BBC World News 6.30
Next Billionaires 7.00 BBC World
News 7.15 Sport Today 7.30 The
Travel Show 8.00 BBC World News
8.30 Click 9.00 BBC World News
9.10 Africa Business Report 9.30
Dateline Scotland 10.00 BBC World
News 10.10 The Ottomans 11.00
BBC World News 11.30 Next
Billionaires 12.00 BBC World News
12.10am Reporters 12.30 India
Business Report 1.00 BBC World
News 1.10 Africa Business Report
1.30 Inside Out 2.00 BBC World
News 2.30 Dateline Scotland
3.00 BBC World News 3.10 The
Ottomans 4.00 BBC World News
4.30 Click 5.00 BBC World
News 5.30-6.00 Newsnight

Sky Sports 1
6.00am Football Gold 7.30 Viewers
Vote: Game of the Season 8.00
Football Gold 8.30 Barclays Premier
League Preview 9.00 The Fantasy
Football Club 10.00 Soccer AM
12.00 Live FL72: Leeds United v
Middlesbrough (Kick-off 12.15).
From Elland Road 2.30pm Ringside

4.30 WWE SummerSlam Preview
4.45 Live Ford Saturday Night
Football: Arsenal v Crystal Palace
(Kick-off 5.30) 8.00 SNF: Game
of the Day 10.00 SNF: Match
Choice 11.30 FL72 Highlights 12.00
SPFL Highlights 12.30am SNF:
Match Choice 2.00 Live Fight Night:
Kell Brook v Shawn Porter 5.00
WWE SummerSlam Preview
5.15 One2Eleven: Juan Mata
and Gerard Pique 5.30-6.00
Premier League 100 Club

Sky Sports 2
6.00am England’s Best Ashes Days
7.00 Test Cricket 8.00 Test Cricket:
The Verdict 9.00 Cricket Fever
10.00 Live Cricket Extra 10.30 Live
Test Cricket: England v India
7.00pm Ashes Modern Classics
7.30 Live Top 14 Rugby Union:
Montpellier v Racing Metro (Kick-off
7.45) 10.00 Test Cricket 11.00 Test
Cricket: The Verdict 12.00 The
Rugby Championship 2.00am Test
Cricket 3.00 Test Cricket: The
Verdict 4.00 Ashes Modern Classics
4.30 Sporting Greats 5.00-6.00
England’s Best Ashes Days

Sky Sports 3
6.00am Sporting Rivalries 6.30
Tight Lines 7.30 ATP Masters Tennis
8.30 Sporting Greats 9.00 First
Utility Super League 10.00 WWE:
Smackdown 12.00 Football’s
Greatest Players 12.30pm Live SPFL
Football: Celtic v Dundee United
(Kick-off 12.45) 3.00 Sporting
Greats 3.30 Live Rugby
Championship: South Africa v
Argentina (Kick-off 4.05) 6.00 IRB
Rugby World Sevens Highlights
7.30 ATP Tour Uncovered 8.00 Live
ATP Masters Tennis. The Cincinnati
Masters semi-final 10.00 WWE: Late
Night — Superstars 11.00 WWE:
NXT 12.00 WWE: Late Night
— Smackdown 2.00am Live ATP
Masters Tennis. The Cincinnati
Masters semi-final 4.00 Racemax
4.30-6.00 Sporting Rivalries

British Eurosport
7.30am Athletics European
Championships 7.45 Live Athletics
European Championships. Coverage
of day five at the Letzigrund in
Zurich, Switzerland 10.45 Ironman
11.15 Speedway 12.15pm Athletics
European Championships 1.45 Live
Athletics European Championships
5.00 Triathlon 6.00 Live Show
Jumping. The FEI Global Champions
Tour from London 7.30 Cycling
9.45 Live Fifa Under-20s Women’s
World Cup Football: North Korea v
USA (Kick-off 10.00) 12.00
Athletics European Championships
12.45am-3.00 Live Fifa Under-20s
Women’s World Cup Football:
Germany v Canada (Kick-off 1.00).
The second quarter-final

BBC ONE
6.00am Breakfast 8.35 Match of the
Day 10.00 Sunday Morning Live
11.00 Wanted Down Under 11.45
Helicopter Heroes Down Under
12.15pm MOTD2 Extra 1.00 BBC
News 1.15 Bargain Hunt 2.15 Best of
Homes Under the Hammer 2.45 Eat
Well for Less? 3.45 Escape to the
Country 4.30 The Great British Bake
Off 5.30 Songs of Praise 6.05
Deadly on a Mission: Pole to Pole
6.35 BBC News; Regional News;
Weather 7.00 Antiques Roadshow
8.00 Countryfile 9.00 The Village
10.00 BBC News; Regional News;
Weather 10.25 Match of the Day 2
11.25 FILM: The 51st State (2001)
12.55am-6.00 BBC News

BBC TWO
6.45am Alan Titchmarsh’s Garden
Secrets 7.45 Live Athletics:
European Championships. The
men’s marathon from Zurich 10.30
The Football League Show 11.50
Saturday Kitchen Best Bites 1.20pm
Paul Hollywood’s Pies & Puds
1.50 Live Athletics: European
Championships. Further coverage of
day six from Zurich 4.50 Flog It!
5.30 Great Continental Railway
Journeys 6.00 Celebrity Antiques
Road Trip 7.00 Tropic of Capricorn
8.00 Dragons’ Den 9.00 James
May’s Cars of the People 10.00
FILM: The Prestige (2006) 12.05am
Sign Zone: Countryfile — Summer
Special 1.00-2.00 Holby City

ITV London
6.00am CITV 8.25 ITV News 8.30
Weekend 9.25 May the Best House
Win 10.25 Murder, She Wrote 11.20
ITV News 11.30 Love Your Garden
12.30pm Long Lost Family 1.30
FILM: Columbo — Identity Crisis
(1975) 3.30 Midsomer Murders 5.30
Tipping Point 6.35 Regional News
6.45 ITV News 7.00 Come On
Down! The Game Show Story 8.00
The Zoo 9.00 The Great War: The
People’s Story 10.00 ITV News 10.15
Kids with Cameras: Diary of a
Children’s Ward 11.15 The Cube
12.15am The Store 2.00 Motorsport
UK 2.50 British Superbike
Championship Highlights 4.00
Britain’s Best Bakery 4.50 ITV
Nightscreen 5.05-6.00 Jeremy Kyle

Channel 4
6.10am The Hoobs 6.35 Caterham
Motorsport 7.05 Triathlon: Long
Course Weekend 8.00 Everybody
Loves Raymond 9.00 Frasier 9.30
Sunday Brunch 12.35pm George
Clarke’s Amazing Spaces 1.40 The
Big Bang Theory 3.10 The Simpsons
4.10 Deal or No Deal 5.15 News 5.45
FILM: Water for Elephants (2011)
8.00 The Mill 9.00 Richard III: The
New Evidence 10.00 FILM: The
Taking of Pelham 123 (2009)

12.05am FILM: Good Morning,
Vietnam (1987) 2.10 Wallis
Simpson: The Secret Letters 3.05
First Time Farmers 4.05 The Million
Pound Drop 5.00 Hugh’s 3 Good
Things 5.05-6.00 Deal or No Deal

Sky1
6.00am Hour of Power 7.00
Ashley Banjo’s Secret Street Crew
8.00 All Aboard: East Coast Trains
9.00 Inside RAF Brize Norton 10.00
WWE Superstars 11.00 WWE:
Experience 12.00 Ashley Banjo’s
Secret Street Crew 1.00pm Got to
Dance 2.00 Modern Family 4.30
The Simpsons. Animated comedy
8.00 Got to Dance 9.00 A Touch of
Cloth II: Undercover Cloth 10.00
Hawaii Five-0 11.00 Football’s
Funniest Moments 12.00 My Holiday
Hostage Hell 1.00am Street Crime
UK 2.00 Road Wars 4.00 Braniac:
Best of Science Abuse 5.00-6.00
Brainiac: Science Abuse

BBC World
6.00am BBC World News 6.30
India Business Report 7.00 BBC
World News 7.30 The Travel Show
8.00 BBC World News 8.10 UK
Reporters 8.30 Inside Out 9.00
BBC World News 9.10 Reporters
9.30 Dateline Scotland 10.00 BBC
World News 10.10 Scotland’s
Smoking Gun 11.00 BBC World
News 11.10 UK Reporters 11.30 Next
Billionaires 12.00 BBC World News
12.30pm Newsnight 1.00 BBC
World News 1.10 Reporters 1.30
Talking Business with Linda Yueh
2.00 BBC World News 2.15 Sport
Today 2.30 Click 3.00 BBC World
News 3.30 The Old Plane And The
Sea 4.00 BBC World News 4.10 The
Ottomans 5.00 BBC World News
5.30 India Business Report 6.00
BBC World News 6.30 Our World
7.00 BBC World News 7.15 Sport
Today 7.30 Talking Business with
Linda Yueh 8.00 BBC World News
8.30 Inside Out 9.00 BBC World
News 9.10 UK Reporters 9.30 The
Old Plane And The Sea 10.00 BBC
World News 10.10 Scotland’s
Smoking Gun 11.00 Newsday 11.30
Our World 12.00 Newsday 12.30am
Asia Business Report 12.45 Sport
Today 1.00 Newsday 1.30 Asia
Business Report 1.45 Sport Today
2.00 BBC World News 2.30 Asia
Business Report 2.45 Sport Today
3.00 BBC World News 3.30 Asia
Business Report 3.45 Sport Today
4.00 BBC World News 4.30
HARDtalk 5.00 BBC World News
5.30 World Business Report
5.45-6.00 BBC World News

Sky Sports 1
6.00am SNF: Match Choice 7.30
SPFL Highlights 8.00 FL72
Highlights 8.30 One2Eleven:
Gerard Pique and Neil Lennon

8.45 One2Eleven: Jordan
Henderson and Alex Oxlade-
Chamberlain 9.00 The Sunday
Supplement 10.30 Goals on Sunday
12.30pm Live Ford Super Sunday:
Liverpool v Southampton (Kick-off
1.30) 3.30 Live Ford Super Sunday:
Newcastle United v Manchester City
(Kick-off 4.00) 7.00 Football: Race
for the Title 8.00 Red Bull Air Race
9.30 SPFL Highlights 10.00 Ford
Football Special 11.30 Fight Night
1.30am Red Bull Air Race 3.00
SPFL Highlights 3.30 Ford
Football Special 5.00 Barclays
Premier League Legends 5.30-6.00
Premier League 100 Club

Sky Sports 2
6.00am Australia’s Best Ashes Days
7.00 Test Cricket 8.00 Test Cricket:
The Verdict 9.00 Australia’s Best
Ashes Days 10.00 Live Test Cricket:
England v India 7.00pm Ashes
Modern Classics 8.00 Test Cricket
9.00 Test Cricket: The Verdict 10.00
Test Cricket 11.00 Test Cricket: The
Verdict 12.00 Test Cricket 1.00am
Test Cricket: The Verdict 2.00 Test
Cricket 3.00 Test Cricket: The
Verdict 4.00 Ashes Modern Classics
4.30 Sporting Greats 5.00-6.00
Australia’s Best Ashes Days

Sky Sports 3
6.00am Sporting Rivalries 6.30
First Utility Super League 7.30
Sporting Rivalries 8.00 ATP Masters
Tennis 9.00 Sporting Greats 10.00
Fight Night 12.00 Live SPFL
Football: Hearts v Hibernian
(Kick-off 12.30). Coverage of the
Edinburgh derby from Tynecastle
3.00pm Live GAA: Cork v Tipperary
(Throw-in 3.30). Held at Croke
Park in Dublin 5.30 Sporting Greats
6.00 Fight Night 8.00 WWE Slam
City. Animated series 8.30 Top
14 Rugby Union Highlights 9.00
Live ATP Masters Tennis. The
Cincinnati Masters final 11.30 GAA
2.00am Sporting Rivalries 3.30
Top 14 Rugby Union Highlights
4.30-6.00 Sporting Rivalries

British Eurosport
7.30am Watts 7.45 Live Athletics
European Championships. Coverage
from the Letzigrund in Zurich
10.30 Diving 11.30 Fifa Under-20s
Women’s World Cup Football
12.30pm Athletics European
Championships 1.45 Live Athletics
European Championships. Coverage
of day six 4.45 Strongest Man
5.45 Speedway 8.15 Auto GP
8.45 Live Fifa Under-20s Women’s
World Cup Football: Nigeria v
South Korea (Kick-off 9.00) 11.00
Athletics European Championships
11.45-2.00am Live Fifa Under-20s
Women’s World Cup Football:
France v South Korea (Kick-off
12.00). From Montreal, Canada

Radio 4
5.30am News 5.43 Prayer for the
Day 5.45 iPM 6.07 Open Country
(r) 6.30 Farming Today This Week
7.00 Today 9.00 Saturday Live
10.25 (LW) Live Test Match Special
10.30 The Kitchen Cabinet 11.00
The Forum 11.30 From Our Own
Correspondent 12.00 News 12.01pm
(LW) Shipping 12.04 (LW) Live Test
Match Special 12.04 Bricks and
Bubbles 12.30 The Brig Society (r)
1.00 News 1.10 Any Questions? (r)
2.00 Any Answers? 2.30 Saturday
Drama: Murder Under Trust: The
Massacre at Glencoe 3.30 Tales
from the Stave (r) 4.00 Weekend
Woman’s Hour 5.00 Saturday PM
5.30 iPM (r) 5.54 Shipping 5.57
(LW) Live Test Match Special 6.00
News 6.15 Loose Ends 7.00 Profile
7.15 Saturday Review 8.00 Archive
on 4: You Are Feeling Sleepy 9.00
Classic Serial: The Stuarts (r) 10.15
The Voter’s Voice (r) 11.00 Quote:
Unquote (r) 11.30 Batter My Heart:
Growing Up and Growing Old with
John Donne (r) 12.30am Sussex
Scandals (r) 12.48 Shipping 1.00
World Service 5.20-5.30 Shipping

BBC World Service
5.00am Newsroom 5.30 Global
Business 6.00 Weekend 8.30 In the
Balance 9.00 News 9.06 Global
Beats 10.00 Sports Hour 11.00
News 11.06 Newsroom 11.30
Trending 11.50 Over to You 12.00
News 12.06pm From Our Own
Correspondent 12.30 Documentary
1.00 Newshour 2.00 Newsroom
2.30 Why Factor 2.50 Sporting
Witness 3.00 News 3.06
Sportsworld 4.00 News 4.06
Sportsworld 5.00 News 5.06
Sportsworld 6.00 Newsroom 6.30
In the Balance 7.00 News 7.06
Dream Builders 8.00 News 8.06
History Hour 9.00 Newshour 10.00
News 10.06 Forum 10.50 Sporting
Witness 11.00 Newsroom 11.20
Sports News 11.30 Why Factor 11.50
Over to You 12.00 News 12.06am
Newsroom 12.30 In the Balance
1.00 News 1.06 From Our Own
Correspondent 1.30 Global
Business. 2.00 News 2.06 History
Hour 3.00 News 3.06 Newsroom
3.30 In the Balance 4.00 Newsroom
4.20 Sports 4.30 Trending
4.50-5.00 Sporting Witness

Radio 3
7.00am Breakfast. With Martin
Handley 9.00 News 9.03 Summer
CD Review. With Andrew McGregor
12.15pm Singing for Britten (r) 1.00
News 1.02 Radio 3 Lunchtime
Concert. Viola da gamba music by
Sainte-Colombe, Forqueray and
Marin Marais 2.00 Saturday Classics.
Mary Anne Hobbs presents her
favourite classical music 4.00
Sound of Cinema. The film
composer Nino Rota’s work with
the Italian director Federico Fellini
5.00 Jazz Record Requests 6.00
New Generation Artists. Featuring
the composer and clarinettist Mark
Simpson 6.30 Live BBC Proms 2014.
Bernard Haitink conducts the LSO
in symphonies by Schubert and
Mahler 8.45 Jazz Line-Up.
The second instalment of a set
by John Scofield’s Uberjam Band
10.15 Live BBC Proms 2014. The
Aurora Orchestra perform music
by Dobrinka Tabakova, Benedict
Mason and Mozart 12.00 Geoffrey
Smith’s Jazz. The work of the
trumpeter Bill Coleman 1.00am-
7.00 Through the Night

Radio 4
5.30am News 5.43 Bells 5.45 Profile
(r) 6.00 News 6.05 Something
Understood 6.35 Living World 7.00
News 7.07 Papers 7.10 Sunday 7.55
Appeal 8.00 News 8.07 Papers 8.10
Sunday Worship 8.48 Point of View
8.58 Tweet (r) 9.00 Broadcasting
House 10.00 Archers 10.25-7.00pm
(LW) Live Cricket 11.15 Reunion
12.00 News 12.01pm (LW) Shipping
12.04 Just a Minute (r) 12.30 Food
1.00 World This Weekend 1.30 Soul
Music (r) 2.00 Gardeners’ Question
Time (r) 2.45 Listening Project 3.00
Classic Serial 4.00 Open Book 4.30
Piers the Plowman Revisited 5.00
The Tories and the Police (r) 5.40
Profile (r) 5.54 Shipping 6.00 News
6.15 Pick 7.00 Archers 7.15 A
Charles Paris Mystery (r) 7.45
Comic Fringes 8.00 More or Less (r)
8.30 Last Word (r) 9.00 Bricks and
Bubbles (r) 9.26 Appeal (r) 9.30 In
Business (r) 10.00 Westminster
Hour 11.00 Film Programme (r)
11.30 Something Understood (r)
12.15am Educators (r) 12.45 Bells (r)
12.48 Shipping 1.00 World
Service 5.20-5.30 Shipping

BBC World Service
5.00am The Newsroom 5.30
Healthcheck 6.00 Weekend 8.30
Outlook 9.00 News 9.06 From Our
Own Correspondent 9.30 Heart and
Soul 10.00 News 10.06 The Forum
10.50 Witness 11.00 News 11.06 The
Newsroom 11.30 Global Business
12.06pm Dream Builders 1.00
Newshour 2.00 News 2.06 The
Science Hour 3.00 News 3.06 The
Newsroom 3.30 Boston Calling
4.00 News 4.06 Sportsworld 5.00
News 5.06 Sportsworld 6.00 News
6.06 Sportsworld 7.00 News 7.06
The Newsroom 7.30 Outlook.
Perspectives on important issues
8.00 News 8.06 Global Beats 9.00
Newshour. The stories behind the
latest headlines 10.00 News 10.06
The Arts Hour 11.00 The Newsroom
11.20 Sports News 11.30 Trending
11.50 More or Less 12.00 The
Newsroom 12.30am Discovery 1.00
News 1.06 World Business Report
1.30 Outlook. 2.00 The Newsroom
2.30 The Why Factor 2.50 More or
Less 3.00 News 3.06 The Forum
3.50 Over to You 4.00 Newsday
4.30-5.00 Science in Action

Radio 3
7.00am Breakfast. With Martin
Handley 9.00 News 9.03 Sunday
Morning with Rob Cowan. The use
of the Hungarian folk dance
Czárdás in classical music 12.00
Private Passions. The novelist and
screenwriter Roddy Doyle’s musical
selection (r) 1.00pm News 1.02 BBC
Proms Chamber Music. Janine
Jansen, Sakari Oramo and Itamar
Golan play Prokofiev and Schubert
(r) 2.00 The Early Music Show.
Rameau’s dance music in his works
for the theatre 3.00 Choral
Evensong (r) 4.00 BBC Proms 2014.
The Academy of St Martin in the
Fields plays Beethoven, Bruch and
Walton (r) 6.15 Words and Music.
Poetry, prose and music on the
theme of the undersea world (r)
7.30 Live BBC Proms 2014. Andrew
Manze conducts the BBCSSO in
music from the First World War
9.40 Drama on 3: The Marriage of
Figaro. The original play by Pierre
Beaumarchais (r) 11.40 New
Generation Artists. Music by
Strauss, Schumann and Beethoven
12.30am-6.30 Through the Night
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Sport

Today

Football
Kick-off 3.0 unless stated
Barclays Premier League: Arsenal v Crystal
Palace (5.30); Leicester v Everton; Manchester
United v Swansea (12.45); Queens Park
Rangers v Hull; Stoke v Aston Villa; West
Bromwich Albion v Sunderland; West Ham v
Tottenham.
SkyBet Championship:BirminghamvBrighton;
Blackpool v Blackburn; Bolton v Nottingham
Forest; Bournemouth v Brentford; Cardiff v
Huddersfield; Charlton v Wigan; Fulham v
Millwall; Leeds v Middlesbrough (12.15);
Norwich vWatford; Reading v Ipswich; Rother-
ham v Wolverhampton Wanderers; Sheffield
Wednesday v Derby.

P W D L F A GDPts
Bournemouth........1 1 0 0 4 0 4 3
Watford.................1 1 0 0 3 0 3 3
Middlesbrough......1 1 0 0 2 0 2 3
Millwall.................1 1 0 0 2 0 2 3
Nottingham Forest1 1 0 0 2 0 2 3
Ipswich..................1 1 0 0 2 1 1 3
Derby.....................1 1 0 0 1 0 1 3
Sheffield Wed.......1 1 0 0 1 0 1 3
Wolves..................1 1 0 0 1 0 1 3
Reading.................1 0 1 0 2 2 0 1
Wigan....................1 0 1 0 2 2 0 1
Blackburn..............1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
Brentford ..............1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
Cardiff...................1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
Charlton................1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
Fulham..................1 0 0 1 1 2 -1 0
Brighton................1 0 0 1 0 1 -1 0
Norwich.................1 0 0 1 0 1 -1 0
Rotherham............1 0 0 1 0 1 -1 0
Birmingham..........1 0 0 1 0 2 -2 0
Blackpool...............1 0 0 1 0 2 -2 0
Leeds.....................1 0 0 1 0 2 -2 0
Bolton....................1 0 0 1 0 3 -3 0
Huddersfield.........1 0 0 1 0 4 -4 0

League One: Bristol City v Colchester; Chester-
field v Rochdale; Coventry v Sheffield United;
Crawley Town v Swindon; Crewe v Barnsley;
Doncaster v Port Vale; Gillingham v Yeovil;
Notts County v Fleetwood Town; Oldham v
Leyton Orient; Peterborough v Milton Keynes
Dons; Scunthorpe v Preston;Walsall v Bradford
City.

P W D L F A GDPts
Doncaster..............1 1 0 0 3 0 3 3
MK Dons................1 1 0 0 4 2 2 3
Swindon................1 1 0 0 3 1 2 3
Bradford City ........1 1 0 0 3 2 1 3
Bristol City............1 1 0 0 2 1 1 3
Chesterfield..........1 1 0 0 2 1 1 3
Fleetwood Town...1 1 0 0 2 1 1 3
Crawley.................1 1 0 0 1 0 1 3
Peterborough........1 1 0 0 1 0 1 3
Colchester.............1 0 1 0 2 2 0 1
Oldham..................1 0 1 0 2 2 0 1
Notts County........1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
Port Vale...............1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
Preston..................1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
Walsall..................1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
Coventry................1 0 0 1 2 3 -1 0
Crewe....................1 0 0 1 1 2 -1 0
Leyton Orient........1 0 0 1 1 2 -1 0
Sheffield United ...1 0 0 1 1 2 -1 0
Barnsley................1 0 0 1 0 1 -1 0
Rochdale................1 0 0 1 0 1 -1 0
Gillingham.............1 0 0 1 2 4 -2 0
Scunthorpe............1 0 0 1 1 3 -2 0
Yeovil ....................1 0 0 1 0 3 -3 0

League Two: Burton Albion v Dagenham &
Redbridge; Cheltenham v Accrington Stanley;
Hartlepool v Bury; Luton v AFC Wimbledon;
Mansfield v Oxford United; Morecambe v
Newport County; Plymouth v Exeter; Ports-
mouth v Cambridge United; Shrewsbury v
Tranmere; Southend v Stevenage; Wycombe v
Carlisle; York v Northampton.

P W D L F A GDPts
Morecambe...........1 1 0 0 3 0 3 3
Wycombe..............1 1 0 0 2 0 2 3
Burton...................1 1 0 0 1 0 1 3
Cambridge.............1 1 0 0 1 0 1 3
Cheltenham...........1 1 0 0 1 0 1 3
Luton.....................1 1 0 0 1 0 1 3
Northampton........1 1 0 0 1 0 1 3
Southend...............1 1 0 0 1 0 1 3
Stevenage.............1 1 0 0 1 0 1 3
AFC Wimbledon....1 0 1 0 2 2 0 1
Shrewsbury...........1 0 1 0 2 2 0 1
Exeter....................1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
Portsmouth...........1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
Tranmere ..............1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
York.......................1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
Accrington Stanley1 0 0 1 0 1 -1 0
Bury.......................1 0 0 1 0 1 -1 0
Carlisle..................1 0 0 1 0 1 -1 0
Hartlepool.............1 0 0 1 0 1 -1 0
Mansfield..............1 0 0 1 0 1 -1 0

Oxford United.......1 0 0 1 0 1 -1 0
Plymouth...............1 0 0 1 0 1 -1 0
Newport County ...1 0 0 1 0 2 -2 0
Dagenham & Red..1 0 0 1 0 3 -3 0

Vanarama Conference: Altrincham v Bristol
Rovers; Barnet v Lincoln City; Braintree Town v
Chester FC; Eastleigh v Gateshead; FC Halifax v
Welling; Forest Green v Alfreton Town; Grims-
by vDover; Kidderminster vDartford; Torquay v
Southport; Woking v Macclesfield; Wrexham v
Nuneaton. North: Barrow v Hyde; Brackley v
Gainsborough; Bradford Park Avenue v Leam-
ington; Colwyn Bay v Boston United; Guiseley v
Worcester; Hednesford v Harrogate Town;
Lowestoft Town v AFC Fylde; North Ferriby
United v Gloucester; Oxford City v Chorley;
Stalybridge v Solihull Moors; Tamworth v
Stockport County. South: Bath City v Chelms-
ford; Bishop’s Stortford v Maidenhead United;
Bromley v Basingstoke; Eastbourne Borough v
Weston-super-Mare; Ebbsfleet United v Hav-
ant & Waterlooville; Farnborough v St Albans;
Gosport Borough vWealdstone; Hayes & Yead-
ing v Concord Rangers; Hemel Hempstead v
Whitehawk; Staines Town v Boreham Wood.
Scottish Premiership: Celtic v Dundee United
(12.45); Dundee v Partick; Hamilton v St
Johnstone; Motherwell v Inverness Caledonian
Thistle; Ross County v Kilmarnock.

Scottish Championship:Alloa v Raith; Dumbar-
ton vQueen of the South; Livingston v Cowden-
beath. League One: Airdrieonians v Peterhead;
Brechin v Stenhousemuir; Forfar v Dunferm-
line; Morton v Stranraer; Stirling v Ayr. League
Two:AnnanAthletic vQueen’s Park;Arbroath v
Albion; East Fife v Berwick; East Stirling v Elgin
City.

William Hill Scottish Cup: Preliminary round:
Auchinleck Talbot v St Cuthbert Wanderers;
Edinburgh City v Fort William; Glasgow
University v Cove Rangers; Hurlford United v
Edinburgh University; Lothian Thistle v Burn-
tisland; Shipyard Newton Stewart v Hawick
Royal Albert; Vale of Leithen v Gala Fairydean;
Wigtown & Bladnoch v Civil Service Strollers.

Cricket
Fifth Investec Testmatch: KiaOval: Second day
of five (11.0, 90 overs minimum): England v
India.

LV= County Championship: Second day of four
(11.0 unless stated, 96 overs minimum): First
division: Emirates Old Trafford: Lancashire v
Durham. Northampton: Northamptonshire v
Nottinghamshire (12.0). Taunton: Somerset v
Warwickshire. Scarborough: Yorkshire v Suss-
ex. Second division: Swansea: Glamorgan v
Essex. Canterbury: Kent v Hampshire. Leices-
ter: Leicestershire v Surrey (12.0). Worcester:
Worcestershire v Gloucestershire.
Firstwomen’sTestmatch:Wormsley: Final day
of four (11.0): England v India.

Tomorrow

Football
BarclaysPremierLeague:LiverpoolvSouthamp-
ton (1.30); Newcastle v Manchester City (4.0).
Vanarama Conference:AFC Telford v Aldershot
(3.0).
Scottish Championship: Heart of Midlothian v
Hibernian (12.30).

Cricket
Fifth InvestecTestmatch:KiaOval: Thirddayof
five (11.0, 90 overs minimum): England v India.
LV= County Championship: Third day of four
(11.0 unless stated, 96 overs minimum): First
division: Emirates Old Trafford: Lancashire v
Durham. Northampton: Northamptonshire v
Nottinghamshire (12.0). Taunton: Somerset v
Warwickshire. Scarborough: Yorkshire v Suss-
ex. Second division: Swansea: Glamorgan v
Essex. Canterbury: Kent v Hampshire. Leices-
ter: Leicestershire v Surrey (12.0). Worcester:
Worcestershire v Gloucestershire.

Rugby league
Kick-off 3.0 unless stated
FirstUtilitySuperLeague:BradfordvHull;Hud-
dersfield v Widnes; London Broncos v Leeds.
Kingstone Press Championship:Batley v Dews-
bury; Halifax v Featherstone; Keighley v North
Wales Crusaders; Rochdale v Doncaster; Shef-
field v Whitehaven (2.0); Swinton v Leigh;
Workington v Barrow. Championship One:
Gateshead v South Wales (2.0); Gloucester-
shire All Golds v London; Hunslet v York;
Oldham v Hemel Stags.

Athletics
European Championships
Zurich: Finals: Men: 400m: 1, M Rooney (GB)
44.71sec; 2, M Hudson-Smith (GB) 44.75; 3, D
Sanford (Isr) 45.27; 4, J Krzewina (Pol) 45.52; 5,
CWilliams (GB) 45.53. 800m: 1, AKszczot (Pol)
1min44.15sec; 2,AKuciapski (Pol) 1:44.89; 3,M
English (Ire) 1:45.03; 4,ABube (Den) 1:45.21; 5,
M Lewandowski (Pol 1:45.78. 50km race walk:
1, Y Diniz (Fr) 3hr 32min 33sec (world record);
2,MToth (Slovakia) 3:36.21; 3, I Noskov (Russ)
3:37.41; 4,MRyzhov (Russ)3:39.07; 5, IBanzer-
uk (Ukr) 3:44.49.Women: 200m: 1, D Schippers
(Neth) 22.03; 2, J Williams (GB) 22.46; 3, M
Soumare (Fr) 22.58; 4, BWilliams (GB)22.68; 5,
M Kambundji (Switz) 22.83; D Asher-Smith
(GB) did not finish. 400m: 1, L Grenot (It) 51.10;
2,OZemlyak (Ukr)51.36; 3, I Terrero (Sp)51.38;
4, C Ohuruogu (GB) 51.38; 5, M Holub (Pol)
51.84. 1,500m: 1, S Hassan (Neth) 4:04.18; 2, A
Aregawi (Swe) 4:05.08; 3, L Weightman (GB)
4:06.32; 4, R Plis (Pol) 4:06.65; 5, F del Buono
(It) 4:07.49; 6, H England (GB) 4:07.80. Hep-
tathlon: Leading overall positions (after six
events): 1, AN Djimou Ida (Fr) 5,661pts; 2, N
Broersen (Neth) 5,642; 3, N Thiam (Bel) 5,610.

Cycling
Eneco Tour
Fifth stage (Geraardsbergen, 162.5km): 1, G
van Avermaet (Bel, BMC Racing) 3hr 48min
37sec; 2, T Dumoulin (Neth, Giant) at 1sec be-
hind; 3, P Brutt (Russ, Katusha) same time; 7, G
Thomas (GB, TeamSky) 0.6. Leading overall po-
sitions: 1, Dumoulin 16:34:29; 2, L Boom (Neth,
Belkin) at 2sec; 3,MQuinziato (It, BMCRacing)
0.11; 5, Thomas 0.21.

Golf
US PGA Tour Wyndham Championship
SedgefieldCountryClub,Greensboro,NorthCar-
olina: Leading first-round scores (United States
unless stated): 63: C Villegas (Col). 64: W
McGirt,WSimpson.65:PCasey (GB), S Langley,
MLaird (GB), HSlocum,ALoupe. 66:BStuard, R
Barnes, S Marino, JJ Henry, R Allenby (Aus), M
Weir (Can), R Imada (Japan), S Bowditch (Aus),
J Wagner, T Gainey. 67: NWatney, S Stefani, D
Toms, BWyatt, A Svoboda, D Lingmerth (Swe),
M Bettencourt, DA Points, W Wilcox, J Bolli, T

Petrovic, B Van Pelt, D Pride, C Pettersson
(Swe), T Clark (SA), J Vegas (Ven), J Teater. 68:
RGarrigus,MPutnam,BCurtis, D Ernst, A Cejka
(Ger), B Koepka, W Haas, F Jacobson (Swe), E
Els (SA), K Duke, B Snedeker, R Cabrera Bello
(Sp), S Appleby (Aus). 69: B Cauley, F Molinari
(It), H Matsuyama (Japan), J Hicks, G Christian
(GB), P Cantlay, T Hamilton, J Driscoll, R Streb,
WMacKenzie, J Daly, J Durant, B Fritsch (Can),
K Kisner, YE Yang (S Kor), B Davis (GB), L Gu-
thrie, R Goosen (SA), J Allred, CHadley, K Foley,
Bae Sang Moon (S Kor), J Hahn, R Sterne (SA).

Wegmans LPGA Championship
Pittsford, New York: Leading first-round scores
(UnitedStatesunless stated):66:MeenaLee (S
Kor), LThompson.67:LMcCloskey,BLincicome,
JKirby(Can).68:CKerr, FengShanshan(China).
69:Mirim Lee (S Kor), A Nordqvist (Swe), Lee Il
Hee(SKor),CMatthew(GB), JiEunHee(SKor),
A Stanford, EJandel, B Pancake. 70: T Joh, Choi
Chella (S Kor), B Recari (Sp), M McChrystal, Y
Cindy, L Ko (NZ), B Lang, Yani Tseng (Taiwan),
J Park, J Korda, P Reto (SA), D Kang, J Johnson.
71: Lin Xiyu (China), A Ernst, P Phatlum (Thai),
S Kemp (Aus), S Kim (Can), GSergas (It), AMu-
ñoz (Sp), KMcPherson, S Gal (Ger), S Pettersen
(Nor), C Arimura (Japan), C Hedwall (Swe), M
Jutanugarn (Thai), A Sharp (Can),MHernández
(Sp), S Lewis, L Davies (GB), L Salas, Hur Mi
Jung (S Kor). 72: J Klatten (Fr), A Yang (S Kor),
Park Inbee (S Kor), A Uehara (Japan), J Song, B
Mozo (Sp), PMoreno, N Jeray, S Keating (Aus),
M Martin, M Uribe (Col), M Alex, C Masson
(Ger),KangHaeji (SKor), L-APace (SA),KEkey,
J Ewart Shadoff (GB), G Piller, T Suwannapura
(Thai), K Harris (Can).

Tennis
Western & Southern Open
Cincinnati: Men: Third round:MRaonic (Can) bt
S Johnson (US) 6-7, 6-3, 7-6; R Federer (Switz)
bt G Monfils (Fr) 6-4, 4-6, 6-3; D Ferrer (Sp) bt
M Youzhny (Russ) 7-5, 6-0. Quarter-finals: J
Benneteau (Fr) bt SWawrinka (Switz) 1-6, 6-1,
6-2; Raonic bt F Fognini (It) 6-1, 6-0. Women:
Third round: J Jankovic (Serbia) bt S Stephens
(US) 7-6, 6-4; M Sharapova (Russ) bt A Pavlyu-
chenkova (Russ) 6-4, 7-6; A Ivanovic (Serbia) bt
S Kuznetsova (Russ) 6-2, 2-6, 6-3; A Radwan-
ska (Pol) bt S Lisicki (Ger) 6-1, 6-1; CWozniacki
(Den) bt A Kerber (Ger) 7-5, 6-2. Quarter-final:
S Williams (US) bt Jankovic 6-1, 6-3.

Fixtures Results

Mclean finally
ready to end
world of pain
Rugby union
Daniel Schofield

The Sky Sports cameraman made a
miscalculation when he stuck a micro-
phone in the middle of England’s team
huddle before their semi-final victory
against Ireland on Wednesday. If he
was expecting a few genteel words of
encouragement, what viewers at home
heard was as an raucous call to arms by
Katy Mclean, the captain, punctuated
by a string of expletives.
The team respondedwith a devastat-

ing 40-7 dissection of a side who many
fancied to upset the Red Roses, having
claimed the prized scalp of New Zea-
land. It ensured that England will be
playing in their fourth consecutive
World Cup final tomorrow in front of
20,000 at the Stade JeanBouin inParis.
The past three have all been lost, but
whenMclean tells you that itwill bedif-
ferent this time, you tend to believe her.
Mclean’s confidence is not because

they are playing Canada, who they
drew 13-13 with in the pool stage, rather
than New Zealand, who they lost to in
2002, 2006 and 2010, but born of the
fastidiousness of England’s prepara-
tions. “What we have done well in this
tournament has been the planning,”
Mclean said. “Everything has stayed
the same and we have kept a similar

routine between games. Nothing
changed because we beat Ireland. Our
only focus in the past couple of days is
howdowebeatCanada.This iswhatwe
have todo, this iswhatwehave to apply.
All the external stuff about it being a
final is just something you acknow-
ledge, but it is in the background.”
Dig a little under surface, however,

and thewounds of their last final defeat
— a 13-10 reverse at the Twickenham
Stoop— are still there and raw as ever.
YetMcleansays thatpainful experience
acts as a driver rather than a millstone.
“I reckon it tookme a year to get over

the last final,” Mclean said. “That was a
massive learning curve for me as a per-
son. Just because you think you have
worked hard enough to make some-
thing happen does not necessarily
mean that itwill. It isnotabout thinking
it will happen, it is about making it
happen. It just made me more deter-
mined to think that I amnot going to be
in this place again.”
Canada, as they did a week ago, will

not make it easy. They possess a bruis-
ing pack who bossed the English for-
wards and two backs inMagali Harvey
andMandyMarchak capable of single-
handedly winning a game. The key
Mclean, the fly half, says will be playing
the game on England’s terms.
“We look back at that game and we

didn’t execute, we didn’t turn up,”
Mclean said. “We don’t want to be dic-
tated to and they did that to us. People
are looking forward to the final, where-
as in 2010 it was just a relief to get there.
“Ireland are a decent side and we put

40 points on them on Wednesday.
Knowing the plan and executing the
plan are two very different things.
Against Ireland we executed our plan
perfectly and that’s what we need to do
again on Sunday.”

JORDAN MANSFIELD/GETTY IMAGES

Determined mood: Emily Scarratt shrugs off a challenge in the crushing 40-7
semi-final demoliton of Ireland to secure England’s place in tomorrow’s final

Beale return a
bizarre choice,
says Hansen
Daniel Schofield

Steve Hansen, the New Zealand coach,
says that he was “dumbfounded” by
Kurtley Beale’s selection at fly half for
Australia as theAll Blacks seek a record
18th consecutive victory this morning
in Sydney.
Beale, who has mainly played at

inside centre for the New South Wales
Waratahs this season, was given the
nod over Bernard Foley, his club-mate
who kicked the winning points in the
Super Rugby final victory against the
Crusaders. Hansen seized on the selec-
tion to suggest that Ewen McKenzie’s
handwas forcedby theAustraliaRugby
Union (ARU).
“If you really think about it, the other

guy [Beale] is under contract and
league is chasing him, so you might
start to think maybe the ARU has told
him he’s got to pick him,” Hansen said.
“One guy has played there all year,

the other guy has played seven Tests at
most in his whole career at first five [fly
half], so why would you change that?”
New Zealand’s hold over the Bledis-

loeCupgoes back 12 years butAustralia
have been buoyed by the Waratahs’
success. The last time the Wallabies
beat New Zealand was three years ago
in Brisbane at the same ground where
another Australian team, the Queens-
land Reds, beat the Crusaders to win
the Super Rugby title — not that Han-
sen buys that logic.
“There’s been a lot of talk because

they have won the Super Rugby they
can win the Bledisloe Cup but that’s
rubbish,” he said. “There’s no correla-
tion at all.”
What is undeniable is that theWara-

tahs’ triumph has provided McKenzie
with a number of players in red-hot
form. Israel Folau, the full back, is the
most dangerous player on the planet
and Michael Hooper outplayed Richie
McCaw in the Super Rugby final. Han-
sen also has to do without Dan Carter,
the injured fly half, and Conrad Smith,
who is attending the birth of his first
child.

How they line up

England (probable): D Waterman; K Merchant,
E Scarratt, R Burford, K Wilson; K Mclean, LT
Mason; R Clark, V Fleetwood, S Hemming, R Essex
J McGilchrist, M Packer, M Alphonsi, S Hunter.
Canada (probable): E Alarie; M Harvey, M Marchak,
A Burk, B Waters; E Belchos, S Bernier; M-P
Pinault-Reid, K Donaldson H Leith, L Blackwood, M
Samson, J Murphy, K Paquin, K Russell.
Referee: A Perrett (Australia)
Television: Sky Sports 4 (kick-off: 5.45pm, Sunday)
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Sport
Brash favourite for
London grand prix
Equestrianism Britain’s two
leading showjumpers ,Scott Brash
and Ben Maher, ranked No1 and
No3 in the world, will give Hello
Sanctos and Cella a last outing
before next Saturday’s Alltech
World Equestrian Games in
Normandy in today’s Longines
Global Champions Grand Prix in
Horseguards Parade.
Brashwho won the series last

year, starts as favourite while
Maher, winner of the inaugural
event at the Olympic Park in
Stratford, was the only British
rider to reach the 15-horse jump-
off yesterday in the Sapinda Prix
won by Harrie Smolders, of the
Netherlands, on Regina Z. Maher
finished eighth on Aristo Z.

Dredge in command
Golf Bradley Dredge produced a
brilliant finish to take command
of the Made in Denmark event at
the halfway stage yesterday.
Dredge has won twice on the
European Tour — he shot a
round of 60 on his way to victory
in Madeira in 2003 — and
partnered Stephen Dodd to
victory for Wales in 2005, but has
been hampered by illness and
injury recently and is playing on a
medical exemption.

Benneteau in last four
Tennis Julien Benneteau came
back to beat Stanislas Wawrinka
1-6, 6-1, 6-2 and reach the semi-
finals of the Western and
Southern Open. The Australian
Open champion gained the first
set but was crushed as his French
opponent won 12 of the last 15
games. Benneteau, 32, faces David
Ferrer or Tommy Robredo for a
place in the final. Andy Murray
was playing Roger Federer for a
semi-final place last night.

Tagicakibau at Wasps
Rugby union London Wasps have
bolstered their try-scoring power
by signing Sailosi Tagicakibau, the
Samoa wing, from Aviva
Premiership rivals London Irish.
The 31-year-old has completed a
deal to join Wasps after nine
seasons with Irish. The 21-cap
player will add further strength to
Wasps’ pacy back-three ranks,
slotting in alongside Tom
Varndell, Christian Wade and
Elliot Daly.

Israel to play in Florida
Tennis Israel’s Davis Cup tie
against Argentina, which was
originally scheduled for Tel Aviv
next month, has been moved to
Sunrise, Florida, the International
Tennis Federation (ITF) said
yesterday. Continuing violence
in and around the Gaza Strip
had prompted the ITF to call for
an alternative venue for the
World Group play-off tie, which
will be played from September 12
to 14.

Weale completes set
Bowls Robert Weale, the 2010
Commonwealth Games singles
champion, skipped Presteigne to
the Welsh men’s outdoor triples
title at Llandrindod Wells
yesterday — the only national
title that had eluded him in a
career of 35 years. “I can’t tell you
how much it means to me to
complete the full set,” he said.
Jason Greenslade won the Welsh
singles title, beating Andrew
Fleming 21-16 in the final.

Plenty of positives for Lake despite failure to qualify

When she returns home to Bagshot,
Surrey, on Monday, Morgan Lake will
know she has plenty to be proud of. For
now, she feels a bit raw. After the 17-
year-old failed to qualify for the high
jump final at her first senior champion-
ships, the disappointment was hard to
hide.
The difference between a fabulous

day and a miserable one was measured
in millimetres. She needed to clear
1.89metres to reach the final and, in her
third and final attempt, she had the
height but, as she arced, her heel

clipped the bar, which dropped off its
uprights with an almost apologetic
clunk. “Itwas soclose,which is themost
annoying thing,” Lake said. “I thought
I’d got over.”
She has been consoled and told

repeatedly that these championships
were all about absorbing the experi-
ence. If ever there was a fact to bring
home the truism thatmany opportuni-
ties lie ahead, it is that Lakewas born in
1997—the sameyear that JoPavey first
ran for Great Britain, at the World
Championships in Athens. Pavey, of
course, won her first senior gold medal
on Tuesday in the 10,000 metres. Not

that most 17-years-olds can quite get
their heads around the idea of ever
being 40.
Lake, a pupil at Wellington College,

will certainly not have to wait that long
for success. She has become something
of a phenomenon in British athletics
and is likely, over the next two years, to
become a serious challenger to Jessica
Ennis-Hill and Katarina Johnson-
Thompson in the heptathlon.
InMay, at the famousHypoMeeting

in Götzis, Austria, she broke through
6,000 points for the multi-discipline
event. She improved that to 6,148when
winning the gold medal at the World

JuniorChampionships inEugene,Ore-
gon, lastmonth,when she then decided
to enter the high jump— and won the
gold medal in that too, with a jump of
1.94 metres.
How she could have done with that

leap yesterday. She began well enough,
despite heavy rain, clearing 1.75 and
1.80 at the first attempt. She took two
attempts to get over 1.85, that first fail-
ure proving the difference between
reaching the final and not, on count-
back.
“I’m really annoyed at myself today,”

she said.Most, though,will see theposi-
tives. There are a lot of them.

Ron Lewis

Rooney wins
British duel as
Hudson-Smith
surges to medal

If this was the first serious duel ofmany
betweenMartynRooney andMatthew
Hudson-Smith, both of Britain, it was a
cracker. Experience told as Rooney
claimed the gold medal over 400 me-
tres at the EuropeanChampionships in
Zurich, but Hudson-Smith will be back
— and smarter next time, too.
Thegapat the endwasabout ametre,

Rooney winning in 44.71sec, with
Hudson-Smith closingwith every yard,
smashing his personal best in 44.75sec.
A silver medal was the prize for
Hudson-Smith, but the real rewardwas
what he will have learnt.
Maybe, he might think, he gave

Rooney, who was three lanes inside
him, too much of a lead. But Hudson-
Smithhaddonehis best late on inall his
races. There is much to work on.
For Rooney, though, the gamble had

paid off. He had gone home early from
the Commonwealth Games, giving up
his place in the 4x400 metres relay,
which Hudson-Smith took on the way
to gold. Rooney had set his heart on
gold here, having blownhis chance two

years ago. “It’s nice to be a champion,
I’ve never won anything in my life,
apart from the UK trials, I’m ecstatic,”
Rooney said. “It’s great to have a 1-2 as
well. That’s great for British Athletics
and forme personally to have someone
to race against for the next couple of
years.
“Pulling out of the relay, which is an

event I love, put a big target onmyback.
But I’m not Superman, I’m someone
who’s very human and very breakable.
So you have to make tough decisions.
And that one paid off.
“Matt is a fantastic kid, someone I

enjoy having a bit of a laugh with. The
call-up room is great fun with him.
From a selfish point of view I think he’s
going to help me run quick. I love
having him about.”
For two agonising minutes, it

appeared that Hudson-Smith would
take no part in the final as the runners
were pulled up for a false start and the
reaction clock pointed squarely at the
British teenager. After lengthy consul-
tation, he was reprieved, the starter
giving Hudson-Smith a yellow card for
not being stable at the set position. He
had the look of a man who had just
dodged a bullet.
Rooney then took time to find his

stride before closing down on Conrad
Williams, the thirdBritish runner in the
final, but as the stagger unwound at the
start of the straight, Rooney was clear.
Hudson-Smith went after him, but
could not quite get there. At the finish,
Rooney shook hands with his rivals
before giving Hudson-Smith a hug,
“I said in every interview it’s all about

MH-S!” Rooney said. “It’s great. We’ve
got another great talent coming
through, like Adam Gemili. Matt is in
thatmould.We’vehad funright theway
through, but not today. Today was
about myself.
“All the pressure other people put on

mewas nothing to what I was saying to
myself. It’s still a work in progress. This
year has been extremely positive, a step
in the right direction. All this year was
about was getting healthy and making
sure I didn’t have a year like last year
when I was broken.”
Go back just a month and Hudson-

Smith, who won a bronze medal at last
year’s European Junior Champion-

ships, would not have expected to be
here.Hewas disqualified in the heats of
the British Championships, but oppor-
tunity knocked when he was given a
late invitation to the Sainsbury’s Glas-
gow Grand Prix.
Running in the outside lane, Hud-

son-Smith broke the 45-second barrier
for the first time in 44.97se. With that
performance, he appeared to shock
everyone, himself included. Then his
anchor-leg run in the relay at the Com-
monwealthGamesmadeanevenwider
audience sit up and take notice.
Reflecting on yesterday’s race, Hud-

son-Smith said: “The false startworried
me. I slipped out of the blocks and was

worried. But this is my first senior
championships and I came awaywith a
silver medal, so I’m very happy.”
The bronze medal went to Donald

Sanford, of Israel, in 45.27. Williams
came fifth in 45.53sec. Having left the
team at the Commonwealths, Rooney
will join up with both Williams and
Conrad-Smith for the relay.
“They did really well in Glasgow but

it’s a different team now, a different
challenge,” he said. “On paper we
should win by a long way, but relays
don’t work like that. They’re a lottery.
Conrad’s had a great champs, and his
first leg will set us up. Then we’ve just
got to win it.”

Decision to focus on Zurich is fully vindicated
Athletics
Ron Lewis Athletics Correspondent

TODAY’SWATCHING BRIEF

Eilidh Child
The Commonwealth Games poster
girl ran up to form by claiming silver
in Glasgow in the 400 metres
hurdles, but she is ranked No 1 in
Europe and is in fine form, so she
should claim gold. 4.15pm today

Women’s 4 x 100 metres relay
With Jodie Williams, Bianca Williams,
Asha Philip, Ashleigh Nelson and
Desiree Henry to call on, hopes
must be high of gold. 2.10pm today
(heat). 4.22pm tomorrow (final)

Lynsey Sharp
After a series of injury scares,
Sharp’s 800 metres silver at the
Commonwealth Games was
heartwarming. Retaining her
European title would be incredible.
3.05pm today
Words by Ron Lewis

Win on the way: Rooney closes in on victory in the 400 metres from a field
that included three British runners, to indicate a rich future at the distance

OLIVER MORIN /AFP GETTY IMAGES
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Cricket Sport

Westwood puts
Warwickshire in
snooze control

Ivo Tennant

Taunton (first day of four; Somerset won toss):
Warwickshire have scored 334 for nine wickets
against Somerset

Somerset v Warwickshire

Out-of-form batsmen have long
relished their visits to Taunton down
the years, for run-making on flat
pitches with short straight boundaries
can never have appeared more
straightforward. Now, though, the
square has been relaid, more grass has
been left on the surface at the start of a
match and consequently a more
workaday type of cricketer has
flourished. Like, for example, Ian
Westwood, who collected runs for a
rare century.
Stroke-makers came and went, and

so did Jonathan Trott after hitting a
couple of fours through point.
Westwood, who has been in the
Warwickshire2ndX1 for longer thanhe
would have wanted of late, reached his
first century of the season in the final
session, having made 99 against
Somerset at Edgbaston inMay. It is not
being unkind to say that none of his
shots will remain in the mind’s eye in
the dead of winter.
At Lord’s one day, years ago, when he

was cricket correspondent of this
newspaper, JohnWoodcock wrote that
he fell asleep when John Edrich,
another batsman of similar approach,
was building an innings. When he
awoke, he had no need to ask how a
century had been reached. There was
no difference in tempo or his
strokeplay: there rarely was. The ball
wasworkedaway in the time-honoured
manner of left-handed openers.
Westwood, of course, is nothing like

as good as Edrich was, but anyone
missing a chunk of this innings would
have no cause to question howhe came
to attain his first century for two years
to the month. Dropped at third slip off

Peter Trego on 24, he was watchful and
acquisitive throughout his innings
while wickets fell about him. Marcus
Trescothick had won the toss and was
armed with far more experienced
bowlers than Warwickshire, who were
lacking Keith Barker, Boyd Rankin,
ChrisWoakes andChrisWright, who is
out for the rest of the season with a
stress fracture of the back.
Warwickshire, who are four points

behind third-placed Somerset in the
first-division table, immediately lost
Varun Chopra, caught at gully off
Alfonso Thomas. William Porterfield
played on to Lewis Gregory, trying to
leave, Trott was taken at gully, Sam
Hain was caught at second slip, and
Tim Ambrose drove at too wide a ball,
this fromTrego.RikkiClarke,missed in
the slips when on 27, played the most
attacking innings of the day, 42 off 58
balls with eight fours.
Westwood reached his century with

his 14th four, pulled off a long hop from
GeorgeDockrell. Hewas quick to latch
on to the short ball.
Every run will be needed given that

the Warwickshire attack will be
dependent on Recordo Gordon,
playing his first championship match
this season,OliverHannon-Dalby,who
made his debut for his second county
on this ground last year, and Richard
Jones, who has been on loan to
Leicestershire.
Another Jones, Chris, who scored a

century for Somerset against the
Australians last year, announced his
retirement after a brief career. He has
played in eight championship matches
this summer.
In the car park, there was some

curious excavation work going on. The
Old Pavilion, also in that vicinity of the
ground, will be pulled down at the end
of the season and, alas, the comfy
maroon cinema seats will go. Now that
was the place to have a snooze when
left-handers were batting all day.

Young Billings
catches the
eye for Kent

Mark Baldwin

Canterbury (first day of four; Hampshire won toss):
Hampshire have scored 343 for seven wickets against
Kent

Kent v Hampshire

It was the duty of Robert Key, as Kent
captain, to play a part in yesterday’s
movingCanterburyWeek ceremony in
honour of those who gave their lives in
the two World Wars — a number in-
cluding 25 Kent cricketers— but, from
a symbolic standpoint, perhaps it
should have been Sam Billings.
One hundred years on from the

dreadful August of 1914, when so many
young men marched to a terrible war
and the ultimate sacrifice, it is a group
of uncapped players who are reviving
Kent’s fortunes at a time, thankfully,
when only sporting battles concern the
vastmajority of the current generation.
It is Billings who has emerged in

recent weeks as first among Kent’s
young guns. The 23-year-old wicket-
keeper-batsmanhasmade runsof spec-
tacular speed and volume.Yet itwas his
glovework here which stood out as two
promotion rivals engaged each other
keenly on a hard fought opening day.
Billings’s keeping has improved im-

measurably since he was preferred to
Geraint Jones at the season’s start, and
the best of his four catches yesterday
was a brilliant one-handed effort, div-
ing far to his left, when Liam Dawson
leg-glanced a ball fromMitch Claydon.
Dawson, whomade 36, had added 76

withWill Smith for the fourthwicket to
rally Hampshire following a slide to 111
for three, but Billings’s athleticism
helpedKent to reduce the visiting team
to 218 for six on a good pitch soon after
tea-time.
Adam Riley, another highly-rated

youngmember of this Kent team at 22-
years-old, removed Smith andMichael
Carberry with his off spin before
Hampshire regained control deep in
the final session.
Sean Ervine, unbeaten on 75 after all

but edging his first ball, counter-at-
tacked combatively either side of the
second new ball in the company of
Chris Wood, with both completing ex-
cellent half-centuries in a stand of 124.

LV= County Championship
First division: Lancashire v Durham
Emirates Old Trafford (first day of four;
Durhamwon toss): Durhamhave scored 329 for
eight wickets against Lancashire
Durham: First Innings
M D Stoneman c Davies b Smith 31
K K Jennings c Croft b Kerrigan 26
S G Borthwick c Chapple b Kerrigan 14
M J Richardson c Khawaja b Smith 38
*P D Collingwood c Davies b Smith 0
†P Mustard lbw b Kerrigan 4
C S MacLeod lbw b Bailey 84
J W Hastings b Smith 83
B A Stokes not out 24
R S Buckley not out 2
Extras (b 8, lb 13, nb 2) 23
Total (8 wkts, 96 overs) 329
P Coughlin and C Rushworth to bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-50, 2-66, 3-75, 4-75, 5-82,
6-145, 7-290, 8-322.
Bowling:Chapple18-2-59-0;Bailey16-1-67-1;Smith
20-6-37-4; Kerrigan 25-3-86-3; Parry 17-2-59-0.
Lancashire:P JHorton, LMReece, U TKhawaja,
A G Prince, S J Croft, T C Smith, †A L Davies,
*G Chapple, S D Parry, S C Kerrigan, T E Bailey.
Umpires: S C Gale and R J Evans.
NorthamptonshirevNottinghamshire
Northampton (first day of four; Nottingham-
shire won toss): Nottinghamshire, with six
first-innings wickets in hand, are 222 runs
behind Northamptonshire
Northamptonshire: First Innings
J M Kettleborough b Gurney 11
*J D Middlebrook c Read b Mullaney 32
K J Coetzer b Adams 30
R I Keogh c Mullaney b Adams 12
B M Duckett c Hales b Fletcher 5
†A M Rossington b Shahzad 103
A J Hall b Adams 3
M N W Spriegel c Read b Fletcher 19
D J Willey c Hales b Gurney 19
N Wagner c Wessels b Gurney 0
M Azharullah not out 1
Extras (lb 6, w 1, nb 18) 25
Total (76 overs) 260

Fall of wickets: 1-27, 2-77, 3-97, 4-104, 5-104,
6-108, 7-174, 8-201, 9-227.
Bowling: Fletcher 16-1-44-2; Gurney 19-3-68-3;
Shahzad 12-3-51-1; Adams 20-3-60-3; Mullan-
ey 3-1-8-1; Patel 6-0-23-0.
Nottinghamshire: First Innings
S J Mullaney c Rossington b Willey 1
A D Hales b Willey 5
M J Lumb not out 12
J W A Taylor lbw b Azharullah 4
S R Patel c Hall b Willey 1
M H Wessels not out 9
Extras (b 4, nb 2) 6
Total (4 wkts, 14.4 overs) 38
*†CMWRead, A Shahzad, L J Fletcher, A RAd-
ams and H F Gurney to bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-6, 2-7, 3-24, 4-25.
Bowling: Wagner 3-0-18-0; Willey 7-4-9-3;
Azharullah 4.4-2-7-1.
Umpires: N G B Cook and S A Garratt.

Somerset v Warwickshire
Taunton (first day of four; Somersetwon toss):
Warwickshire have scored 334 for nine wickets
against Somerset
Warwickshire: First Innings
*V Chopra c Gregory b Thomas 0
I J Westwood c Abell b Gregory 129
W T S Porterfield b Gregory 17
I J L Trott c Barrow b Overton 9
S R Hain c Trescothick b Gregory 7
†T R Ambrose c Barrow b Trego 18
R Clarke c Trego b Overton 42
R A Jones c Barrow b Trego 35
J S Patel c Hildreth b Overton 20
O J Hannon-Dalby not out 16
R O Gordon not out 9
Extras (b 7, lb 13, nb 12) 32
Total (9 wkts, 88 overs) 334
Fall of wickets: 1-0, 2-64, 3-77, 4-110, 5-144,
6-211, 7-264, 8-305, 9-305.
Bowling: Thomas 21-7-61-1; Gregory 22-6-
97-3; Trego 17-2-68-2; Overton 19-1-59-3;
Dockrell 9-1-29-0.
Somerset: *M E Trescothick, J G Myburgh, N R
D Compton, T B Abell, J C Hildreth, †AWRBar-

row, P D Trego, L Gregory, C Overton, A C
Thomas, G H Dockrell.
Umpires:MJDBodenhamandSJO’Shaughnessy.

Yorkshire v Sussex
Scarborough (first day of four; Yorkshire won
toss): Sussex have scored 315 for eightwickets
against Yorkshire
Sussex: First Innings
C D Nash c Lyth b Sidebottom 35
L W P Wells b Sidebottom 10
*E C Joyce lbw b Rashid 130
C Cachopa c Lyth b Bresnan 53
L J Wright b Patterson 52
S A Piolet lbw b Brooks 6
†B C Brown c Williamson b Brooks 4
J C Tredwell c Williamson b Patterson 15
S J Magoffin not out 7
Extras (lb 1, nb 2) 3
Total (8 wkts, 95.2 overs) 315
M E Hobden and L J Hatchett to bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-44, 2-45, 3-169, 4-237, 5-260,
6-268, 7-307, 8-315.
Bowling: Sidebottom 20-3-64-2; Brooks 20-1-
88-2;Bresnan18-1-83-1;Patterson26-10-53-2;
Rashid 8.2-2-17-1; Lyth 3-0-9-0.
Yorkshire:A Lyth, A Z Lees, K SWilliamson, *A
WGale, †JMBairstow, JALeaning,AURashid,
T T Bresnan, S A Patterson, R J Sidebottom, J A
Brooks.
Umpires: G D Lloyd and P J Hartley.

Second division: Glamorgan v Essex
Swansea (first day of four; Essex won toss):
Glamorgan, with nine second-innings wickets
in hand, are 259 runs behind Essex
Essex: First Innings
T Westley b Cosker 60
N L J Browne c Wallace b Allenby 73
R S Bopara c Allenby b Cosker 4
J D Ryder c Wallace b Salter 24
*†J S Foster c Wallace b Harris 39
R N Ten Doeschate lbw b Allenby 46
G M Smith c Wallace b Allenby 2
G R Napier c Hogan b Allenby 15
S I Mahmood lbw b Hogan 17
M E T Salisbury not out 0

M S Panesar lbw b Allenby 0
Extras (lb 2, w 2, nb 2) 6
Total (81.5 overs) 286
Fall of wickets: 1-79, 2-91, 3-126, 4-196, 5-220,
6-224, 7-252, 8-272, 9-286.
Bowling:Wagg11-4-36-0;Hogan17-4-55-1;Al-
lenby 15.5-2-56-5; Harris 8-0-28-1; Cosker 25-
6-86-2; Salter 5-1-23-1.
Glamorgan: First Innings
W D Bragg c Foster b Panesar 11
J A Rudolph not out 16
A G Salter not out 0
Total (1 wkt, 12 overs) 27
MWGoodwin, CBCooke, JAllenby,*†MAWal-
lace, G GWagg, J A R Harris, D A Cosker and M
G Hogan to bat.
Fall of wicket: 1-23.
Bowling: Napier 4-2-5-0; Salisbury 2-0-11-0;
Panesar 4-2-6-1; Westley 2-0-5-0.
Umpires: A G Wharf and P K Baldwin.
Kent v Hampshire
Canterbury (first day of four; Hampshire won
toss): Hampshire have scored 343 for seven
wickets against Kent
Hampshire: First Innings
M A Carberry lbw b Riley 39
*J H K Adams c Billings b Claydon 30
W R Smith lbw b Riley 56
J M Vince c Billings b Bollinger 15
L A Dawson c Billings b Claydon 36
†A J A Wheater c Billings b Bollinger 15
S M Ervine not out 75
C P Wood c Harmison b Stevens 61
M T Coles not out 0
Extras (b 4, lb 4, nb 8) 16
Total (7 wkts, 96 overs) 343
D R Briggs and J A Tomlinson to bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-71, 2-90, 3-111, 4-187, 5-187,
6-218, 7-342.
Bowling: Bollinger 21-4-62-2; Claydon 21-6-
62-2; Stevens 12-1-61-1; Haggett 18-1-66-0;
Riley 19-2-71-2; Harmison 5-1-13-0.
Kent:DJBell-Drummond,*RWTKey,BWHar-
mison, SANortheast, FKCowdrey, D I Stevens,
†S W Billings, C J Haggett, M E Claydon, A E N
Riley, D E Bollinger.
Umpires: M A Gough and B J Debenham.

Leicestershire v Surrey
Leicester (first day of four; Leicestershire won
toss): Surrey have scored 403 for eight wickets
against Leicestershire
Surrey: First Innings
R J Burns c Redfern b Shreck 26
Z S Ansari c Taylor b Buck 0
V S Solanki b Taylor 93
T M Dilshan lbw b Taylor 8
S M Davies not out 147
J J Roy b Freckingham 42
*†G C Wilson lbw b Buck 0
G J Batty c O’Brien b Shreck 19
C T Tremlett c Naik b Freckingham 22
S C Meaker not out 19
Extras (b 10, lb 15, w 2) 27
Total (8 wkts, 86.4 overs) 403
T E Linley to bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-11, 2-51, 3-72, 4-207, 5-282,
6-283, 7-311, 8-357.
Bowling: Shreck 27-7-95-2; Buck 18.4-2-99-2;
Taylor 16-3-73-2; Freckingham 18-2-84-2; Naik
7-0-27-0.
Leicestershire:GPSmith,AJRobson,E JHEck-
ersley, D JRedfern,MAGBoyce, *†N JO’Brien,
R M L Taylor, J K H Naik, N L Buck, C E Shreck,
O H Freckingham.
Umpires: N G C Cowley and P R Pollard.
Worcestershire v Gloucestershire
Worcester (first day of four; Gloucestershire won
toss): Gloucestershire, with eight first-innings
wickets inhand,are13runsbehindWorcestershire
Worcestershire: First Innings
*D K H Mitchell lbw b Miles 0
R K Oliver c Roderick b Howell 52
T C Fell c Roderick b Miles 7
A N Kervezee lbw b Norwell 31
T Kohler-Cadmore c Roderick b Norwell 7
†O B Cox c Roderick b Howell 25
J Leach c Howell b Miles 1
S H Choudhry not out 27
J D Shantry b Miles 1
M J McClenaghan c Payne b Howell 1
C A J Morris c Roderick b Norwell 24
Extras (lb 3, w 5, nb 10) 18
Total (51.4 overs) 194
Fall of wickets: 1-17, 2-44, 3-81, 4-105, 5-112,
6-129, 7-142, 8-147, 9-148.

Bowling: Payne 11-2-45-0; Miles 12-2-54-4; Nor-
well14.4-3-45-3;Howell10-3-27-3;Craig4-0-20-0.
Gloucestershire: First Innings
W A Tavare c Fell b Morris 23
C D J Dent lbw b McClenaghan 8
†G H Roderick not out 88
*A P R Gidman not out 57
Extras (lb 5) 5
Total (2 wkts, 44 overs) 181
H J H Marshall, I A Cockbain, B A C Howell, M D
Craig,LCNorwell,CNMilesandDAPaynetobat.
Fall of wickets: 1-12, 2-43.
Bowling: Shantry 12-2-52-0; McClenaghan 8-2-
42-1; Morris 10-2-40-1; Leach 9-2-30-0; Chou-
dhry 5-1-12-0.
Umpires: P Willey and M Burns
Women’sTestmatch:EnglandvIndia
Wormsley (third day of four): India, with six
second-inningswickets in hand, need 62 runs to
beat England
England: First Innings 92 (N Niranjana 4 for 19)
Second Innings (overnight 110-6)
†S J Taylor b Sharma 40
J L Gunn not out 62
A Shrubsolelbw b Goswami 14
S B Odedrac Jain b Goswami 1
K L Crossc Jain b Pandey 2
Extras (b 1, lb 6, w 5) 12
Total (96.3 overs) 202
Fall ofwickets: 1-0, 2-35, 3-73, 4-73, 5-74, 6-84,
7-123, 8-181, 9-193.
Bowling: Goswami 22-5-48-4; Niranjana
13-4-47-0; Sharma 13-7-22-2; Bisht 32-20-
33-2; Pandey 13.3-3-33-2; Kaur 3-1-12-0.
India: First Innings 114 (J L Gunn 5-19)
Second Innings
M D T Kaminilbw b Cross 28
S Mandhana lbw b Cross 51
P G Raut c Gunn b Knight 16
*M Raj not out 20
H Kaur c Taylor b Cross 0
S Pandey not out 0
Extras (b 2, lb 1, nb 1) 4
Total (4 wkts, 65 overs) 119
Fall of wickets: 1-76, 2-82, 3-112, 4-115.
Bowling: Shrubsole 17-6-26-0; Gunn 11-4-23-0;
Cross 17-2-35-3; Odedra 8-3-17-0; Sciver
7-3-8-0; Knight 5-2-7-1.
Umpires: D J Millns and B V Taylor.

Scoreboards
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Scarborough flair: Joyce goes on the attack against Yorkshire on a green pitch

Joyce holds up Yorkshire

Pat Gibson

Scarborough (first day of four: Yorkshire won toss):
Sussex have scored 315 for eight wickets against
Yorkshire

Yorkshire v Sussex

Ed Joyce, the Sussex captain, stood
between Yorkshire and their hopes of
taking a huge step towards their 31st
outright County Championship but
their first since 2001 by scoring his fifth
century of the summer in that languid,
almost lyrical, Irish way of his.
Yorkshire went into the match five

points aheadofNottinghamshire at the
topof the first divisionwith fourmatch-
es left and a festival crowdofmore than
4,000 sat back in expectation when
they put Sussex in on a green pitch.
Chris Nash gave Sussex a flying start

against some loose new ball bowling
but when Nash was caught at second
slip and Luke Wells played on in the
space of four balls from Ryan Sidebot-
tom, fit and rested after missing the

Royal London Cup, Yorkshire were on
their way.
Then Adam Lyth, one of the best

catchers in the land, dropped Craig Ca-
chopa at second slip off Jack Brooks on
five and the South African-born,
former New Zealand Under-19 captain
with a Portuguese passport went on to
join Joyce in a third-wicket partnership
of 124.Cachopahadmade53whenLyth
made amends by holding a muchmore
difficult chance off Tim Bresnan and
LukeWright added a brisk 52 out of 68
for the fourth wicket before he played
on to Steven Patterson.
Meanwhile Joyce, who offered one

difficult chance to KaneWilliamson at
third slip off Bresnan when he had
made 60, was completing his hundred
off 202 balls with 12 fours, the best of
themexquisite coverdrivesoff Sidebot-
tom and Brooks.
Sussex lost threemore wickets to the

new ball but Joyce had moved to 130 to
make it Sussex’s day when he was leg-
before to Adil Rashid in the last over.
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Sport Fifth Investec Test

Almost a week has passed since the
surrender of India’s top order in Man-
chester, but little has changed. Once
again these highly paid, highly touted
batsmenwalked to the crease, andonce
again they returned, defeatedbyacom-
bination of the conditions, England’s
bowlers and their own technical and
mental frailties.
England could not have had a better

day; for India it could not have been
worse. ForMahendra Singh Dhoni not
much has changed, either. In the first
innings atOldTrafford he came in dur-
ing the sixthoverwith the score at eight
for four; ninth man out, he made 71.
Here he was in during the 16th over
with the score 28 for four; he was last
man out having made 82, more than
half his team’s score. It was a vital in-
nings, without which India would have
been humiliated, but a captain can only
do somuch.He deservesmore support.
Gradually, though, his batsmen have

beenworn down, until their confidence
is obviously shot. Shikhar Dhawan was
given some respite by being dropped,
but there has been none for Chetesh-
war Pujara and Virat Kohli, averaging
20 between thembefore this game, and
out cheaply for half as many this time.
EvenMuraliVijayandAjinkyaRahane,
who started the series well, have found
the going increasingly tough. English
conditions, five consecutive Tests with
no respite and a deadly new-ball pair-
ing can do that to you.
By lunch, after a start delayed by half

an hour, the top five had come and

gone, dismissed in a variety of ways but
most of themhavinga repetitive theme:
Kohli left a straight ball as he had at
Lord’s; Pujara was bowled through the
gate ashehadbeenatLord’s, andRaha-
ne was caught and bowled for the third
time in the series. Only Vijay before
lunch, and then Dhoni afterwards,
looked to show the necessary applica-
tion required in admittedly tricky bat-
ting conditions in which the ball swung
and seamed — at times lavishly.
England hunted as a pack, rather

than as a pair with two lone wolves
trailing behind. Although the metro-
nomic menace, James Anderson, stood
out, as he always does for the level of
skill, versatility and control, opting for
seam over swing for some of the early
stages, there was not the obvious dis-
parity that there has been in recent
games when he and Stuart Broad, giv-
ing a passable impression of a giant

pandawithhis twoblackeyes, retreated
from the attack.
ChrisWoakes took three wickets, re-

ward here that he had deserved before,
and Chris Jordan, who still sprayed the
ball around in between some hostile
balls, took three as well.
Indeed, the pigeons that spent most

of the daypecking theirway around the
KiaOval squaregaveEnglandmore re-
sistance than India’s batsmen. Despite
being waved away by the fielders time
and again, they refused to be moved.
Mind you, pigeons have a finely tuned
instinct for rubbish, and therewas a fair
bit of that from India’s batsmen yester-
day, not least when Gautam Gambhir

began proceedings by offering slip
catching practice to the first ball he
faced, the fourth of the match.
Half an hour before that, Alastair

Cook had the good fortune of winning
the toss on a pitch with a thick matting
of grass, and plenty of moisture under-
neath. One of the joys of the pitches in
this series, post Trent Bridge, has been
that they have offered the captains a
choice. So many modern pitches re-
quire so little judgment at the toss, but
at Lord’s, the Ageas Bowl and Emirates
Old Trafford, there has been enough
grass on the surface to encourage de-
bate, which is how it should be. Under
initially threatening skies, Cook chose

England exploit all
the familiar failings
of India’s batsmen
Mike Athertonwatches
Alastair Cook enjoy
changing
fortune to
take iron
grip on
final Test

scoreboard

India: First Innings
M Vijay c Root b Woakes 18
G Gambhir c Buttler b Anderson 0
C A Pujara b Broad 4
V Kohli lbw b Jordan 6
A M Rahane c and b Jordan 0
*†M S Dhoni c Woakes b Broad 82
S T R Binny c Cook b Anderson 5
R Ashwin c Root b Woakes 13
B Kumar c Buttler b Jordan 5
V R Aaron c and b Woakes 1
I Sharma not out 7
Extras (b 6, lb 1) 7
Total (61.1 overs) 148
Fall of wickets: 1-3, 2-10, 3-26, 4-28, 5-36,
6-44, 7-68, 8-79, 9-90.
Bowling: Anderson 17-4-51-2; Broad
15.1-4-27-2; Jordan 14-7-32-3; Woakes
14-7-30-3; Ali 1-0-1-0.
England: First Innings
*A N Cook not out 24
S D Robson not out 33
Extras (b 4, w 1) 5
Total (no wkt, 19 overs) 62
G S Ballance, I R Bell, J E Root, M M Ali,
J C Buttler, S C J Broad, C R Woakes,
C J Jordan and J M Anderson to bat.
Bowling: Kumar 7-1-25-0; Sharma
7-2-12-0; Aaron 3-0-14-0; Binny 2-0-7-0.
Umpires: H D P K Dharmasena and
P R Reiffel.

High hopes:Buttler leaps in celebration after catching Gambhir, who fell first ball
to Anderson as England made a positive start after winning the toss at the Oval

Pain barrier: Aaron is hit by a short ball from Jordan before being dismissed

GRAHAMMORRIS/WWW.CRICKETPIX.COM

Kia Oval (first day of five; England won toss):
England, with all first-innings wickets in hand, are 86
runs behind India

England v India
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down the ground off Jordan an illustra-
tion of the former; the tickle round the
corner for four offWoakes that brought
up his half-century, the latter. He has
never scored a hundred outside the
sub-continent and was only 18 away
from so doing when he pulled Broad
straight to fine leg, whereWoakes took
the catch.
With sunshine forecast on the

second and third days, it was an impor-
tant 19 overs for England’s openers, the
more so for Sam Robson who may feel
that he is on trial to some extent after
inconsistent returns so far. He unfurled
some pleasing front-foot drives and a
positive attitude in his unbeaten 33

which he would do well to take to the
crease on the second day.
ForCook, the feeling persists that the

wheel of fortune has turned in his
favour. Three times yesterday he made
bowling changes that produced imme-
diate reward and he had a couple of
moments of good luck when he batted
as well.
Twice he could have been given out

leg-before, pushing forward to Bhuv-
neshwar Kumar: the first shout came
when Cook was on two, a marginal call
this; the second when he was on nine
looked plumb. Only Paul Reiffel, a
former bowler after all, will know why
he turned Kumar’s request down.

to bowl, as he had at Lord’s but, unlike
there, his bowlers delivered.
There really should not be any psy-

chological difference between bowling
when the captain has opted to bowl,
and bowling when the opposition cap-
tain has chosen to bat first. But ask any
bowler and they will tell you that there
is a world of difference. Expectation,
pressure, call itwhat youwill, England’s
bowlers suffered at Lord’s but relished
the prospect here, an indication of the
changed fortunes of this team.
Another is the close catching which,

with one exception, was sound again.
Joe Root took two exceptional catches,
both in a dangerously close position at

fine gully. The first, takenwith a helmet
on, saw the back of Vijay; the second,
taken low to his left, did for Ravichan-
dranAshwin. Therewas only one error,
whenIanBell at secondslip spilt the last
man, Ishant Sharma, off Jordan, a drop
that cost 53 runs.
India were 95 for nine, then, Dhoni

was on just 36 and the innings was only
48 overs old, marginally longer than
they lasted in either innings in
Manchester. Thereafter, Dhoni began
to play with a littlemore freedom in his
unorthodox and idiosyncratic way,
putting on 58 for the last wicket with
Sharma.
Heplayedpowerfully anddeftly: a six

ANDREWFOSKER/REXFEATURES

caught and bowled by Woakes as India’s miserable innings moved to a rapid conclusion at the Oval. England will resume today hoping to build on their advantage
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Cesc
Fàbregas

BY BILL EDGAR

Club by club top
scorers last season

ManUnited
v Swansea
I think Louis van Gaal has
decided to play a
three-man central defence
because his Manchester
United squad do does not
contain centre backs good
enough to operate as a
two. The rearguard needs
extra protection,
especially as United don’t
have a rock of a midfielder
to add defensive cover. I’m
looking forward to seeing
Adnan Januzaj, right, step
up to become a significant
contributor under Van
Gaal rather than just a
player who does bits and
pieces. Juan Mata can
flourish in his first full
season and Wayne Rooney
and Robin van Persie
should provide 40 goals
between them if fit.

Newcastle
vMan City
Manchester City’s
Community Shield defeat
suggested their squad’s
strength in depth is not as
great as it might be. But
with the likes of Vincent
Kompany, Pablo Zabaleta

and David Silva returning
to the starting line-up, and
if Sergio Agüero can stay
injury-free, they will be the
main threat to Chelsea this
season. After all, they won
the title last term without
really getting out of first
gear. Newcastle will miss
Loïc Rémy, who was on
loan last season, but they
have done well in the
transfer market. Rémy
Cabella, who has signed
from Montpellier, is a fine
all-round midfielder.

Burnley
v Chelsea
The arrival of Cesc
Fàbregas (pictured) can
make a big difference to
Chelsea. They have the
best back four in the
league, but last season
they lacked goals in
certain games, and I think
Fàbregas can put that
right. He can fill the Frank
Lampard role of four or
five years ago, scoring
from midfield. The
Spaniard will also add
steel – he can be a
nasty so-and-so,
leaving his foot in.
I think he’s at his
best in a central
floating role just
behind the
striker. Burnley
may surprise a
few people when
Sam Vokes
eventually
returns from
injury to partner
Danny Ings up
front.

Netbusters

P W D L F A GD Pts

Man City (C) 38 27 5 6 102 37 +65 86

Liverpool 38 26 6 6 101 50 +51 84

Chelsea 38 25 7 6 71 27 +44 82

Arsenal 38 24 7 7 68 41 +27 79

Everton 38 21 9 8 61 39 +22 72

Tottenham 38 21 6 11 55 51 +4 69

Man Utd 38 19 7 12 64 43 +21 64

Southampton 38 15 11 12 54 46 +8 56

Stoke 38 13 11 14 45 52 −7 50

Newcastle 38 15 4 19 43 59 −16 49

Crystal Palace 38 13 6 19 33 48 −15 45

Swansea 38 11 9 18 54 54 0 42

West Ham 38 11 7 20 40 51 −11 40

Sunderland 38 10 8 20 41 60 −19 38

Aston Villa 38 10 8 20 39 61 −22 38

Hull City 38 10 7 21 38 53 −15 37

West Brom 38 7 15 16 43 59 −16 36

Norwich City (R) 38 8 9 21 28 62 −34 33

Fulham (R) 38 9 5 24 40 85 −45 32

Cardiff City (R) 38 7 9 22 32 74 −42 30
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How they finished

Touchline
Tony
TONY CASCARINO

Cesc Fàbregas, Chelsea’s new
signing from Barcelona, set up
goals regularly during his time
at Arsenal.

Manchester United v

Swansea

Ref M Dean (27 games*)

Swansea (4-2-3-1)
L Fabianski – Á Rangel, K Bartley,
A Williams, N Taylor – Ki Sung Yueng,
J Shelvey – N Dyer, G Sigurdsson,
W Routledge – W Bony

Man United (3-4-1-2)
D De Gea – C Smalling, P Jones,
M Keane – Rafael Da Silva, A Herrera,
D Fletcher, A Young – J Mata –
W Rooney, J Hernández

TODAY 12.45pm

THE GOALS Live goal updates

United have Antonio Valencia,
Luke Shaw, Michael Carrick,
Jonny Evans and Danny
Welbeck injured. Robin van
Persie is not fit. Swansea, who
miss Leon Britton and Marvin
Emnes, will have played in Sir
Alex Ferguson’s last home
game as United manager and
their first league matches
under David Moyes and Louis
van Gaal

TV Live, BT Sport 1

RADIO BBC 5 Live

Leicester City v

Everton

Ref M Jones (18 games)

Everton (4-2-3-1)
T Howard – A Hibbert, P Jagielka,
S Distin, L Baines – J McCarthy,
G Barry – A McGeady, R Barkley,
S Pienaar – S Naismith

Leicester (4-5-1)
K Schmeichel – R De Laet, L Moore,
W Morgan, P Konchesky –
A Knockaert, D Drinkwater,
D Hammond, A King, R Mahrez –
D Nugent

TODAY 3pm

THE GOALS Highlights 5.30pm

Jamie Vardy and Marc
Albrighton are Leicester
doubts and Matthew Upton is
out. Everton will check the
fitness of Seamus Coleman,
Kevin Mirallas and Romelu
Lukaku. Leicester’s promotion
means that for each season
from 2006-07 to 2010-11 a
team rising from League One
have subsequently reached
the top flight.

TV Highlights, BBC One, 10.30pm

RADIO BBC 5 Live

QPR v

Hull City

Ref C Pawson (10 games)

Hull (3-5-2)
A McGregor – A Bruce, J Chester,
C Davies – A Elmohamady,
R Snodgrass, J Livermore,
T Huddlestone, R Brady – S Aluko,
Y Sagbo

QPR (3-5-2)
R Green - S Caulker, R Ferdinand,
R Dunne – D Simpson, J Barton,
A Faurlin, J Mutch, S Wright-Phillips
– L Rémy, C Austin

TODAY 3pm

THE GOALS Highlights 5.30pm

Loïc Rémy is fit for QPR
despite failing a medical at
Liverpool but Adel Taarabt is
not ready for action. Hull
have Maynor Figueroa
available after his post-World
Cup rest. QPR’s four victories
in the 2011-12 season was the
smallest such tally of any
team during a Premier
League campaign over the
past six years

TV Highlights, BBC One, 10.30pm

Stoke City v

Aston Villa

Ref A Taylor (19.7 games)

Aston Villa (4-3-3)
B Guzan – M Lowton, P Senderos,
R Vlaar, A Cissokho – L Bacuna,
A Westwood, F Delph – A Weimann,
G Agbonlahor, K Richardson

Stoke City (4-3-3)
A Begovic – P Bardsley, R Shawcross,
R Huth, M Wilson – S N’Zonzi,
G Whelan, C Adam – J Walters,
P Crouch, M Arnautovic

TODAY 3pm

THE GOALS Highlights 5.30pm

Stoke have no injuries and
may give several players a
debut, perhaps from the
bench. Villa miss the injured
Christian Benteke and Libor
Kozak while Ron Vlaar and
Joe Cole are slight doubts.
Charles N’Zogbia is fit after
missing the whole of last
season. Stoke have finished
above Villa in each of the past
three seasons

TV Highlights, BBC One, 10.30pm

West Brom v

Sunderland

Ref N Swarbrick (20 games)

Sunderland (4-3-3)
C Pantilimon – S Vergini, J O’Shea,
W Brown, P van Aanholt –
L Cattermole, L Bridcutt, J Rodwell –
A Johnson, S Fletcher, W Buckley

West Brom (4-2-3-1)
B Foster – A Wisdom, C Dawson,
J Olsson, J Davidson – Y Mulumbu,
C Yacob - Dorrans, S Sessègnon,
C Brunt – B Ideye

TODAY 3pm

THE GOALS Highlights 5.30pm

West Brom have Joleon
Lescott and James Morrison
injured. Gareth McAuley is a
doubt because of a calf
problem. Sunderland miss
the injured Emanuele
Giaccherini and Billy Jones.
Sunderland are starting their
eighth consecutive season in
the Premier League and West
Brom their fifth

TV Highlights, BBC One, 10.30pm
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at Arsenal.
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FINDING THE TARGET
These figures show that the number of shots on
target gives a good indication of which team has
been victorious in any particular game. In
Premier League matches last season, excluding
draws, winning sides recorded 77 per cent more
shots on target than their opponents (5.86 to
3.32), a much large advantage than for other
categories.

Shots on tar

All shots

Corners

Possession

Crosses

2006-07 (league ranking: =1)

2007-08 (1)

2008-09 (=6)

2009-10 (2)

2010-1 (=3)

Premier
League
assists for
Fàbregas in
final five
seasons at
Arsenal

Winning teams
opponents

Most Premier League
games as a teenager
Fàbregas made his Arsenal
debut at 16 and quickly became
a regular in the team
Wayne Rooney 105
Fàbregas 104
James Milner 92
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West Ham United v

Tottenham

Ref C Foy (22.3 games)

Tottenham (4-2-3-1)
H Lloris – K Naughton, Y Kaboul,
J Vertonghen, D Rose – N Bentaleb,
L Holtby – A Lennon, C Eriksen,
E Lamela – E Adebayor

West Ham (4-2-3-1)
Adrián – G Demel, J Tomkins, W Reid,
J O’Brien – M Noble, M Diamé –
S Downing, K Nolan, R Vaz Te –
C Cole

TODAY 3pm

THE GOALS Highlights 5.30pm

West Ham have Andy Carroll
and Matt Jarvis injured. Enner
Valencia is not fit and Carl
Jenkinson is a doubt. Kyle
Walker, Michael Dawson and
Vlad Chiriches are Tottenham
doubts. Last season West
Ham recorded their first
league double over
Tottenham since 1998-99 and
their first cup win against
their rivals since 1981

TV Highlights, BBC One, 10.30pm

RADIO Absolute

Arsenal v

Crystal Palace

Ref J Moss (23 games)

Crystal Palace (4-4-2)
J Speroni – J Ward, S Dann,
B Hangeland, A Mariappa –
J Puncheon, M Jedinak, J Ledley,
Y Bolasie – M Chamakh, F Campbell

Arsenal (4-1-4-1)
W Szczesny – M Debuchy,
C Chambers, L Koscielny, K Gibbs –
M Arteta – A Sanchez, A Ramsey,
J Wilshere, S Cazorla – O Giroud

TODAY 5.30pm

THE GOALS Live goal updates

Laurent Koscielny and Abou
Diaby are fit for Arsenal but
David Ospina and Theo
Walcott are injured. Lukas
Podolski, Mesut Özil and Per
Mertesacker are still rested
after the World Cup. Palace
should have Adrian Mariappa
fit. Last season Arsenal won
both league meetings 2-0
after scoring first in the 47th
minute

TV Live, Sky Sports 1

RADIO talkSPORT

Liverpool v

Southampton

Ref M Clattenburg (27 games)

Southampton (4-2-3-1)
F Forster – N Clyne, J Fonte,
M Yoshida, R Bertrand – S Davis,
V Wanyama – J Ward-Prowse,
G Pellé, G Ramírez – S Long.

Liverpool (4-2-3-1)
S Mignolet – G Johnson, M Skrtel,
D Lovren, J Manquillo – S Gerrard,
E Can – J Henderson, P Coutinho,
R Sterling – D Sturridge

TOMORROW 1.30pm

THE GOALS Live goal updates

Liverpool miss the injured
Adam Lallana, Lazar
Markovic, Jon Flanagan and
Daniel Agger. Florin Gardos,
Southampton’s new signing, is
out with a hamstring problem
but the unsettled Morgan
Schneiderlin is available to
play. Southampton had Pelé in
their team in 2006-07 and
have now signed Graziano
Pellè

TV Live, Sky Sports 1

RADIO talkSPORT

Newcastle v

Manchester City

Ref M Atkinson (27 games)

Man City (4-4-2)
J Hart – P Zabaleta, V Kompany,
M Demichelis, A Kolarov – S Nasri,
Y Touré, Fernandinho, D Silva –
S Jovetic, E Dzeko

Newcastle (4-4-2)
T Krul – D Janmaat, M Williamson,
F Coloccini, M Haïdara – M Sissoko,
V Anita, J Colback, Y Gouffran –
R Cabella, E Rivière

TOMORROW 4pm

THE GOALS Live goal updates

Newcastle miss the injured
Siem De Jong, Cheik Tioté
and Davide Santon. Papiss
Cissé is still returning to full
fitness. Eliaquim Mangala is
not ready to make his City
debut. Álvaro Negredo is
injured and Sergio Agüero is
a doubt. Mangala is the
thirteenth player signed by
City for more than £20
million in the past five years

TV Live, Sky Sports 1

RADIO BBC 5 Live

Burnley v

Chelsea

Ref M Oliver (27 games)

Chelsea (4-2-3-1)
T Courtois – B Ivanovic, G Cahill,
J Terry, F Luís – Ramires, N Matic –
Willian, C Fàbregas, E Hazard –
D Costa

Burnley (4-4-2)
T Heaton – K Trippier, M Duff,
J Shackell, B Mee – M Taylor,
D Marney, D Jones, S Arfield –
D Ings, L Jutkiewicz

MONDAY 8pm

THE GOALS Live goal updates

Sam Vokes is Burnley’s only
absentee having suffered a
knee ligament injury in
March. Didier Drogba should
be fit for Chelsea after an
ankle problem. Six Brazil-born
players will have appeared
for Chelsea within four
games if Diego Costa and
Felipe Luís play here (also
Ramires, Oscar, Willian, David
Luiz)

TV Live, Sky Sports 1

RADIO BBC 5 Live

Battle to
avoid drop
is more wide
open than
title race

Fink Tank
DANIEL FINKELSTEIN

he problem
with trying to
work out who
is going to win

the Premier League is
that if it was really
possible to say, there
wouldn’t be any point in
staging the competition.
For a team of a given
quality the spread of
places in which it could
finish are very large
indeed.
Tottenham Hotspur, for
instance, have a 1 per
cent chance of coming
second and a 1 per cent
chance of finishing 17th.
There is also the
problem of close season
changes which have to
be allowed to play out.
They can’t be (and
shouldn’t be) included in
the data.
So the best we can do is
use the modelling work
by Dr Henry Stott, Dr
Mark Latham and
Gabriella Lebrecht to
give us broad indicators.
The tables below give

detailed numbers about
the top and bottom of
the table, but here are a
few things that jump
out. Manchester City are
clear favourites to win
the Premier League and
there is an 82 per cent
chance that either they
or Chelsea will win the
title.
It is worthwhile noting,
of course, that this
means an 18 per cent
chance (quite large) that
someone else will.
Manchester United have
slipped back so much
that there is only a 5 per
cent title chance and a
39 per cent chance that
they will once more miss
out on the top four.
There is only a 28 per
cent chance of Liverpool
missing out. However
Arsenal have a 56 per
cent chance of not
making the top four. It is
also interesting that
Everton have a 21 per
cent chance of being in
the Champions League
slots.
At the other end, it is, as
has become usual in
recent seasons, very
open with eight sides
having a more than 10
per cent chance of going
down. It is notable that
Aston Villa, who have
for a couple of years
flirted with danger
without the Fink Tank
believing them in real
trouble, have now got a
29 per cent chance of
relegation. This is larger
than the chance of
Burnley going
down.

T
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Burnley v
Chelsea

Leicester v
Everton

Liverpool v
Southampton

Man United v
Swansea
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Mertesacker are still rested 
after the World Cup. Palace 
should have Adrian Mariappa 
fit. Last season Arsenal won 
both league meetings 2-0 
after scoring first in the 47th 
minute

Liverpool v

Southampton

Liverpool miss the injured 
Adam Lallana, Lazar 
Markovic, Jon Flanagan and 
Daniel Agger. Florin Gardos, 
Southampton’s new signing, is 
out with a hamstring problem 
but the unsettled Morgan 
Schneiderlin is available to 
play. Southampton had Pelé in 
their team in 2006-07 and 
have now signed Graziano 
Pellè
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Newcastle v

Manchester City

Newcastle miss the injured 
Siem De Jong, Cheik Tioté 
and Davide Santon. Papiss 
Cissé is still returning to full 
fitness. Eliaquim Mangala is 
not ready to make his City 
debut. Álvaro Negredo is 
injured and Sergio Agüero is 

TV Live, Sky Sports 1
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target +77% (5.9 to 3.3 per game)

+38% (11.8 to 8.6)

+14% (5.8 to 5.1)

+9% (52.1% to 47.9%)*

-14% (13.9 to 16.2)

teams’ advantage per match over
in Premier League games last season

Fàbregas at Arsenal (2003-11)
Fàbregas was an abrasive tackler
and character during his eight
years at Arsenal
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Arsenal v
Crystal Palace

72%

17% 12%

W LD

Burnley v
Chelsea

18% 24%

58%

W LD

Leicester v
Everton

35%
26%

39%

W LD

Liverpool v
Southampton

67%

18% 15%

W LD

Man United v
Swansea

65%

22%
13%

W LD

Newcastle v
Man City

20% 23%

57%

W LD

QPR v
Hull City

41%
30% 29%

W LD

Stoke City
Aston Villa

53%

26% 21%

W LD

West Brom v
Sunderland

51%

25% 24%

W LD

West Ham v
Tottenham

30% 27%

43%

W LD

1st 2nd 3rd 4th

18th 19th 20th

PERCENTAGE CHANCES OF TOP FOUR FINISH

Man City 54% 26% 12% 5%

Chelsea 28% 33% 19% 11%

Liverpool 9% 18% 24% 21%

Man United 5% 13% 20% 23%

Arsenal 3% 7% 14% 20%

Everton 1% 3% 6% 11%

Tottenham 0% 1% 2% 5%

West Brom 8% 8% 7%

Crystal Palace 9% 9% 7%

Burnley 9% 8% 7%

Aston Villa 10% 10% 9%

Hull 10% 10% 9%

Sunderland 12% 14% 15%

West Ham 13% 15% 18%

QPR 13% 16% 22%

PERCENTAGE CHANCES OF GOING DOWN

Games (all competitions) 305
Yellow cards 54
Red card 1

47.9 to 52.1 is 9%

Leicester division
changes since 1978;
only Birmingham
City (15) have had
more

Previous
top-division
meetings
between
these teams

Players named Cole
to have appeared
for Chelsea, West
Ham and Villa in
past ten years:
Carlton and now Joe

Players appearing for
West Brom, Villa and
Birmingham in past
nine years: Gardner
follows Phillips,
Ridgewell, Davies

Seasons since
previous time two
London derbies in
top flight’s opening
round: Arsenal v QPR,
Chelsea v Wimbledon

Times Arsenal have
scored three at
Wembley in 2014:
first top-flight team
to do so in one
calendar year

Years since any side
averaged as many
top-flight goals per
game (for and
against) as Liverpool
last term (3.97)

Years in row title
has gone to
Manchester, the
second longest
stretch for one city
since 1888

Burnley league
games since they or
their opponents
scored more than
three goals
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Schneiderlin
knows he will
not be sold,
says Koeman

Ronald Koeman, the Southampton
manager, insists that Morgan
Schneiderlin, the France midfield
player, will not be moving to
TottenhamHotspur to rejoinKoeman’s
predecessor, Mauricio Pochettino, and
that the player has accepted the fact.
Southampton have sold five first-

team squad members this summer and
will come up against at least two of
them, Rickie Lambert and Dejan
Lovren, when they play Liverpool at
Anfield tomorrow inKoeman’s debut in
the Barclays Premier League—a third,
Adam Lallana, misses the match
through injury. Schneiderlin, though,
will not be joining the exodus.
“He’s not for sale,” Koeman said. “It

wasdifficult forhimbutheunderstands
the situation and he has to finally
accept the decision. He has done good
training sessions and you can see his
qualities and why we haven’t sold him.
“But I’ve had three weeks giving

answers about these questions. He’s a
player for Southampton, maybe he will
be in the team Sunday.”
Koeman also believes that his

reshaped teamwill copewith the loss of
the three Liverpool-bound players and
Luke Shaw (Manchester United) and
Calum Chambers (Arsenal) as well as
Dani Osvaldo (loaned to Inter Milan).
A relegation battle is certainly not on
his agenda. “Not that,” he said. “Yes,
we’ve lost players, but we’ve brought in
some new ones.”
He bristled at suggestions that

Southampton had overpaid for some
newcomers, including Shane Long,
£12.5million fromHullCity—whohad
laid out only £7million for the Ireland
forward in January. “We needed that
type of striker because we didn’t have
that typeofplayer in the squad,”he said.
“You can always discuss if a player is

worth £30million or £10million but
that’s what clubs pay. Everyone knew
that Southampton have a lot of money
andmaybe agents used that but that’s a
normal way of doing business.”
Koeman ruled out a bid for Ron

Vlaar, the Aston Villa and Holland
defender, after the signing of Florin
Gardos from Steaua Bucharest.

Nick Szczepanik

Lovren not worried
about fans’ ire after
war-torn childhood

A
t Anfield tomorrow, Dejan
Lovren will run the gaunt-
let of those who once
adored him, their scorn
inspired by a sense of sport-

ing betrayal because he has joined
another team. Itwill hurt, of course, but
a sense of perspective is required.
Lovren has been through far worse.

Unimaginably worse. Hewas just three
when factionalism swept through the
Balkans, tearing the region apart and
forcing his family to flee Bosnia, in fear
for their lives. “If we’d stayed, someone
would have been killed,” he says. There
is no sense of exaggeration.
Within 12 months of Lovren’s

parents, Sasa and Silva, taking the deci-
sion to seek asylum in Munich with
their two sons, Dejan and Davor, the
marketplace that they regularly used in
Zenica was shelled by the Croatian
Defence Council. The attacks came in
three waves, all within the space of 20
minutes. The date was April 19, 1993, 15
people were killed and 50 more were
injured. The tribalism that had forced
the Lovren family to take refuge in
Germany had wreaked death and
destruction in their home town.
“My family left because of the war,”

Lovren recalls. “It was horrible a time
— I think in 1992 we were prepared to
go to Germany, my parents took the
decisionandsaidwedon’thaveachoice
any more. We moved to Munich for
safety.Mymother’s and father’s parents
were already there. We took the bags,
one little car and we went to Germany.

“Therewas an attack on themarket a
year afterwe left and yes, a lot of people
were killed. It showed tome it is a diffi-
cult life. It was really difficult for my
parents to leave the country at 27, 28
years old, and say, ‘Comeon,weneed to
go to Germany’. You don’t speak Ger-
man, you don’t know anything about
this, you are going like a blindman, and
with a child like me at three years old,
this was really difficult for my family.
But this is what gave something to me,
it made me stronger inside. It showed
me life is never easy, that you will earn
everything with work, and that is life.”
Germany’s compassion towards

those fleeingwaraffordedLovrenasafe
havenand it also gavehim theopportu-
nity to fall in love with the game from
which he would eventually earn fame
and fortune. Kicking a ball around the
streets of Bavaria’s largest city kept
Lovren active and won him friends.
Bayern Munich’s Bundesliga-winning
side of 1994 captured his imagination
and prompted regular train trips to
their training ground, where he would
later have his picture taken with the
likes of Giovane Élber and Mario Bas-
ler. Far away from home, football and
family were Lovren’s salvation.
“The kidswhowait outsideMelwood

for the players — that was me,” the
defender says. “That’swhy I stop to sign
autographs for themevery time. I know
what itmeans for themotherand father
to see their child smiling after the
autograph.Nobody shouldmind giving
up ten minutes.
“At their age Iwasplaying in this little

club called BSC Sendling. I have been
told they still have a picture of me on
the wall. They have heard about me
becoming a ‘star’. It’s nice, you know, to
still be remembered at this club.”
Seven years after arriving in Munich

and having had their visas approved on
an annual basis, the bags that his
mother and father packed their belong-

ings into every year in case their
application for asylum was rejected
were finally loaded into the family car
when it was discovered that they had
the wrong paperwork. The Croatian
city of Karlovac beckoned. “It was
difficult for me, because I had many
friends in Germany,” Lovren admits.
“I had three years in the nursery, and

four years in the school. I was German
speaking, and I arrived ten years old to
Croatia, and really I wasn’t speaking a
lot at home with my parents in Croa-
tian, so it was really difficult to write in

Liverpool’s new recruit
will face his old team
tomorrow unperturbed
by any potential abuse,
writes Tony Barrett

Leading from the back

Liverpool’s search for defensive
leadership:

Mamadou Sakho
A £17 million “marquee” signing
from Paris Saint-Germain last
summer, the France player, below,
appears to be Lovren’s understudy

Tiago Ilori
Signed as one for the future 12
months ago, the 21-year-old is likely
to be allowed out on loan again this
season

Kolo Touré
After a promising start to his
Liverpool career, the 33-year-old
defender struggled as last season
wore on and is now considered
backup

Sebastián Coates
Recruited by Damien Comolli,
Liverpool’s former director of
football, the Uruguay international
remains out of favour and would be
allowed to leave

Saint or sinner: Lovren, who has been
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JoséMourinho wasted no time turning
up the pressure on the eve of a new
Barclays Premier League season with a
thinly-veiled dig at the merits of two
managerial rivals.
The Chelsea manager said some

coaches were given ten years to lift sil-
verware while others took over a club
where the hard work had already been
done. It was pretty apparent the Portu-
guese was referring to Arsène Wenger,
who has gone a decade without win-
ning the title despite lifting a firstmajor
trophy in nine years at Arsenal, the FA
Cup last season, andManuel Pellegrini.
The Manchester City coach benefited
from the substantial investment made
by the club underRobertoMancini, the
coach he took over from.
Mourinho said that he was under no

pressure to win the championship after
going two consecutive seasons without
lifting a league title for the first time in
his managerial career. The last title he
won was at Real Madrid in 2012.
“Some they have ten years to win

something, I have only two,”Mourinho
said. “I’m not a very intelligent guy to
choose teams. I like to work. I like to
build. I don’t like easy jobs. I don’t like to
get clubs worked by other managers
before me. I don’t like to arrive on time
to collect the fruits off their trees.”
He also appeared to have a slightly

inaccurate recollection of his own his-
tory. He took over at Chelsea for the
first time, in June 2004, from Claudio
Ranieri, who had just led the team to
second place in the league after Roman
Abramovich’s takeover. Inter Milan

had already won three successive Serie
A titles whenMourinho took charge in
June 2008 and Real Madrid need little
explanation. “Remember when I came
here, when I went to Porto, where the
season before they had been fifth,” he
said. “When I went to Madrid, where
was Madrid? Where was Inter before I
went there? I came to Chelsea [for the
second time last season] at a moment
when one team was over and another
needed to be born — and at the same
timeIcameto theonly leaguewhere six
teamscancompete for the title.You, the
supporters and players, will judge my
work at the end of the season, andmost
importantly, my owner, my board.”
Mourinhosuggested thedefinitionof

success was different for others. “You
don’t measure people by the same
dimensions and for some to reach
success is to achieve this and for others
to achieve success is to achieve that,” he
said.
He will remove emotion from his de-

cision on whether to pick Petr Cech or
Thibaut Courtois as his first-choice
goalkeeper. He will tell his squad the
team tomorrow, a day before Chelsea’s
opening leaguematch away toBurnley.
There will be no separate chat with
Cech and Courtois. “I need to think
about it in a pragmatic, cold way,”
Mourinho said.
He added that his preference as to

who should be the No1 goalkeeper
could change during the season. “You
don’t changeakeeper if hemakesamis-
take, but you can change him if he
makes five,” he said.

Mourinho:my
rival coaches
have it easy
at their clubs
Gary Jacob

Mourinho says he
has always worked
hard for success

Tottenham prepare to make move for Destro

Tottenham Hotspur were yesterday
informed of the availability of Mattia
Destro after Roma conceded that the
striker could leave the club this
summer. Walter Sabatini, the director
of the Italian club, was reported to
have flown to England.
Wolfsburg were said to be

preparing an offer of about £18million
for the Italy striker, who scored 13
goals last season, despite the German
club competing a deal for Nicklas
Bendtner. The Denmark forward
signed a three-year contract after
leaving Arsenal.
Destro, 23, spent five years in Inter

Milan’s academy before spells at
Genoa and Siena. Roma have been
considering Stevan Jovetic as a
replacement, if needed, but the
Montenegro striker has said he wants
to stay at Manchester City.

6 Josh McEachran, the 21-year-old
midfielder, is expected to be the latest
player to leave Chelsea on loan for
Vitesse Arnhem. He has had loan
spells at four other clubs and his last
appearance for Chelsea was nearly
three years ago.

6Alvaro González, the Lazio and

Uruguay midfielder, is believed to
have been made available by Queens
Park Rangers.

6Aston Villa have completed the
signing of Carlos Sánchez, the
midfielder, from Elche for £1.6million.
The 28-year-old played for Colombia
at this summer’s World Cup finals and

has appeared for Valenciennes for six
years.

6Sunderland completed a £2.5million
transfer of Will Buckley, the winger,
from Brighton & Hove Albion, who
have signed Joao Carlos Teixeira, the
midfielder, on loan from Liverpool.

6 Jordy Clasie, the Feyenoord and
Holland midfielder tracked by
Southampton, could move to Porto.

6Gabor Kiraly, the Hungary and
former Crystal Palace goalkeeper, has
confirmed that Fulham are interested
in signing him.

6Cardiff City have signed Anthony
Pilkington, the winger, from Norwich
City for about £2million.

6Nottingham Forest have signed
Robert Tesche, the defensive
midfielder, on a one-year deal after he
left Hamburg and have offered an
improved contract to Henri Lansbury,
the midfielder wanted by Burnley.

WINDOW WATCH
Gary Jacob

Croatian. It took me two years after I
went back to learn everything again in
Croatian. It was difficult because
you know,when you’re a kid, the others
kids are laughing at you over things
like that.”
The laughter soon stopped, though,

when Lovren’s aptitude for football
began to emerge and he began training
with Dynamo Zagreb despite the 100-
kilometre round-trip the teenager had
to undertake every day with his father,
who was unemployed, acting as chauf-
feur. The hardship proved worthwhile

as Lovren went on to establish himself
with Dynamo, where he played
alongside Igor Biscan, before finding
his way to Liverpool via Lyons and
Southampton. It was an arduous jour-
ney that the 25-year-old believes has
been themaking of him as a player and
a person.
“I know where I came from, it will

always be inme,” he says. “Maybe itwas
better tohappen like this thanmaybe to
have a privileged childhood when you
don’t know the real life. I didn’t expect
it [to be a footballer] from the begin-

ning. I never expected that I would be
somebody one day.” Hismove to Liver-
pool could have happened earlier with
Damien Comolli, the club’s former
director of football, showing interest
in him when he was at Lyons, but
when it finally came this summer, the
£20million transfer prompted anger
from Southampton fans and an
element of regret in Lovren.
“Yesmaybe, a littlebit,”he said. “I told

themthat Iwant to leavebecauseLiver-
pool is a massive club and maybe I will
have this chance just one time in my

life, so I don’t want to stay and stay and
see the chance going. Of course maybe
it was a difficult relationship, but at the
end everybody agreed and that’s the
most important. I shook their hands,
said goodbye, so now it is finished.”
That may be the case for Lovren’s

former employers, but it is unlikely to
be true of the Southampton supporters
who view Lovren and Adam Lallana, if
not Rickie Lambert, as traitors to the
cause for the manner in which they
went about joining Liverpool. It is trib-
alism, but not as Lovren once knew it.

working out in the gym this week, says he opted to leave Southampton because “Liverpool is a massive club and maybe I will have this chance just once in my life”

JOHN POWELL

Luis Suárez
trained with his
new Barcelona
team-mates for
the first time
yesterday and
declared that he
was “very happy
to feel like a
footballer again”.
The Uruguay
forward had the
“excessive”
elements of his
four-month ban
relaxed on
Thursday
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Van Gaal in
search of the
ingredients
to restore
United order

Back with a
bang - Goals,
Goals, Goals

The Barclays Premier
League returns today
and you can watch the
goals via our brilliant
Times Sport app

Manchester United kick
off the new season
against Swansea City at
12.45pm. If the first goal
of the season is scored
at Old Trafford, you can
see it within minutes of
the ball hitting the back
of the net

And there’s more . . .
From 5.15pm watch full
match highlights of
every 3pm kick-off
Then from 5.30pm, get
near-live goal clips as
Arsenal take on Crystal
Palace at the Emirates

Free with a Times
membership
thetimes.co.uk/goals

I
n the Jimmy Murphy Centre,
whereLouis vanGaalheldcourt at
Manchester United’s training
ground yesterday afternoon, there
is a mural dedicated to “the man

who brought order out of chaos”. It
harks back to those dark days more
than half a century ago, when eight
United players and three staff perished
in the Munich air tragedy andMurphy
was left to take charge while Matt
Busby fought for his life.
That, truly, is chaos, turmoil, disaster

and several of those hyperbolic terms
that we on the sports pages find
ourselves using so liberally. A truly
dominant manager retiring? An ill-
conceived succession bringing unrest
and failure? Dropping points, missing
out on Champions League football,
transfer targets or, heaven forbid, spon-
sorship deals? When it is all stripped
down, this is merely part of the game’s
rich and never-ending soap opera.
If not chaos, though, theword “disor-

der” felt appropriateasVanGaal looked
ahead to his first Barclays Premier
League game in charge of United at
home to Swansea City this lunchtime.
“My squad is ready,” he said, but that

was moments after reeling off nine
potential absentees — among them
Jonny Evans, Luke Shaw, Michael Car-
rick,AntonioValencia,DannyWelbeck
andRobin van Persie—and just before
emphasising the need for reinforce-
ments in advance of the September 1
transfer deadline.
In an altogether more trivial sense,

Van Gaal is being asked to re-establish
a lost sense of order at Old Trafford.
This is a club built on continuity and
wisdom, qualities that defined theglory
years underBusby andSirAlex Fergus-
on, but such values have been little in
evidence over the past year or more.
From dressing room to boardroom,
standards dropped markedly last
season.
Van Gaal cannot change what hap-

pened then. He cannot change the
Glazer family’s ownership, which is still
based on greed, and he cannot change
Ed Woodward, the executive vice-
chairman, into an accomplished
transfer market operator. What Van
Gaal can do, he believes, is to make

United competitive again, even if
concerns over the fitness of Evans and
Rafael Da Silva raise the possibility of
starting the season today with Tyler
Blackett, 20, making his debut in
central defence and Ashley Young and
Reece James, another debutant, in the
wing-back roles.
The former Holland coach said that

thisprospectwouldneither troublehim
nor shake his commitment to a 3-4-1-2
system that would have been alien
during the Ferguson years. “I’m not
worried,” he said. “We played in the
USA [onUnited’s pre-season tour] with
ReeceJamesandAshleyYoung in those
positions. I have instilled the system
with the players. It’s easier to continue
than to change.”
This is not to be confused with con-

tentment over his defensive options
after the departures of Rio Ferdinand,
Nemanja Vidic, Patrice Evra and Alex-
ander Büttner and failed bids for Mats
Hummels and Thomas Vermaelen.
“My philosophy is that in the left-sided
central defensive position, you need a
left-footed centre back,” the United
manager said. “Maybe that is the news
today.”
In terms of updates on United’s

transfer activity, the pursuit of Marcos
Rojo, the Sporting Lisbon defender,
remains complicated because of a legal

wranglebetweenhis clubandhis repre-
sentatives, but a deal for the versatile
Daley Blind, of Ajax, looks eminently
and imminently do-able. “If there is a
certain amount of money on the table,
we won’t refuse,” Frank de Boer, the
Ajax coach, said yesterday. “The
temptation is there to go if such a big
club comes in for him.”
Van Gaal also wants more quality in

other departments, notably midfield,
but summer-long interest in Arturo
Vidal, of Juventus, andÁngel DiMaría,
has yet to crystallise into the type of
offers that either player or either club
would find irresistible.
Van Gaal said that “you can buy a

player in24hours, believeme, that’s not
a problem”, but, with so little time to fill
somanygaps in their squadandwithno
Champions League football to offer,
United need to raise their game in the

transfer market.
Without serious, high-class rein-

forcements, people cannot simply
expect Van Gaal to wave a magic wand
and turn United into champions again,
even if the fixture list — their first six
Premier League opponents are Swan-
sea, Sunderland, Burnley, Queens Park
Rangers, Leicester City andWest Ham
United — offers them just about the
gentlest start imaginable.
It is an opportunity to regain

confidence and momentum before the
examinations toughen considerably in
the autumn, but, in defence, in
particular, Van Gaal has not been left
with firm foundations on which to
build.
There were positive signs during

their pre-season programme — five
wins, one draw against some high-class
opposition — and Wayne Rooney has

van gaal’s first matches

Ajax
Sept 29, 1991
Van Gaal, replacing the Real Madrid-
bound Leo Beenhakker, begins with
a 4-1 home win over Fortuna Sittard

Barcelona
Aug 31, 1997
Appointed as successor to Bobby
Robson, the Dutchman starts life at
the Nou Camp by beating Real
Sociedad 3-0 at home

Barcelona
Sept 1, 2002
Returning for a second spell at
Barcelona, Van Gaal’s team is held
2-2 at home by Atlético Madrid in his
opening match

AZ Alkmaar
Aug 12, 2005
Van Gaal begins a four-year stint
with AZ by beating Sparta
Rotterdam 3-0 at home

BayernMunich
Aug 8, 2009
A season that would end with the
Bundesliga title starts with a 1-1 draw
away to Hoffenheim

Oliver Kay says that
Dutchman still has
many gaps to fill as
he seeks to repair
damage
inflicted
last season

Hands-on role: Van Gaal’s arrival at Old Trafford has been well received but while
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Wenger kicks off without
his Germany contingent

made a sufficient impression to earn
the captaincy, even if VanGaal believes
that it had an impact on the forward’s
performance in the friendly against
Valencia on Tuesday. “He wanted to
show more than his utmost best to the
public, that is Wayne Rooney, the new
captain,” Van Gaal said. “I said to him,
‘Let it fly.’ It’s more important how you
perform, not the captaincy.”
Rooney looks ready to hit the ground

running this season, but Van Gaal sug-
gested that it would be wrong to expect
an immediate transformation from the
team as a whole. “I’ve said in all my
press conferences that you cannot
change everything [quickly],” he said. “I
have to adapt to the culture. It’s a
process and we have to make steps in
the process. Sometimes you fall and
thenyouhave tomake another big step.
That’s the process.

“In my first season at Barcelona [in
1997-98], I believe I won the first eight
[La Liga and Champions League]
matches, but at Bayern Munich [in
2009-10] the start was not so good.
Then we won at Juventus in the
Champions League and were
champions, cupwinners and finalists in
the Champions League. It takes time.”
Does Van Gaal expect time at Old

Trafford, where, after all that emphasis
on patience, Moyes lasted just eight,
admittedly torrid, months of a six-year
contract?
“You have to ask Ed Woodward and

the Glazers, not me,” Van Gaal said.
“I’m not concernedwherewemight be.
People are always expecting a lot of
titles—always—notonlyatManches-
ter United but at Chelsea, Manchester
City, Liverpool. They have great feel-
ings in pre-season.”

AtOld Trafford, withUnited looking
to recover from by far their lowest
league finish in 24 years, it seems for
now like any “great feelings” are based
almost entirely on the Van Gaal factor.
An innovative, intuitive and authorita-
tive coach, he has immediately estab-
lished his voice and captivated his
players in away thatMoyes failed to do.
At 63, he has the experience and the

authority to bend United to his will,
again something that Moyes was
unable to do, sensing that he would not
be trusted to conduct the overhaul that
he soon recognised was needed. If
Moyes was hired because he was per-
ceived to fit the Ferguson mould, then
VanGaal, seemingly,was hired because
he is willing to break that mould in the
bid to restore order and optimism.
Restoring United to pre-eminence
might take a little longer.

way’s departure last season. “That was
the biggest thing that the staff took on
straight away.
“He likes to control what goes on in

the football club. He’s very structured,
organised and single-minded. It has
shocked the players in a different way
[to last time]. There is never a good time
for something like this to happen. This
is the worst time.”
Millen confirmed Pulis, last season’s

manager of the year after guiding Pal-
ace to 11th spot, had been frustrated at
Palace’s dealings in the transfer market
this summer, having missed out on
several top targets including Gylfi Si-
gurdsson, Michu and Steven Caulker.
Brede Hangeland and Fraizer Camp-
bell arrived, but progress was slow.
In fact, Pulis’ last purchase came on

Thursday when Liverpool’s Martin
Kelly signed a three-year deal. Millen
said: “I was in the car park when he
[Martin] pulled up this morning and he
got out and said, ‘I didn’t think I trained
that bad yesterday’.’
“I had a chat with him in the office. I

think it was really important he knew
that, even though Tony wanted him, it
was a club decision.”
However, despite the signing ofKelly

to take Palace’s summer spending to
£2.4million, the smallest outlay in the
Premier League, Parish was keen to be
cautious. That breakdown in their rela-
tionship, as well as Pulis’s disappoint-
ment at the contract hewas offered, led
to a parting of the ways.

His first trophy for almost a decade
secured and a £30million marquee
signing ready to shine, Arsène Wenger
should be as excited as anyone at the
return of the Barclays Premier League.
The Arsenal manager, though, is
adamant that he would have far pre-
ferred to wait at least one more week
before the campaign got under way.
Wenger’s side will take on Crystal

Palace this evening without the three
members of their squad who helped
Germany towin theWorldCup on July
13 after Wenger granted Lukas Podol-
ski, Per Mertesacker — who yesterday
announced his retirement from inter-
national football— andMesutÖzil the
four-week break towhich, he says, they
are entitled to under Fifa’s regulations.
The Frenchman— also fretting over

the fitness of Laurent Koscielny —
admits thathis squad“area little light in
some areas” and is hopeful of adding at
least one player in either defence or

midfield before the transfer window
closes, but he knows he is not alone in
having his preparations for the season
hamperedby the returnof football only
34 days after the World Cup final.
“It is difficult for everybody,”Wenger

said. “We had 11 players at the World
Cup and many of them had longer
holidays after that. The final was on
July 13. The Premier League starts on
August 16. If you want to give some
holiday to theplayers, your preparation
becomes very short. I think we could
have done with one week more for all
competitions — the Premier League
and Champions League.
“The players need a breather. I have

had the experience of post-World Cup
yearsand theyarealwaysdifficult toget
everyoneup to the same level,mentally
and physically.”
Wenger knows his resources are

fragile in defence, especially with
Mertesacker absent until next week’s
game away to Everton at the earliest.
and in central midfield.

Rory Smith

Contract row led to
Pulis walking out
Rory Smith, Phil Cadden

his charisma is not in doubt there are question marks over the playing resources that he has been left to build on

MATTHEW PETERS/GETTY IMAGES

As Crystal Palace tried to salvage some
semblance of normality before their
opening game of the Barclays Premier
League seasonatArsenal, the full back-
ground of Tony Pulis’s stunning depar-
ture started to emerge.
Though it is well known that their

former manager and his co-chairman,
Steve Parish, had been at loggerheads
since January over Pulis’s desire for
more autonomy in the transfer market,
TheTimeshas learnt that therewasalso
a dispute over the terms of the Welsh-
man’s new contract.
Pulis had been expecting to receive a

new offer on the same terms as the deal
he signed when taking over — which
includeda reported£1millionbonus for
avoiding relegation — but it is under-
stood that he was not happy with the
deal on offer from Palace.
When the impasse could not be

breached when the pair held emer-
gency talks on Thursday, Pulis — who
as recently as that morning had been
minded to remain in charge— decided
that his position was untenable, al-
thoughofficiallyhedepartedbymutual
consent. He will be replaced by Keith
Millen, but in the long term Malky
Mackay, the former Cardiff City man-
ager, is the strong favourite to take over.
Pulis sent a message through his

long-term assistant, Dave Kemp, to his
players yesterday to thank them for
their support in his brief stay in south
London. Millen insisted that the
squad’smorale has not been affected by
his departure, but the reverence he in-
spired was clear from his description of
Pulis yesterdayas “a great leader for the
football club, and a leader of men”.
“WhatTonybrought inwas theexpe-

rience and knowledge of what it takes
to stay in this league,” said Millen, who
also servedascaretakerafter IanHollo-

Pulis was also
unhappy with the
transfer policy
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Hull City supporters
beware — you may have
too many Scots to avoid
relegation from the
Premier League.
Steve Bruce has

doubled the number of
Scottish players in his
squad to four by signing
Robert Snodgrass and
Andrew Robertson, the
largest contingent from
north of the border at a
Premier League club.
Any such presence in

the dressing room should
put fans on alert.
Counting players who
have made at least ten
Premier League starts in
the season in question,
only one Scot — Darren
Fletcher, of Manchester
United — has won the
title during the past 18
years, whereas 57 Scots
have played in relegation

campaigns during that
period.
Last season, David

Marshall and Don Cowie
were in the demoted
Cardiff City team, while
Snodgrass, Russell
Martin and Steven
Whittaker all fell with
Norwich City. In the
previous campaign, Gary
Caldwell, Shaun
Maloney and James
McArthur went down
with Wigan Athletic,
while Jamie Mackie
suffered the drop at
Queens Park Rangers.
Now consider all those

clubs for whom Scots
have contributed a
combined 15 per cent or
more of that team’s
playing time in any one
Premier League season.
There are 34 such cases,
led by Everton’s class of
1999-2000, 32.2 per cent
of whose playing time
was filled by Scottish
players such as Richard
Gough and David Weir.
Of those 34 Scottish-

flavoured teams, only
five have finished in the
top ten, and none in the
top four.

pack of three
Three times in the past

two summers, a top-six
club have acquired a trio
of senior players
permanently from the
same team. This year
Liverpool have signed
Rickie Lambert, Adam
Lallana and Dejan
Lovren from
Southampton, while
Chelsea have taken
Thibaut Courtois
(recalled from a loan
spell), Diego Costa and
Filipe Luís from Atletico

Madrid. Last year
Everton hoovered up
James McCarthy, Arouna
Koné and Antolín
Alcaraz from Wigan.

gender on agenda
In the past decade or so,
the number of males
attending Premier
League games has fallen,
yet female attendance
has almost doubled. In
the 2004-05 season an
average of 29,486 males
went to games, a figure
that had fallen to 28,255
last term. But over the
same period, the number
of women and girls at
matches has increased
from 4,406 to 8,440.

related rangers
Rio Ferdinand will follow
Anton, his brother, and
Les, his cousin, in playing
for Queens Park
Rangers, but the
Ferdinands are not the
only London-born family
trio to have represented
the club. Clive and
Bradley Allen emulated
their father, Les, by
appearing for them
(Martin Allen, Clive’s
cousin, also played for
QPR but was born in
Reading).

premier pattern
Are Championship
chairmen trying to think
like their Premier League
counterparts? At the
start of last season there
were ten foreign
managers in the Premier
League and only two in
the Championship. Now,
as this campaign gets
under way, there are

eight foreign managers
in the Premier League —
and also eight in the
Championship. Of the
eight top-flight clubs
employing an overseas
manager, seven finished
in the top eight last
season, the exception
being Sunderland, guided
by Gus Poyet, the
Uruguayan.

black and brown
country
West Bromwich Albion’s
book of records has a
brown tinge. The
appearances (720) and
goals (279) records
belong to Tony Brown;
Brown Ideye this
summer became their
most expensive signing
(£10million from
Dynamo Kiev).

brothers upon tyne
Newcastle United’s
signing of Siem de Jong
means that three pairs of
attacking brothers will
have played for the club
in the past ten years:
Siem and Luuk de Jong,
Shola and Sammy
Ameobi, and Lomano
and Kazenga LuaLua.

passing round the
crown
Warning to Manchester
City: the previous five
champions failed to
retain their trophy, the
longest such run in the
Premier League era.
Manchester United
triumphed in 2009,
Chelsea in 2010, United
in 2011, City in 2012,
United in 2013 and City
did so last May.

billy’s brainbuster
Last season Chelsea
became the first team in
top-flight history (since
1888) to finish third and
win all four games
against the top two
(Manchester City and
Liverpool)

3RD

Over the past five Premier League seasons, the range
of goals is only 14, from 1,052 (last season) to 1,066
(2011-12). First-half goal tallies have been even more
remarkably close: there were 463 last season and 465
in each of the previous two seasons.

1052
1066
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AUGUST
saturday, 16
Manchester United v Swansea City
(12.45, BTSport)
Leicester City v Everton
Queens Park Rangers v Hull City
Stoke City v Aston Villa
West Bromwich Albion v Sunderland
West Ham United v Tottenham
Hotspur
Arsenal v Crystal Palace (5.30, Sky
Sports 1)

sunday, 17
Liverpool v Southampton (1.30pm,
Sky Sports 1)
Newcastle United v Manchester City
(4.0, Sky Sports 1)

monday, 18
Burnley v Chelsea (8.0, Sky Sports 1)

saturday, 23
Aston Villa v Newcastle United
(12.45, BTSport)
Chelsea v Leicester City
Crystal Palace v West Ham United
Southampton v West Bromwich
Albion
Swansea City v Burnley
Everton v Arsenal (5.30, Sky Sports 1)

sunday, 24
Hull City v Stoke City (1.30, Sky
Sports 1)
Tottenham Hotspur v Queens Park
Rangers (1.30)
Sunderland v Manchester United (4.0,
Sky Sports 1)

monday, 25
Manchester City v Liverpool (8.0, Sky
Sports 1)

saturday, 30
Burnley v Manchester United (12.45,
BT Sport)
Manchester City v Stoke City
Newcastle United v Crystal Palace
Queens Park Rangers v Sunderland
Swansea City v West Bromwich
Albion
West Ham United v Southampton
Everton v Chelsea (5.30, Sky Sports 1)

sunday, 31
Aston Villa v Hull City (1.30)
Tottenham Hotspur v Liverpool (1.30,
Sky Sports 1)
Leicester City v Arsenal (4.0, Sky
Sports 1)

SEPTEMBER
saturday, 13
Arsenal v Manchester City
(12.45, BT Sport)
Chelsea v Swansea City
Crystal Palace v Burnley
Southampton v Newcastle United
Stoke City v Leicester City
Sunderland v Tottenham Hotspur
West Bromwich Albion v Everton
Liverpool v Aston Villa
(5.30, Sky Sports 1)

sunday, 14
Manchester United v Queens Park
Rangers (4.0, Sky Sports 1)

monday, 15
Hull City v West Ham United
(8.0, Sky Sports 1)

saturday, 20
Queens Park Rangers v
Stoke City (12.45, BT Sport)
Aston Villa v Arsenal
Burnley v Sunderland
Newcastle United v Hull City
Swansea City v Southampton
Tottenham Hotspur v
West Bromwich Albion
West Ham United v Liverpool
(5.30, Sky Sports 1)

sunday, 21
Leicester City v Manchester United
(1.30, Sky Sports 1)
Everton v Crystal Palace (4.0)
Manchester City v Chelsea
(4.0, Sky Sports 1)

saturday, 27
Liverpool v Everton (12.45, BT Sport)
Chelsea v Aston Villa
Crystal Palace v Leicester City
Hull City v Manchester City
Manchester United v
West Ham United
Southampton v Queens Park Rangers
Sunderland v Swansea City
Arsenal v Tottenham Hotspur
(5.30, Sky Sports 1)

sunday, 28
West Bromwich Albion v Burnley
(4.0, Sky Sports 1)

monday, 29
Stoke City v Newcastle United
(8.0, Sky Sports 1)

OCTOBER
saturday, 4
Hull City v Crystal Palace
Leicester City v Burnley
Liverpool v West Bromwich Albion
Sunderland v Stoke City
Swansea City v Newcastle United
Tottenham Hotspur v Southampton

Aston Villa v Manchester City
(5.30, Sky Sports 1)

sunday, 5
Manchester United v Everton
(12.0, BT Sport)
Chelsea v Arsenal (2.05, Sky Sports 1)
West Ham United v Queens Park
Rangers (4.15, Sky Sports 1)

saturday, 18
Manchester City v Tottenham Hotspur
(12.45, BT Sport)
Arsenal v Hull City
Burnley v West Ham United
Crystal Palace v Chelsea
Everton v Aston Villa
Newcastle United v Leicester City
Southampton v Sunderland

sunday, 19
Queens Park Rangers v Liverpool
(1.30, Sky Sports 1)
Stoke City v Swansea City
(4.0, Sky Sports 1)

monday, 20
West Bromwich Albion v
Manchester United (8.0, Sky Sports 1)

saturday, 25
Swansea City v Leicester City
(12.45, Sky Sports 1)
West Ham United v Manchester City
(12.45, BT Sport)
Liverpool v Hull City
Southampton v Stoke City
Sunderland v Arsenal
Tottenham Hotspur v
Newcastle United
West Bromwich Albion v
Crystal Palace

sunday, 26
Burnley v Everton (1.30, Sky Sports 1)
Manchester United v Chelsea
(4.0, Sky Sports 1)

monday, 27
Queens Park Rangers v Aston Villa
(8.0, Sky Sports 1)

NOVEMBER
saturday, 1
Newcastle United v Liverpool
(12.45, BT Sport)
Arsenal v Burnley
Chelsea v Queens Park Rangers
Everton v Swansea City
Hull City v Southampton
Leicester City v
West Bromwich Albion
Stoke City v West Ham United

sunday, 2
Manchester City v Manchester United
(1.30, Sky Sports 1)
Aston Villa v Tottenham Hotspur
(4.0, Sky Sports 1)

monday, 3
Crystal Palace v Sunderland
(8.0, Sky Sports 1)

saturday, 8
Liverpool v Chelsea (12.45, BT Sport)
Burnley v Hull City
Manchester United v Crystal Palace
Southampton v Leicester City
Tottenham Hotspur v Stoke City
West Ham United v Aston Villa
Queens Park Rangers v
Manchester City (5.30, Sky Sports 1)

sunday, 9
Sunderland v Everton (1.30)
West Bromwich Albion v
Newcastle United (1.30, Sky Sports 1)
Swansea City v Arsenal
(4.0, Sky Sports 1)

saturday, 22
Chelsea v West Bromwich Albion
Everton v West Ham United
Leicester City v Sunderland
Manchester City v Swansea City
Newcastle United v
Queens Park Rangers
Stoke City v Burnley
Arsenal v Manchester United
(5.30, Sky Sports 1)

sunday, 23
Crystal Palace v Liverpool
(1.30, Sky Sports 1)
Hull City v Tottenham Hotspur
(4.0, Sky Sports 1)

monday, 24
Aston Villa v Southampton
(8.0, Sky Sports 1)

saturday, 29
West Bromwich Albion v
Arsenal (12.45, BT Sport)
Burnley v Aston Villa
Liverpool v Stoke City
Manchester United v Hull City
Queens Park Rangers v Leicester City
Swansea City v Crystal Palace
West Ham United v Newcastle United
Sunderland v Chelsea
(5.30, Sky Sports 1)
sunday, 30
Southampton v Manchester City
(1.30, Sky Sports 1)
Tottenham Hotspur v Everton
(4.0, Sky Sports 1)

DECEMBER
tuesday, 2 (7.45 unless stated)
Burnley v Newcastle United
Leicester City v Liverpool
Manchester United v Stoke City

Swansea City v Queens Park Rangers
Crystal Palace v Aston Villa (8.0)
West Bromwich Albion v
West Ham United (8.0)

wednesday, 3
(7.45 unless stated)
Arsenal v Southampton
Chelsea v Tottenham Hotspur
Everton v Hull City
Sunderland v Manchester City

saturday, 6
Aston Villa v Leicester City
Hull City v West Bromwich Albion
Liverpool v Sunderland
Manchester City v Everton
Newcastle United v Chelsea
Queens Park Rangers v Burnley
Southampton v Manchester United
Stoke City v Arsenal
Tottenham Hotspur v Crystal Palace
West Ham United v Swansea City

saturday, 13
Arsenal v Newcastle United
Burnley v Southampton
Chelsea v Hull City
Crystal Palace v Stoke City
Leicester City v Manchester City
Manchester United v Liverpool
Sunderland v West Ham United
Swansea City v Tottenham Hotspur
West Bromwich Albion v Aston Villa

sunday, 14
Everton v Queens Park Rangers (4.0)

saturday, 20
Aston Villa v Manchester United
Hull City v Swansea City
Liverpool v Arsenal
Manchester City v Crystal Palace
Newcastle United v Sunderland
Queens Park Rangers v
West Bromwich Albion
Southampton v Everton
Stoke City v Chelsea
Tottenham Hotspur v Burnley
West Ham United v Leicester City

friday, 26
Arsenal v Queens Park Rangers
Burnley v Liverpool
Chelsea v West Ham United
Crystal Palace v Southampton
Everton v Stoke City
Leicester City v Tottenham Hotspur

Manchester United v
Newcastle United
Sunderland v Hull City
Swansea City v Aston Villa
West Bromwich Albion v
Manchester City

sunday, 28
Aston Villa v Sunderland
Hull City v Leicester City
Liverpool v Swansea City
Manchester City v Burnley
Newcastle United v Everton
Queens Park Rangers v
Crystal Palace
Southampton v Chelsea
Stoke City v West Bromwich Albion
Tottenham Hotspur v
Manchester United
West Ham United v Arsenal

JANUARY
thursday, 1
Aston Villa v Crystal Palace
Hull City v Everton
Liverpool v Leicester City
Manchester City v Sunderland
Newcastle United v Burnley
Queens Park Rangers v Swansea City
Southampton v Arsenal
Stoke City v Manchester United
Tottenham Hotspur v Chelsea
West Ham United v
West Bromwich Albion

saturday, 10
Arsenal v Stoke City
Burnley v Queens Park Rangers
Chelsea v Newcastle United
Crystal Palace v Tottenham Hotspur
Everton v Manchester City
Leicester City v Aston Villa
Manchester United v Southampton
Sunderland v Liverpool

Swansea City v West Ham United
West Bromwich Albion v Hull City

saturday, 17
Aston Villa v Liverpool
Burnley v Crystal Palace
Everton v West Bromwich Albion
Leicester City v Stoke City
Manchester City v Arsenal
Newcastle United v Southampton
Queens Park Rangers v
Manchester United
Swansea City v Chelsea
Tottenham Hotspur v Sunderland
West Ham United v Hull City

saturday, 31
Arsenal v Aston Villa
Chelsea v Manchester City
Crystal Palace v Everton
Hull City v Newcastle United
Liverpool v West Ham United
Manchester United v Leicester City
Southampton v Swansea City
Stoke City v Queens Park Rangers
Sunderland v Burnley
West Bromwich Albion v
Tottenham Hotspur

FEBRUARY
saturday, 7
Aston Villa v Chelsea
Burnley v West Bromwich Albion
Everton v Liverpool
Leicester City v Crystal Palace
Manchester City v Hull City
Newcastle United v Stoke City
Queens Park Rangers v Southampton
Swansea City v Sunderland
Tottenham Hotspur v Arsenal
West Ham United v
Manchester United

tuesday, 10
(7.45 unless stated)
Arsenal v Leicester City
Hull City v Aston Villa
Manchester United v Burnley
Southampton v West Ham United
Sunderland v Queens Park Rangers
Crystal Palace v
Newcastle United (8.0)
Liverpool v Tottenham Hotspur (8.0)
West Bromwich Albion v
Swansea City (8.0)

wednesday, 11
(7.45 unless stated)
Chelsea v Everton
Stoke City v Manchester City

saturday, 21
Aston Villa v Stoke City
Chelsea v Burnley
Crystal Palace v Arsenal
Everton v Leicester City
Hull City v Queens Park Rangers
Manchester City v Newcastle United
Southampton v Liverpool
Sunderland v West Bromwich Albion
Swansea City v Manchester United
Tottenham Hotspur v
West Ham United

saturday, 28
Arsenal v Everton
Burnley v Swansea City
Leicester City v Chelsea
Liverpool v Manchester City
Manchester United v Sunderland
Newcastle United v Aston Villa
Queens Park Rangers v
Tottenham Hotspur
Stoke City v Hull City
West Bromwich Albion v
Southampton
West Ham United v Crystal Palace

MARCH
tuesday, 3 (7.45 unless stated)
Aston Villa v West Bromwich Albion
Hull City v Sunderland
Queens Park Rangers v Arsenal
Southampton v Crystal Palace
West Ham United v Chelsea
Liverpool v Burnley (8.0)

wednesday, 4
(7.45 unless stated)
Manchester City v Leicester City
Newcastle United v
Manchester United
Stoke City v Everton
Tottenham Hotspur v Swansea City

saturday, 14
Arsenal v West Ham United
Burnley v Manchester City
Chelsea v Southampton
Crystal Palace v Queens Park Rangers
Everton v Newcastle United
Leicester City v Hull City

Manchester United v
Tottenham Hotspur
Sunderland v Aston Villa
Swansea City v Liverpool
West Bromwich Albion v Stoke City

saturday, 21
Aston Villa v Swansea City
Hull City v Chelsea
Liverpool v Manchester United
Manchester City v
West Bromwich Albion
Newcastle United v Arsenal
Queens Park Rangers v Everton
Southampton v Burnley
Stoke City v Crystal Palace
Tottenham Hotspur v Leicester City
West Ham United v Sunderland

APRIL
saturday, 4
Arsenal v Liverpool
Burnley v Tottenham Hotspur
Chelsea v Stoke City
Crystal Palace v Manchester City
Everton v Southampton
Leicester City v West Ham United
Manchester United v Aston Villa
Sunderland v Newcastle United
Swansea City v Hull City
West Bromwich Albion v
Queens Park Rangers

saturday, 11
Burnley v Arsenal
Liverpool v Newcastle United
Manchester United v Manchester City
Queens Park Rangers v Chelsea
Southampton v Hull City
Sunderland v Crystal Palace
Swansea City v Everton
Tottenham Hotspur v Aston Villa
West Bromwich Albion v Leicester City
West Ham United v Stoke City

saturday, 18
Arsenal v Sunderland
Aston Villa v Queens Park Rangers
Chelsea v Manchester United
Crystal Palace v
West Bromwich Albion
Everton v Burnley
Hull City v Liverpool
Leicester City v Swansea City
Manchester City v West Ham United
Newcastle United v
Tottenham Hotspur
Stoke City v Southampton

saturday, 25
Arsenal v Chelsea
Burnley v Leicester City
Crystal Palace v Hull City
Everton v Manchester United
Manchester City v Aston Villa
Newcastle United v Swansea City
Queens Park Rangers v
West Ham United
Southampton v Tottenham Hotspur
Stoke City v Sunderland
West Bromwich Albion v Liverpool

MAY
saturday, 2
Aston Villa v Everton
Chelsea v Crystal Palace
Hull City v Arsenal
Leicester City v Newcastle United
Liverpool v Queens Park Rangers
Manchester United v
West Bromwich Albion
Sunderland v Southampton
Swansea City v Stoke City
Tottenham Hotspur v Manchester City
West Ham United v Burnley

saturday, 9
Arsenal v Swansea City
Aston Villa v West Ham United
Chelsea v Liverpool
Crystal Palace v Manchester United
Everton v Sunderland
Hull City v Burnley
Leicester City v Southampton
Manchester City v
Queens Park Rangers
Newcastle United v
West Bromwich Albion
Stoke City v Tottenham Hotspur

saturday, 16
Burnley v Stoke City
Liverpool v Crystal Palace
Manchester United v Arsenal
Queens Park Rangers v
Newcastle United
Southampton v Aston Villa
Sunderland v Leicester City
Swansea City v Manchester City
Tottenham Hotspur v Hull City
West Bromwich Albion v Chelsea
West Ham United v Everton

sunday, 24
Arsenal v West Bromwich Albion
Aston Villa v Burnley
Chelsea v Sunderland
Crystal Palace v Swansea City
Everton v Tottenham Hotspur
Hull City v Manchester United
Leicester City v Queens Park Rangers
Manchester City v Southampton
Newcastle United v West Ham United
Stoke City v Liverpool
6 Dates and kick-off times may change
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THESEASON AHEAD

Up in the air: Danny
Welbeck, far right, will
hope Manchester United
can challenge City for
the Premier League title
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WHERE WILL YOUR CLUB FINISH THIS SEASON? BILL EDGAR MAKES HIS PREDICTIONS
MANCHESTER UNITED
summer summary United are
planning for the regular use of a
three-man central defence for the first
time in their history. They lack a
top-class performer in that position
until reinforcements arrive.

manager’s prospects Louis van Gaal:
the Dutchman inspired mediocre
Holland players to overperform in
qualifying for the World Cup and
obtaining a third-place finish.

star manWayne Rooney:
managed a decent season
despite his team-mates’
struggles last term and has
looked good in pre-season.

key ins Ander Herrera, Luke
Shaw
key outs Patrice Evra, Rio
Ferdinand, Ryan Giggs, Nemanja
Vidic
finishing position Last season:
7th. Predicted this season: 4th.

NEWCASTLE UNITED
summer summary After going 18
months without making a permanent
signing, Newcastle have made eight
such acquisitions as they attempt to
reverse their stagnation of the second
half of last season.

manager’s prospects Alan
Pardew: given the unpredictability
of Newcastle, Pardew is unlikely
to consider his post entirely
secure, even though he achieved
a top-half finish.

star man Rémy Cabella, left:
Newcastle hope he can capably
replace Yohan Cabaye.

key ins Cabella, Jack
Colback, Siem De Jong,
Daryl Janmaat
key outsMathieu
Debuchy
finishing position
Last season: 10th.

Predicted this season: 8th.

QUEENS PARK RANGERS
summer summary Another close
season of change at Loftus Road has
seen the arrival of four high-quality
players, with the possibility of more to
come. Rio Ferdinand retains class in
central defence at the age of 35.

manager’s prospects Harry
Redknapp: the arrival of Glenn Hoddle
as coach will help Redknapp, who will
hope to rediscover the golden touch
that has largely eluded him at QPR.

star man Ferdinand: the former
England defender will provide vital
experience, helping to guide his team-
mates as Rangers field a three-man
central defence.

key ins Steven Caulker, Ferdinand,
Mauricio Isla, Jordon Mutch
key outs Yossi Benayoun, Esteban
Granero, Aaron Hughes, Andrew
Johnson, Gary O’Neil
finishing position Last season: 4th
(Champ). Predicted this season: 15th.

SOUTHAMPTON
summer summary Southampton won
hearts with a stylish brand of football
but the heart of a team who finished
eighth in the Premier League has been
ripped out. Ronald Koeman, the new
manager, has a huge rebuilding job.

manager’s prospects Ronald
Koeman: the Dutchman has managed
in the Netherlands, Spain and
Portugal and needs to hit the ground
running in his first job in England.

star man Fraser Forster: the
shot-stopping prowess he
displayed in the Champions
League for Celtic should be
handy for a team in transition.

key ins Forster, Florin
Gardos, Shane Long
key outs Calum Chambers,
Adam Lallana, Dejan Lovren,
Rickie Lambert, Luke Shaw
finishing position Last season:
8th. Predicted this season: 10th.

STOKE CITY
summer summary Stoke were
expected by some to decline after the
departure of Tony Pulis but have been
just as redoubtable under Mark
Hughes, who has a stronger squad after
a good summer in the transfer market.

manager’s prospects Mark Hughes:
to little fanfare, the Welshman enjoyed

an outstanding first season at the
Britannia Stadium and should be
feeling relaxed about his position.

star man Asmir Begovic:
goalkeeper, left, showed his
ability at the World Cup.

key ins Phil Bardsley, Bojan
Krkic, Steve Sidwell
key outsMatthew
Etherington

finishing position Last
season: 9th. Predicted this
season: 9th.

Pr

goalk

The last words heard by the Queens
Park Rangers players before the new
season kicks off today will not be from
Harry Redknapp, the manager, or
Glenn Hoddle, the newly recruited
coach. The final rallying cry in the
dressing room will come from Steve
Black, a man with no title but growing
influence in every corner of Loftus
Road.
“Blackie” pops up everywhere at

QPR. One minute he will be sitting
down for one-on-one mentoring with
Joey Barton, then he will be slipping a
note to Redknapp about messages to
relay to the players, or media.
He will be addressing the entire staff

for a motivational talk, or, as he was
during the Sky Bet Championship play-
off final at Wembley, cajoling in the
dressing room at half-time during that
nail-biting afternoon when the club
fought for a place in the top flight and
the £100million prize.
Nerves were frayed as QPR were

outplayed by Derby County but, as
Redknapp and the coaches made
tactical tweaks, Black set about
restoring conviction among the players.
“I’d been putting into people’s minds

all through that run ‘there’s no chance
we are getting beat. No chance.’ But it
wasn’t just words,” he says.
“We knew Derby were the best team

in the country for scoring at the end of
the first half, with more goals than
anyone. The statistics showed it. But we
also knew that we had the best record
in the league for scoring goals in the
last 15 minutes.
“So when the players came in at half-

time, we told them ‘Derby have given
their best. They’ve dominated. That
was their time and it’s gone. And they’ll

know it’. And we reminded them that
we are better late on. We gave them an
emotional message but we could back it
up with stats. So I wasn’t panicking.”
Black pauses. “I had no doubts,” he

says again, as though QPR reached the
promised land not just thanks to Bobby
Zamora’s dramatic late winner but
through the power of positive thought.
Positive thinking is what Black does.
A former bouncer from Newcastle,

Black discovered through amateur
sport that he had a rare gift for
communication or, as he explains it,
“helping people reach their potential”.
He trained in sports science,

devoured every book on psychology he
could lay his hands on, and added
knowledge and experience to his own
natural gifts as a big, effusive Geordie.
He worked with Newcastle United

during their rise under Kevin Keegan,
with the Lions under Graham Henry,
and across many sports and business,
including his most famous association
with Jonny Wilkinson.
Black’s long years with the

metronomic fly half convinced him that
talent was overrated. “Was Jonny the
most talented rugby player the
world has ever seen? No. Was he
the most dedicated? Possibly,” he
says.
“There’s too much said about

talent. Talent is just ball-park,
especially in team sports. It’s
how you prepare and interact.”
This year, someone advised

Barton that he could benefit
from sessions with Black,
who shies away from the
term “life coach”. “It
conjures up someone who
has done a weekend course,” he

says. “I’ve been doing this 40
years.”
Barton and Black met in a

Waterstones book store, for what was
scheduled to be a half-hour chat. They
were still talking five hours later.
Barton was so enthused that he

persuaded QPR, and an initially
sceptical Redknapp, to recruit Black to
the coaching staff.
With his belief that “habit is far

stronger than reason”, Black has sought
to ingrain good routines, advising the
QPR players to follow Wilkinson’s
example of a journal in which they
record their daily output, and emotions.
When QPR face Hull City today,

Black will be in the dressing room,
pinning motivational notes to the wall.
He will be reminding players of their
trigger words — “it might be something
to do with attack, defence, transitions”
— which he says are a much more
effective way to relay instructions than
a manager bawling and waving his
arms.
Last season his mantra was “find a

way”. This year? “In the Premier
League, it’s ‘find a better way’,” he says.
Suggest that these are just throwaway

phrases with unquantifiable benefits
and Black responds: “It’s not airy-fairy.
Those few words can make a difference.
‘Yes’ does. It’s a very powerful, positive
word. A smile works.”
At QPR, Black’s abilities to motivate,

and to soothe, might be needed more
than ever as Redknapp’s team
inevitably hit bumps. They could spend
the next nine months in a fight against
relegation. Will Barton keep his place
and how will he react if dropped? Will
Redknapp and Hoddle gel?
Before he heads off to a meeting with

Danny Cipriani, the Sale Sharks and
England fly half who credits his new
mentor with a key role in his revitalised
career, Black cites a line from Kahlil
Gibran, author of The Prophet.
“They asked him a question ‘are you

happy with the book?’ ” Black recounts.
“And Gibran replied ‘every word I
wrote was the best available at that
time.’
“To me, that’s fantastic. We will lose

some games, but if we give the best
we’ve got available every day, of course
we’ve got a chance. You don’t need a
£50million signing to be the best
prepared team in the country.”

QPR players relying on
former bouncer as much
as Redknapp and Hoddle
matt dickinson
Chief Sports Correspondent

BLACK IS SPORT’S
MR MOTIVATOR

Steve Black began as a
doorman in Newcastle
while coaching local
football teams. He became
manager of a YMCA in
North Shields and began to
broaden his interest in
fitness and coaching.
Black, below left, has
worked across many sports
as conditioning coach,
mentor and motivator. In
football, he was part of
Kevin Keegan’s backroom
team during the rise of
Newcastle United. He has
worked at Fulham,
Norwich City, Sunderland
and Huddersfield Town.
In rugby, he has been
lauded by Jonny Wilkinson
as “the best at what he
does”. Black was
conditioning coach to
Graham Henry’s Wales
team and the 2001 British
and Irish Lions tour to
Australia. He has also
assisted boxer Glenn
McCrory as well as many
individual sportsmen,
while also mentoring in

business.
He is working with
Danny Cipriani,
the Sale Sharks
and England
fly half, among
others, and has

a season-long
consultancy at
QPR.
Words by Matt
Dickinson

Pep talk: Black will hope
to motivate Ferdinand,
right, who joined QPR this
summer after a long spell
at Manchester United

BRYN LENNON / GETTY IMAGES
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In with a shout:Dyche is
putting trust in his ability
to overcome Burnley’s
gulf in spending power
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SUNDERLAND
summer summary Perhaps shaken by
their brush from relegation, when they
escaped after a late surge, Sunderland
have rung the changes. Jack Rodwell
could make a big difference in midfield
if he avoids injury.

manager’s prospects Gus Poyet:
serenity remains elusive at Sunderland,
where one emotional manager, Paolo
Di Canio, was replaced by another. A
long stint for Poyet seems unlikely.

star man Adam Johnson, right:
the winger was a driving force
at times last season, cutting in
off the right to shoot with his
left.

key ins Costel Pantilimon,
Rodwell
key outs Phil Bardsley, Jack
Colback
finishing position Last season:
14th. Predicted this season: 13th.

SWANSEA CITY
summer summary The departures of
Chico Flores and Michu, two Spaniards
integral to Swansea’s recent success, is a
blow, so the team will need Bafetimbi
Gomis, the striker, and Jefferson
Montero, the winger, to adapt quickly.

manager’s prospects Garry Monk:
the inexperienced Monk was a
surprising choice as a replacement for
Michael Laudrup and he may feel
vulnerable if his team begin poorly.

star man Jefferson Montero:
the winger impressed at the
World Cup this summer in all
three Ecuador games.

key ins Gomis, Gylfi
Sigurdsson, Montero
key outs Flores, Michu,

Michel Vorm
finishing position Last
season: 12th. Predicted this
season: 11th.

TOTTENHAM HOTSPUR
summer summary The acquisition of
Mauricio Pochettino represents
Tottenham’s 11th managerial change
during Arsène Wenger’s reign at
Arsenal. Yet this close season has seen
less upheaval than normal.

manager’s prospects Pochettino: the
Argentinian turned Southampton into a
top-half team playing entertaining
football in a way that Tottenham fans
would relish. His stock is high but falls
are never far away for managers at
White Hart Lane.

star man Christian Eriksen: the Dane
was the only new signing to flourish last
season, impressing with his free kicks,
through-balls and the odd goal.

key ins Ben Davies, Michel Vorm,
DeAndre Yedlin
key outs Gylfi Sigurdsson

finishing position Last season: 6th.
Predicted this season: 7th.

WEST BROMWICH ALBION
summer summary A dramatic decline
last season compared with the previous
three years has prompted change. Alan
Irvine is the new manager and he has
broken the club’s transfer record by
signing Brown Ideye for £10million.

manager’s prospects Alan Irvine: for
the second time in two years, Albion
have appointed a Scot whose previous
experience was predominantly among
backroom staff. May be vulnerable.

star man James Morrison: the
midfielder, right, offers variety.
Solid enough to play in central
midfield, he can create danger
from the wings.

key ins Chris Baird, Cristian
Gamboa, Craig Gardner, Ideye,
Joleon Lescott
key outs Zoltan Gera, Billy
Jones, Liam Ridgewell
finishing position Last season:
17th. Predicted this season: 16th.

WEST HAM UNITED
summer summary The worst news of a
troubled close season was Andy
Carroll’s ankle injury. Ravel Morrison
has featured in unwanted headlines,
while defeats by Wellington Phoenix
and Sydney do not inspire confidence.

manager’s prospects Sam Allardyce
remains under pressure as he endures a
frosty relationship with the club’s

owners (based on public
pronouncements) and fans.

star man Enner Valencia: the
striker scored three goals at
the World Cup for Ecuador.

key ins Valencia, Mauro
Zarate
key outs Joe Cole,
George McCartney, Matt
Taylor
finishing position
Last season: 13th.
Predicted this season: 14th.

Schmeichel will earn keep
brendan mcloughlin

In these times of meddling foreign
owners, Leicester City’s Thai
proprietors have proven both astute
and appealing. Wind the clock back
almost four years and the ambitious
Srivaddhanaprabha family were
sanctioning Sven-Göran Eriksson’s free
spending.
By the next October they had

jettisoned the Swede and, showing the
sense to learn from those mistakes,
brought back Nigel Pearson.
Pearson’s understated approach is

now personified by his team — the
sum, unlike under Eriksson, is now
greater than its parts. Nor, unlike at
two of last season’s promoted sides,
Cardiff City and Hull City, are there
underlying tensions over plans to
tamper with the club’s heritage.
Leicester arrive in the Barclays

Premier League as Sky Bet
Championship champions, yet despite
acquiring 102 points, scoring 83 goals
and finishing 22 points ahead of

Queens Park Rangers, the play-off
winners, their achievements were
largely overlooked outside the east
Midlands and Thailand — where the
squad was mobbed at a civic reception
to mark their achievements.
The signing of Leonardo Ulloa, the

Argentine forward, for a club record
£10million fee is a signal of intent that
the billionaire owners, who have now
pumped more than £135million into
the club, are still willing to flex their
financial muscles when required.
Another eight-figure sum move —
most likely for Troy Deeney, of
Watford — is not out of the question.
Yet persuading Kasper Schmeichel,

the goalkeeper, to re-sign is their best
summer business. Expect him to earn
that pay rise, because if there is an area
in which Leicester are lacking, it
remains their back four, particularly in
the absence of Matthew Upson, who is
expected to be sidelined for three
months. It leaves Wes Morgan and
Liam Moore, as yet without a top-flight
outing between them, at the heart of
their defence.

Dyche gingers
himself up
for tough ride

tony barrett

Despite being known as the ginger
Mourinho, Sean Dyche is well aware
that comparisons between the Chelsea
manager and himself, no matter how
flattering, do not extend to largesse in
the transfer market. If Burnley are to
survive in the Premier League beyond
this season, they will do so on a relative
shoestring.
This is a club with an annual

turnover of £15.2million (less than half
of the amount that Chelsea paid for
Diego Costa, the second most
expensive striker on their books) who
have found themselves squeezed in the

summer transfer market because they
cannot compete financially with their
rivals in the Premier League or some of
the clubs in the Sky Bet Championship,
which they have just left behind.
Fulham’s decision to pay Leeds

United £11million for Ross McCormack,
the forward, and Watford’s reported
asking price of about £10million for
Troy Deeney — a one-time Burnley
target — means that even the hunting
ground Dyche had been hoping to
plunder has become too expensive.
“Chelsea signed Costa, and someone

told me the other day, including the
contract, the deal is roughly our first
year’s turnover [in the Premier
League].”Dyche said. “That’s where we
are. We have to run the whole club on
that one player’s fee and salary, roughly
speaking, and that is the gap.”
Dyche has spent just over £3million

and the £1.5million investment in
Lukas Jutkiewicz, the former
Middlesbrough striker, could be a
shrewd one in the scrap for survival.

Ready for hard labour: the
re-signing of Schmeichel
is crucial to Leicester’s
defensive capabilities
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BILL EDGAR CASTS HIS EYE OVER EACH CLUB’S HOPES AND FEARS
ARSENAL
summer summary For the second
consecutive close season, Arsenal are
emerging from the transfer window
with a stronger squad. Alexis Sánchez
has followed Mesut Özil in leaving
Spain for north London.

manager’s prospects Arsène
Wenger: the Frenchman’s position is far
stronger than 12 months ago, when it
needed only a poor result against Aston
Villato provoke calls for his dismissal.

star man Alexis Sánchez: The
forward’s pace and dribbling
skills were instrumental to
Chile’s impressive World
Cup.

key ins Calum Chambers,
Mathieu Debuchy, Sánchez
key outs Bacary Sagna, Thomas
Vermaelen
finishing position Last
season: 4th. Predicted this
season: 3rd.

ASTON VILLA
summer summary Randy Lerner has
been trying to sell Villa for about
£200million but found little interest.
Villa have finished in the bottom six in
the past three seasons and their
signings do not suggest improvement.

manager’s prospects Paul Lambert’s
position looks a little precarious, with a
ready-made replacement on hand in
Roy Keane, his new assistant, should
Villa suffer a poor start.

star man Christian Benteke, left:
the only Villa scorer to
have reached double
figures in any of the past

four seasons.

key ins Joe Cole, Philippe
Senderos
key outsMarc Albrighton,
Antonio Luna
finishing position Last season:
15th. Predicted this season: 18th.

BURNLEY
summer summary Burnley gained
automatic promotion despite a small
budget and they will need to defy their
finances again to avoid the drop. Their
six signings combined so far have cost a
mere £3.5 million.

manager’s prospects Sean Dyche:
the Englishman fared well at Watford
and has performed miracles at Turf
Moor. Given the lack of expectations,
he can hardly lose this season.

star man Danny Ings: the young
forward scored 21 league goals last
season and will have to take the strain
as Sam Vokes continues his recovery
from a knee injury.

key ins Matt Gilks, Lukas Jutkiewicz,
Michael Kightly, Steven Reid, Marvin
Sordell, Matt Taylor
key outs Chris Baird, David Edgar,
Junior Stanislas
finishing position Last season: 2nd
(Champ). Predicted this season: 20th.

CHELSEA
summer summary Diego Costa’s
arrival gives Chelsea the top-class
centre forward that they were missing,
and Cesc Fàbregas is capable of
defence-splitting passes from deep. The
main concern is lack of defensive depth.

manager’s prospects José Mourinho:
the Portuguese was only two unlucky,
late-season results against Sunderland
and Norwich City away from winning
the title and his position seems secure.

star man Eden Hazard: the winger,
right, was the Premier League’s
best player in the autumn as, at
times, he took on Chelsea’s
creative burden
single-handed.

key ins Costa, Fàbregas,
Filipe Luís
key outs Ashley Cole, Frank
Lampard, David Luiz
finishing position Last season:
3rd. Predicted this season: 2nd.

CRYSTAL PALACE
summer summary A quiet close
season exploded into life on Thursday
when Tony Pulis left his managerial
post. It was a huge blow, given the way
he salvaged the season for Palace
during the last campaign.

manager’s prospects Keith Millen,
caretaker: Millen takes temporary
charge, as he did last autumn, as Palace
seek a man who can match the feats of
the departed Pulis.

star manMile Jedinak: the
Australian dominates central

midfield, partly through his
remarkable aerial ability.

key insMartin Kelly,
Brede Hangeland
key outs Kagisho

Dikgacoi
finishing position Last
season: 11th. Predicted this

season: 17th.

WAYNE ROONEY
The award of the Manchester United
captaincy — and, it is expected, the
same honour with England — comes
largely by default, but, for a player who
has craved responsibility and
appreciation, it represents an
opportunity, perhaps a final
opportunity, to re-establish himself as
the talismanic, inspirational No10 he
aspires to be.
Certainly Rooney’s career over the

past four years has contained too many
slumps and nothing like enough
sustained highs, with Ballon d’Or
aspirations long since forgotten, but
Louis van Gaal is right to embrace
the 28-year-old’s ability, energy
and personality. If the renewed
backing of club and country is to
be repaid, it is essential that
Rooney builds on his pre-
season form and avoids being
knocked off course as
easily, by issues of
fitness or mood, as he
has been in recent
seasons. At his
fittest and his
sharpest, he is still
among the league’s
most potent, dynamic
players. Crucially, he seems
to recognise that he has to
prove it now, before it is too
late.
Oliver Kay

JOSÉ MOURINHO
Mourinho just about got
away with his flagrantly self-
serving and time-buying

claim that his “beautiful young eggs”
and “little horses” needed further time
to develop last season, but such elegant
word-play and psychological ruses will
not work again, not least with Roman
Abramovich. Mourinho is expected to
deliver after being given unprecedented
control over player recruitment for a
Chelsea manager that has led to a busy
summer in the transfer market, in
which Diego Costa has arrived at
Stamford Bridge as the solution to a
longstanding goalscoring problem and
Cesc Fàbregas looks an excellent
replacement for Frank Lampard in
terms of his spirit and stature, if not
quite his goal threat.
Mourinho has raised expectations

after going close in both leading
competitions last season, as ending a
second successive campaign without a
trophy would be a big stain on his
future, and may end his rekindled love
affair with Chelsea.
Matt Hughes

DAVID MOYES
Moyes experienced a magnitude
of harm to his reputation that is
normally known only to England
managers. We must wonder, too,
what damage has been inflicted

on Moyes’s own
confidence and self-
certainty that are
such essential tools
in his trade.

Clubs who
might have
jumped at the
Glaswegian a
year ago will
also be a little
more wary, but
while a degree
of caution
may be
appropriate, it
would be
ludicrous if

Moyes was forced to
become a reluctant

exile. One disastrous year at
Manchester United exposed Moyes to a
glare he could not withstand, but 15
decent seasons at Preston North End
and Everton should hold far more
relevance to the type of clubs who will
soon be looking for a new manager
when the sacking season resumes, and
Tony Pulis has already left the building
at Crystal Palace.
History says to expect that at least a

quarter, and perhaps even half, of
Premier League clubs will change
managers, with Sam Allardyce
permanently “on the brink”. It should
not be long before Moyes has the
chance to show that he is not half as
bad as ten months at Old Trafford
made him look.
Matt Dickinson

JEREMY PEACE
It is not long since the West Bromwich
Albion chairman was being held up as a
model of virtue, proof that clubs who
did not chase the dream could succeed.
He has lost much of that goodwill with
his decision to sack, first, Steve Clarke,
then — more understandably — Pepe
Mel. The focus now is on whether he
can maintain a Premier League side on
the cheap without the stabilising
influence of Dan Ashworth, formerly
technical director. The appointment of
Alan Irvine, despite his work at
Everton’s academy, does not inspire
confidence. Looking at the past two
years as a whole, it is hard to escape the
impression that Peace perhaps would
see relegation as a blessed relief.
Rory Smith

ROY KEANE
Is he the man to bolster Paul Lambert’s
ailing management of Aston Villa or
has he been brought in by the club’s
hierarchy in the hope that he will do
their dirty work by playing Brutus?
Keane, left, is a fascinating character in
any given situation and how he acts in
his new role could make for even more

compelling viewing than his
performances on TV. Villa are in
desperate need of a shot in the arm and
there is no question that Keane could
provide it — as well as an element of
wild-eyed menace — but he also values
loyalty, so the question is will he
internalise the seemingly inevitable
conflict or will it all blow up?
Tony Barrett

LUKE SHAW
Perhaps a big-money move and a huge
pay cheque has come too soon for this
19-year-old. For all his talent, the left
back was high maintenance at
Southampton. His diet and lifestyle
were kept under constant scrutiny. It
was less a matter of discipline than a
young man who had not realised the
importance of taking care of his body if
he is to have a long career. He may not
get such care and attention at a big club
who have a clutch of big stars. He needs
to grow up quickly.
Tony Evans

ALAN PARDEW
Beaten back into his dugout by the
dissent hurled in his direction by his
own supporters during Newcastle
United’s final home game of last season,
the manager must begin well this time.
Nine new players have arrived at St
James’ Park and the close season has
provided a natural pause, but Pardew
no longer has a human shield in Joe
Kinnear — whose disastrous spell as
director of football goes down as one of
Mike Ashley’s most ludicrous decisions
— and the pressure is on to improve on
May’s tenth-place finish.
Marrying the desire of fans to watch

a positive, competitive team and the
dry demand of his employers to
prioritise the league has not proved
easy, while the tightening of media
access, at Ashley’s request and against
Pardew’s wishes, adds another layer of
intrigue and, potentially, tension.
George Caulkin

It’ll be a big season for . . .
Times football writers
turn the spotlight on
personalities in the
top flight with a point
to prove this season
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Time to deliver:
Rooney is aware
that his reputation
hangs on how he
meets his new
responsibilities
MATTHEWPETERS/GETTY IMAGES
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EVERTON
summer summary A period of
consolidation has encouraged Everton
fans. Gareth Barry and Romelu Lukaku
are now owned rather than loaned, and
the youthful talents of Ross Barkley and
John Stones have signed new contracts.

manager’s prospects Roberto
Martínez: the Spaniard’s stock has risen
dramatically after a fine first season,
when he took Everton a big step closer
to the Champions League with style.

star man Barkley: the
20-year-old’s powerful running just
behind the striker allows the
team to play through the centre.

key ins Christian Atsu,
Barry, Muhamed Besic,
Lukaku
key outsMagaye
Gueye, Apostolos
Vellios
finishing position Last season:
5th. Predicted this season: 6th.

HULL CITY
summer summary
Hull have already begun their
campaign, sneaking through their first
ever European tie, and a Europa League
group campaign, should they qualify,
would test them. Strengthened by Tom
Ince and Robert Snodgrass’s arrivals.

manager’s prospects Steve Bruce:
time and again Bruce has succeeded in
managerial jobs and his feats in charge
of Hull have perhaps been his greatest.
Under little pressure.

star man Robert Snodgrass, left:
the Scot brings a competitive
edge to midfield and accuracy

from free kicks.

key ins Ince,
Snodgrass

key outs Shane Long
finishing position Last
season: 16th. Predicted this
season: 12th.

LEICESTER CITY
summer summary The signing of
Matthew Upson brings more top-flight
experience to a defence that already
features Paul Konchesky, although
Upson will miss the first three months
of the season through injury.

manager’s prospects Nigel Pearson:
having taken Leicester up from League
One in 2009 during his first spell at the
club, Pearson has repeated the trick in
his second, so his job seems fairly safe.

star man Kasper Schmeichel: with his
striking resemblance to his father,
Peter, and his undoubted ability in goal,
he will provide a strong last line of
defence.

key insMarc Albrighton, Leonardo
Ulloa, Upson
key outs Neil Danns, Lloyd Dyer,
Kevin Phillips, Sean St Ledger, Zak
Whitbread
finishing position Last season: 1st
(Champ). Predicted this season: 19th.

LIVERPOOL
summer summary Liverpool lost their
best player in Luis Suárez but the pill
has been sweetened by £75million from
Barcelona. Furthermore, Liverpool’s
advance last term was based on a team
structure that was, at times, irresistible.

manager’s prospects Brendan
Rodgers: took time to settle in at
Anfield but the Northern Irishman has
his feet firmly under the table after
transforming the team.

star man Daniel Sturridge: Suárez’s
exploits overshadowed Sturridge’s
emergence as one of England’s finest
finishers for years.

key ins Emre Can, Adam Lallana,
Rickie Lambert, Dejan Lovren,
Javier Manquillo, Lazar
Markovic
key outs Suárez
finishing position Last
season: 2nd. Predicted this
season: 5th.

MANCHESTER CITY
summer summary There is relief that
Yaya Touré has stayed despite
apparently agitating for a move, while
the signing of Eliaquim Mangala, the
central defender, gives City great
strength in depth at the back.

manager’s prospectsManuel
Pellegrini: the quietly spoken Chilean
has much to shout about after winning
the league title and League Cup in his
first season in England. Seems secure.

star man David Silva: the
Spaniard, left, is arguably the
league’s most creative player.

key insWilly Caballero,
Fernando, Mangala
key outs Javi García,
Joleon Lescott

finishing position
Last season: 1st.
Predicted this

season: 1st.

oliver kay
Chief Football Correspondent

top four Manchester City, Chelsea,
Arsenal, Liverpool
bottom three Burnley, Aston Villa,
Leicester City
good wishes to Any team aiming to
follow Everton’s and Liverpool’s examples of
last season and surpass their perceived
limitations while embracing youth and
attacking flair.
good riddance to Bad ownership,
whether it is chaotic, exploitative or the type
of lazy, cynical approach that erodes
ambition or leads clubs to think only of the
bottom line.

matt dickinson
Chief Sports Correspondent

top four Chelsea, Manchester City,
Arsenal, Manchester United
bottom three Leicester City, West
Bromwich Albion, Burnley
good wishes to The back three, which
may need all the luck it can get. The system
is in vogue, but expect José Mourinho to
have worked out an antidote before
breakfast.
good riddance to A surfeit of headlines
reporting that “Mourinho last night blasted
ref Clattenburg” or “Wenger moans about
officials”. Most of it demeans the referees,
the manager (and the media).

matt hughes
Deputy Football Correspondent

top four Chelsea, Manchester City,
Arsenal, Manchester United
bottom three Burnley, Leicester City,
West Bromwich Albion
good wishes to The managers new to the
Premier League. They need good luck and if
they are still in the same job in 12 months
they will probably have received it.
good riddance to International football.
Or that would seem to be Uefa’s attitude.
Uefa is about to present us with the dullest
qualifying tournament ever for Euro 2016.

james ducker
Northern Football Correspondent

top four Chelsea, Manchester City,
Manchester United, Arsenal
bottom threeWest Bromwich Albion,
Queens Park Rangers, Burnley (no
particular order)

good wishes to Louis van Gaal. OK, a bit
predictable, but it will be fascinating to see
how one of the best coaches of the past 20
years fares in England.
good riddance to I’d love to see the
same respect shown towards the referee that
exists in rugby.

george caulkin
Northern Sports Correspondent

top four Chelsea, Manchester City,
Arsenal, Manchester United
bottom three Burnley, West Bromwich
Albion, Southampton
good wishes to The Football Supporters’
Federation and its campaign for “Affordable
Football for All”.
good riddance to Joe Kinnear, Paolo
Di Canio and Luis Suárez, who was the best
player in the league last season, but at a cost
that was no longer worth paying.

rory smith

top four Chelsea, Manchester City,
Arsenal, Manchester United
bottom threeWest Bromwich Albion,
Leicester City, Burnley
good wishes to Mauricio Pochettino. It
would be uplifting to see the Argentinian
become the man to break Spurs’ cycle of
near-miss and sacked managers.
good riddance to The horse zeitgeist.
José Mourinho’s shtick about Chelsea being
small horses never rang true last season, and
after signing Diego Costa, Filipe Luís and
Cesc Fàbregas, even he won’t try it this time.

alyson rudd

top four Chelsea, Manchester City,
Arsenal, Manchester United
bottom three Aston Villa, Burnley, West
Bromwich Albion
good wishes to Southampton, who I
hope hit the top four briefly, like Mauricio
Pochettino’s team did, if only to prove that
they really were a team greater than the sum
of their parts.
good riddance to Hopefully the
relentless sniping at referees. To query is
fine. Personal attacks are infantile.

tony barrett

top four Chelsea, Manchester City,
Liverpool, Arsenal
bottom three Burnley, Aston Villa,
Leicester City
good wishes to Those who continue to
campaign for a reduction in ticket prices in
this age of multimillion-pound TV deals.
good riddance to Multicoloured football
boots. Do grown men really want to be seen
in public wearing fluorescent
yellow/orange/green footwear?

OUR EXPERTS
PREDICT
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Tony
Cascarino’s
Golden Boot
contenders

Sergio Agüero

If the Manchester City striker can stay fit
for a full campaign, he is the man to beat.
It’s all there: the style the Barclays Premier
League champions play suits him, he has

the perfect supply line in David
Silva, he has incredibly quick feet,
as well as a poacher’s instinct and

that little spark of genius.
The Argentinian hit 17
goals in 23 matches last
season despite a raft of
injuries; stay clear of them

and he will be hard to beat.

Robin van Persie

Both Manchester United strikers probably
have to be favourites to top the scoring
charts should Agüero struggle for fitness.

Van Persie may be the most gifted
of all — he has the talent of
Dennis Bergkamp. He can
control it on a sixpence, can bend

it into the far corner from
tight angles and can score
from range. He scored 12
in 21 last season and with
more appearances in a
better team, he can
get 30.

Wayne Rooney

Rooney and Van Persie have one big
advantage on their rivals: not just that they
will be playing together, but they will be
taking the set-pieces. That should bolster

both their tallies. Rooney has the
added advantage of being able to

score wonder goals that few
other players can get. With

the captaincy, he should
be able to dictate the
game more, to ensure
that United play to
his strengths.

Diego Costa

Daniel Sturridge

There is a real arrogance, in the best
possible way, about Sturridge since he
moved to Liverpool. He waits for
goalkeepers to move, he backs himself to
beat them. His performances last season

were spectacular enough to
make him the one player,
above even Romelu Lukaku,
who Chelsea must regret
allowing to leave. There is no
reason to doubt that he can
thrive without Luis Suárez. His
pace is blistering.

MANCHESTER CITY

MANCHESTER UNITED

MANCHESTER UNITED

CHELSEA

LIVERPOOL

At last, Chelsea have a striker who fits in
perfectly with the way they play. Costa is
muscular, strong, good in the air and
much of his success will depend on how he
brings others into the game, but he is also

a phenomenal finisher. His best
trait is that he does not take too
many touches in front of goal.

There is no uncertainty
about him: one touch,
strike. That is a trait so
many of the Premier
League’s most prolific
forwards have had.

In the dramatic final weeks of last
season, until that afternoon when their
seemingly unstoppable force
encountered Chelsea’s immoveable
object at Anfield, the feeling took hold
that Liverpool might never get a better
chance to capture that long-elusive
Barclays Premier League title.
Why? Because Luis Suárez might

leave for Barcelona, as he has done, and
because the other contenders were all
likely to be stronger this season, as
appears to be the case after a summer
of significant reinforcement at the top

end of the Premier League. Liverpool,
having fallen short in May, have spread
their budget imaginatively in seeking to
fill the post-Suárez void, but
Manchester City’s title defence will be
augmented by the additions of
Eliaquim Mangala and Fernando,
among others, while Chelsea should be
considerably stronger with Cesc
Fàbregas and Diego Costa on board.
Arsenal will expect to make a more

sustained challenge too, having made
the most eye-catching signing of the
summer in Alexis Sánchez, while
improvement will be demanded of
Manchester United and Tottenham
Hotspur by Louis van Gaal and
Mauricio Pochettino respectively.
Everton, with Gareth Barry and

Romelu Lukaku now permanent
recruits, will hope to build on an
excellent first campaign under Roberto
Martínez, so, after all those years spent
talking about a “Big Four”, Manchester
United’s fall from grace last season has
led to the identification of a “Big Seven”,
all challenging for Champions League
football at the very least.
“I know Chelsea will be better,” José

Mourinho said of the season ahead,
“but maybe the other teams will be
better too, so it will be the kind of
league where you don’t know if you’re
going to finish first or sixth.”
Mourinho is stretching the argument

regarding his own team’s prospects —
Chelsea, like Manchester City, have
assembled a squad that demands a
serious title challenge — but his
broader point is a valid one. Arsenal
finished last season with 79 points, four
more than Manchester United’s title-
winning tally in 1996-97, but were a
distant fourth. Further improvement is
expected this term, with Sánchez
arriving from Barcelona to join Mesut
Özil, Santi Cazorla and Jack Wilshere
in the creative department, but the
difficulty is not just in trying to chase
moving targets but in trying to stave off
competition from below.
That widespread sense of

competition, more than anything, is
what causes the spine to tingle as the
season kicks off this lunchtime, when
Manchester United, after David
Moyes’s ill-fated tenure, will look to
relaunch the post-Ferguson era under

Bar raised again but
City still team to beat
Oliver Kay
Chief Football
Correspondent
All the top clubs
have bought
well over the
summer, so
expect the
unexpected

Three’s company: City,
with Kompany seen lifting
the Premier League
trophy in May, could
capture their third title
in four seasons

ALEX LIVESEY / GETTY IMAGES
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Van Gaal in a home match against
Swansea City.
Nobody knows quite what to expect

from Van Gaal’s team. An improvement
from last season’s miserable seventh-
place finish, certainly, with a gentle
start fixture-wise offering a welcome
opportunity to build momentum, but
the long-identified need for greater
quality in defence, midfield and wide
areas has yet to be adequately
addressed in the transfer market.
As far as the title race is concerned,

the quantity and quality of players at
their disposal demands that
Manchester City and Chelsea are
regarded as favourites. Arsenal look
more worthy of consideration than for
years, but to tip them or indeed
Liverpool as likely champions would be
to take a leap of faith that
underestimates the difficulties Arsène
Wenger and Brendan Rodgers face in
bridging that gulf in spending power.
Liverpool have spent more than

£100million in adding seven new
players, with Rodgers hoping for more,
but that has to be seen in the context of
Suárez’s departure. It will not be easy,
particularly with the added challenge of
playing Champions League football, to
match last season’s Suárez-inspired
total of 84 points. Even if they move
forward, with Philippe Coutinho,
Raheem Sterling and Daniel Sturridge
all continuing to blossom, they, like
Arsenal, might find that the bar has
been raised too high elsewhere.
Chelsea, certainly, should be stronger.

Mourinho made much last season of
the limitations of his squad, not least at
centre forward, but the arrivals of Filipe
Luís, Fàbregas, Costa and Didier

Drogba bring the qualities — not least
the right combination of maturity,
energy and doggedness — that he felt
were missing from the squad he
inherited. Mourinho’s expectation is
that Costa will score freely, with
Drogba returning as back-up, but if that
is to be the case, the manager must be
more willing to give more creative
freedom to Eden Hazard and others,
rather than resorting to the stifling
tactics that took hold in the final
months of last term.
A personal view, with a slight caveat,

is that Manchester City remain the
team to beat. The notion that they
sneaked the title last May, after slip-ups
by Chelsea and Liverpool, is misplaced.
After a difficult start to life under
Manuel Pellegrini, with four defeats in
their first 11 league games, they won 21,
drew four and lost only two out of 27
matches from mid-November onwards.
Another myth is that they have had a

disappointing summer. Within the
constraints of the Financial Fair Play
regulations, they have done everything
they wished. Pellegrini and his staff
identified four weaknesses in his title-
winning squad and have addressed
them all: Willy Cabellero is a genuine
challenger to Joe Hart, Bacary Sagna
offers experienced cover at full back;
Mangala, although rough around the
edges, should develop into an
accomplished central-defensive partner
for Vincent Kompany; Fernando brings
more steel and yet more variety in
central midfield. Add to that the
temporary addition of Frank Lampard
and it looks like an impressive
summer’s work.
The only real question mark about

Manchester City is whether they have
the hunger and the focus to retain the
title. Even in winning two titles in the
past three seasons, they have not
swatted their rivals as convincingly as
perhaps they should have done.
Pellegrini must rotate his squad better
than he did last season, not only to
protect the stars but to be more
inclusive of the fringe players, while
Yaya Touré’s diva-ish behaviour over
the summer remains a slight concern.
Looking beyond the title race and

what looks like a frantic scramble for
Champions League qualification, it is
hard to see any team breaking up the
aforementioned “Big Seven”. Newcastle
United have finally made some decent
signings, Siem de Jong in particular, but
dysfunction persists on Tyneside, while
Southampton’s prospects have surely
suffered with the departures of so many
key players. A decent bet for a top-half
finish are Stoke City, where Mark
Hughes continues to build sensibly on
the foundations left by Tony Pulis.
Pulis’s abrupt departure from Crystal

Palace might force some to reassess the
fight at the bottom end of the table, but
there is no shortage of teams who
appear to face a long, hard season. Sean

It will be the
kind of league
where you
could finish
first or sixth

Dyche, having worked wonders in
leading Burnley to promotion, has an
even more daunting task to try to keep
them up. Leicester City and Queens
Park Rangers look better equipped for
survival, perhaps encouraged by the
continuing malaise at Aston Villa and
West Bromwich Albion. Sunderland,
like Swansea City, will be easier to
assess at the end of what has been a
strange summer.
It is unpredictable, all of it. A

campaign can be defined by the way a
team start. A largely unfancied
Liverpool won their first three Premier
League matches last term and barely
looked back; Manchester United lost
three of their first seven league
matches under Moyes, whose regime
never recovered. This time Manchester
City and Liverpool will be the ones
hoping to avoid serious damage in a
testing start to the campaign with their
encounter at the Etihad Stadium a
week on Monday an early highlight.
Expect drama at both ends of the

division, maybe without intrigue in
mid-table. Expect dazzling brilliance
from Sánchez, David Silva, Coutinho
and, sporadically, Ross Barkley, Adnan
Januzaj and Bojan Krkic.
Expect goals by the bucketload, with

defensive nous far outweighed by
attacking quality. Expect more tactical-
nuanced debate, driven by the
contrasting styles of Mourinho,
Martínez, Rodgers and Van Gaal.
Expect the usual verbal warfare
between managers too — and more
than the odd refereeing controversy.
Expect the unexpected from one
weekend to the next between now
and May 24.

IT’S BACK ... THE BARCLAYS
PREMIER LEAGUE RETURNS
AND THE NO 1 TEAM IN
FOOTBALL COVERAGE
GUARANTEE GOALS GALORE

PREMIER LEAGUE
OPENING ROUNDS
(SINCE 1992)

7
Most goals in a game:
Crystal Palace 1, Liverpool
6 (1994); Sheffield
Wednesday 3, Tottenham 4
(1994); Southampton 3,
Nottingham Forest 4
(1995); Everton 1, Arsenal 6
(2009)

36
Most goals in a round
(2003), including
Blackburn 5, Wolves 1 and
Man Utd 4, Bolton 0

7
Hat-tricks, the latest by
Didier Drogba for Chelsea
against West Brom in 2010

37
Minutes into last season’s
opening game (lunchtime
kick-off ) when Daniel
Sturridge broke deadlock
for Liverpool against Stoke
Words by Bill Edgar

Watch near-live goal clips on
your smartphone within
minutes of the ball hitting the
net via the Times Sport app

You can also access live
commentary, scores, league
tables and on-the-whistle
match reports

Our weekend coverage in the
tablet edition of The Game
will also include video
match highlights

The Times website features
dedicated club pages where
you can catch every goal
scored by your team this
season and last

Don’t score an own goal by
missing out — take out our
digital trial offer and watch
every goal of the new season
for only £1 for the first
30 days30 days



25 27, for example, is grand affair
(3,8)

27 Cat’s back, but not tail, in picture
(3)

28 By 8th May 1945 almost fix sacred
text (3,4)

29 Problem girl gives such offence?
(7)

1 Nothing in creed is well done (4,3)
2 Live competition in which
Liverpool play caused vexation
(11)

3 Book used curious game symbols
inside (6)

4 Land in tree: am picked up after
major alarm sounded (5,5)

5 In opera she sings only one note
or two (4)

6 Plan together to cheat father,
keeping quiet (8)

7 Remains no less hard (3)
8 Width of river restricting vessels
(7)

13 Diva carousing with sherry,
briefly a way to suffer (3,8)

14 Pelts round squares to achieve
slender physique (10)

17 Adjust one reason for enjoying a
song (4-4)

18 Skilled worker gets ideal job at
the end of a few months (7)

20 Faith gets a new head — a prince,
say (7)

21 To succeed, I am everywhere (6)
24 First to propose a way to save

Italian city (4)
26 Vehicle’s performance: up and

down (3)

Across
1 Most distinguished head in case
(7)

5 Ropy work, in which arm came
loose (7)

9 Depression, a short minor illness
(3)

10 An aphorism’s coined for stroke
management (11)

11 Mysterious vampire has been
beheaded and buried by soldiers
(8)

12 Small sort of stone endless prob-
lem for horse (6)

15 Housewife starts to experience
trouble, unplugs iron (4)

16 Watch recording: sort of reception
(6-4)

18 Chambers: “a representative col-
lection” (10)

19 Scowl and look embarrassed
when company departs (4)

22 Lingerie is resurrected? (6)
23 Threatening to trap military

grouping in swampy surround-
ings (8)
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